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Western museum displays of Egyptology are in need of an overhaul. The study of the ancient 
Egyptian past and the methods by which museums represent this past are affected by over two 
hundred years of Western tradition. This tradition, founded in a time of nation-building, led to 
the establishment of a narrow set of understandings of ancient Egypt. Focused on elite 
individuals, death and religious practices, early Egyptological scholarship and museum display 
created an environment in which the public could do little more than stare in awe. While 
distancing ancient Egypt from the familiar, Western ownership acted as a symbol of power 
within eighteenth century politics. Claiming the world’s greatest ancient civilisation for its 
own, the West divorced living Egyptians from this heritage through powerful Orientalising 
discourse which denied them links with the ancient culture since the coming of Islam. Today, 
the strength of these first associations is still evident in Egyptology museum displays, which 
prioritise elite lifestyles and death above more accessible daily life narratives and continue to 
ignore Egyptian perspectives on the past. This thesis, therefore, presents new strategies for the 
exhibition of ancient Egypt in Western museums that can cut through traditions of exclusion 
and incorporate daily life and contemporary perspectives into understandings of Egypt. I begin 
by discussing the theoretical context of collaborative archaeology and the historical position of 
Western Egyptology display. From here I disclose my three-part methodology. Part one 
involves collaboration with the modern Egyptian community to address perceptions of ancient 
Egypt and to promote Egyptian solutions to outdated Western modes of Egyptology display. 
Part two extends the collaborative approach to incorporate Western museum visiting 
communities’ understanding of Egypt, ancient and modern, and incorporate further 
suggestions for museological change. Part three contextualises the Egyptian and museum 
visitors’ views through a detailed visual analysis of the state of current Western Egyptology 
display. The results of these three areas of analysis are brought together to propose an 
emotive, multi-voiced, cross-temporal, creative methodology as the means by which a 
disciplinary shift can be achieved. Centred on the unification of art and artefact, ancient and 
modern, Egypt and West, life and death, the incorporation of contemporary Egyptian art into 
Egyptology display is offered as a route out of museological stasis that acknowledges the 
benefit of diversifying the voices involved in the interpretation of the past, finds resonance 
with the lives of Egyptians and Western museum visitors today, and is in-keeping with the 
ethics of twenty-first century museology. 
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 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

As the wise Egyptians want to lay, 

More on their tombs than houses: those of clay, 

But those of brass, or marble were: so we 

Give more unto thy ghost, than unto thee. 

(John Donne 1611, taken from Smith 1996: 269-70) 

 

The opening quote, an excerpt from the poem To the Praise of the Dead and the Anatomy 

by John Donne,1 embodies the central points of this thesis. Firstly, written in 1611, it 

represents the historicity of Western [mis]understandings of ancient Egypt as a civilisation 

obsessed with death. Secondly, the lines reveal the privileging of elite narratives over those 

of ‘ordinary folk’ within Egyptological knowledge. Thirdly, it makes reference to a 

favouring of the dead that this research will reveal to extend beyond Egyptology and into 

present Western perceptions of modern Egypt as a nation living in the shadow of its past. 

Finally, Donne reveals how creative media and the arts can offer a powerful alternative 

means of presenting the past to traditional academic forms of communication.  

 

Following notions of the ‘post-museum’ (Hooper-Greenhill 2000), this research aims to 

articulate and evaluate the socio-political agendas of museum exhibitioning. Through 

power sharing with source communities and museum visitors I aim to show how the 

museum can engage with contemporary debate and become a space in which cultures 

collide. Alongside collaborative work with individuals from both Egypt and the Western 

museum visiting community, this thesis incorporates the visual analysis of Egyptology 

exhibits and an assessment of numerous cross-disciplinary resources2 to present new 

strategies for the representation of ancient Egyptian daily life in Western museums. Aiming 

to address the imbalance evident between different forms of Egyptological knowledge, and 

between ‘scientific’ and ‘creative’ forms of engagement with the past, I propose 

collaborative practice as a realistic means of repositioning ancient Egypt from a ‘dead’ 

                                                   
1 I first came across Donne’s poem whilst reading the work of Alistair Jones (2008a: 38) and I was struck by 
the resonance of the lines within my own research.  
2  Archaeological, museological, anthropological, historical, political and creative resources were consulted. 
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culture to be wondered at, to a ‘living’ culture that finds continued resonance with the 

present. Simultaneously combating the general invisibility of modern Egypt and the 

‘everyday’ in archaeological and historical narratives, I also hope to reveal the potential for 

the museum institution to re-captivate audiences and engage with current debate. Although 

specific in focus, the suggestions presented here have implications for the wider future of 

museology. By focusing on the incorporation of collaborative community methodologies 

and cross-disciplinary knowledge, I hope to offer inspiration for the representation of other 

marginalised or misrepresented groups and eras of history.  

 

The culmination of these factors is particularly timely. On one level they reflect the need 

for the involvement of the wider social sciences in heritage policy and the development of 

theories that have value in the ‘real world’ (Smith 2004: 34). This engagement with the 

‘real world’ coincides with current rethinking of the archaeologies of the everyday,3 the 

push for more inclusive strategies within all realms of archaeology and museology, and the 

promotion of non-traditional, non-‘expert’ narratives in the communication of knowledge 

about the past for the present. 

 

Since the ideas presented in this thesis are centred on a continuing collaborative process, I  

wish to begin with exegesis of three short conversations that took place in Quseir, Egypt, 

and that represent the combined role of Egyptian colleagues in the genesis of this work. In 

late January of 2006, I was visiting Egypt as part of the University of Southampton’s 

Community Archaeology Project in Quseir (henceforth CAPQ), a collaborative venture 

between British archaeologists and the local community that has been developing since 

1998 (see Peacock et al. 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, Moser et al. 2002). I had recently met Dr. 

Richard Parkinson from the Department of Egypt and the Sudan at the British Museum. Dr 

Parkinson informed me of plans to redisplay some of the museum’s ‘greatest treasures’, the 

ancient Egyptian, eighteenth dynasty, tomb-chapel paintings of Nebamun. At the time, the 

project was very much in the ideas stage. The aim was to use the tomb-chapel scenes, 

which contained lifelike depictions of social activities, from elite festivities to peasants 

herding cattle, to begin to bridge the gaping division in public knowledge and museological 

                                                   
3 The re-evaluation of the everyday is evidenced by the organisation of conferences such as Archaeologies of 
the everyday, which took place at the University of Sheffield between the 3 - 5 of June 2008. 
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representation between daily life for ‘ordinary’ ancient Egyptians and elite lifestyles. In 

acknowledgement of the potentially idealised nature of the tomb scenes, the mortuary data 

was to be used alongside contemporaneous daily life objects, elite and mundane, to 

illustrate both similarity and division, and to act as an introduction to the museum’s other 

Egyptian galleries. As a museum visitor who often feels frustrated by the lack of ‘life’ and 

the ‘everyday’ in Egyptology exhibitions, and owing to my background in community 

archaeology, I decided to take images from Nebamun’s tomb-chapel to Quseir. I aimed to 

engage my Egyptian colleagues in discussions on the British Museum’s plans and to gain 

their perspectives on the representation of ancient Egypt in the West.  

 

It is important to note that these conversations took place nine months before I started PhD 

study when I did not know to what extent the issues raised would go on to shape my 

research. The following dialogues have therefore been ‘recreated’ from the notes that I 

jotted down at the time. In their pure form, these annotations consisted of both direct quotes 

and numerous bullet points that highlighted particular opinions and indicated the direction 

of discussion. Representing my subjective and situational experiences, and my 

interpretation of the conversations at the time, what you see below is not offered as direct 

transcript but as personal, contextualised narratives that set the scene for the research that is 

to follow.  

 

The first conversation took place with Marwa Ahmed Alnaidi in the Learning Development 

Centre in Quseir where she works as a pre-school teacher and the CAPQ has a temporary 

exhibition space. Handing the images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun to Marwa, I 

mentioned in brief the British Museum’s plans for the new exhibition. Studying the images, 

Marwa suggested that a recreation of the tomb would be the best means of stimulating 

visitors’ imagination and that imagination was essential in encouraging people to really 

‘think’ about the past.  The scenes, she said, were beautiful but she felt that the amazing 

visual quality of the art would make it difficult for visitors to ‘see’ any other artefacts or 

consider the links between life and death, rich and poor. Marwa added that making 

connections would be made even more difficult if the ‘normal’ objects were traditionally 

displayed and separated from the tomb-chapel paintings in different museum cases. She 

therefore suggested asking potential museum visitors for their thoughts on both the topics 
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and potential methods of display as a means of finding the best way to communicate with 

audiences and create discourse between artefacts. As she handed the images back, I asked 

Marwa what she would do with the tomb-chapel paintings if directing their exhibition. 

Marwa said that she would use the scenes to make the display into a series of stories based 

around the lives of the different characters in the paintings. She would tell the tale of 

Nebamun, his wife and child, but also characters like the dancing girls, animal herders and 

seated ladies, to make visitors think about all of the different types of people involved in 

Nebamun’s life. She suggested that objects related to the lives and activities of these 

characters could be placed alongside the tomb-chapel scenes and their narratives so that the 

objects would not be ‘lost to the beauty of the paintings.’ 

 

My second meeting was with Amir Abo Mohammed, the owner of the hugely successful 

Pharaoh’s Bazaar located on the main thoroughfare in Quseir. Seeing the images from 

Nebamun’s tomb-chapel, Amir felt that it was vital to try and recreate the feeling of the 

tomb in the exhibition. However, as Nebamun’s tomb is now lost, he suggested that it 

would be better to use the Nebamun scenes in conjunction with the recreation of a known 

tomb and the objects found within, alongside daily life objects of the time. Amir stressed 

the importance of suspending belief, and that such an Egyptology exhibition should ‘make 

you forget where you are, transport you to that place, provide you with the voice of those 

people, and, once you emerge, instil in you [the visitor] the desire to visit Egypt and 

experience everything it has to offer in reality’ (original emphasis). Amir felt that with this 

‘relocation’ of the visitor to Egypt through the exhibition of the tomb, it was also important 

to tell not only the stories of the people depicted in the scenes but to address how there are 

numerous modern lives and stories entwined with the ancient tombs, and to promote the 

continuation of life. This is especially important, he said, ‘as the country already runs the 

risk of being seen by those outside, particularly in the West [winking at me], as one giant, 

ancient tomb; and, as you know, we Egyptians are full of life!’  

 

The final conversation took place with Eman Mohammed Attia, a social worker at the local 

Bedouin school, who has been actively involved in the CAPQ for many years and is a great 

friend. Eman took one look at the tomb-chapel paintings and said, ‘yes, they are very 

interesting and beautiful, but what about the rest of us? Can’t you use them, like we have 
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done with the history here in Quseir, to say something about Egypt now?’ Eman liked the 

idea of using the scenes to tell visitors about people, farming and family, and ‘things that 

really matter all over the world’ – the daily life – but, much like Amir, felt that the scenes 

could be used to draw out modern Egyptian voices and lives as much as ancient ones. She 

stressed how frustrating it was when meeting tourists taking diving or beach holidays at one 

of the many hotels in Quseir to find that in their minds your country was simply divided 

between notions of Pharaohs and holidays. Though she expressed great pride in the 

Pharaonic history of Egypt and liked the prospect of using elements of mortuary practice to 

turn eyes towards ancient Egyptian daily life, she felt that this would be counter productive 

if it ignored wider Egyptian history only to push the lives of Egyptians today further into 

the shadows.   

 

Nine months after these conversations took place, I began my PhD. I aimed to create new 

strategies for museum displays of ancient Egyptian daily life based on a collaborative 

museology approach; the three conversations in Quseir provided the natural place to start. I 

began by extracting the elements that had been important to my Egyptian colleagues and 

found that discussions centred on five key points. Firstly, working with both Egyptians and 

Western museum audiences in the exhibition development process was raised as a means to 

advance staid display methods. Secondly, repopulating understandings of Egypt, ancient 

and modern, by considering the familiar aspects of daily life alongside the more popularly 

presented theme of death, within a single exhibit, was proposed. Thirdly, representing 

narratives of diverse people’s lives in ancient Egypt through the combination of tomb-

chapel scenes and artefacts, and connecting these same elements with continued meaning in 

the present, was highlighted to reduce historical and cultural distance between Egypt and 

the West, and between elite and mundane lifestyles. Fourthly, creating a personal, 

atmospheric exhibition that would find resonance with audiences’ own lives while 

provoking the reconsideration of perceptions of Egypt, past and present, was offered as a 

means of reviving the viewing experience. Finally, the contextualisation of ancient 

Egyptian narratives within wider Egyptian history and the present was proposed to reflect a 

continuum of life rather than propagating pure obsession with Pharaonic Egypt. All of these 

elements focus on evocative, peopled, ‘lived narratives’ within Egyptology display that 

challenge stereotypes through highlighting relevance to life today. These themes, which are 
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strikingly similar to those raised in recent Western museological debates surrounding more 

general issues of archaeology exhibitioning (see Flynn 2009: 20-25), therefore guided my 

research. I began to ask how an exhibition on ancient Egyptian daily life could 

simultaneously engage with the present and involve ancient tomb-chapel scenes while 

challenging the traditions of mortuary-led, elite representations of the ancient culture. How 

could people, atmosphere, emotion and alternative narratives be included in traditionally 

neutral, objective, object-led museum display? Would Western museum audiences be 

interested in new forms of information and more historically inclusive perspectives of 

Egypt? Were there any Egyptology exhibitions experimenting with ‘unorthodox’ methods 

of communication? And, what representational device or devices could be used to 

encompass such a disciplinary shift within Egyptological museology? Maintaining the 

Nebamun exhibition as an example, it was with these questions in mind that I began to 

develop a collaborative methodology that would address the concerns of the wider Egyptian 

community on issues of identity and the representation of ancient Egypt in the West, 

incorporate the desires of Western museum visitors regarding the development of 

Egyptology display, and reveal the current status of Western exhibitions of ancient Egypt.      

However, before venturing into the details of these findings it is important to situate this 

research within the historical and theoretical context of archaeological and museological 

collaboration that underlies this thesis.  

 

Thesis summary 

 

Informed by my academic history as a community archaeologist who has been engaged 

with contemporary communities in Egypt for the last five years, and combined with the 

primary and literary sources, I aim to be open about my position as a researcher while 

providing exhibitionary alternatives that are viable within the bounds of collaborative 

discourse, current Egyptology and museological practice. The first chapter will therefore 

provide background to the collaborative archaeology approach and illustrate the potential 

for cross-cultural, interdisciplinary narratives in the creation of more engaging and socially 

relevant Egyptology exhibitions. Owing to the highly integrated nature of collaboration and 

the extent to which it guided every aspect of research, while chapter 2 contains an 

explanation of the birth of the Western museum, Egyptology and daily life display, these 
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elements are developed further during discussions of my methodology and data analysis. 

Through the explanation of my approach and findings, these important aspects will be 

integrated within the data to situate the contemporary collaborative narratives in their 

academic, historical and exhibitionary context. Chapter 3, therefore, introduces my three-

part, collaborative methodology and addresses part one: partnerships with the Egyptian 

community. Chapter 4 presents part two of the methodology: visitor evaluation with British 

Museum audiences; and chapter 5 addresses part three: visual analysis of current methods 

of Egyptology exhibitioning, to situate the collaborative findings, in Egypt and the United 

Kingdom, in their museological context. The contextual information and critical analysis of 

the three-part methodology is consolidated in the final two chapters, which propose 

contemporary Egyptian art as a means of reviving ancient Egyptian daily life exhibitions 

and repositioning wider Egyptian history and the Egyptian present within Western 

consciousness.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Community and Collaboration: Creating an Archaeology of Value for the Present 

 

It is better for philosophy to err in active participation in the living struggles and 

issues of its own age and times than to maintain an immune monastic impeccability, 

without relevancy and bearing in the generating of ideas of its contemporary 

present. 

(John Dewey 1916: 62) 

 

This chapter outlines the development of collaborative strategies within the social sciences. 

Situating the approach more specifically within the context of existing archaeological and 

museological practice, I propose partnerships between museum professionals, Egyptian 

communities and museum audiences as instigators for appropriate, methodological change 

within Western museum representations of ancient Egyptian daily life. I begin by outlining 

the genesis of the collaborative approach before moving on to the specific theoretical issues 

which find resonance with the aims of this thesis. 
 

Historical background 
 

Since the end of World War II we have seen a considerable shift in the global order. The 

role of archaeology in the discussion of human history is changing (MacDonald 1996).  It is 

now acknowledged that archaeology and its associated practices ‘construct the past’ (Moser 

2003: 3). Over the last two decades those working within the cultural fields of archaeology, 

museology and anthropology have, therefore, begun to consider the powerful role that their 

disciplines play in the mediation of knowledge and thus, their impact on the formation of 

modern identities.4  
 

Post-war, post-modern theories propose a relative concept of history. As Egyptologist Jan 

Assman states (2003: viii), ‘history appears to us today not as an abstract immutable 

category but as a cultural form that changes in accordance with the semantic framework 

                                                   
4 See Karp & Lavine 1991, Ames 1992, Coombes 1994, Findlen 1994, Jenkins 1994, Bennett 1995, Dean 
1996, Henderson & Kaeppler 1997, Lidchi 1997, Moore 1997, Roberts 1997, Caulton 1998, Hein 1998,  
McLoughlin 1999, Herle 2000, Hooper-Greenhill 2000, MacDonald 2002. 
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society places it in.’ Recognising the ‘fluidity’ of history and the impossibility for one 

person or culture to ‘decode’ fully another (see Shanks & Tilley 1987, Tilley 1991, Hodder 

& Hutson 2003), does not, however, necessitate the acceptance of complete cultural 

relativism. History may be re-written by every generation in every culture, yet, by taking a 

critical stance, mediating between diverse competing narratives and accepting the fact that 

meaning is socially ‘produced’ within specific cultural contexts, we can begin to engage in 

meaningful dialogues within and between cultures. Thus, by considering collaborative 

approaches, the changing needs of audiences, and by taking a more reflexive stance, 

archaeology has begun to see beyond the tunnel vision of its imperial roots. 
  

Coinciding with the ideological shift taking place within all realms of heritage ethics, 

archaeology has also taken a step away from a narrow focus on ‘things and places’ and 

towards a greater consideration of anthropogenic issues (Barker 2003: 71) and the social 

relationships - public and professional - that revolve around locations and objects (see 

Lynott 2003, chapters in Zimmerman et al. 2003, Smith 2004). It has become clear that any 

form of heritage-based discussion of ethics cannot be ‘controlled’ by the academy or 

encompassed by an explicit set of rules. The origin of the word heritage in fact comes from 

the Greek hairetikos, which means to choose. Therefore, if the discourse aims to be true to 

itself and maintain credible ethical awareness, ongoing negotiation, critical reflection and 

debate are essential between all those (people and things) affected by the exploration and 

presentation of the past.  
 

To accommodate these changes in episteme, the discipline has been forced to move away 

from traditional positivistic approaches to the past which promoted archaeology as ‘a 

religious ceremony performed within the realm of the secular religion of the nation – that is 

antiquity’ (Hamilakis 2007: 10). In this ‘religion’, archaeologists acted as ‘priests’ 

promoting heritage as concrete, state led, and focused on tangible (monumental/object led), 

expert, didactic knowledge. This exclusivist stance is in contrast to the constructivist 

approach which hands over the ‘priesthood’ to those who wish to share experiences, 

understanding and responsibility for the past (Copeland 2009). This involves equal flows 

between ‘evidence’, ‘audience’ and ‘interpretation’ to create dialogues between various 

kinds of ‘expert’, engage with intangible as well as tangible heritage, and promote 

inclusivist, active, dynamic engagement with the past (Ibid.).  
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Community archaeology is located firmly within the constructivist camp. It is not new in 

the sense that communities across the globe have always sought to make sense of the world 

through engagement with the past – objects, sites, narratives – however, in terms of the 

cross-cultural representation of heritage, it embodies a fundamental shift in the rules of 

archaeological engagement. Owing to the nature of archaeology, grounded in centuries of 

positivist tradition, change is slow. Therefore, although practitioners readily acknowledge 

the necessity for innovation and collaboration, few explicit methodologies have been 

proposed. Community based, collaborative archaeological approaches are therefore 

emerging as examples of inclusive methodology and highlight the potential for the subfield 

to address current issues of heritage, ownership and identity.  

 

Creating collaborative archaeology 
 

There is a hiatus of knowledge concerning the impact of archaeology on the communities in 

which archaeologists work and museologists represent.5 Similarly, there is a lack of 

consideration for the impact that working among these same communities, and with 

specific aspects of the pasts, has on archaeologists. For too long have archaeologists 

assumed the privileging of their ‘specialised’ forms of knowledge and ignored alternate 

notions of longevity (Glazier 2003: Chapter 5). Community archaeology, therefore, aims to 

challenge this imbalance through the premise that better archaeology can be achieved when 

more diverse voices are involved in the interpretation of the past (Moser et al. 2002).  
 

The development of critical theory (see Althusser 1971, Guess 1981, Wylie 1985, 

Handsman & Leone 1989, Potter 1994), political action by numerous post-colonial, 

indigenous communities (see Vinnicombe 1995, Moser 1995) and the growth of socio-

political discussions within archaeology  (see Gero et al.1983, Gero 1985, Layton 1989,  

Pinsky & Wylie 1989, Atkinson et al. 1996, Franklin 1997, McDavid & Babson 1997, 

Meskell 1998) led to the emergence of the sub-discipline in the 1970s and 1980s. Also 

known as indigenous, or post-colonial archaeology, the community approach is essentially 

a means of collaborating with local communities at every stage of the research process to 

facilitate effective involvement in the ‘investigation and presentation of the past’ (Moser et 

                                                   
5 See Sen (2002) for a discussion of the various ways in which communities internalise the past in comparison 
with traditional archaeological or national narratives. 
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al. 2002: 220). As Curtis (2003: 31) suggests, ‘wherever material is housed, it has a history 

that is shared among many people who all have a stake in it.’ Although the development of 

codes of ethics, such as those established by the Australian Archaeology Association 

(henceforth AAA) (Davidson 1991) and the Canadian Task Force (1992) have aided this 

integration process, collaboration should not be only about returning at least ‘partial 

control’ to communities as suggested by Marshall (2002:1). Nor should collaboration be 

purely the result of token gesture or a form of ‘charity’ adopted to assuage colonial guilt 

through enforced social codes such as the AAA. What community archaeology should aim 

to achieve is full collaboration with diverse groups, interested in and affected by the study 

of the past, to recognise that ‘the variability of humanity can help us challenge our own 

preconceptions and emphasise our links with other people’ (Curtis 2003: 31). It is lack of 

acknowledgement of this two-way exchange of understanding that has meant that 

collaborative processes have only just begun to move beyond the limitations of law,6 

traditional ‘outreach’ and ‘public archaeology’ (see Edwards-Ingram 1997, McManamon 

2000, Sandell, 2002).  
 

‘Collectively and individually, archaeologists need to recognise that other interest 

groups…have different but entirely legitimate knowledge and values about the past. This is 

not to say that as archaeologists we must adopt or even agree with those values – but 

simply recognise that they exist legitimately alongside archaeological knowledge and 

values’ (Smith 2004: 199). Reflecting the growing belief that archaeology needs to start 

with people today, we do have to be aware of the power of ‘invented tradition’ and the 

potential danger in the daily creation of heritage. Time breeds belief in authenticity, hiding 

and denying other histories, thus collaborative approaches are necessary to ensure that 

‘created knowledge’ is as inclusive as possible and to prevent the appropriation of the past 

for unequal dialogues of authority and control.7 An acceptance of these factors does not 

mean compromising the scientific nature of archaeology, but rather realising how research 

integrates with society (Pardoe1992: 139) and how it can be used to challenge the 

inequality of dominant historical paradigms (Schmidt & Patterson 1995: 6). Essential in the 

                                                   
6 Codes of ethics are quite different from laws such as the Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA 1990) as rigorously outlined political directives can be as much of a hindrance as 
a help to indigenous communities. Laws, by their very nature, define the legalities of consultation, meaning 
that the incorporation of communities only need be taken as far as the law demands. 
7 For example, Nazi archaeology (see Trigger 1989). 
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‘re-examination of, and debate about, the epistemological and ontological underpinnings of 

the discipline’ (Smith 2004: 203), collaboration provides the means to move archaeological 

practice forwards and fulfil the ever changing needs of the present. There are, however, 

problems with the approach. Many archaeologists, for example, appear unable to reconcile 

the two worlds of ‘expert’ and ‘local’. As Alison Wylie stated in a recent lecture (2009):  

 

While demands for accountability are transforming archaeology: accountability to 

descendant communities, to government agencies and private contractors, and to a 

growing range of public stakeholders who have an interest in archaeological 

research. What dominates high profile debate about these critical challenges are 

anxieties about the costs of response to them: research opportunities lost, credibility 

eroded, professional autonomy compromised by legal constraints and by intractable 

conflicts among stakeholders. 

 

These claims of academic impoverishment, brought about through collaboration, can be 

easily countered. As Wylie continued: 

 

This [academic criticism] obscures local initiatives that illustrate what becomes 

possible when practice is reconceptualised as a form of intellectual and cultural 

collaboration. While moral, political, and legal commitments are typically the 

primary motivation for these partnerships, the archaeologists involved also describe 

innumerable ways in which their research has been enriched, empirically and 

conceptually, by extra-disciplinary collaborations. 
 

Collaboration, therefore, does not aim simply to acknowledge all agendas but to reveal the 

mutual benefit of exchange between archaeologists and various forms of community 

(Zimmerman 2001, Smith 2004). As an approach that scrutinises the foundations of 

knowledge production from the ‘bottom up’, collaborative archaeology finds parallels with 

subaltern studies (Gramsci 1972, Guha 1998, Chalcraft 2008) and the theory and praxis of 

anthropologist Johannes Fabian (1979, 2002). Taking arms against imperialism and 

positivism, collaborative approaches acknowledge the production of knowledge in ‘a public 

form of intergroup, interclass and international relations’ (Fabian 2002: 143), and the 

potential for cultural difference to be used productively if drawn into the ‘arena of 
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dialectical contradiction’ (Fabian 2002: 164). However, a yet unsolved problem within the 

sub-discipline is the difficulty for archaeologists to escape the role of ‘the professional’. 

Though promoting collaboration at all stages of community archaeology practice, 

archaeologists, partially due to the epistemological background of academia, can in fact 

propagate community marginalisation through scholarly publications and inappropriate 

perceptions of their role as ‘leader’ as opposed to ‘partner’ in collaboration. Following the 

work of archaeologist Alistair Jones (2008a: 15-18), one way to readdress the unification of 

individuals with common interests in the past on an equal level and overcome the 

paradoxes implied by the community ideal, is to ‘emphasise that academic output is only 

one [small] part of the process; it is the longer term outcomes that are most important’. 

Jones continues that, as a result, archaeologists also need to promote the term ‘collaborative 

archaeology.’ The choice of the term ‘collaborative’ over ‘outreach’, ‘public’ and even 

‘community’ may seem arbitrary, however, the shift in label is important as it does not have 

the same connotations of ‘expert-led’, ‘aid-giving’ archaeology, and more readily enables 

the inclusion of non-source communities, such as museum visitors, as equally vital to the 

reinterpretation process. In this form, ‘collaboration in archaeological practice is about 

rehabilitating fiction within non-fiction, realigning centre and periphery; it is about being 

prepared to study the myths, the fictions people live by and seeking to include them within 

empirical enquiry, even if it means that this enquiry is irrevocably changed in doing so’ 

(Jones forthcoming: 16). This perspective creates a greater sense of balance within the 

discipline by positioning archaeologists as ‘stewards’ (Lynott & Wylie 2000, Zimmerman 

2003) as opposed to ‘leaders’. Rather than being simply ‘informed’ by the archaeology, or 

asked opinions on exhibitions only to be ultimately overruled, this repositioned 

‘collaborative archaeology’ enables various forms of community - diasporic, descendent, 

visitor, intellectual - to become fully involved in the negotiation of multiple identities and 

heritage narratives.  
 

By accepting the role of ‘non-scientific’ interests and claims in the analysis and 

interpretation of the past new questions may be identified. Nicola Laneri (2003: 187), for 

example, stresses the importance of interaction between academics and communities who 

are involved in the construction of the past to foster the communication of both convergent 

and divergent cultural processes. This exchange is important in enabling scholarly research 
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to acquire relevance beyond the traditional boundaries of the discipline and to move away 

from singular ‘authoritative’ perspectives.  
 

In terms of archaeological theory, the concept of collaboration began life with New 

Archaeology/Processualism in the 1960s (see Binford 1962, 1968, 1990, Watson et al. 

1971, chapters in Redman 1973). Through discussions of the ‘relevance’ and ‘purpose’ of 

archaeology, the approach kick-started debates on heritage and conservation (see Fowler 

1977, McGimcey & Davis 1977). However, as an archaeological methodology, while New 

Archaeology was a useful tool in the analysis of data it was by no means self-reflexive 

(Smith 2004: 43). The emergence of Postprocessualism in the 1980s rejected this 

positivism and allowed the discipline to become self-critical (see Leone et al. 1987, Hodder 

1985, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1999, Shanks 1992, Wylie 1992, Hodder et al. 1995, Hodder & 

Hutson 2003). Developing in conjunction with the Western heritage boom, the 

incorporation of multiple voices in the challenging of normative perceptions began to 

renegotiate the position of archaeology (see Hodder 1999, Buchli & Lucas 2001, Smith 

2004: 46-7). Postprocessualism, however, stumbled beyond the theoretical as 

archaeologists often discovered that to make practical changes they found themselves in a 

position of complete antithesis to New Archaeology – cultural relativism (see Trigger 1989, 

Wylie 2000, Kristiansen 2008). Alison Smith (2004: 61) offers critical realism as a means 

to negotiate this impasse, but whilst going some way towards grounding postprocessual 

relativism in the ‘real world’ of consequence, the negotiation between objectivism and 

relativism, expert and interpreter, is by no means solved.  Nonetheless, through the self-

reflexivity and constant critique that the ideology purports (Shanks & Tilley 1987), 

postprocessual archaeology is beginning to credibly incorporate multiple voices and 

provide the basis for more encompassing community involvement in archaeological work 

(e.g., Shankland 1996, McDavid 1997, Herle 2000, Field et al. 2000, Moser et al. 2002). 

Acceptance is vital to this process: an acceptance that for archaeology to be meaningful in 

the modern world, issues concerning the past need to be addressed through multi-vocal 

discourse. This involves both traditional (academic) and marginal voices (non-academic)8 

                                                   
8 Marginal [non-expert] voices can include diverse groups and individuals beyond the realms of accepted 
academic discourse. Examples include museum visitors, local communities living in close proximity to, or 
descended from, groups once inhabiting archaeological sites, groups with a vested interest in sites or artefacts 
and those who incorporate elements of past cultures in their work (literary, visual or performance). 
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in the critical negotiation of meaning to address current political, ethical, cultural and 

academic claims to knowledge whilst being open to change.  

 

Through rationality and adapted forms of ‘methodological rigour’, postprocessual 

approaches are, at least, a departure point in the relinquishing of claims of authority over 

the past and can act as ‘negotiators’ and ‘interpreters’ in the communication of a plurality 

of meanings (Smith 2004: 54-56). If we are willing to accept that our own identities are 

open to negotiation, it seems logical to extend such liberties to our understanding and 

interpretation of the past. We can never truly ‘know’ the people of the past (Meskell 1999: 

7), and all narratives are constructed.  Anthropology has shown us that we cannot assume 

other cultural structures completely resemble our own, thus the multi-vocal, multi 

dimensional collaborative approach is perhaps the most effective way of negotiating a 

reality that is responsible for the past whilst addressing the needs of the present.  

 

In the hunt for democratic theory, discourse based within the realms of relativism will 

never be ‘solved’. However, there are ways and means through which new perspectives can 

be incorporated into our understanding of the past without reducing the value of traditional 

knowledge or involving marginalised voices as a token gesture. Collaborative archaeology 

thus provides a dialectical, self-critical, negotiative approach that is essential if archaeology 

is to be meaningful to those outside the discipline. 

 

Collaborative museology 

 

Museums, as sanctioned ‘knowledge-makers’, have a privileged social position through 

which issues of misrepresentation and marginalisation can be addressed. Therefore, as an 

essential part of collaborative archaeology, collaborative museology promotes a 

consideration of the moral, national, historical and ethical implications of display. As part 

of an emerging ‘critical museology’ and notions of the ‘post-museum’ (see Hooper-

Greenhill 2000) the approach ‘fields a relentless incredulity to the meta-narratives of the 

institutionalised professions, sometimes with the purpose to democratise museums and 

gallery spaces, introduce a plurality of practice and develop new genres of exhibitions, 

which can engage with the panoply of wider cultural practices which have stimulated it’ 
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(Shelton 2001: 146-7). To achieve this, practitioners must acknowledge the socio-political 

agendas of exhibiting alongside the need for various forms of collaboration at all stages of 

research (see Faulkner 2000, Peers & Brown 2003: 1).  

Emerging alongside post-modern philosophy and the reflexive turn in museology over the 

last twenty years, the collaborative approach aims to undermine grand narratives, racial 

stereotypes and cultural relativism in the museum. Contributing to debates on identity, 

belonging and the appropriation of cultural knowledge,9 collaborative museology brings 

into question the ‘right to possess a culture’ (Rowlands 2002: 107-108). Owing to the fact 

that we must acknowledge the need for collaboration to create rigorous displays based upon 

diverse cultural perspectives, this approach emphasises the fact that ‘archaeological sites 

are not dead when they fall into disuse; they are not re-awakened by their subsequent 

archaeological investigation. They are organic creatures, constantly re-used, re-negotiated 

and absorbed into different communities at different times’ (Glazier 2003: 66). Challenging 

Western notions of a privileged ‘high culture’, such perspectives position the museum as a 

forum for confrontation and experimentation as opposed to a temple for answers (Casely-

Hayford 2002: 117).  

Influential institutions such as the International Council of Museums (henceforth ICOM) 

are beginning to recognise the shifting role of the museum. ICOM (2007) defines the 

museum as: 

A non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, 

open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and 

exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the 

purposes of education, study and enjoyment. 

While the work of ICOM is by no means fully collaborative, it is moving away from earlier 

definitions of the museum as a site for ‘preservation’ and ‘instruction’ (ICOM 1951). The 

current focus on serving society, communication and intangible as well as tangible heritage, 

reveals growing recognition that the management of material culture in the museum is not 

implicit but involves the ‘active’ organisation of meaning. As Jameson Jr. (2003: 159-160) 

                                                   
9 See Stolcke 1995, Appadurai 1996, Brown 1998, Herle 2000, Rowlands 2002. 
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states, ‘effectively executed public interpretation initiates a variety of dialogues 

simultaneously informing the present as well as the past’ and plays a key role in the 

democratisation of archaeology. Undoing notions of the museum as a ‘uniquely Western 

institution’ led by curatorial interests (Karp & Lavine 1991: 16), collaborative community 

inclusion, involving museum visitors as strongly as the communities whose heritage is on 

display, is essential in all aspects of the museological process.  

 

As museums ‘make’ knowledge and can act as agents for social change (Sandell 2002: 3-5, 

Nicks 2003: 27), the way in which material culture from a nation’s past is ‘used’ in the 

museum also reflects attitudes towards both the people in the past and those in the present 

whose lives may be coloured by association with the past culture (Smith 2004: 28). As Lyn 

Meskell (2002a: 189) states, ‘the materiality of the past has long-term consequences in the 

lives of numerous generations, extending beyond a heuristic enterprise. Inequalities get 

reproduced…and it is the very tangibility and longevity of our [archaeological] data that are 

often the source of these processes.’ For these reasons we must acknowledge the 

‘musealisation’ of culture and the importance of recognising ‘the role of public 

interpretation in explaining the relevancy and value of archaeology in the everyday lives of 

people’ (Jameson Jr. 2003: 153). Although James Cuno in his new book, Who Owns 

Antiquity? (2008), argues that, due to shifting borders, religions and ethnicities, heritage 

cannot be owned, many communities - national and local - feel a strong affinity with 

aspects of the past. It is notions of the past belonging to all humanity that have been 

particularly powerful in justifying archaeological privilege and control (Lynott & Wylie 

2000). Nonetheless, if heritage is global, those who live among its remnants, and those who 

visit it in museums, remain important voices in exhibition creation. As such, inclusivity 

should not stop at the incorporation of modern images or the involvement of communities 

in the wording of text and object selections, but needs to encompass thematic decisions and 

the overall mission statement of exhibitions. This can be achieved through discussions 

concerning all areas of exhibition design, from the space in which the display will be 

organised to decoration and layout. The initiation of this inclusive process helps to ensure 

that the knowledge constructed creates the meaning ‘local’ communities hope to impart and 

in which museum visitors are interested, rather than telling us more about the 

designer/author than the subject matter. Only by thoroughly involving ‘source 
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communities’ and ‘museum visiting communities’ in this way in the decision-making 

process can museums begin to carve out a path for change (Karp et al. 1992, Peers & 

Brown 2003).   

  

In terms of including historically marginal voices from communities whose heritage is 

represented, collaboration offers one means through which greater ideological freedom can 

be achieved in the museum. Ethnographic exhibits have led the way in promoting 

comparative understandings of world cultures through collaborative curation (Rowlands 

2002: 109). Two highly successful examples of this sort are the Sainsbury African Galleries 

at the British Museum (Casely-Hayford 2002) and ‘African Remix’ at the London Hayward 

Gallery (Njami 2005). Both of these exhibitions incorporate(d) contemporary art by modern 

groups and individuals affiliated with the historic ethnographic collections. However, the 

question of representing others and the potential for cross-cultural partnerships should not 

be restricted to ‘historically authenticated’ indigenous populations. Other suppressed 

nations recently gaining independence have also had their cultural narratives commodified 

through the colonial cause. These histories, however distant from the genealogies of the 

modern, have a part to play in the formation of contemporary hybrid identities, and the role 

of these communities in current representations is therefore of equal importance. Thus, 

collaborative museology aims to work in partnership with members of source communities 

- those marginalised in any form from their history - at every stage of the exhibition 

process. From the wording of text to lighting and logos, such collaboration has the potential 

to create fresh, culturally sensitive meaning in the museum, offer ‘experts’ new ways of 

thinking about artefacts, and in turn, allow visitors to become the co-curators of knowledge.   

 

Interestingly, while important guidelines for museum practice such as the ICOM code of 

ethics promote ‘museums working in collaboration with the communities from which their 

collections originate as well as those they serve’ (2006: 9), museum visitors – those they 

serve – are frequently neglected in the formation of community partnerships. Focusing on 

originating communities, while essential, means nothing without equal consideration of 

visiting audiences. Therefore, collaborative museology needs to pay equal attention to the 

knowledge and desires of audiences if work with source communities is to find resonance 

within the museum environment.  
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Due to the need for more encompassing collaboration, critics of the cross-cultural, 

community approach suggest that it is turning museologists into ‘politically motivated 

sociologists’ who are acting outside the realm of the museum (Kotler 1994: 125-8). 

However, as I have acknowledged, museums are far from neutral spaces and a more multi-

disciplinary framework is necessary if the institution is to secure a meaningful place in 

modern society. The need for a more socially conscious approach meets the aims of 

postprocessual archaeology because a significant part of the movement is to ‘explicitly seek 

to analyse the political context of archaeology’ (Smith 2004: 33). Therefore, since the 

1980s, the political nature of archaeology has been gaining recognition. By political I mean 

the way in which the excavation, interpretation and presentation of the past, through the 

surviving material culture, affects the expression of social and cultural identities in the 

present (Ibid.). This is particularly evident in terms of public representations of past 

cultures which legitimate certain interests whilst ignoring others. For example, the wealth 

of ancient Egyptian items in European collections has, since the colonial era, been justified 

by the assertion that modern Egyptians neither care for nor have the facilities for sufficient 

preservation or research.10 The declaration of ancient Egypt as the root of Western 

civilisation further neutralised contemporary Egyptian voices (Reid 1985) and, by 

disenfranchising ancient history from the modern population, justified European 

excavation, collecting and control (Wood 1998). Through this process, objects that initially 

left Egyptian soil as symbols of wealth or the spoils of war gained legitimate status as key 

components in the understanding of modern Western identities. In part to blame through the 

over-privileging of ‘value free’ claims within Egyptological knowledge, the situation also 

reflects wider issues of historical imbalance in East/West politics that have not, as yet, been 

challenged. 

  

The Egyptian situation is more serious than that of indigenous communities in Australia 

and America, who are accepted as earlier inhabitants of the land that came under colonial 

control.11 In the 1990s, the acknowledgement of ‘prior habitation’ led to the incorporation 

of indigenous perspectives within numerous aspects of archaeological discourse (e.g., 

WAC 1990, AAA 1991, Davidson 1991, Davidson et al. 1995, Moser 1995, Anyon et al. 

                                                   
10 See discussions in Trigger 1984: 359, Reid 2002, Colla 2007. 
11 This is not the case, however, with numerous aboriginal populations in Tasmania (Creamer 1988). 
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1997, Nicholas & Andrews 1997, Swindler et al. 1997, Dongoske et al. 2000, Watkins 

2000). However, due to multiple invasions from the New Kingdom onwards, modern 

Egyptians are viewed as ‘diluted’ and distanced from their ancestors and therefore denied 

associations between past and present culture in Western scholarship. Justifying European 

appropriation and colonialism through nineteenth century social Darwinism, notions of 

discontinuity from the fall of the last dynasties were promoted. Developing the popular 

misconception of an ‘ethnically pure’ ancient Egypt to exclude the modern, this approach is 

highly ironic. As my collaborative work will reveal, this is not to suggest that all Egyptians 

would consider themselves descendants of the ancient Egyptians; however, if biology - 

blood quantum - is the basis for cultural identity, then Western appropriation of the ancient 

culture is even more absurd. The success of such hypocritical Western claims, that aimed to 

exclude any form of Egyptian commentary on their past and thus isolate them in a 

hermetically sealed present, is still evident today. A study of visitors to the British Museum 

in 1998 (Motawi) and my 2008 audience interpretation at the same institution (see Chapter 

4), revealed that most visitors make no connection between ancient Egypt and the modern 

nation. This problem is mirrored by numerous other nations lacking what could be termed 

as ‘ethnographically sound’ links to their ancient past. Greece, for example, provides the 

most potent case for comparison (Hamilakis 2007). However, as the community approach 

is rapidly gaining pace in arguably mixed ‘non-indigenous’ Western communities, 

particularly in the United Kingdom (see Newman & McLean 2004), justifications for the 

exclusion and invisibility of contemporary Egyptian voices within Egyptology hold no 

weight. 

 

While we are beginning to see institutions such as the Petrie Museum of Egyptology, 

London and the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge working with Egyptian communities 

within the United Kingdom, these examples are both small-scale and in the minority.12 The 

belief in collaboration and community perspectives in the enhancement of understanding 

about the past therefore remains highly selective. Where government grants are to be had, 

promoting community involvement as part of small-scale, local/social enhancement 

                                                   
12 The Petrie Museum has been working with Egyptian and Sudanese populations in London on the 
development of its new museum (MacDonald & Shaw 2004, Quirk 2008, pers. comm., 6 February). The 
Fitwilliam Museum is currently collaborating with a Coptic church in Stevenage to add a Coptic trail to its 
Egyptian collection (Strudwick 2008, pers. comm. 28 January).   
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schemes, such as in Great Britain and the United States, lineage credentials are unnecessary 

(Simpson & Williams 2008). However, when the perspectives expressed may not be 

compatible with accepted Western doctrines, such as in contemporary Egypt, narratives are 

devalued. It is this ‘selective’ engagement of the collaborative approach within the 

supposed post-colonial framework of modern archaeology and museology that I aim to 

challenge here. As Michael Dodson states (1994: 4), ‘we [academics] must recognise 

people’s fundamental right to self-determination, to inherit the collective identity of one’s 

people, and to transform that identity creatively according to the self-defined aspirations of 

one’s people and one’s generation. It must include the freedom to live outside the cage 

created by other people’s images and projections.’ Therefore, by including contemporary 

Egyptians and Western museum visitors in Western discussions of ancient Egyptian 

heritage, I will show how the discipline can become truer to the multi-vocal goals that it 

purports and how the incorporation of diverse voices within Western Egyptology exhibits 

can help re-engage audiences and provoke debate.  

 

Dodson’s concepts of transforming identity ‘creatively’ and in terms of ‘one’s generation’ 

are particularly significant here as they acknowledge the fluidity of identity relations with 

the past, cross-culturally, inter-culturally and over time. This is important in challenging the 

institutionalised discourses of the West which represent the past as something ‘retained and 

confined as a distant and discrete territory, not as a continuum of valorised time and space’ 

(Metcalf 1997: 12-25). The collaborative approach thus allows for the creation and re-

creation of various identities through a mediator - archaeologist, curator, community 

specialist - to ensure that alternative representations are communicated to audiences in a 

digestible manner, meeting the ‘current’ needs of both visiting and local communities, 

without simply ‘re-caging’ new perspectives. The very nature of this form of collaboration 

facilitates dialogues that are very much ‘of the present’. Beginning to create equilibrium 

between the study of the past and its current usage, the collaborative approach is also 

essential as it reflects the potential for archaeology to become ‘a relevant social science that 

says something about culture, selves and difference both in antiquity and in a contemporary 

presence’ (Meskell 1999: 224).  
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Contributing to contemporary debate 

 

Fluctuations between the familiarity and strangeness of the past situate us within the 

interpretative process and challenge post-enlightenment, bourgeois concepts of the ancient 

individual as essentially different from the present due to the development of technology.13 

Addressing this in a recent discussion of the decline of history uptake within schools, Ben 

MacIntyre argued that while ‘the public instinctively understands the importance of linking 

history with modern life. Only by rendering history relevant and immediate can pupils learn 

that the past is present, that former lives are directly applicable to their own, however 

distant in time’ (2009, Times, 28 May [Online]). As a result of growing agreement that 

people need to find ‘common ground’ to engage meaningfully with past dialogues 

(Kristiansen 2008:3), since the late 1980s archaeologists and museologists have been 

promoting the combination of ancient and contemporary, discussions of authorship, 

political debate and the involvement of ‘non-professionals’ to increase the communicative 

power of their institutions (Shanks & Tilley 1987, Vergo 1989). As Amir, my colleague 

from Quseir, recently said to another member of the community archaeology team, ‘the 

objects of the past and the narratives of both history and the present are twins – to separate 

them is to alienate them’ (April 7 2007, quoted in Jones 2008a: 203). Therefore, the 

greatest challenge confronting the modern disciplines of archaeology and museology is to 

address this issue in practice and develop a balance between ‘expert’, ‘local’ and ‘public’, 

past and present, in order to maintain relevance to the lives of people today.  

 

There is little doubt that people are interested in the past. A 2004 MORI poll in the United 

Kingdom revealed that 62% of Britons had visited an archaeological site in the previous 

year, a higher percentage than had attended a football match (Henson 2009). Similarly, the 

British Museum recently overtook Blackpool Pleasure Beach to become Britain's most 

popular cultural attraction (Whitworth 2008).14 However, while the current popularity of 

archaeology, museums and heritage sites is not debated (Kristiansen 2008: 3), Western 

audiences remain predominantly white, middle-class and fall into certain age demographics 

(see Hooper-Greenhill 1997). Therefore, by making heritage experiences more relevant to 
                                                   
13 See Meskell (1999: 219) for discussion of the problems surrounding the denial of a shared ancestral sense 
of identity and humanity.    
14 Between the summer of 2007 and 2008, 6.04 million visitors entered the British Museum. 
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the present through the incorporation of collaborative community-based methodologies, 

cross-disciplinary knowledge and by addressing the general invisibility of ‘non-specialist’ 

narratives, relevance can not only be enhanced for ‘traditional’ audiences but also for 

commonly distanced groups.   

 

The importance of creating links with the present is particularly clear for the least 

represented demographic of heritage users; teenagers and young adults. The work of Alison 

Bodley and the British Library on the project Campaign! Make An Impact (available at 

http://www.bl.uk/campaign [Accessed 7 June 2009]), for example, has revealed how 

historical sources can be used to encourage groups to deal with issues of relevance to their 

lives today. The study of topics such as the abolition of slavery or the suffragette movement 

are enabling students to move history into a contemporary context by using lessons from 

the past in the creation of campaigns on issues that matter to their lives today. Through art, 

music and political activism young adults who were never engaged by history lessons are 

being inspired and empowered to ameliorate social problems such as knife crime and 

racism (Bodley 2009). Demonstrating how objects and incidents cannot be tied to a single 

point in time, but have negotiable identities that can reconcile past and present,15 project 

Campaign! highlights the potential of active engagement, creative forms of communication 

and the unification of a multitude of voices in the widening of knowledge.   

 

In terms of the specifics of the Western museum, it is also important to contribute to, and 

comment upon, the present while developing understanding of the past. The work of Robert 

Jones (2008b) within the United Kingdom’s museums has revealed that visitors want more 

participatory, less authoritarian, cross-cultural museums that are grounded in reality. This 

reflects the reducing gap between scholarship and public knowledge that has developed 

since World War II through a greater political focus on accountability, alongside increased 

education, leisure and mass media (Trigger 1995: 32). Therefore, museums have to offer 

visitors something challenging and relevant to both their knowledge of the past and 

experiences of the present. However, as Kevin Moore suggests, ‘there needs to be a delicate 

balance between the past, the present and the future; at the moment museums seem to have 

                                                   
15 For discussion on the multiple histories of objects, object biographies or object life-ways see Kopytoff 
1986, Appadurai 1986, Baudou 1998, Gosden & Marshall 1999, Phillips 2001. 
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tipped this too far in favour of preserving the past for the future, bypassing the present’ 

(1997: 31).  

 

Concern with increased modern relevance for the survival of heritage practice is not in 

itself new (Fritz & Plog 1970: 412). Any study of the past is a reflection of the present 

because through the interpretive process we make decisions which directly relate to the 

needs and ‘interpretive fillers’ of the modern world (Pearce 1990). However, it is only in 

the last two decades that practitioners have begun to explicitly acknowledge this symbiosis. 

For example, Neil MacGregor, director of the British Museum, firmly believes that 

exhibitions can play a part in cultural diplomacy. MacGregor sees the museum’s mission as 

‘making us a little more questioning and uncertain [about society] and raising questions 

about us and about now’ (quoted in Whitworth 2008).16 Professor Ruth Phillips from the 

Carleton Heritage Research Group similarly stresses the need to ‘design exhibitions to 

foster controversies rather than succumb to the normal impulse of institutions to avoid them 

at all costs’ (2009, [Seminar] 14 May). Currently, only the minority of professionals are 

willing to question the use of a museum that does not appeal to engage with diverse 

elements of culture and the lives and experiences of its audience,17 and thus make the 

transition from recognising the need to reposition the museum’s role within society to 

taking action. 

 

The innate powers of ‘engager’ and ‘knowledge maker’ are traditionally attributed to 

museums’ material culture. Objects are seen to ‘carry the past into the present by virtue of 

their relationship to past events’ (Pearce 1992: 24). Seeing the ‘real thing’ is the unique 

selling point of the museum. Archaeology, museology and Egyptology therefore have the 

potential to provide audiences with meaningful experiences. However, material culture can 

only engage with audiences if we ask questions with cross-temporal, cross-cultural 

relevance (Buchli 2002). If we accept this, we must acknowledge that any dialogic 

relationship between past and visitor, and between visitor and originating community, is a 

                                                   
16 Times, June 9 2008, [Online] available at http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_ 
entertainment/visual_arts/article4296037.ece [Accessed 10 June 2008]. 
17 For example, the British Museum’s manifestation of the Babylon exhibit, touring Europe 2008-2009, was 
an attempt to integrate historical discussions and contemporary understandings of Iraq (Richard 2008, pers. 
comm., 7 May). Similarly, modern community voices are being incorporated into ethnographic exhibits such 
as the Africa Sainsbury’s Galleries at the British Museum (Spring 2006).  
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product of modern interpretation through curatorial display choices such as lighting, object 

juxtapositions and text selection. Perhaps more correctly then, objects should be seen to 

both represent the past and carry the past into the present by virtue of their relationships to 

current events and people. As Pearce states (1992: 47), ‘objects hang before the eyes of our 

imagination, continuously re-presenting ourselves, and telling the stories of our lives in 

ways which would be otherwise impossible.’ While building on established archaeological 

evidence, we can only ever communicate the past from a specific ‘lived’ cultural, political 

and economic agenda. Museums, therefore, while exhibiting objects from the past, can 

‘only serve the present’ (Moore 1997: 30). With this in mind we must not neglect the 

connection of artefacts to the present in the pursuit of an unknowable future or an 

exclusivist understanding of the past. Thus, we should focus on the creation of meaningful 

experiences in the present through collaborative strategies that engage with the material 

culture of the past.  

 

Continuing with the notion of the meaningful experience, Davies suggests (2007: 26): 

 

If museums are society’s new churches and temples, then they have a responsibility 

to do more than merely help people encounter and celebrate the material evidence 

of the world…Museums could aspire to challenge visitors so that they leave 

inspired to do something: to change themselves or to change the world – or at least 

to think more carefully about things…to offer an intense, lasting experience.  

 

To achieve this we need to provide audiences with active museum visits in a subjective, 

dialogic environment that engages with people, past and present, as opposed to pure things, 

and brings together multi-cultural, collaborative narratives. At the British Museum, 

exhibitions such as Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present are beginning to address these issues 

by combining contemporary narratives by Iraqi artists with archaeological artefacts from 

the site of Babylon.18 Maurice Davies (2007: 26), deputy director of the Museums 

                                                   
18 Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present was a temporary exhibition (10 Nov 2008 – 15 March 2009) held in 
conjunction with the British Museum’s main temporary exhibition, Babylon: Myth and Reality.  The 
exhibition brought together contemporary Iraqi art and ancient Mesopotamian artefacts.  Similarly, Life, Love, 
Legacy. Hadrian Empire and Conflict, a temporary exhibition held in the Reading Room of the British 
Museum (24  July to 26 October 2008), aimed to present a historical figure whose life would find resonance 
with people’s experiences today (Whitworth 2008). 
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Association, promotes this form of approach, suggesting that museums ‘need the creativity 

of great artists, the radicalism and drive of environmental campaigners and the insight of 

contemporary novelists’ if they are to fulfil a contemporary role. Other examples also 

reflect the growth of this form of collaboration and contemporary engagement in both 

redisplay and new museum development. For example, the Science Museum, London, has 

recently opened the Dana Centre, which hosts discussions about contemporary science 

ethics and policy. Similarly, the Victoria and Albert Museum’s 1992 exhibition Visions of 

Japan explored past, present and future Japan through art and archaeology. Numerous types 

of museums, therefore, are at the centre of an overhaul with permanent and temporary 

exhibitions being curated in a manner that allows a fresh stance on diverse themes to 

emerge.19  

 

As with collaborative archaeology, it is likely, in the United Kingdom at least, that 

exhibitionary change reflects the percolation of ideas first mooted by the Museum 

Professionals and Social History Curators Groups in the 1970s and 1980s. Strengthened by 

the work of the Association of Independent Museums, which was formed within the last 

decade, museums are readdressing the nature in which collections should engage source 

communities and ‘mean something to the public’ (Harris, quoted in Davies 2007: 24). 

Naturally, there are those who argue that museums are not the right spaces in which to 

engage with contemporary issues because different skills are needed to involve, interpret 

and debate modern concerns (Billings 2007). However, I believe that the controversy of the 

modern as well as multiple competing narratives are essential in the rethinking of what are 

often century-old, stereotyped perceptions of the past.  

 

Audiences will naturally make associations with their current lived environment. For 

example, when visiting the British Museum’s Hadrian exhibition in 2008, I happened to be 

walking behind two mature American gentlemen. In the War and Peace section, one of the 

gentlemen turned to the other and said, laughing, ‘Did you see that? One of the first things 

                                                   
19 For example, in Britain, since the millennium, we have seen the birth of numerous new museums such as 
the Tate Modern, the Imperial War Museum North, the Lightbox, Woking and the National Museum, Cardiff. 
Along with existing establishments, these institutions are beginning to address issues such as slavery, sex and 
identity through collaborative projects with audiences, local communities and traditionally voiceless groups 
(Davies 2007). 
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that Hadrian did was to get out of Iraq.’ His friend chuckled and responded, ‘Yeah, funny 

how those who start the wars are never the ones to finish them.’ This kind of dialogue 

illustrates how museums are by no means neutral spaces and that contemporary issues arise, 

whether intended by curators or not, because people instinctively make connections 

between their own lives and those represented through exhibitions. However, museums can 

also consciously incorporate such elements through collaborative strategies to promote new 

considerations of past narratives, in the same way that the past is often framed to provoke 

re-consideration of the modern.  

 

By maintaining a balance between new and traditional users, museums can clearly provide 

an environment that offers something relevant and challenging to the modern individual 

alongside the representation of past narratives through a more integrated, cross-cultural, 

collaborative approach. Without engaging with contemporary debate, individuals and life 

today, the past is nothing but a sea of meaningless artefacts. It is with this in mind that we 

return to the collaborative context of ancient Egyptian daily life display. 
 

Collaborative daily life Egyptology exhibits 
 

In the closing line of her book Private Life in New Kingdom Egypt, Lyn Meskell states that 

‘the spectre that is Egypt has resounding longevity and offers endless inspiration’ (2002b: 

210). I agree with this sentiment but feel that the potential for ancient Egypt to 

communicate within the modern world and to fulfil the demands of heritage ethics is 

hindered by the neglect of both the collaborative approach and the promotion of elements 

of familiarity, such as daily life, within exhibitioning, popular forms of representation and 

scholarly research. However, in terms of collaborative suggestions for daily life Egyptology 

exhibitions, Meskell (2002b) supports the incorporation of the anthropological approach 

into her archaeological, textual and iconographic analysis of New Kingdom private life. 

Drawing on cross-cultural and cross-temporal examples, she uses this information to avoid 

the pure transposition of our own ‘expert’ contexts. Restoring historical specificity to 

ancient Egypt, elements of this approach resonate in my own work through the 

incorporation of contemporary Egyptian and museum visitors’ voices.20 

                                                   
20 See also the work of O’Conner (1995). 
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Through the daily life theme the museum experience can be transformed to create new 

interpretations of past people with relevance to our lives now. This is important as there is 

increasing recognition, by both museum visitors and professionals, of the need for 

museums to promote the modern application of past collections if they are to survive and be 

meaningful in the twenty-first century (Fritz & Plog 1970, Moore 1997). With this aim in 

mind, my suggestions for the incorporation of contemporary Egyptian communities, 

audiences and an engagement with contemporary debate, find parallels with the 1992 

Canadian exhibition Fluff and Feathers: An Exhibition on the Symbols of Indianness 

(Doxator 1992). The exhibition focused on how white European culture in North America 

has depicted Native Americans for over four centuries through the control of public 

representations of Native American material culture. The exhibition incorporated both 

contemporary and historical material as well as elements of both ‘high’ and ‘popular’ 

culture to reveal stereotypes and make people reconsider their assumptions. My work is 

more collaborative and visitor focused in terms of working directly with Egyptian 

communities and museum visitors. However, my outcomes aim similarly to address 

stereotypes and encourage visitors to question their assumptions about Egypt, past and 

present, and about themselves. Nonetheless, when focusing on the proposed partnership 

with the modern Egyptian community, we have to be careful not to overstress cohesion 

based purely on location. 
  

On a basic level, ‘source communities’ can be defined as the group of individuals living in 

the vicinity of the area being investigated. Implying a sense of cohesion and solidarity 

created through a common interest in a shared locale (Gilroy 1987:247), this notion of 

community cohesion, as with the notion of identity, is ‘created’ as opposed to ‘authentic’ 

(Anderson 1983, Gilroy1987: 247, Urry 1995: 71, cited in Tully 2007: 158-159). Clearly 

the Egyptian community is as heterogeneous today as it was in the past. Communities, 

artistic and national, are multifaceted and support as many internal differences as they do 

similarities. Thus, essentialism must be avoided (Rutherford 1990: 10) in the representation 

of contemporary Egyptian views just as it must with narratives of the past.  The inclusion of 

dissenting [non-establishment] voices within interpretations of the past (see Rutherford, 

1990: 10, Mercer 1994: 57, Glazier 2003: 16) is one way of avoiding the reading of 

subjective contemporary interpretations ‘as universal and enduring rather than as immediate 
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constructions within specific social worlds’ (Smith 2004: 1). Communities must therefore 

be individually determined according to the context of each project.    
 

Unlike the margins of museum visitor communities, which are relatively self-defining and 

bounded by those who walk through the door, identifying the ‘Egyptian community’ is 

clearly a difficult task. However, one useful way of thinking about collaboration in this 

context is the notion of ‘descendant communities’. Singleton and Orser Jr. (2003: 143) 

define descendant communities as ‘present-day groups of people whose heritage is under 

investigation at an archaeological site or who have some other historical, cultural, or 

symbolic link to the site.’21 These communities can be both local/resident or diasporic and 

thus reflect the inclusivity of the definition to incorporate diverse and distant groups 

alongside multiple interests. Although the majority of collaborative work throughout the 

globe deals with local communities and single site archaeology, this understanding can be 

expounded to cover large scale issues such as the external representation of a nation’s 

heritage. My research is the first to attempt this on a ‘national’ community scale. However, 

by being self-critical and acknowledging the specific positions of the various groups and 

individuals with whom I came into contact, I will make clear the intricacies of my ‘sample’ 

community. This ‘sample’ is by no means fully representative, but it makes it possible to 

talk about a community without enforced homogenization as the multiple, intersecting 

identity constructs: class, gender, religion, economic status, ethnicity and sexuality, are 

addressed (Glazier 2003: 16, cited in Tully 2007: 159). 
 

This research is important as it overcomes the archaeological tendency to ignore present-

day communities that are not considered to be ‘biological descendants’ (Singleton & Orser 

Jr. 2003: 144). Reflecting the fact that communities can be geographically as well as 

emotionally diverse, the notion of modern Egypt as a diasporic community is very useful. 

As will become evident through the interviews and questionnaires with Egyptian 

communities that form the core of this thesis (see Chapter 3), this work is not expert-led 

‘outreach’ that aims to ‘educate’ Egyptians or impose ideas from above. Rather the 

culmination of voices reflects Egyptian-led approaches to the structure and content of 

representing Egypt in the West. Moving on from Egypt to incorporate Western museum 

visitors, this form of collaboration aims to challenge further Western museological 
                                                   
21 See also Watkins et al. 2000. 
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distancing of the ‘other’ through the presentation of the most appropriate museological 

means of communication for all involved. As Alistair Jones (2008a: 134) suggests, ‘the 

more we listen to these voices the more our thoughts about museums will change.’ While 

endeavouring to maintain cultural and ethical awareness through the self-reflexive, 

collaborative approach, until the suggestions presented here find a place within practice, I 

recognise that I, as author/facilitator, retain a privileged position and am the main 

benefactor of this research. However, for non-conformist methods to be adopted in 

academic praxis, solid ‘theory’ is an unavoidable first step. Thus, while I have produced the 

text, it is led by the voices of the individuals with whom I worked at every stage. 

Representing the way in which museums can become mediators through which academic 

and unofficial sources of knowledge - past and present, East and West - can encourage a 

positive epistemological shift, this research offers a framework through which innovative 

research and museological representation can emerge.  
 

Summary 
 

Collaborative archaeology plays a vital role in balancing the past, present and future. Thus, 

at present, the approach offers the best way to meet the needs of diverse cultural and 

intellectual communities. By discussing collaboration with both ‘source’ and ‘museum 

visiting’ communities, this chapter has demonstrated how the museum can engage with 

contemporary debate to become a space in which cultures can meet. As the visibility of the 

present is enhanced by its juxtaposition with the past (Foucault 1977), by exploring the 

relationships that made up social totalities in the past we can add new dimensions to 

contemporary debates (Meskell 1999: 225). Combining the voices of both the Egyptian and 

the Egyptology visiting community thus offers new ways of thinking about the ancient 

Egyptian past in the present. Addressing the problem of traditional academic interpretations 

making ancient Egypt ‘dry, boring and unapproachable’ (amateur archaeologist, quoted in 

MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 126), collaboration also prompts us to question traditional ways 

of seeing through interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, cross-temporal strategies. Having 

outlined the central theoretical issue of collaboration, and defined the Egyptian and 

museum visiting communities that underlie this research, I proceed to discuss the birth of 

Egyptology in the Western museum environment and contextualise further my focus on the 

daily life theme.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Daily Life: Museums, Western Scholarship and Egyptology Exhibits 

 

To relieve the stigma of morbidity from a study of Egyptian art and history is a 

great burden lifted from the Western mind. 

(Wilkinson 1993: 4) 

 

The saga of Western interaction with ancient Egypt dates back to long before the birth of 

the first museums. Holding a unique position in terms of memorialisation, the ancient 

Egyptian past has for centuries been regarded by ‘the West’22 as part of ‘its own’ (Assman 

2003: 245). The earliest surviving Western account comes from Herodotus’ Histories, the 

second book of which, Euterpe, details the history and geography of northern Egypt from 

his travels circa 450 BC (Strassler 2007). Though the accuracy of his account is debated 

(Lloyd 2007), Histories alongside numerous other classical Greek and Roman texts by 

Strabo, Pliny the Elder and Plutarch, represents the first phase of external Western interest 

in ancient Egyptian culture. 

 

Excluding ancient Greece and Rome, sources as early as the sixteenth century discuss the 

presence of ancient Egyptian artefacts in the West. At this time, mummies, for example, 

were acquired by apothecaries to be ground into a powder, commonly known as mummia, 

which was ingested for health (Dodson & Ikram 1998: 64). In the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, ancient Egyptian items moved from the medicine chest and into the 

first cabinets of curiosity (see Impey & MacGregor 1985, MacGregor 1994, Bredekamp 

1995). This shift in function was catalysed by increasing exploration and trade between 

Europe and the East, developments in science, and the birth of post-enlightenment, modern 

thought (Foucault 1970). The relative rarity and expense of ancient Egyptian artefacts also 

created a new role for the culture as leverage within European social competition, which, 

alongside growing scholarly interest in the ancient cultures of Greece and Italy, encouraged 

collecting on a larger scale. However, whereas research into ancient Greece and Rome was 

strengthened by linguistic accessibly, other than the ‘re-discovery’ of Greek and Roman 
                                                   
22 In the context of this thesis, ‘the West’ refers to central and western Europe and North America. 
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accounts concerning ancient Egypt, the first forays into Egyptology were highly 

speculative. Therefore, alongside the classical texts, the most powerful influences on pre-

hieroglyph decipherment (1822) perceptions of ancient Egypt were Biblical (Trigger 1995: 

23). Concepts of ‘divine wisdom’ (ACTS 7:22 [New Revised Standard Version])23 

accompanied by classical, patristic, hermetic, gnostic and alchemistic traditions therefore 

came to form lasting impressions of ancient Egypt in popular and scholarly doctrines 

(Assman 2003: 427).    

 

This increasing engagement with the mystical and religious aspects of ancient Egypt 

predominated in the upper echelons of Western European society. It was not until 1759, 

when the first Egyptian objects were displayed at the British Museum,24 that ancient Egypt 

became more widely accessible to non-elite audiences. The first artefacts to be put on 

display, however, were parts of monumental sculptures, mummies, sarcophagi, and temple 

reliefs that had filtered out of Egypt through expanding artistic, economic, exploratory and 

military channels into the public realm. Maintaining a focus on mysticism and grandeur, at 

this time many private collections were also developing similarly ‘themed’ collections to 

put on public display. For example, in Britain in 1812 William Bullock opened his private 

collection at the Egyptian Hall Piccadilly, followed by Giovanni Battista Belzoni in 1821 

(see Curl 1982, 1994, Pearce 2000). These philanthropic ventures, alongside the 

explorations of Napoleon Bonaparte and his Savants in 1798 and the development of 

Egyptology collections in Europe’s fledgling national museums, further increased the 

demand for antiquities, publications and public viewings of these ‘selective’ areas of 

Egyptology. 

 

In North America, involvement in Egyptological scholarship developed considerably later 

(see Scott 1995, Thomas 1995, Trigger 1995). Although Americans were travelling to 

Egypt from the late 1700s (Scott 1995: 38), exploration and wealth were pursued over the 

development of science. This divide was mirrored by a greater focus on philanthropic as 

                                                   
23 A great deal of scholarship developed from the biblical notion of ancient Egyptian divine wisdom. One 
such examples is William Warburton’s Hebraist study, The Divine Legation of Moses (1738-41). 
24 The first ancient Egyptian items displayed in the British Museum originated largely from the collection of 
Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753) who owned one of England’s largest cabinets of curiosity (see MacGregor 1994, 
Caygill & Date 1999, James 2001).  
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opposed to governmental backing when the first Egyptology institutions began to develop. 

Nonetheless, with no other model for guidance, when Egyptology collections were 

presented in the first American museums, in the mid-nineteenth century,25 the philanthropic 

investments largely sought to emulate the practices of the European cultural system.  

 

Literature covering Western preoccupation with ancient Egypt, on both sides of the 

Atlantic, can be found in abundance. Generally discussed under the title of ‘Egyptomania’ 

or the ‘Egyptian revival’ (Curl 1982, 1994), the incorporation of ancient Egypt into 

Western culture encompassed sculpture (Herzer et al. 1986), painting (Clayton 1982, 

Connor 1983,  Porterfield 1994, Jacobs 1995), architecture (Curl 2002) and diverse 

elements of popular culture (Reid 2002). Egyptology as a discipline, however, was not 

established until after 1822 with Jean-Francois Champollion’s decipherment of the 

hieroglyphs. Interestingly, this breakthrough occurred at the same time that the first 

‘everyday’ items began to permeate Western collections. This meant that for the first three 

centuries in which ancient Egypt had been slowly entering modern Western consciousness 

the sensational aspects of mystery, awe and elitism were the sole narratives. The power of 

these first associations and representations endures in the continuing influence of such 

themes on the tone of Egyptological research and public presentation since.  

 

Over the last two hundred years, our understanding of ancient Egyptian society and culture 

has increased exponentially. Yet, while the depth and breadth of Egyptological scholarship 

has moved beyond elite funerary practice and the study of monuments, Western 

Egyptomania is still very much alive and public perceptions are little changed. From 

historical fiction to films and archaeology exhibits, powerful Pharaohs, towering 

monuments and bizarre religious practices still hold our attention.26 Interestingly, this lust 

for the ancient culture has also become self-referential. For example, exhibitions in 

museums and galleries covering Egyptomania and Orientalism are appearing in many 

                                                   
25 Some of the first museums to acquire Egyptology collections in the United States of America were the 
Brooklyn Museum, New York and the Museum of Fine Art, Boston.  
26 The influence of modern Egyptomania is evident in historical fiction, such as the Ramses series by 
Christian Jacq (1997, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999), films such as The Mummy (both 1959 and 1999 versions) 
and exhibitions such as Tutankhamen and The Golden Age of the Pharaohs at London’s O2 arena (2007-
2008).  
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forms with increasing frequency.27 Similarly, historic items from earlier ‘waves’ of 

Egyptomania are now being sold to enthusiastic bidders in Western auction houses (e.g., 

Bonhams 2008). Therefore, whilst viewing audiences are more knowledgeable than their 

predecessors, our perceptions are still highly limited by the boundaries of popular 

representation, the history of Egyptomania and archaeological discovery (Dowson & 

Lewis-Williams 1993, Moore 1997).  

 

As will become evident from the collaborative work with Egyptians and British Museum 

visitors which is to follow, Egyptology displays are struggling to promote information 

beyond religion and the elite practices of death and burial. Unable to surpass its role as 

purely ‘wonder maker’, Egyptology display is not providing Western audiences or the 

modern Egyptian community with the desired spectrum of understanding. This is not to 

degrade the importance of museums as places for inspiring marvel, however, we need to be 

careful that exhibitions do not merely recycle iconic images at the cost of more up-to-date 

and accessible Egyptological dialogues. Current Egyptology displays are not fulfilling their 

communicative potential within the shifting Western cultural paradigm; therefore, new 

exhibitionary strategies centred on cross-disciplinary knowledge and more familiar themes, 

such as daily life, are necessary if Egyptology is to secure a more meaningful relationship 

with its audience.       

 

The ‘value’ of daily life museum display  

  

Coming from a predominantly archaeological background, I am particularly interested in 

the inherent conservatism apparent in archaeology, Egyptology and museology in terms of 

addressing ancient Egyptian daily life. As we have seen, ‘real encounters’ with Egypt play 

a very minor role compared to the ‘memorial legacies’ of wonder that have been imprinted 

on the Western consciousness since the time of the ancient Greeks in the fourth century AD 

(Assman 2003: 425). In terms of Egyptology today, this specific cultural memory is evident 

through the focus on epigraphy, iconography and architecture. Leading to the production of 

long histories of art, politics or philology, a natural clustering around death, religion and the 
                                                   
27 Since 1983 there have been at least twenty-seven exhibitions, both permanent and temporary, covering 
areas of Egyptomania (see  www.egyptomania.org [Accessed 12 May 2008], Brier 1990, 1992). See also 
exhibitions such as the Lure of the East, Tate Britain, 4 June to 31August 2008. 
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elite is inevitable. Considering the extensive data Egyptologists have at their disposal, the 

reluctance to engage with archaeological theory and issues of the everyday is somewhat 

surprising.  

 

Archaeological excavation provides museologists with the material culture to present 

Egyptological narratives to an audience. In terms of exhibiting, museology meets 

Egyptology and archaeology in the sense that it tends to focus on the most unusual or 

visually striking items, again pushing daily life out of view. The problem with these 

approaches is not that daily life is inaccessible, but that the disciplines tend to dehumanise 

knowledge: Egyptology through a focus on ‘the word’, museology and archaeology 

through a focus on ‘the thing’. This leads to the neglect of ‘the people’, individuals and 

groups, in both life and death, past and present. It is for these reasons that I find common 

ground with the third wave feminist approach of Lyn Meskell (1999, 2002b), who, along 

with a handful of other archaeological and Egyptological practitioners, is beginning to 

apply various strains of social theory to more diverse and ‘mundane’ data sets from ancient 

Egypt.28 This form of research focuses on the accessing of individual narratives, beyond the 

realm of the Pharaonic, to address the ‘everyday’ themes and experiences of ‘ordinary’ 

people in the ancient Egyptian past in both popular and scholarly understandings. In 

provoking a reconsideration of the data, this approach also calls into question the historical 

lack of Western collaboration with Egyptian agents. Thus, through the daily life theme, 

Egyptian calls for synthesis and scholarly promotion of socially diverse Egyptology, allow 

Egypt to be repopulated, ancient and modern, as ‘it is as essential to make known the way 

of the ancient people and not just the Pharaohs as it is to understand the modern Egyptian 

people and not just the politics’ (Eldien 2007, Appendix 2, Interview 1.4).29  

 

The humanizing of knowledge is important, not just in terms of the daily life theme, but 

within all areas of exhibiting. For example, the ancient Egyptian mortuary context is 

presented as the archaeology and Egyptology of burial as opposed to that of death. This is 

                                                   
28 See also Trigger et al. 1983, Assman 2003. 
29 The combination of ancient and modern is not in itself a new concept. The Paris International Exposition of 
1867 incorporated reconstructions of both a ‘modern’ Egyptian bazaar and an ‘ancient’ Egyptian temple 
(Norton 1974: 7, Moser 2006: 201). However, the approach taken was powerful in reasserting stereotypes of 
Egypt, ancient and modern, and represents a factor that must be avoided when addressing more encompassing 
Egyptian histories in the context of Western museum display. 
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particularly evident in museum display where mummies are treated as objects to be gazed 

at as opposed to individuals to engage with. Reflecting the transformation of an object into 

an icon, mummies have come to act as synecdoche for Western perceptions of ancient 

Egypt (Jones 2008a: 43-47). The mummy stands for death, religion, elitism, wealth, 

mystery, morbidity, but not for individuality or personhood. This is a problem as it 

maintains eighteenth century notions of ancient Egypt as purely a culture of wonder (Moser 

2006) and prevents audiences from developing the depth of socio-cultural understanding 

that would be possible through more personal connections. Similarly, in the context of the 

mundane, artefacts speak of technologies and materials but do not reanimate the embodied 

experiences of those who made and used them. When considering modern Egypt, Western 

eighteenth century notions have had an equally dehumanizing impact through the guise of 

Orientalism (Said 1978). Communicating ideas of the East as ‘other’, with Arab Egypt 

strongly divided from the ancient Egyptian past, Western ignorance and contemporary 

Egyptian invisibility is maintained. Therefore, by incorporating Egyptian voices actively 

calling for self-representation – past and present – in the West, the ‘social life’ of material 

culture as representative of living relationships between different people and between 

people and the world (Appadurai 1986), can at last be considered.  

 

Some scholars (e.g., Trigger 1995) suggest that the problems currently experienced in 

Egyptology lie not only with certain under-represented aspects of the ancient culture but 

that the entirety of the civilisation and its history is becoming irrelevant and less impressive 

in the technological age: 

 

The pyramids at Giza may remain the most massive structures in the world, but in 

recent years they have been dwarfed, physically and psychologically, by the modern 

city of Cairo, whose daily functioning is a marvel of technology and individual 

resourcefulness that outstrips anything of which the ancient Egyptians were capable 

(Trigger 1995: 33). 

 

I do not agree that the majority hold this opinion, especially considering the comparative 

invisibility of modern Egypt within Western popular culture, as will become apparent in 

chapter 4. However, Trigger may have a point in that the wonders of the modern age are 
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beginning to challenge the remnants of the ancient world and thus museums need to find 

new modes of mediation if they are to compete more successfully. 

 

The focus of this research on ‘daily life’, therefore, is inspired by many aspects. Firstly, it 

was with ancient Egypt in the 1830s that the topic of daily life became a major attraction in 

museums. Items such as beds and hairbrushes in the ‘mummy rooms’ of institutions like the 

British Museum were well received. Today, curators are increasingly looking towards 

exhibitions on daily life to create a fuller picture of ancient Egypt for audiences as ‘less 

famous museum objects can provide a clearer cultural perspective than the familiar over 

institutionalized works’ (Putnam 2001: 136). Secondly, Egyptology curators are beginning 

to look for innovative ways in which their daily life exhibits can be elevated to gain equal 

status with those concerning death and the elite.30 As Trigger et al. state (1983: xi), ‘ancient 

Egypt has proven remarkably resistant to the writing of history which is not traditional in 

character; which is not, in other words, concerned primarily with the ordering of Kings and 

the chronicling of their deeds.’ This problem is compounded by the presumed ‘familiarity’ 

of daily life aspects, which has traditionally rendered them of less interest than elite art and 

architecture. Few Egyptologists would therefore deny the challenge of curating daily life 

exhibitions that successfully compete for visitor attention against religion and mortuary 

practice. This factor, however, has surprising historical roots. Although the first domestic or 

daily life objects were not widely available to Western collectors before the 1820s (Moser 

2006: 219), when they were finally displayed away from the monumental sculpture which 

had overshadowed them, they were hugely popular. For example, in the new ‘Egyptian 

room’, which opened at the British Museum in 1837, the daily life objects were praised as 

‘so devoid of the mysticism usually attached to the antiquities of Egypt, as to render this 

room one of the most frequented in the museum’ (Penny Magazine 1838: 436).31 Presented 

in a manner suggesting more familiar objects and cultural practices, these exhibitions 

allowed the public to humanise, at last, the ancient civilisation.  

 

                                                   
30 The most recent Egyptian gallery to open at the British Museum aims to use the tomb-chapel paintings of 
Nebamun (c. 1350 BC) as an introduction to ancient Egyptian daily life and death (opened early 2009). 
31 This view was also expressed by numerous other sources at the time (see Clarke 1843, Camber’s Edinburgh 
Journal 1839).  
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As Flinders Petrie reflected during his work at the settlement site of Lahun, ‘having 

examined hundreds of the rooms and having discovered the ordinary objects of daily life as 

they were last handled by their owners, I seem to have touched and realised much of that 

remote age; so that it is hard to realise that over 4000 years have glided by since those 

houses last echoed the voice of their occupants’ (Petrie, quoted in David 1986: 9). Thus, 

creating a vision of ancient Egypt that was suddenly not so distinct from the present, daily 

life objects enabled museum visitors, as they had aided Petrie, to feel a connection. 

Offering something more than pure awe through a comprehensible link with ancient people 

who in many ways were ‘just like them’, daily life artefacts began to create a pathway for 

visitors to ‘repopulate’ ancient Egypt. Helping to develop a greater sense of respect for the 

civilisation than was possible through the more sensational religious items, this cognitive 

accessibility began to add an extra layer to both public and scholarly Egyptological 

pursuits. It is also important to note that it was during this period that other European 

museums such as the Louvre (1826) opened new Egyptian galleries grouping artefacts by 

theme rather than by aesthetics (Moser 2006: 151). In scholarly terms, this era also saw the 

publication of John Gardener Wilkinson’s work, The Manners and Customs of the Ancient 

Egyptians (3 vols. 1835). This text, written in an accessible style, was one of the first to 

address issues of daily life and culture in the early days of Egyptology. Hugely successful 

in bringing new aspects of ancient Egypt to both popular and academic audiences, such 

texts add to the evidence that ‘ordinary narratives’ have, since their discovery, been of 

interest to both professionals and the public.  

 

By emphasising daily life as a stand alone subject, it drew attention to, and accentuated, the 

emotive potential of recognisable items and their functions to bring the ancient culture into 

a modern focus.32 It is these feelings of clarity and connectedness that we need to re-

establish and enhance to make Egyptology more personally meaningful today. However, 

before we can discuss methods through which this revivification can be achieved, we need 

to consider how daily life items lost the communicative power evident in the early 

nineteenth century.  

                                                   
32 Alongside the development of thematic display, a more contextual approach to artefacts began to develop 
as curators realised the need to connect artefacts with their original locations, uses and histories. This made 
the museum experience more meaningful for the viewer as more ordered categories and clear narratives were 
developed (see Long 1832 v. 1 & 1836 v. 2). 
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Daily life: From interesting to invisible 

 

I met a traveller from an antique land 

Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

Stand in the desert… 

(Introductory lines of Ozymandias, Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1818, taken from 

Rogerson & Monro 2007:33) 

 

Daily life objects may have made a strong impact when they were first displayed in the 

West in the 1820s, but these same items do not carry the immediate visual impact of 

monumental sculpture or funerary items as reflected in the opening lines from Shelley’s 

famous poem Ozymandias, quoted above.33 Upstaged in scale and by less striking visuals, 

daily life objects, unlike temple sites and tombs, also fall short in terms of their visible 

presence within Egypt’s historic landscape. This relative invisibility channelled the 

majority of early European Egyptology into ‘essentially superficial catalogues of 

monuments which did not include any evidence provided by small objects such as tools, 

weapons, papyri, articles of everyday use, pottery and jewellery’ (David 2000: 99). 

Excavation, perhaps with the exception of the work of W.M. Flinders Petrie,34 mirrored this 

imbalance. As the individuals involved in early excavation were frequently those assisting 

in the establishment of the first European Egyptology exhibitions,35 this by-passing of daily 

life was further enhanced.  

 

In the United States, although the philanthropic background from which public 

representations of ancient Egypt emerged might have implied a greater focus on ‘the 

common man’, daily life topics were equally neglected. Influenced to a great extent by the  

                                                   
33 Ozymandias was inspired by the installation of the bust of Rameses at the British Museum in 1819. 
34 Some of Petrie’s first excavations were of settlements. For example, the twelfth dynasty site of Kahun and 
the eighteenth dynasty site of Gurob, both situated in the Fayoum region, provided data on ancient Egyptian 
town planning, housing and material culture from daily life (Petrie 1890, 1891, 1923). 
35 For example, Karl Richard Lepsuis was appointed keeper of ancient Egypt at the Berlin Museum in 1865, 
Augustus Mariette played a significant role in the development of Egyptology at the Louvre and Bernardino 
Drovetti was highly influential in the growth of the Egyptian collection in Turin. 
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work of German Egyptological scholars,36 American excavation, exhibition and theorising 

focused on philological studies and art history. Although Herbert E. Winlock of the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and James Henry Breasted from the Oriental 

Institute of Chicago promoted the study of aspects of everyday life37 the topic was, and 

remains, overshadowed. 

 

The situation in Europe and the United States was compounded by traditional associations 

of the museum with ‘high’ as opposed to ‘popular’ culture (Moore 1997). This imbalance 

was also reflected in the general paucity of daily life research in the wider Classical and 

ancient Near Eastern world.38 The Egyptological daily life research, as with the ‘everyday’ 

study of ancient Babylon, was further ostracised due to the Renaissance belief that 

individual consciousness did not emerge until the rise of ancient Greece (Porter 1997). This 

ideology therefore suggested that previous societies unquestioningly followed the 

nomothetic regime, thus positioning daily life as a mundane element of universal 

compliance. These theoretical complexities were added to by the fact that aspects of ancient 

Egyptian daily life were not reproduced and reinforced through Orientalist painting (e.g., 

Roberts 1842-1849), Egyptianising architecture (see Curl 1982, 1994, 2002) and other 

forms of popular representation that came to shape long-term Western visions of Egypt.39   

 

The placing of objects in museum vitrines (glass cases) exacerbated these issues of unequal 

representation by reducing their practical connections with daily life. Unlike funerary 

items, which are already distanced from familiarity by unusual mortuary practices and their 

role as terminal items within the human sphere, the ordering and labelling of daily life 

                                                   
36 Many of the pioneering North American Egyptologists, such as G.A. Reisner, trained in Germany (Trigger 
1995: 29). 
37 Winlock’s engagement with the daily life theme is evidenced through his work with Albert M.Lythgoe, in 
the early twentieth century, on the private tomb-chapel paintings and mortuary goods at Thebes (see 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1930, Hay 1953, 1959, Winlock 1955, Wilkinson 1983). Breasted’s work on 
daily life is known through his excavations at the eighteenth dynasty private tomb of Kheruef in the Asasif 
area of Thebes and at Medinet Habu. 
38 The few existing examples of early literature discussing daily life in the Classical world and ancient Near 
East include: Wilkinson 1835, Erman 1894, Becker 1895, Johnston 1903, McDaniel [1871] 1963. 
39 For further discussion on the Orientalising nature of art, photography and travel writing, see Frith 1884, 
Clayton 1982, Humbert 1989, Humbert et al. 1994, Jacobs 1995, James 1997, Nickel 2004. Opera, literature, 
poetry and theatre also had a significant influence on public perceptions of ancient Egypt in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries (see Darbishier 1927, Conner 1983, Ashfield & Bolla 1996, Leask 2002: Chapter 3, 
Reid 2002). 
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hindered the fluidity of the everyday (Putnam 2001: 36-37). Following the logic of 

Cartesian dualism, these display strategies created formal relationships which adhered to 

discrete Western taxonomies (Meskell 2002b: 5).40 Daily life objects were also neglected as 

they did not slot into the progressive schema for ancient art that was coming to dominate 

Western aesthetic discourse (Winklemann 1764), nor did they present the most appealing 

research challenge to the founders of Egyptology.41  
 

It was also within this period, the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, that the 

neglect of the modern Egyptian nation within Western consciousness began to solidify. 

European and North American strategies to appropriate ancient Egypt as their own pursued 

two equally powerful, if somewhat contradictory, paths towards this goal. The first was the 

process of Orientalism (Said 1978). Popular texts such as Edward Lane’s The Manners and 

Customs of the Modern Egyptians (1836),42 although of ethnographic merit, presented the 

modern Egyptians as ‘other’. By categorising modern Egyptians as culturally and 

biologically distant from the ancient Egyptians, this allowed Western powers to exclude 

Egyptians from positions of Egyptological authority and to justify their own exploration 

and ownership of ancient objects (Reid 2002, Colla 2007). Perhaps more powerful, at least 

within the public sphere, was the presentation of Egypt as a deserted, unchanging 

landscape. Reflecting what this research will reveal to be the greatest hurdle in Western 

perceptions of both ancient and modern Egypt – the neglect of ‘people’ – this stagnation is 

particularly evident in the prolific visual representations of the landscape painters and later 

photographers of the day. In the well-know work of those such as David Roberts, John 

Frederick Lewis and Frances Frith (see Clayton 1982, Jacobs 1995, Nickel 2004), Egypt 

appears to be predominantly populated by the ruins of its past. This is not to deny that these 

creative individuals also captured city scenes and people. The inaccessibility of Egyptian 

family life, because of religious and social codes, played a part in the marginalisation of the 

living. However, it was undoubtedly the concept of a timeless Egypt that most forcefully 

                                                   
40 For early publications on ancient Egyptian daily life see Wilkinson 1985, Budge 1891, Erman 1894. 
41 For discussion on the birth of Egyptology see Drower 1982, 1985. For some of the first scholarly 
Egyptological works see Champollion 1814, Belzoni 1820, Champollion & Rosellini 1835-47, Rosellini 
1832-44.  
42 Edward Lane’s 1836 work was a modern parallel to John Gardener Wilkinson’s The Manners and Customs 
of the Ancient Egyptians (1835).   
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captured the public’s imagination.  Substantiating notions of the deterioration of the 

modern, this justified the exclusionary designs of those in power.  
 

The influence of these two notions on the West is evident today within the tourist trade as it 

strives to present visitors with the experience of Egypt ‘uncontaminated’ by the living and 

the modern (Urry 1990). This continuing Western disregard for ‘the people’, past and 

present, is unparalleled in regard to any other country or within the wider social sciences.43 

Whereas since the 1960s a shift in focus towards social and economic histories in both 

archaeology and anthropology has led to an engagement with ‘ordinary’ people and 

narratives of the ‘everyday’, Egyptology and Egyptian ethnography has lagged behind. 

Modern Egypt is largely neglected by the world press unless it is to report an 

archaeological discovery or an act of ‘terror’. This inhibits the potential for more 

encompassing Egypt and West dialogues and is enhanced from within Egypt itself by 

modern governmental legislation which restricts ethnographic work.44 Similarly, 

Egyptology is only beginning to address the necessity for more encompassing social 

engagement alongside the need for a multi-disciplinary approach and greater internal co-

operation (David 2000: 179-182).45  
 

In terms of representing modern Egypt and communicating wider archaeological and 

Egyptological knowledge in the museum, it is not that the public are not interested in 

people and daily life narratives. If looking for evidence of the attraction of this general 

theme we need go no further than the People’s Shows of the 1990s (Digger 1994, Pearce 

1995). All over the United Kingdom individuals’ collections were exhibited, from sweet 

wrappers to plastic toy trolls. A similar process was recently carried out in Cairo with local 

women by Egyptian artist Huda Lutfi, who positioned the women’s collections of various 

items important to their lives in portable vitrines across the city. In both cases, these 

insights into ‘normal’ people’s collections/possessions were successful because they 

                                                   
43 Undeniably, other countries considered to have ‘glorious pasts’, such as Iraq, Iran, Turkey, Greece and 
Italy, have suffered this fate to a similar extent. However, it is the level in which ancient Egypt was adopted 
into Western notions of cultural evolutionary that makes the invisibility of ‘ordinary’ people in Egypt, ancient 
and modern, particularly acute.  
44 For the limited ethnographic work that has taken place in Egypt over the last fifty years see Abou-Zeid 
1966, Mohsen 1975, Critchfield 1978, Atiya 1982, Abu-Lughod 1986, 1993, Lavie 1990, Winegar 2006, 
Drieskens 2008. 
45 This is evidenced by the enhanced study of ancient Egyptian village sites and artefacts over the last two 
decades. For examples see McDowell 1999, Hodel-Hoenes 2000, Meskell 2002b. 
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reflected items from popular culture, personal narratives and the everyday life experiences 

of audiences. These displays did not emerge from nowhere but are the culmination of a 

developing focus on social history that has been growing internationally and across 

disciplines since the1960s, and they reflect the need for more personalised museum exhibits 

(Moore 1997: 75).46  
 

In terms of ancient Egypt, evidence from my own work (see Chapter 4) and recent visitor 

research at the Petrie Museum of Egyptology, University College London, has revealed the 

daily life theme to be one of the topics most frequently cited as being of interest by 

museum audiences (MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 118-119).47 I believe therefore, that the 

current lack of audience interaction with Egyptian domestic collections is not due to a lack 

of curiosity but to the neglect of accessible dialogues connected to the living. As will 

become apparent in chapter 5, the current trend to replicate the display formula used for 

sculpture galleries or elite mortuary practice does not work for daily life. These methods do 

not complement the visual, emotive or lived dynamics of the daily life theme which have 

the potential to speak directly across time and culture. A fresh approach is clearly 

necessary. However, before new strategies can be proposed, it is essential to understand the 

nature of the current archaeological and Egyptological evidence available for the 

museological representation of the daily life theme.  
 

Daily life: The evidence 
 

Daily life evidence exists in many forms. Ranging from settlement sites to mortuary 

contexts, and from the iconographic to epigraphic, and taken as a whole, the data begin to 

build detailed ‘everyday’ narratives. Although some elements of daily life may have 

remained similar throughout the Pharaonic period and into the present, ‘the unbroken 

thread of Pharaonic culture is a fantasy created in the West’ (Meskell 2002b:8). This 

Orientalist notion is just one of many assumptions tied to Western perceptions of ancient 

Egypt. It is for this reason that the proposals presented in this thesis focus on daily life in 

the New Kingdom, more specifically the eighteenth dynasty, and use the eighteenth dynasty 
                                                   
46 Increasing leisure time among the middle and working classes led to the development of museums such as 
the Beamish Museum, County Durham, and the Labour History Museum, Merseyside, in the 1980s, which 
dealt with folk traditions and popular culture (Moore 1997). 
47 Of the 22 themes Egyptology students, friends of the museum, and primary school teachers were offered in 
the Petrie Museum’s visitor questionnaires, daily life was most frequently selected as a topic of interest.  
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daily life scenes from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun as a focus for exhibitionary discussion 

throughout. 
 

New Kingdom Egypt and the eighteenth dynasty 
 

The New Kingdom (c. 1570-1070 BC), or Imperial Egypt, as it is often known, provides 

the most suitable period for the study of daily life. Firstly, we have more information about 

this era than for any other period of Pharaonic history. Secondly, the nature of the New 

Kingdom evidence is more favourable in terms of ‘reconstructing private life than for any 

other pre-Roman culture’ (Meskell 2002b: 4). Finally, research into public perceptions 

shows that the New Kingdom is also the Pharaonic period in which the Western public 

expresses the greatest interest (MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 119).  
 

The New Kingdom (eighteenth dynasty) dawned with the wars of liberation. Kamose, the 

last Pharaoh of the seventeenth dynasty (c. 1650-1567 BC), led his people against the 

Hyksos, Asiatic invaders who had taken control of land in the north, and the kingdom of 

Kush, who had claimed areas of Egypt’s southern territory in lower Nubia. This was the 

first time that Egypt had been under foreign rule (Assman 2003: 197), and although the 

land was finally reclaimed under Ahmos, the son of Kamose, the impact of occupation 

brought about a character shift in many areas of politics, culture and society. In terms of the 

political situation, the relative security of the Old (c. 2613-2181 BC) and Middle Kingdoms 

(c. 2134-1785 BC) had enabled an inward-looking focus on domestic policy. The 

disturbances of the second intermediate period (c. 1785-1570 BC), however, brought about 

the realisation that Egypt’s unique geography was not enough to protect it from invasion. 

This led early New Kingdom rulers to turn political attention towards foreign policy, 

expansionism and the defence of borders. Along with the power and symbolic wealth that 

the New Kingdom rulers gained through these policies of conquest came the widening of 

social and cultural horizons and the acquisition of new material wealth. For the first time, 

ancient Egypt was in sustained contact with other ancient Near Eastern cultures. Although 

Egypt had always been open to immigration (Baines 1996: 362), and although there was no 

one ‘Egyptian ethnicity’ (Meskell 2002b: 46), the New Kingdom experienced a greater 

influx of foreign people, foreign words (Hoch 1994), ideas and material culture.48 Leading 

                                                   
48 For example, this is the first time that we see the horse and chariot in ancient Egypt (McDowell 1999). 
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to the expansion of urban centres, the growth of temples, the development of a professional 

priesthood (Trigger 1981) and the founding of Egypt’s first standing army, these factors 

gave rise to the development of new social strata and community structures (McDowell 

1999: 3). Although the state retained the façade of ideological unity (Baines 1996: 362), the 

inflexible rules of Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom elite culture began to crumble. As 

evidenced by Lyn Meskell’s recent work (1999, 2002b), these specific circumstances 

represent the first time that the iconographic, epigraphic and archaeological data allow us to 

tackle identity issues and a social archaeology of difference through the material record. 

Although many domestic settlements and their associated daily life paraphernalia have 

most likely been claimed by the Nile, the existing remains of New Kingdom communities 

allow us to consider more localised perspectives on daily life (Meskell 2002b: 26).49  
 

Settlements 
 

Evidence, including houses, temples and street plans, as much as furniture, faïence and 

food remains, provides a useful indicator of the diverse functions of settlements alongside 

gradations in status and wealth (Bietak 1979, Jeffreys & Tavares 1994).50 The New 

Kingdom site of Deir el-Medina, Thebes (modern Luxor), dating from the reign of 

Thutmosis I (c. 1504-1492 BC), is especially significant owing to the high levels of literacy 

among the residents.51 Literacy is evidenced by the tens of thousands of ostraca and 

papyrus fragments that have been found alongside the settlement and mortuary data. This 

epigraphic information is essential as it shows that ‘the villagers of Deir el-Medina were 

real people…they are more than simply people, they are individuals who can be teased 

from their historic milieu’ (Meskell 1999: 6, addition emphasis). Covering topics from 

administrative records and legal contracts, to evidence for marriage, divorce, sexuality, 

adultery, domestic violence, love letters and magic spells (see McDowell 1999, Meskell 

1999, 2002b), many of the themes addressed in the epigraphic data maintain contemporary 

relevance. As Egyptology traditionally downplays ancient Egyptian emotional 

                                                   
49 Examples of New Kingdom settlements include Deir el-Medina, Tell el-Amarna, Tell el-Daba, Deir el-
Ballas, Qasr Ibrim, Gurob and Memphis. In terms of the Old and Middle Kingdoms we have sites such as 
Kahun, Abydos, Elephantine, Tell Edfu and Hierakonopolis (see Trigger et al. 1983). 
50 Settlements types include royal sites, purpose built towns at religious centres or on trade routes and 
settlements constructed to house workers such as the pyramid builders at Lahun or the tomb builders at Deir 
el-Medina.  
51 For detailed discussion on Deir el-Medina see Bruyère, 1926, 1930, 1937, 1939, Bierbrier 1980, Valbelle 
1985, McDowell 1999, Meskell 1999, 2002b. 
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sophistication through a focus on ‘universal’ state narratives over the individual and the 

personal, an impression of relative stasis is created. However, by combining textual data, 

such as that found a Deir el-Medina, with artefact-based material traces we can begin to see 

how exhibits of daily life could move beyond the mundane and speak evocatively to 

modern audiences. However, it is neither settlement archaeology nor epigraphic data that 

provide the most detailed insights into eighteenth dynasty, New Kingdom daily life, but 

tombs. 

 

Tombs  

 

‘Egyptologists know more about the realm of death and the afterlife than they do about 

many aspects of daily life. There are more texts, more funerary objects, and more bodies 

and tombs amassed and studied than there are objects related to living communities’ 

(Meskell 2002b: 195). Ancient Egyptian tombs, as with all mortuary contexts, however, are 

meaningfully constituted within the ‘lived’ social realm. Reflecting active choices and the 

overlap and negotiation of individual and social identities (Carr 1995), the iconographic 

and epigraphic evidence available within the Egyptian tomb context is therefore significant 

as it presents the ancient Egyptians with voices of their own. Capable of communicating 

directly through the centuries, tomb paintings, their accompanying artefacts and 

inscriptions can provide information concerning daily life in a manner that other forms of 

archaeological evidence cannot (Trigger 1998: 18). 

 

‘The concept of death is [so] central to our experiences of being human’ (Meskell 1999: 

108), and in ancient Egypt death played an essential part in the realm of the living (Lloyd 

1989, Hornung 1992). Tomb construction, for example, took years of preparation and 

planning and formed a visible referent of an individual’s ultimate fate. For these reasons 

death was a significant, tangible, emotional and material investment in people’s lives. We 

know from eighteenth dynasty textual evidence (e.g., Deir el-Medina, see McDowell 1999: 

104-107) that the dead were believed to be actively involved in the social action of the 

living (Baines 1991, Baines and Lacovara 2002). Therefore, despite the likelihood of an 

‘idealised world’ presented in tomb assemblages, the specifics of Egyptian mortuary 

practice and the connectivity of material between the archaeologies of settlements and of 
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cemeteries allows us to begin to ‘apprehend these sensuous stories of life…as it was 

experienced by individuals’ (Meskell 2002b: 57). It is for this reason that the eighteenth 

dynasty Nebamun tomb-chapel example provides the central case study of this thesis. 

 

The tomb of Nebamun 

 

The work of the British Museum on the Nebamun wall paintings (see Dinsmore & Howard 

1988, Manniche 1988, Hooper 2008, Middleton & Uprichard 2008, Parkinson 2008, Usick 

& Parkinson 2008) is the most recent in a long history of tomb scholarship that we can date 

back perhaps as far as the work of Napoleon and his Savants in 1798 (see Denon 1802, 

Description de l’Egypte 1809-1822).52  Dating to around 1350 BC, the eleven fragments53 

from the single tomb-chapel of Nebamun are widely regarded as some of the most 

impressive pieces in the museum’s collection. The wall paintings represent part of a small 

painted tomb-chapel. Acting as interface between the living and the dead, and separate 

from Nebamun’s sealed burial chamber located beneath, the tomb is one of many to be 

found carved into the hills on the west bank of the Nile at Thebes (see Hodel-Hoenes 

2000). Although the location of Nebamun’s tomb is lost to us today, the vibrant scenes of 

the elite tomb owner, his family, servants and possessions, are some of the best preserved in 

the world and have played a role in shaping our understanding of ancient Egyptian lifestyle 

and culture (see Figures 2.1 – 2.4). Intertwined with a complex modern biography 

(Parkinson 2008), these scenes evoke feelings of both familiarity and strangeness in the 

viewer. Combining activities, objects and relationships that remain obvious today, such as 

social gatherings, furniture and family, there are also many aspects that allude to modern 

culture and conventions and need to be viewed in context through the lens of the ‘period 

eye’ (Baxandall 1988, cited in Parkinson 2008: 1). 

 

 

 

                                                   
52 See also Davies 1917, 1923, 1930, Davies (nee Cummings) 1936, Wilkinson 1983. 
53 Several smaller fragments from the same tomb-chapel are held by the Ägyptches Museum in Berlin, the 
Musée des Beaux arts at  Lyons and the Musée Calvet at Avignon (Parkinson 2008: 14-15).  
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Figure 2.1. ‘Hunting in the marshes’, tomb-chapel of Nebamun, c. 1350 BC, Thebes, Egypt. 
(Courtesy of the British Museum) 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2. ‘Feasting’, tomb-chapel of Nebamun, c. 1350 BC. (Courtesy of the British Museum) 
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Figure 2.3. ‘Working the estate’, tomb-chapel of Nebamun, c. 1350 BC, Thebes, Egypt. (Courtesy 
of the British Museum) 
 

 
Figure 2.4. ‘Offering table’, tomb-chapel of  
Nebamun, c. 1350 BC, Thebes, Egypt.  
(Courtesy of the British Museum) 
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Since arriving at the British Museum in the early 1820s, the Nebamun tomb-chapel 

paintings have been ‘conserved’, copied and displayed at various intervals. In the 

nineteenth century the images were used by historical artists in the recreation of ancient 

Egyptian ‘domestic life’ (Parkinson 2008: 18-20). This was before archaeological and 

epigraphic sources were accessible. However, it is the ability of the scenes to create a 

dialogue between ancient and modern, life and death, art and artefact, which still holds the 

greatest potential in the unlocking of more ‘everyday’ understandings in the British 

Museum.  
 

Although daily life scenes are evident in burials throughout Egyptian history, the eighteenth 

dynasty represents the peak of individualism within tomb decoration. In both earlier and 

later periods we see a greater reliance on religious motifs. However, with the wider 

filtration of wealth and shifting concepts of individualism, the eighteenth dynasty saw 

greater numbers of people from more varied social positions with the funds to provision 

their own funerary monuments (Hodel-Hoenes 2000). Like nothing before or after, this was 

a period of greater secular dominance (Trigger et al. 1983: 187). Owing to this, tomb 

assemblages became highly variable and a wider spectrum of society was retold, ‘reflecting 

individual life experiences and personal choices rather than standard responses to death and 

the afterlife’ (Meskell 1999: 179).  
 

As Ambrose Lansing (1930: vii), curator at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the early 

twentieth century suggests, the paintings of the nobles’ tombs at Thebes are ‘perishable 

documents valuable not only as the finest work of the artists of the Egyptian Empire but 

also as the most copious source of knowledge of the everyday life of their contemporaries.’ 

Eighteenth dynasty, non-royal tombs such as that of Nebamun were therefore highly 

biographical in nature. Reflecting a cyclical concept of death and rebirth, tomb-chapel 

decoration reveals aspects of both high and low culture whilst also detailing the most recent 

phases of the deceased’s life and that of his progeny. This polysemous quality is essential 

to our understanding of ancient Egyptian daily life as it demonstrates the symbiotic 

relationship between society and self necessary to more fully engage with the past (Meskell 

1999: 6). This two-way process between individual agency (Gell 1998) and the structuring 

processes of social life must be kept in mind to avoid the treating of individuals as a pure 

microcosm of wider society.  
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Stressing the importance of daily life and the individual by no means reduces the 

importance of mortuary practice or collective categories of Egyptological research such as 

culture and society. Instead, it begins to contribute multiple competing theories that help to 

challenge traditional top-down meta-narratives which explain away Egyptian culture 

through a single concept: the preoccupation with death. Nonetheless, having made it clear 

that ‘wall paintings were not simply part of a decorative schema but were simultaneously 

symbolic and functional images loaded with specific meanings about order and harmony in 

this life and the maintenance of a parallel unity and perfection in the next life’ (Meskell 

2002b: 135), we must also be aware of the male dominated, idealised nature and self 

aggrandizement evident within tomb scenes. This is why daily life evidence from mortuary 

sites must be viewed in context with the iconographic, epigraphic and archaeological data 

from domestic sites. However, the fact that the daily life objects - furniture, clothing, 

jewellery and so on - seen in the eighteenth dynasty tomb scenes, are actually found in 

artefact form in both tomb and domestic assemblages, goes on to support the ‘reality’ of the 

portrayed scenes.  
 

The tomb as a reflection of reality is further supported by the provision of ‘models’ in 

mortuary assemblages. Wooden models of people involved in activities such as baking, 

brewing and fishing that ‘mirror in three dimensions many of the activities the Egyptian 

artists rendered so faithfully in two,’ are frequently found (Wilkinson 1983: 52). Similarly, 

the scenes are significant as they not only contain narratives about the ancient Egyptians 

but their interaction with foreign people: Nubians, Syrians, Libyans and Cretans, and 

foreign objects.54 Alongside this the scenes represent relationships with animals - pets and 

habitats - and engagement in craft activity: pottery, textile work, goldsmithing, carpentry, 

leather work, sculpture and chariot making, of which we are also aware from the 

archaeological record. Placing ancient Egypt within its wider historical context and 

presenting items and issues of interest to modern audiences, Egyptian and Western (see 

Chapters 3 & 4), the tomb scenes therefore have the potential to traverse time and cross the 

dichotomy of life and death. There are also personal insights and humour within the tomb 

narratives: for example, a scene in the noble tomb of Ipuy (TT217, Luxor) reveals a worker 

being woken in haste by a fellow labourer because the boss is coming. Enhanced by the fact 

                                                   
54 See, for example, scenes from the tomb of Huy, TT40 (Davies & Gardiner 1926). 
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that the eighteenth dynasty is widely regarded as the peak of ancient Egyptian art in terms 

of expression (Desroches-Noblecourt 1962: 21), such scenes remind us that ‘human nature 

has not changed in 4000 years’ (Wilkinson 1983: 49). Although one must keep in mind the 

potential for idealisation, the personal, human elements of the scenes enable the narratives 

to speak across the centuries and help audiences engage with ancient Egyptian life. 

Providing a body of evidence that address both the realms of the private and the social in 

this way, the tomb scenes highlight ‘points of connection’ between the ancient and the 

modern (Meskell 2002b: 2). Without essentialising the past as totally knowable or 

completely alien, this study therefore reflects how connections with past cultures are 

plausible within the museum environ even when modern ‘lived experiences’ are outside of 

that culture. 
 

In terms of the current context of the Nebamun wall paintings, the scenes act as the centre 

piece for the British Museum’s new ancient Egyptian gallery. Naturally lending themselves 

to the museum environment through the combination of text, object and image, the tomb-

chapel paintings are displayed alongside some one hundred and fifty contemporaneous 

daily life artefacts from settlements and tombs. Through this format the exhibition aims to 

reflect both masterpieces of ancient Egyptian art and the realism of the objects and 

activities represented. Although making it clear that the scenes are still part of an idealised, 

elite world view (Parkinson 2008, pers. comm., 7 May), the gallery acts as an introduction 

to the rest of the museum’s Egyptian collection by creating a rare balance between life and 

funerary belief (Project brief 2005: 3). It is the potential that ‘art’ has when combined with 

other artefact forms to tell individual narratives and focus on notions of personhood which 

can provide a real force for change in the re-population of Egypt, ancient and modern, in 

Western museums. Embracing ancient Egyptian ideologies outside of Cartesian dualisms, 

the gallery also highlights the diverse skills involved in the analysis and interpretation of 

Egyptological evidence. The addition of these elements impresses upon the visitor the fact 

that understandings are by no means finite and promotes openness to new ideas. It is with 

this focus on new ideas and the potential unification of art and artefact, life and death, past 

and present in mind that I now turn towards the praxiological specifics of the collaborative 

methodology through which Egyptian and museum visitor-led strategies for change will 

enable new forms of Egyptological daily life display to emerge. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

A Three-Part Methodology 

 

One of the main problems facing museum studies is the inherently theoretical nature of 

scholarly work. For a discipline that is centred on physicality – the presentation of 

narratives through objects – exhibitions lack practical solutions. This is particularly evident 

for Egyptology display which, due to the traditions of Western scholarly research and 

museum exhibiting, is firmly embedded in nineteenth century episteme. Therefore, 

following the visitor interpretation work of Sally MacDonald and Catherine Shaw in the 

Petrie Museum of Egyptology, London (2004), this research encourages a refocusing on 

praxis. Taking the line of questioning beyond the walls of the museum, while my 

methodology promotes partnerships with a cross-section of the British Museum’s 

demographic, I also collaborate with Egyptologists, museum professionals, students and the 

general public in Egypt itself.  

 

Alongside an assessment of existing perceptions of Egypt in the British and Egyptian 

contexts, it was essential to consider the current state of Western Egyptology display 

through visual analysis. This practical knowledge of the nature of current exhibits ensures 

that collaboration with Egyptian communities and interpretation work with British Museum 

visitors is situated within the reality of existing museological strategies. Thus, moving 

between the Egyptological data and recent theories of collaboration within the social 

sciences, a three-strain methodology was formed to unite Egyptian communities, British 

Museum visitors and exhibit evaluation. Bridging two structured theoretical levels - 

collaborative approaches to museology and visual analysis - and two contextual realms - 

contemporary Egypt and Western Egyptology display - the methodology provides real 

strategies for change that, while focused on the representation of ancient Egyptian daily life 

in Western museums, offer inspiration for further innovation in the wider realm of museum 

display.  

 

Developing from notions of accountability post World War II, the beginning of more 

theoretical critique of the museum in the 1970s and 1980s, and the emergence of post-
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Marxist theories (see Bennett 1988), part one of this methodology will deal with 

collaborative work within Egypt. Reflecting the most up-to-date theoretical stance, 

commonly known as the ‘new museology’ (see Layton 1989, Karp & Lavine 1991, Karp et 

al. 1992, Kaplan 1994, Kreps 1998, 2003, Hooper-Greenhill 2000, Peers & Brown 2003), 

the incorporation of multicultural and community voices builds upon the collaborative 

ethos proposed in chapter 1 and the issues raised in conversations in Quseir, disclosed in 

the introduction. Through an emphasis on factors such as narrative and multi-vocality, as 

opposed to universalising models and theories, I attempt to make my personal experiences 

and subjective responses clear. Moving perceptions of the museum’s purpose within society 

beyond notions of a purely didactic, objective, ‘expert-led’ temple for answers (Casely-

Hayford 2002: 117), the first part of this methodology utilises the postprocessual, dialectic 

approach (see Johnson 1999: 98-115), to reveal the potential for contemporary Egyptian 

voices to reposition Western Egyptological practice and visitors’ perceptions of Egypt, 

ancient and modern, in the museum. 

 

Part one: A collaborative methodology – Egypt 

 

The format of my collaborative work in Egypt followed the methodological approaches to 

cross-cultural, heritage-based partnerships that I have published elsewhere (see Tully 2007, 

Appendix 1). Collaboration took place over a six-month period of residency in Egypt, from 

January to June 2007, with students from the American University in Cairo (henceforth 

AUC) and diverse members of the wider Egyptian public. During this time I took an 

intensive Arabic language course at the AUC. This decision was based upon my strong 

support for the sentiments of anthropologists and community archaeologists such as 

Shankland (1996: 6, 1999) and Clarke (2002: 252) who promote the learning of language, 

residency and participation in culture and society [as far as is possible] for an ‘outside’ 

researcher. This language knowledge, though far from fluent, and my position within both 

University and Cairene society, greatly aided the collaborative work that I carried out at the 

same time.  

 

Due to codes of practice and the more formalised nature of the university environment, the 

collaborative process was divided into two channels of information exchange. Outside the 
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university, I carried out over 40 hours of interviews with 51 individuals (see Appendix 2). 

Based loosely around the themes of Egyptian identity, feelings towards ancient and modern 

Egypt, and the presentation of Egypt in Western museums, I aimed to see if the issues 

raised in Quseir would be articulated elsewhere. In terms of developing contacts with 

whom to collaborate, I hoped to maintain a balance between those working within 

museology and Egyptology in Egypt, and those outside of the professional realm. Forming 

relationships in cities, towns and villages, from Alexandria to Aswan, with individuals who 

classed themselves as one or a combination of Egyptian, Arab, Nubian, Bedouin, Muslim, 

Christian and Atheist, I therefore aimed to incorporate as inclusive a sample of modern 

Egyptian perspectives as was possible within the limitations of my project. Often beginning 

with Egyptologists and museum professionals with whom I made email contact, I also used 

my time in each location to speak to shop owners, taxi drivers, tomb guards, people at 

leisure in coffee shops and anyone that I came into contact with in my day-to-day ‘being’ in 

Egypt and with whom I could strike up a rapport. I encountered the problem James Clifford 

(1992: 97) calls the ‘Squanto effect’, which is that those you interact with most frequently 

when trying to involve yourself with other cultures are usually the higher educated, mature, 

well-travelled, foreign language speaking members of society. I tried to balance this 

tendency by engaging with younger people, using Arabic, going through translators where 

necessary, and interacting within the mundane sphere. However, my position as a white, 

Western, female academic, lacking Arabic fluency, is likely to have exacerbated the 

problem. Access was undeniably greatest, and conversation most in depth, with mature 

(40+), English-speaking, predominantly middle and upper-class Egyptian individuals from 

the Egyptology or museum profession. Nonetheless, I engaged in alternative dialogues 

whenever possible, which led to conversations with a range of people from ‘expert’ 

government officials such as Dr Zahi Hawass (Secretary General of Egypt’s Supreme 

Council of Antiquities) to members of the public for whom the heritage of their country is 

not a professional focus. Flexibility was therefore essential to the methodology as some 

interviews were specifically planned and others were spontaneous when suitable situations 

arose. The division between formal and informal interviews did not present a problem as, 

although specific issues that I aimed to address were established in the early stages of 

research, I wanted discussions to be free to follow the thought processes of individuals. 
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Perhaps then, better termed as ‘a series of conversations’, my questions acted more as a 

rough guide than an explicit framework.  

 

To maintain the principles of the collaborative approach, I aimed to communicate to my 

conversation partners my interest in their personal perceptions. I hoped to understand 

perspectives on how ancient and modern Egypt was viewed by them as Egyptians, how 

they felt both aspects were regarded by the West and how, if at all, it should be represented 

in the Western museum. As in Quseir, I took the Nebamun tomb-chapel images with me at 

all times to act as visual aids and to provide a point of departure for more specific 

conversations concerning exhibitionary strategies. I hoped to make it clear that each person 

to whom I spoke was in the position of expert, that any opinions were valid and that with 

their consent I intended to incorporate their views within museological strategies for 

change. While some were puzzled by my interest, the approach led to the establishment of a 

more relaxed setting as interlocutors realised that I did not want to ‘quiz’ them on their 

specific ‘knowledge’ of the past, but talk with them about their personal feelings 

concerning heritage and representation. This positioned me as the more ‘silent’ partner in 

any exchange. Responding to questions when asked and posing them where appropriate, 

while I certainly initiated conversation it was rarely more than a matter of minutes before 

discussion was guided by the person whom I had engaged with. Often attracting other 

interested individuals who would join in over the course of a conversation, the fluidity of 

the approach was essential as it allowed for the organic growth of research as 

conversational boundaries shifted within each context and as new issues were raised.  

 

Maintaining flexibility, I adapted my means of recording conversations (tape 

recorder/notebook/ memory) to the situation and the wishes of the individual. In terms of 

capturing the exact words of those with whom I conversed, this may seem problematic. 

However, I felt that it was better to paraphrase, side-stepping the unnatural 

interviewee/interviewer position, than to create an uncomfortable environment in which 

individuals did not feel at ease to speak freely (see Abu-Lughod 1986, 1993, Jones 2008a). 

This being said, the majority of interviews were either recorded or noted down and 
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individuals are introduced in the text through first or full name, depending on their 

preference.55 

 

As for the research carried out at the AUC, I wanted to access the student voice to see how 

a section of Egypt’s younger generation would respond to issues of Egyptian heritage, 

identity and representation. The AUC demographic represents a quite selective, affluent 

section of the Egyptian community. Nonetheless, keeping this context in mind, the 

students’ insights are invaluable in the development of a clearer picture of contemporary 

Egyptian reactions to the heritage of the nation and have been essential in the formation of 

collaborative museology strategies for change.      

 

My position as a fellow AUC student made collaboration possible. Gaining permission 

from the university director, I approached individual teachers and was able to enter classes 

that were relevant to my research. Due to university rules, involving the integration of non-

teaching staff within taught classes, a standardised, anonymous questionnaire, devised in 

collaboration with AUC professors and relevant survey construction literature (Foddy 1993, 

Peterson 2000), was deemed the most suitable means of engagement. While at first I felt 

that this formal approach would hinder responses compared to one-on-one discussion, 

students interpreted questions differently and often provided answers that followed similar 

tangents to conversation. I was unhappy that students became unnamed ‘subjects’ to be 

defined by their age, sex and area of study rather than individual collaborators when 

included within the text. This was, however, unavoidable. Acknowledging that personality 

is hindered by these limitations, the questionnaire format was nevertheless beneficial 

because it maximised time efficiency in the university environment and created quantifiable 

data on a level inaccessible through the more informal interviews.  

 

I met 11 classes, covering subjects from journalism, anthropology, photography, media, 

Middle Eastern history and psychology, and carried out 150 questionnaires between April 

and June 2007. Due to pressures on third and fourth year students, I worked predominantly 

                                                   
55 Although inconsistencies in naming derive from respondents’ preferences, as a general rule I refer to 
individuals by the full name given with consent the first time that they are mentioned in the text. Once 
introduced, thereafter I refer to them by first name unless a title was given (e.g. Dr Hawass, as opposed to 
Zahi) to maintain a level consistency. 
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with first and second year students, ranging in age between 17 and 28. The humanities 

based nature of these classes and the traditions of study within Egypt, with men tending 

towards science and engineering, also meant that the ratio of women to men was 

approximately 2:1. 

 

Once introduced by the teacher, I began by explaining my research to the students and how 

I would like to incorporate their suggestions and opinions in new strategies for Egyptology 

display in Western Museums. Involvement was popularly received: students expressed 

surprise at being asked to be a part of doctoral research and were enthusiastic about the 

potential for their ideas to impact upon Egyptology display in the West. Therefore, 

alongside my emphasis that there were no right or wrong answers to the questionnaire and 

that I was interested in their personal perspectives, a positive environment for collaboration 

was created which led to many interesting dialogues taking place whilst students 

contemplated their responses. Once again, developing out of the issues raised in Quseir and 

aiming to maintain clear links with interview themes, the questionnaires were designed to 

elicit students’ views on a wide range of topics. From questions on modern Egyptian 

identity, perceptions of Egypt - ancient and modern, Egyptian and Western - to suggestions 

for the display of the Nebamun tomb-chapel paintings at the British Museum,56 students 

were encouraged to consider a wide range of heritage issues (see Appendix 3). 

Significantly, the questionnaire was also formulated to enable cross comparison with the 

visitor interpretation work to be carried out at the British Museum on my return, to see if 

and how Egyptian and Western perceptions met. 

 

The AUC also accepts international students, and of the 150 questionnaires, 44 represented 

this group. I was interested in incorporating these perspectives into my research for two 

reasons. Firstly, for comparison with their Egyptian classmates, and secondly, to assess 

how their perceptions of both ancient and modern Egypt had changed since they began 

living in Cairo. I tailored the questionnaire accordingly and I have incorporated comments, 

where relevant, alongside the Egyptian perspectives presented here, as it is these kinds of 

boundary-crossing responses that may begin to draw out the intricacies of Egyptian and 

                                                   
56 Images of the tomb-chapel of Nebamun were passed around the class as students completed the 
questionnaires.  
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Western [mis]understandings of modern Egypt and its past (see Appendix 4). The non-

Egyptian AUC students’ views are incorporated further through comparison with those of 

British Museum visitors in the following chapter. 

 

The collaborative strategies of interview and questionnaire presented here by no means 

reflect traditional ethnographic notions of the ‘participant observer’ (Malinowski 1922). 

Although they are more in line with modern anthropology, due to the recognition of 

subjective, two-way flows of knowledge and discussions of power relations, I was not 

aiming to ‘create’ an ethnographic study of Egyptian historical identity. The collaborative 

aspect - to expand Egyptological perspectives through continuing partnerships with 

Egyptians, rather than to analyse modern Egyptian notions of identity per se – therefore 

positioned my research firmly within the realms of collaborative archaeology. Nonetheless, 

aspects of modern ethnographic work, especially examples carried out in relation to Egypt, 

found methodological resonance and offered guidance within the collaborative 

archaeological approach. 

 

Ethnographic influences 

 

Accepting that Egyptian governmental regulations have greatly restricted recent 

ethnographic work (see Abou-Zeid 1966, Mohsen 1975, Critchfield 1978, Atiya 1982, 

Abu-Lughod 1986, 1993, Lavie 1990, Winegar 2006, Drieskens 2008), those able to 

engage in ethnography, such as Lila Abu-Lughod (1986, 1993), promote flexibility when 

working with Egyptian communities. Due to strong traditions of storytelling as a means of 

memorialising the past and discussing contemporary life within Egyptian culture (see 

Glazier 2003, Jones 2004, 2008a), flexibility involves both methods of collecting and 

relating interaction with Egyptian communities within current Western intellectual debate. 

This is especially important to collaborative archaeology as it aids those in the discipline in 

the transition from the universalising traditions of academic engagement with the past to 

more fluid interaction with living communities concerning issues of heritage and identity. 

Helping to create a balance between academic representation and the diverse, ‘lived’ voice 

of the Egyptian community, ethnography also promotes acknowledgement of ‘partial 

truths’ (Clifford 1986) and the rejection of ‘social facts’ (Shelton 2001: 142-3). 
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Maintaining awareness of the social context of research and the danger of promoting master 

narratives, the ethnographic stance therefore exposes the agenda of the researcher and the 

greater richness of conversation and lives than is communicable within the realm of textual 

accounts (Abu-Lughod 1993: 1). Aiming to bridge the divide between scholarly language 

and that of the everyday, this research attempts to draw from humanistic writing techniques 

and the search for a ‘new’ ethnographic literary style (Abu-Lughod 1993: xvi). To achieve 

this, the approach forms a narrative of engagement with various named, or in the case of the 

AUC students, demographically defined, Egyptian individuals. At the same time, the 

methodology does not conceal my presence as a researcher positioned within Western 

discourse, nor does it disguise contradictions among individuals which, if ignored, could 

result in the presentation of contemporary Egypt as a discrete cultural group.  

 

Owing to the fact that scholarly documents take on the status of ‘authoritative accounts’ 

(Abu-Lughod 1993: 32), while I cannot deny my role as ‘middle-(wo)man’, by focusing on 

individuals’ words and their lives, the anthropological approach acts as a means of 

challenging existing generalisations of Egyptian engagement with the past, which were 

established by Orientalism and maintained by the Western media and exclusivist 

scholarship. Embedding aspects of individual conversations within the text throughout, I 

aim to populate my academic writing with subjective, first person narratives both from 

myself and from those I worked with. While I acknowledge that using direct quotes has the 

potential to make Egyptians seem ‘unequal’ due to translation, language problems (Jones 

2008a: 118-122) and issues of ethnographic distancing (Fabian [1983] 2002), I did not want 

to ‘edit out’ the reality of exchange. Therefore I make use of the present tense to avoid the 

presentation of Egyptian perspectives as ‘past subjects’ (see also Abu-Lughod 1993) and 

alter only minor grammatical or syntactical errors from original conversations to avoid the 

representation of Egyptian partners as less articulate. Maintaining an individual’s voice and 

contextual links,57 this approach aims to reveal how we can access similarities between 

Egyptian and Western lives, rather than polarising the two worlds. Although detachment 

from the original temporality and an element of generalization is unavoidable, I hope that 

this methodology, alongside attention to reflexivity, will counter the imposition of a single 
                                                   
57 For further discussion of the problem of ‘translation’ and non-derogatory representation within 
ethnographic discourse see Abu-Lughod 1993 1- 42. See also Geertz 1973, Clifford & Marcus (eds.) 1986, 
Clifford 1988, Abu-Lughod 1991. 
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‘expert’ voice positioned ‘outside’ the society and issues described (Smith 1987). Thus, 

while conversations and interviews had to be analysed and grouped into appropriate 

themes, these issues, though shaped by my personal research agenda, also reflect the topics 

that were most frequently and passionately discussed.  

The presence of diverse Egyptian, and later, British Museum visitors’ voices within the 

text, reflects the unification of issues important to the diverse communities with whom I 

worked and the aspects of most relevance to Western museological Egyptology debate. By 

no means overcoming the hierarchy of ‘informants’ words’ and ‘expert’s explanations’ 

(Abu-Lughod 1993: 31), this ethnographic stance is however the most appropriate means of 

maintaining connections with ‘real life’. While I am not suggesting that a ‘pure’, 

‘subaltern’ view be created to erase hegemonic episteme, as all understandings are 

palimpsest, this approach prevents the re-ossification of boundaries between Egypt and 

West, ‘expert’ and ‘public’.      

 

With an understanding of the influences of anthropology on the success of collaborative 

community approaches within Egypt and the basic methodology adopted here, I will begin 

to discuss Egyptian interviews and questionnaires. Grouping discussions into appropriate 

themes and making comparisons with the issues raised in Quseir, I use direct quotes from 

both university and public collaboration to illustrate each issue. While full textual accounts 

of interviews and a tabulated analysis of the questionnaires can be found in appendix 

numbers 2, 5 and 6, due to the limitations of this thesis only a small percentage are included 

in the main body of the text. Those present reflect what I believe to be representative, but 

by no means universal, perspectives. To avoid the imposition of a ‘freshly essentialised’ 

Egyptian subject, dissenting voices are included, alongside more widespread views, to 

reflect diversity and disunity. In terms of incorporating the AUC students, the more 

formalised, quantifiable nature of questionnaires means that the use of figures and 

percentages is at times unavoidable. However, quotes and a general summary of responses 

are used to reflect the diversity of the students’ opinions and to reduce the danger of 

dehumanising individuals through statistical analysis.  
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Ancient Egypt and modern Egyptian identity 

 

The first section of the AUC questionnaire aimed to address the role of the past in 

individuals’ understandings of themselves in the present. While the majority of students 

state that the history of Egypt affects their identity (see Appendix 5, Question 1), there is a 

lack of consensus as to how ancestry, history and identity unite. For example, while a 

similarly high number of individuals acknowledge the Pharaonic era as having an impact 

on their identity as indicate belief that their ancestors were the ancient Egyptians (see 

Appendix 5, Questions 2& 3), the uniformity of figures does not reflect a tidy correlation 

between perceptions of Pharaonic history affecting one’s identity and a belief in Pharaonic 

ancestry. This is illustrated by one 20 year-old female psychology student (6 May 2007) 

who, while feeling that ancient Egypt plays a role in her modern identity, states, ‘I don’t 

believe that the ancient Egyptians were my ancestors, although I’d like to believe it. My 

father is always trying to convince me with what he calls his ‘Pharaonic bump’ on the back 

of his head!’ The diversity of perspectives is developed by consideration of the 11 

individuals who do not feel that the history of Egypt affects their identity. In these cases 

experience and family are frequently stressed. For example, one 19 year-old male 

anthropology student (30 April 2007) wrote, ‘my identity is what I have made myself. 

Everything I love, hate, know or am attached to.’ However, one individual also raises an 

important issue stating, ‘I don’t have an identity. Identity was constructed by the West to 

place them in the position of the major power’ (original emphasis). This point of view is 

important to keep in mind as it highlights the need to acknowledge the potential role of 

‘constructed identities’ in discourses of control. However, while one must try to avoid 

universalism when attempting to present identities in the museum context, questions on 

identity with non-Egyptian AUC students reveal similarly strong associations between the 

histories of their countries and modern identity (see Appendix 6, Questions 1 & 2). 

Suggesting that the past contributes to present identities on a more global scale, this 

supports the need for the inclusion of those whose history is being represented within 

Western curatorial display choices.   

 

When explaining my research during interviews and passing around images from the tomb-

chapel of Nebamun, asking whether individuals felt a connection between the ancient 
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Egyptians and their identities in the present provided a similarly good point of departure. 

As illustrated through the questionnaires, Nadia Sharine, a post-graduate student whom I 

interviewed at the AUC also expresses the fact that: 

 

There are many problems with the question of identity. I think that there is a distinct 

character that belongs to the country and not just to me. There are lots of thing we 

do and think because we are Egyptians as opposed to just individuals, but my 

identity is hard to define, it is made up of everything around me, so I think you need 

to ask lots of different people about this (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.28).  

 

While I agree with Nadia on the complexity of identity, in each case where the topic arose 

in conversation, the interviewee expressed the belief that the ancient Egyptians played a 

role in personal modern identities, or those of the Egyptian nation, in some way. Although 

the connection is by no means uniform, notions of connectivity between past and present 

identities could be divided into two broad groups. For some the relationship with ancient 

Egypt is one of direct ancestry; for others, ancient Egypt plays a part in the continuum of 

history, all eras of which have an impact upon understandings of ‘self’ and/or the nation in 

the present.  

 

Interestingly, though not exclusively, feelings of direct ancestry are concentrated within 

those professionals and members of the public whose daily experiences involve interaction 

with the ancient Egyptian or Nubian past: Egyptologists, tour guides, tomb guards, and 

Nubian and Egyptian groups who live among ancient monuments. For both professionals 

and locals within Nubia, ancient Nubian ancestry is stressed to promote difference between 

ancient Egypt and Nubia. This alternate source of identity acts to both marginalise Nubians 

within wider Egyptian society and provide them with a source of autonomy and pride. For 

some, such as Mohamed Abdel Shakour (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.15), from the Nubian 

village of Ghrb Sohail, ‘the Egyptians and the Nubians are different, we are descended 

from the Kush, we are not the same people now as we were not then.’ However, for others, 

Nubian and Egyptian identity can be reconciled. In the same interview, Mohamed Adbel 

Shakour’s neighbour, Mohamed Abdul Abas told me, ‘we are Nubian and Egyptian, we 

have many links with the ancient people and it is all part of us today.’ Similarly, Dr Ossama 
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Abdel Meguid, director of the Nubian Museum in Aswan, feels that, ‘the Nubian Pharaohs 

and Nubian history are my ancestors and my history; I was born and have lived in Aswan, 

so that is part of my identity but I am also Egyptian’(see Appendix 2, Interview 1.13). 

 

Professionals who consider themselves purely Egyptian often take a less personal, more 

nationalistic stance in response to the question. Dr Zahi Hawass (see Appendix 2, Interview 

1.1), Egyptologist and director of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, and arguably one of 

the most powerful people in the country, said, ‘they [the ancient Egyptians] are our 

ancestors and it is important that we understand them so that we can have a good future. If 

we don’t understand them, their life and their morals, we will never have a good future.’ 

For scholars, such as Dr Hawass, looking back provides potential solutions for the present: 

economic, political and social. Yet for those living and working among ancient Egyptian 

sites, feelings of ancestry often reflect a more personal internalisation of lived experience. 

For example, one of the guards at the Egyptian Museum told me, ‘these are my ancestors, 

this is not a job for money. You talk to any of the guards and most of them feel the same’ 

(see Appendix 2, Interview 1.5). Similarly, a number of the individuals employed or 

residing among the tombs of the nobles in Gurna, on the west bank in Luxor, express the 

importance of traceable descent. One of the tomb guards at the archaeological site of Deir 

el-Medina (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.17), who prefers to remain nameless, told me, 

‘families have always lived here, for hundreds of generations…they were the original 

Egyptians and anyone who says otherwise hurts us.’ Mohammed (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.19), owner of the Sennofer Café and Guest House in Gurna, expresses the same 

belief, adding that all he wants is to be left alone to protect his family and his history. 

Mohammed stresses that the people and the tombs, ‘are all tied together; they have always 

been and should stay that way.’ This view is also expressed by the temple guard at Peshedu 

in Deir el-Medina, (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.17) who told me that ‘the tombs and the 

life are entwined.’ These feelings of affinity are perhaps more forcibly voiced than ever in 

the hope that they may legitimate local rights to remain in an area the government is 

already beginning to transform into the Tombs of the Nobles Tourist Park. During my visit, 

the majority of houses had already been bulldozed and Mohammed was battling against the 

construction workers every day. However, even those who have never lived in Gurna, such 

as Omar Mounib (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.16), a local tour guide, feel that it is better 
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for a small percentage of the tombs to be sacrificed so that ‘people could remain’ and ‘life 

could continue.’ Conversations with other residents at Gurna also reveal that attachment to 

the tombs and belief in direct connections with the ancient Egyptians is not purely 

mercenary. For example, Mohammed and Omar, two young men from the local alabaster 

factory, told me that while they are much happier in the modern, government provisioned 

houses at New Gurna, due to better facilities for their young families,58 they are also 

extremely sad at the loss of the history and relationships between the people and the tombs 

of ‘old’ Gurna (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.20). Similarly, these feelings extend to those 

who have grown prosperous and moved away from the area. My translator and tour guide 

Mahmoud el Shaer, who now runs a successful business in Luxor town, was born in Gurna 

in a house built over an Egyptian tomb in which his family often slept during hot summer 

months. When I asked Mahmoud about his feelings on Gurna, he told me: 

 

Gurna is a difficult one, and so personal. I think that the people should have been 

made to leave because the water was damaging the tombs, but that the government 

should have left some of the houses as they were part of the bigger history of Gurna. 

I have spent so many years with tourists and I know they would have been 

interested to see the continuation of life – people lived in the same place for 

thousands of years – lived – it was not only a site of death and I think removing the 

history is a big mistake (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.16, original emphasis). 

 

Mahmoud’s comments on tourists’ interest in the ‘living’ side of the tombs and the removal 

of the non-Pharaonic houses as ‘removing the history’ is emphasised in the guest book at 

Mohammed’s Sennofer Café. Containing hundreds of messages, newspaper articles59 and 

copies of letters sent to the Egyptian government from tourists the world over, the book is 

filled with strongly worded pleas for the Gurna area to remain unchanged. For example, 

one British man has written a letter in opposition to the tourist park which closes with the 

line, ‘the area of the nobles is our favourite place because of the interaction with the people 

and we will not return if things change.’ 

  

                                                   
58 There was no running water in ‘old’ Gurna.  Families had to fetch water from a local well or from the Nile. 
59 See e.g., Richardson 2007, Hider 2009. 
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Evidence such as this reflects an interest in ‘real life’ exchange for tourists, who, like many 

Egyptians, do not want to be part of a purely dead ancient Egypt. Dr Meguid (see Appendix 

2, Interview 1.13) from the Nubian Museum rearticulates this point suggesting that, ‘now, 

tourism is different, people come to see the people, more middle-class people are interested 

in people, they don’t only come for the antiquities but to see people like themselves.’ This 

reveals how for many, tourists and Egyptians alike, Egypt is as much about engaging with 

the continuum of ‘lived’ experience as with the dynastic past. Reflecting the importance of 

dialogue between the living, as well as between museum visitors and people from the past, 

such statements reflect the need to reassess the stories museums tell, and the voice through 

which these narratives speak.  

 

The notion of an interconnected history is particularly important to this research and is also 

a point frequently expressed by those who do not necessarily promote direct descent from 

the Pharaohs. Reflecting the highly personalised nature of identity, for the majority of 

individuals interviewed neither the ancient Egyptians or the ancient Nubians are clear 

ancestors but reflect part of a ‘continuum of life’, as first brought to my attention by Amir 

in Quseir and rearticulated on numerous levels in Gurna (see also Glazier 2003, Jones 

2008a). Promoting a wider process of historical mixing that reflects the hybridist nature of 

modern identity, Dr Eldamaty, ex-curator of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo believes, for 

example:  

 

Egypt is Egypt, it has a long history from ancient through all periods. It is one 

timeline…we are derived today from so many people: Hyksos, Kushites, Persians, 

Greeks, Romans; it is a mixing jar but we are all Egyptian…Today’s identity is a 

result of all of this, not only one part of our history but all and we need to find our 

modern identities in relation to all of our history. We are not only the sons of 

Pharaohs and they were not the only success of our nation (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.9).   

 

Elham Salah Eldien (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.4), one of seven curators at the Coptic 

Museum in Cairo, stresses the importance of seeing Egyptian religion, history, culture and 

art ‘like a ring, a chain of evolution and continuation’ within which all periods of history 
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need to be considered equally. Elham believes that even if some eras appear weak in terms 

of overall heritage, each era ‘played a part in shaping the next and was shaped by what 

went before.’ In the same interview, Mernat Kamal Amin agreed with her colleague, 

suggesting that, ‘changes are gradual with numerous influences mixing to create new 

styles.’  

 

It is not only museum professionals, however, who stress this point. Haytham, a Masters 

student at the AUC told me:  

 

It is difficult to discuss the connection between modern Egyptians and ancient 

Egyptians because of so much change: from ancient Egypt, to the Copts, to the 

Islamic period and modern Egypt. Current society is a culmination of all of these 

civilisations and this is what is great about Egypt, you can see history everywhere, 

Islamic history in the Cairo citadel, Coptic history in Coptic Cairo, ancient Egypt in 

Luxor. We should not separate it all out in the museum as we will lose our sense of 

history; it needs to be understood as a whole (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.25). 

 

Similar notions of composite histories are also evident in the AUC questionnaires. For 

example, while the Arab/Islamic era is most frequently voiced as the period affecting 

identity, followed by ancient Egypt, the Christian era is acknowledged by almost double the 

number of students than there are Coptic Christians within the group. This aspect, alongside 

a number of students who state independently twentieth century, Ottoman, post-revolution 

and many other eras of history, build upon understandings of the integrated role of the 

wider Egyptian past in identity debate (see Appendix 5, Question 2).  
 

Inas, one of my teachers at the AUC expresses, however, the potential complications of the 

widely held palimpsest perspective: 
 

I am not pure Egyptian because of the Arab/Muslim civilisation of which I am also 

proud…The ancient Egyptians were very advanced for their time…and now we 

have embraced much of this but it is mixed in with so many other influences which 

might explain our confusion as we cannot only think of ourselves as having only 

one history (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.29). 
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What Inas suggests to be ‘confusion’ over identity, is also addressed by a number of 

individuals who similarly promote an integrated historical identity. This confusion, 

however, is not so much in a personal sense, but in terms of feeling that the multitude of 

historical narratives that make up modern Egypt today are not communicated beyond the 

country’s borders. For example, Myrium, an AUC student, points out in conversation that,  

 

There are two very different ways of understanding ancient Egypt. In the West it is 

logical and scientific but focused on just one era. Here history all melds into one. 

Egyptians care about different elements for different reasons. The past exists and all 

Egyptians take pride in their history and this is something that is not seen by the 

outside world (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.30). 

 

Interestingly, even for the few AUC students who express no particular feelings of affinity 

with Egyptian history in terms of modern identity, notions of the integrated nature of 

culture are expressed. For example, as one 20 year-old male journalism student notes (30 

April 2007), ‘my identity comes from my surroundings and my culture; I am interested in 

my country’s history but it does not make me who I am.’ Taking into consideration wider 

Egyptian notions of cultural integration, the divide between Western pigeon-holing of 

Egyptian history and Egyptian promotion of amalgamation and succession is most evident 

today within the museum sphere. As will become apparent in my visual analysis of current 

European Egyptology exhibitions in chapter 5, Western traditions promote a very 

unbalanced narrative of Egypt. Focusing on the dynastic era of ancient Egypt, the Roman, 

Coptic and predynastic periods are marginalised within a wider ‘Pharaonic’ chronology, 

whilst the Islamic period, if present, is spatially distanced and predominantly integrated 

within a general Arab-Islamic history.  

 

However, as Wendy Doyon has recently demonstrated (2007, 2008), contemporary 

Egyptian museums are promoting a very different vision of the Egyptian past from the 

Orientalist rhetoric of difference that was projected onto non-Pharaonic eras of Egyptian 

history by the West. This seems surprising as the first museums within Egypt were initiated 

by Westerners, predominantly to house Egyptology collections, and were thus built around 

Western models that segregated Pharaonic, Coptic and Muslim culture (see also Mitchell 
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1991, Reid 1997). For example, the first museum to open was the Egyptian Museum in 

Cairo in 1863. Though supported by the Egyptian government, the development and 

curation of the museum was led by Europeans such as Frenchman Auguste Mariette (Reid 

2002: 93-136). Building upon the newly established traditions of exhibiting and 

Egyptology which had grown out of the first European national museums in the mid to late 

1700s (see Bennett 1988), the museum experience of ancient Egypt, in Egypt, was through 

a Western guise. Today, however, there is a clear curatorial focus on more encompassing 

narratives of Egyptian history. Taking in all periods, the formation of a continuous 

narrative of cultural exchange and overlap is expressed. Reflecting Egyptian re-possession 

and reinterpretation of ancient Egypt within its own collaborative terms, this approach is 

evident even within seemingly specialised Egyptology museums, such as Luxor, which 

includes material from predynastic through to Islamic Egypt in its permanent exhibition 

(Doyon 2007: 105). Although the Egyptian Museum in Cairo is a clear exception to this 

rule, conversation with Reda Salah, the education assistant at the museum, revealed that 

even though exhibits are specific, the museum is used in school workshops and free family 

activity days to promote ‘all areas of history, but focusing on ancient Egypt’ (see Appendix 

2, Interview 1.11). Therefore, whether it is through display or ‘outreach’, the majority of 

museums at both local and national level, from archaeological to scientific in focus, tie 

diverse elements of the Egyptian past together, and, in many cases, bring narratives into the 

present.  

This approach finds parallels with an emergent trend in anthropology which promotes the 

reconsideration of artifacts from final products – ‘objects’ (Gell 1998) – to ‘things’ caught 

up in a number of processes which gather together in diverse ways the various ‘threads of 

life’ (see Heidegger, [1971]2001, Ingold 2000, 2007a, 2007b, Miller 2005, Henare et al. 

2007). Revealing the mesh of ideas relating to ‘things’, and the way in which ‘things’ 

engage with the world in a multitude of ways, the Egyptian museological and Western 

anthropological approach escapes ideas of ‘agents’ and instead ‘reads’ artifacts forward. 

Viewing past items as part of a continuing process with significance to ‘life’, past and 

present, this helps to reveal the ‘meshwork’ of overlapping stories and interpretations 

which ‘move’ and continue to ‘mean’. Encouraging us to accept the different ways in 

which others conceive the world, and how ‘consumption’ of artifacts continues to transform 
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a ‘thing’, it is the quality of relationships as opposed to the differences between materials, 

things or persons that therefore provide inspiration for museum development. 

Returning to the specifics of Egyptian museology, it is important to acknowledge that the 

approach taken to the incorporation of multiple ‘things’ with multiple histories is not a 

token gesture. Using similar styles of display technique, colouring, light, equal allocations 

of space, as well as frequently integrating various eras of history together through a 

thematic focus, a unified history is created that positions ‘indigenous’ ancient Egyptian 

heritage alongside the present through overlap and a lack of representational division. The 

use of the thematic approach to unite different eras of Egyptian culture is also evident 

within the non-museum, educational realm. Egyptian artist and educationalist Elhamy 

Naguib told me that he is working with local schools to create a set of Egyptian culture 

books (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). The books will range from kindergarten (3 year-

olds) to grade eight (13 year-olds), and each year will deal with a different cultural theme 

that will include ‘all religions and periods of history, tying it all together to create an 

inclusive history.’ Elhamy stresses the importance of this resource in ‘bringing culture 

together’ as ‘we must not think of eras of history or even other cultures as isolated.’ Dr 

Meguid, told me that they are also developing a similar curriculum (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.13). Working in collaboration with the local authorities, the museum is trying 

to make history relevant to local communities through a more integrated approach. Dr 

Meguid added that it is changes such as these that are beginning to reposition the museum 

as a stronger focal point within local society. 

 

When considering Egyptian museums in general, while displays are still bounded largely 

by Western forms of visual arrangement in terms of vitrines and object symmetry, the 

merging of eras and presentation of continuing ‘Egyptian-ness’ acts to superimpose ‘a very 

material relationship between native cultures over the episodic expression of each 

individual period, and it is this pattern that establishes the legibility of Egyptian history’ 

(Doyon 2008: 13-14). Interestingly, however, while the creation of an inclusive vision of 

Egyptian identity, larger than any single part, is evident through the majority of display 

techniques in both tourist and local museums, non-tourist museums differ through their 

focus on non-textual forms of interpretation (Doyon 2007: 63). While the majority of 
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tourist museums follow didactic, text-heavy, Western traditions,60 local museums rely on 

greater use of images, diorama, art and guides who provide personal interpretation as a 

standard part of the public service. This divide is not simply the reflection of low literacy in 

Egypt (see Zaalouk 2004: 1-30), but acknowledges the important role of heritage in local 

and national identity and adds the human, story-telling, dialogic touch, through which 

Egyptians traditionally engage with the past (Glazier 2003: 136-168). Significantly, this 

historical and museological approach may have led to Egyptian calls for the adoption of 

more visual, narrative forms of communication about Egypt in the Western museum, as 

will become further apparent over the course of collaboration. However, as will also be 

revealed, similar requests were voiced by British Museum visitors. This parallel may 

represent a modern form of what Julie Codell and Dianne Sackho Macleod (1998) call 

‘Orientalism transposed’: the two-way flow of influence between coloniser and colonised. 

Thus, while there are of course many dissenting voices and differences in aspects of 

communication between tourist and local museums, the power of Egyptian museums’ 

unified mission statement - to promote historical synthesis within local ideologies as well 

as to outsiders - may be taking hold. The National Museum of Egyptian Civilisation, due to 

open in Fustat within the next few years, is a particularly good illustration of this point. 

Aiming to present all eras of Egyptian history, from the prehistoric to the present, through a 

‘shared museum space’, both textual, visual and guided communication will reflect cultural 

unity as a base from which political unity will be seen to have developed (El-Moniem 

2005: 225-226). Reflecting cultural palimpsest in this way, Egyptians are able to reclaim 

their indigenous Pharaonic heritage from the West and in turn promote a consideration of 

history, beyond ancient Egypt, as an essential partner significant to, rather than in isolation 

from, museological contemplation of the Egyptian past within traditionally Orientalist, 

exclusivist Western discourse. This increasing development within Egyptian museology is 

therefore significant as it not only reveals the ability of post-colonial nations to assert their 

independence through reformulated traditions of exhibiting (see also Kaplan 1994, 

Coombes 1994, Barringer & Flynn 1998, Codell & Macleod 1998, Shaw 2003), but to re-

export ideas to the West. The Egyptian approach also reiterates a number of points central 

to this thesis, for example that multiple narratives alongside more personal and cross-
                                                   
60 The Egyptian Museum in Cairo, perhaps due to its age, is the exception to this rule. However, when it is 
redisplayed, and becomes the Egyptian Museum of Art and Sculpture, the lack of information will be 
addressed (Kamrin 2007, pers. comm., 17 May).   
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temporal means of display both work and are in demand in the museum environment to 

enhance communication between audiences and artefacts, past and present.                       

    

Doyon’s research is also important as it reflects a positive national attitude towards all 

aspects of heritage and the extent to which Egyptians are actively engaging with the 

interpretation of their past. This helps to refute another powerful Orientalist claim that 

excluding living Egyptian populations from the interpretation of ancient Egyptian history is 

justifiable due to a lack of Egyptian interest or connection between Islamic and pre-Islamic 

Egypt. As Abu-Lughod (1993: 23) states, ‘in popular and much scholarly thinking in the 

West, Islam is perceived as all-determining.’ While for many Egyptians Islam is a guiding 

influence, being Muslim has very personal connotations which far outweigh the ‘timeless 

and supralocal’ qualities imposed on the religion (Ibid.:24). Many of those to whom I spoke 

in Egypt stressed similar views. Kamilia Makram, one of the seven curators at the Coptic 

Museum, feels, for example, ‘religion is something personal between us and God’ (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.4). She feels therefore that, ‘we are all Egyptian. It is the chain of 

continuity in tradition that makes many of us sure that our ancestors were the ancient 

Egyptians. We can feel it too in the atmosphere and in the earth.’ As Egyptologist Dr 

Eldamaty also discusses, ‘there were problems through all the ages and I hate it when 

people say that modern Egypt is not related to ancient Egypt, especially if they equate this 

difference with religion. Religion is not nationality. Religion is from the outside - Christian, 

Muslim - but we are all Egyptian’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.9). Revisiting this theme 

later in conversation, Dr Eldamaty continues to suggest that: 
 

The Islamic Empire once ruled the world of science and medicine and was a great 

empire, but as the world is currently against Islam we have to go further back to the 

Pharaohs who also ruled the world and are a safe identity to promote. Yet, we are 

denied true access to this identity, even though we feel it as strongly, because we 

are a Muslim-Coptic country (original emphasis).  
 

Archaeology, Egyptology and Western politics have relied upon religious and cultural 

generalisation about the invading nature of Muslim-Arab Egypt for too long. Explaining 

why, beyond colonial or orientalising discourse, modern Egypt is almost totally excluded 

from European historical narratives, the essentialist approach is no longer acceptable within 
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the realm of post-colonial politics and scholarship (Tawdros 1990: 31). While this 

perspective has always reflected Western manipulation, ignorance of Arabic sources 

(Hansen 2008) and a lack of recognition of alternate ways of commemorating the past 

outside the modes of Western scholarship (e.g., Lane 1936),61 the growth in integrated 

museum narratives, for example, helps to bolster contemporary counter debate. As Doyon 

states, ‘a reading of contemporary Egyptian museums suggests that the exclusive rights to 

Egyptian-ness, and corresponding pride of place in museum practice, which was granted to 

Pharaonic antiquity by colonial interests in Egypt has been exchanged for an emphasis on 

the unity of predynastic, Dynastic, Greco-Roman, Byzantine, Islamic, modern, and – 

gradually – contemporary [ethnographic] traditions as part of an indivisible Egyptian 

history’ (Doyon 2007: 161, original emphasis). This is not to suggest that ancient Egypt is 

down-played through this more inclusive understanding of Egyptian history; if anything, it 

is made more visible as it is often used as a point of reference in seemingly unusual 

museum realms such as the Egyptian Military Museum or the Geology Museum. The 

importance of ancient Egypt to Egyptian understandings of an integrated present is also 

emphasised by the fact that, ‘in general, there are far more museums of local or shared 

history than there are museums sustained by tourism alone’ (Doyon 2008: 11). Therefore, 

Western claims that financial, touristic incentives are the only real reason for increased 

museum activity and Egyptian engagement with Pharaonic history are also challenged.  

 

Release from limited Western classifications of contemporary Egyptian engagement with 

the past does not mean, however, that while promoting ancestry or a continuum of history, 

all Egyptians feel positively about connecting the past and the Egyptian present. This is 

especially evident in terms of some of the younger Egyptians involved in collaboration. 

Fatma, from the Egyptian Museum, told me, for example, ‘their [the ancient Egyptian] 

civilisation created everything from nothing and yet we have everything and do nothing’ 

(see Appendix 2, Interview 1.7). Similarly, Doha, Fatma’s colleague, said in the same 

interview that ‘the ancient Egyptians were more creative and productive than us. They did 

everything to their benefit. I hope that we will be like them again.’ Another colleague, 

Amina, believes that, ‘modern Egypt now depends on the ancient Egyptian stereotypes. For 

                                                   
61 See Jones 2008a, chapters 3 and 4, for a summary of Quranic and pre-Islamic modes of understandings the 
past through poetry, oral history and performance.  
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example, the ancient Egyptians were smart; therefore, so are we. People feel that they are 

just smart and therefore don’t try.’ Similarly, Haytham told me: 
 

I think that our ancestors were more civilised than us. I went to the Valley of the 

Kings and Queens and I saw how people cared about tiny details. Today Egypt is a 

mess because people don’t care. There once was a time for everything; now there is 

no organisation, less respect for civilisation, rulers and God. We are all from the 

same land so I believe that the Pharaohs were our ancestors and I am proud of them 

but ashamed for the country now (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.25). 
 

These views clearly reflect the difficulty for some to reconcile personal feelings of 

connection with the past to despondency in the present. However, Kareem, a law Masters 

student at the AUC, suggests that tourism also has a negative impact on Egyptian 

relationships with the past. ‘The reason Egyptians don’t go to the pyramids and sites is not 

because they are not interested but because: one, they live here and see these things around 

them all the time so it is not a big deal; and two, because the chaos, hassle and tourism puts 

Egyptians off’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.21). While expressly stating that Egyptians are 

interested in the ancient Egyptian past, he also stresses, however, that this relationship is 

often ‘a defence mechanism’ within a more confused modern identity that does not really 

‘need’ ancient Egypt but makes use of it because of the ‘power it holds for much of the rest 

of the world.’ However, questions on exposure to various forms of heritage within the 

Egyptian AUC questionnaires perhaps refute Kareem’s suggestions. For example, 100 of 

the 106 students had visited the pyramids, a similar figure to the 41 out of 44 non- Egyptian 

AUC students (see Appendix 5, Question 4 & Appendix 6, Question 3). While the Egyptian 

‘visiting’ figures are not quite as high as those of non-Egyptian students for the Egyptian 

Museum and the ancient sites in Luxor and Aswan (see Appendix 5, Question 4 & 

Appendix 6, Question 3), they still reflect strong interest in the ancient culture. In 

comparison with these destinations, the seemingly more relevant Islamic and Coptic 

museums gained lower Egyptian representation. Therefore, while this may reflect different 

traditions of heritage exchange, particularly for ‘living’ elements of culture (see Jones 

2008a), and a Pharaonic focus within school trips and history education, there is active 

Egyptian interest in experiencing ancient Egypt.  
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The AUC data may, however, reflect potential bias as illustrated by the pragmatic views of 

older people to whom I spoke, which mirror aspects of Western cynicism towards Egyptian 

engagement with the past. Rashid, an artist and owner of a papyrus shop on the Corniche in 

Luxor, said, for example: 
 

People’s relationships with ancient Egypt depend on their position in society. If they 

are from a wealthy family and well educated they will know that their ancestors 

were the Pharaohs, whether they are Copts or Muslims. If they are middle-class then 

they will not care unless it is connected to business - belief in history helps 

business. If they are lower-class then they care the least (see Appendix 2, Interview 

1.23). 
 

Reiterating the views of Rashid, a small number of non-Egyptian AUC students felt 

similarly. Based on their experiences in the country (see Appendix 6, Question 7), one 21 

year-old female German student studying Middle Eastern history writes, for example, 

‘ancient Egypt is somewhat annoying here. It concerns contemporary Egyptians only when 

they feel the need to justify their pride in their culture/heritage or want to make money from 

tourism’ (9 May 2007). As the views of the nation’s ‘elite youth’, the Egyptian AUC 

students’ comments may reflect, therefore, this division in interest. Either way, these views 

help to reveal the extremely personal and broad spectrum of  motivation towards 

engagement with the ancient Egyptian past in Egypt that need to be kept in mind to avoid 

simply repositioning an essentialised ‘alien Egyptian subject’ during collaboration. This 

being said, the belief in ancestry and historical continuity, and the emergence of culturally 

specific museum traditions, reflect only the most recent evidence for Egyptian engagement 

with their ancient past.  
 

Egyptian interest in ancient Egypt is not a recent phenomenon. The ancient culture 

provided a source of scholarly (see Reid 1997), literary (see Colla 2007), artistic (see 

Winegar 2006) and local tradition (see Sattin 2001) for centuries before fervent Western 

intervention and the birth of Egyptology proper in the early nineteenth century. The 

invisibility of these Egyptian sources is due, in part, to the historical, and continuing, lack 

of Arabic language knowledge among Western scholars (exceptions include El Daly 2005, 

Colla 2007). As Nicole Hansen states, this has significantly hindered the ability of foreign 
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academics to ‘gain insights into Egyptian culture’ (2008: 171). These tendencies are 

exacerbated by reliance, in terms of anthropology, on outdated, Western texts (e.g., 

Blackman [1927] 2000, Lane 1936). However, literary examples of Egyptian and wider 

Middle Eastern engagement with the ancient Egyptian past date back at least as far as the 

tenth century CE (Colla 2007). After the translation of the hieroglyphs in the 1820s this 

interaction grew and individuals such as Azhari Shaykh Rifaa al-Tahtawi were among 

many Egyptians who continued to promote interest. Through the publication of his book 

Takhlis, which was widely distributed among schools and officials, al-Tahtawi created an 

inclusive history that spanned both ancient and modern Egypt and called for the retention of 

ancient Egyptian monuments at a time when Mohammed Ali Pasha was using Egyptian 

antiquities as diplomatic gifts (Reid 1997: 54). This is just one of many similar examples 

(see Colla 2007): while colonial discourse promotes Egyptian Pharaonism as a short lived 

phase in the quest for independence, only to be rapidly replaced with a more ‘authentically 

felt’ pan-Arab/Islamicism over the last two centuries, many modern scholars are beginning 

to acknowledge the more integrated nature of Islamisation and Pharaonic influences on 

modern Egyptian identity (e.g., Gershoni & Jankowski 1986, 1995, 1997, Reid 1997, 

Hassan 1998, Mitchell 2001, 2004).62 Thus, although it is important to acknowledge that 

the Western-led birth of Egyptology guided teaching in the country, and Western 

Egyptomania undoubtedly influenced Egyptian Egyptomania and the Pharaonic nationalism 

of the mid-1800s to mid-1900s (Reid 2002), interest in ancient Egypt cannot be explained 

away historically, or as at present, as a purely political tool.  
 

As far as the specifics of Egyptology are concerned, the last 120 years have seen increasing 

professionalization of Egyptology within Egypt, Egyptian rewriting of history texts and 

internal development of heritage policy. This being said, Egyptian interpretations of 

Egyptological knowledge remain vastly underrepresented in Western critical discourse (see 

Reid 1997, Doyon 2007, 2008). Egyptian writer Al-Balagh (quoted in Reid 2002: 1) 

acknowledged these issues in The Arabic Paper, 26 February 1932, stating, ‘it is indeed a 

matter of deep regret that the monuments should be ours and the history should be ours, but 

that those who write books on the history of ancient Egypt should not be Egyptians.’ 

                                                   
62 Scholars such as Lowenthal (1998: 73-74) and Butler (2000), however, dispute the integration of Pharaonic 
and Arab identities.  
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Today, almost 80 years later, ‘there is [still] currently no critical history of archaeological 

practice in Egypt, nor any comprehensive review of the philosophy, ethics, theory and 

methods that support its continued contribution to Western or Eastern society’ (Doyon 

2007: 119). The dependence on European languages within the discipline63 has not only 

hindered this process but means that the wealth of historical and anthropological Arabic 

sources, which could also infill gaps in knowledge and offer ethno-archaeological 

possibilities, are overlooked.64 While the leadership of Dr Hawass and the recent growth of 

Egyptian sources on Egyptian museum practice and Egyptology (see Abou-Ghazi 1987, 

1988 a 1988b, Hawass 2002, Meguid 2004) mean that the situation is beginning to 

change,65 it is still common for Egyptian Egyptologists to be left out of Western-led 

publications. Promoting ideas that contemporary Egyptian society is not interested in the 

ancient past, this may reveal why some scholars continue to follow imperialist thinking that 

explains the growing involvement of Egyptians in heritage discourse as purely political and 

economic (Hassan 1998: 212). From my experiences within the Egyptian community and 

the arguments presented here, I challenge this view. As seen through collaborative work, 

neither I nor many Egyptians deny that Western visions of an idealised, ‘golden age’ of the 

Pharaohs have an impact on Egyptian motivations and notions of identity at a national and 

personal level. However, an affinity with the past cannot be reduced to this role alone. As 

Myrium, an Egyptology student at the AUC, said to me, ‘you can never divide life from 

politics’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.30). While this is true, for the majority of Egyptians 

the role of ancient Egypt in economy or as political leverage is not an issue of daily 

concern. Nonetheless, ancient Egyptian culture, alongside all eras of history, continues to 

find its way into Egyptian literature, art and many other creative forms of popular 

expression. Until very recently, these sources of engagement with the Egyptian past were 

largely unknown in the West and cannot therefore be acts of propaganda alone. While 

potentially part of wider nationalist rhetoric, these sources also reflect the importance of a 

contextualised Egyptian history and the integration of ancient Egypt within all aspects of 
                                                   
63 German, French and English are the historically dominant languages in Egyptological scholarship. Practitioners are 
generally expected to read all three, speak and write fluently in one, as well as work with the ancient Egyptian language 
(Hansen 2008: 171). 
64 Bizarrely, Egyptological ethno-archaeology is generally developed from Indian and other non-Egyptian ethnographic 
resources (Hansen 2008: 172). 
65 Dr Hawass has put into place new laws which shift power towards Egyptian-run excavations. He has also helped 
develop a specialised Arabic vocabulary for Egyptology terms which had not existed previously due to the reliance on 
European languages. Since 2002, Dr Hawass has also created a new publication, the Egyptology Journal of the Supreme 
Council of Antiquities, which is in Arabic. 
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Egyptian culture. Thus, we can no longer justify the exclusion of Egyptian voices within 

the interpretation of the Egyptian past in the West; and, more importantly, in terms of the 

collaborative approach, this is highly misguided as ‘[through] local expertise a great deal 

more could be achieved in the field than is currently possible’ (Hansen 2008: 174). 

 

Promoting collaborative Egyptology  
 

Let us return to the Egyptian questionnaires and interviews. Numerous individuals have 

independently raised the need for collaboration between Egyptians and Western museums, 

professionals and local communities. In terms of the Egyptian museum context, several 

practitioners addressed the issue in relation to their own institutions. Dr Sana Mohamed 

Ali, director of the Luxor Museum, told me that in the recent redesign of the museum one 

of the aims had been to ‘promote the inclusion of Egyptians in ancient Egyptian 

understanding’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.14). This Egyptian inclusion in the 

presentation of ancient Egypt was not only viewed as essential to local Egyptians but also 

to change tourists’ perceptions. Thanaa Hassan Moussa, Head of Education at the Nubian 

Museum, Aswan, told me how the museum reflects life in the region, past and present (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.13). She feels that the local life and ideas evident in the museum 

are very different from that in Europe, where ‘people keep more to themselves.’ The 

museum, she hopes, will reflect these elements of difference between people and enable 

foreign visitors to ‘see things through our eyes, through the beauty of our town.’ 

 

Dr Meguid, director of the museum, expresses similar views. In response to my opening 

remarks on the Community Archaeology Project in Quseir he comments that:  

 

The role of the museum and the archaeological community need to reflect each 

other as you describe in Quseir. Only after thirty years of the German institute 

working on Elephantine Island have they begun to work with the community here. 

We need to be in touch with our communities to let them know what we are doing 

and to understand their feelings toward us. We need to establish community 

archaeology here soon and throughout the whole of Egypt (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.13). 
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Dr Meguid also sees the need for a parallel approach in terms of the presentation of Egypt 

beyond the country’s borders: 

 

When museums present other cultures it is mostly from a Western point of view, 

which simply is not fair. We need to keep ideas open. Museums should not be about 

imposing ideologies. Curators in the West are mostly academics, this means that 

they take most of their ideas from the academic view. They are academics first, not 

those in the field or from the country today. Therefore, the curators live on a 

different island than the visitors and this needs to change. 

 

I explicitly raised the idea of collaboration with Dr Eldamaty. He told me:  
 

I like the idea of bringing Egyptians into Western Egyptology exhibits. The field is 

so closed but we need to have opinions from all sides to generate new ideas. This is 

the approach I take with my students. I explain things and link the modern and 

ancient world: comparisons are a useful way of provoking thought (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.9). 
 

Acknowledgement of the need for collaborative strategies for Egyptological representation 

in the West is not limited, however, to the professional realm or provocative lines of 

questioning. AUC student, Haytham perhaps articulates this most clearly saying: 
 

We all read and learn about ancient Egypt from a Western point of view. There are 

Egyptian books that address these issues but we are not encouraged to read them, so 

the Western view has a huge influence. Modern Egypt, on the other hand, has many 

sources from the Egyptian point of view that I know are also read in the West, but 

ancient Egypt also needs to find this modern Egyptian perspective in the West to 

create a balance (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.25). 
 

Calls for greater equilibrium between historical eras and cultural perspectives are also 

articulated through AUC questioning on the ‘ownership’ of Egyptian heritage by the West. 

Although in comparison with interviewees the AUC students call more strongly for the 

return of Egyptian cultural heritage (see Appendix 5, Question 5), the full spectrum of 

views is covered, from the complete return of ancient Egyptian items to the loaning of 
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objects and the maintenance of ‘ownership’ as it stands. The uniting factor, however, 

between each situation is that the artefacts should be of benefit to, and reflect the voices of, 

Egyptians today. Although monetary gain and appropriate care for objects are issues raised, 

ideological change through various forms of representation which consider the implications 

of the use/contextualisation of ancient Egyptian artefacts in the modern world is frequently 

voiced.  
 

Elham, from the Coptic Museum, expresses a common concern, ‘Egypt will disappear in 

the West without the presence of these objects’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.4). While this 

concern makes up a considerable part of non-Egyptian AUC students’ calls for the retention 

of Egyptian heritage in the West (see Appendix 6, Question 5), the most commonly 

expressed reason for objects to remain beyond the country’s borders is a perceived lack of 

care for objects in Egypt. One 21 year-old, female, non-Egyptian student of Middle Eastern 

history, however, gives the reason that Egyptian objects ‘belong to the world’ (6 May 

2007). This point was also raised by Elham, who suggests that, ‘Egyptian history is the 

history of all the world: so many people have been involved in its discovery and publication 

that we cannot keep it for ourselves….We need to continue collaborating with foreign 

teams and building up our knowledge, publications and so on, for the benefit of everyone.’ 

Reflecting what some might consider a quite Western view, in terms of ancient Egypt’s role 

in global heritage, Elham also emphasises an important issue: collaboration for the benefit 

of everyone. While this perspective reveals the two-way flow of exchange, true to 

collaborative discourse, not everyone to whom I spoke feels so comfortable about the role 

of ancient Egypt beyond the country’s borders. Dr Meguid, for example, expresses the need 

for a more collaborative approach because of the fact that: 
 

Western museums present a Westernised Egyptian and Nubian history shown as a 

fact of colonisation. The objects went to the countries as symbols of occupation, 

like the animals and the slaves. The message was that we [Western countries] were 

there and ‘look how grand we are now’ through the display of the most spectacular 

objects and the ignoring of the ordinary. Now European museums try to avoid this 

colonialism by using objects for education, but the use of the objects and the lack of 

focus on people and the Egyptian story haven’t really changed (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.13). 
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This lack of ‘people’ and depth of understanding of ancient Egypt within Western museums 

will become apparent in the following two chapters. However, Dr Meguid was by no means 

alone in feeling frustration towards perceptions of Egypt in the West. Luxor tourist guide 

Omar Mounib, for example, reflects the views of a number of individuals saying, ‘you 

Westerners think that all of Africa has no culture and is primitive. Well, if that is so give 

everything back, it’s primitive and uncivilised so you don’t want it’ (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.16). One 19 year-old male AUC student of Middle Eastern history, expresses 

similarly strong opinions. Feeling that ancient Egyptian objects in the West should be 

returned because, ‘Egypt’s people are more worthy of them [the objects]’ (2 May 2007), 

these comments reflect how both Egypt in the West, ancient and modern, and the West in 

Egypt, suffer through the neglect of cross-cultural channels of communication.  

 

Stereotypes and unchanging forms of representation, as revealed here, act as both reasons 

for and a hindrance to collaboration, and are dominant issues raised in discussions with 

Egyptians and Western museum visitors throughout the course of this thesis. Haytham, for 

example, calls for further contextualisation and co-operation between Western and 

Egyptian society beyond tourism, traditional museum display and the media as, ‘our ancient 

history is the only thing that is promoted. Even the ministry of tourism here only focuses on 

ancient Egypt’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.25). Haytham’s point also emphasises a 

significant issue: the fact that the same view of ancient Egypt is promoted throughout the 

world. As Mernat from the Coptic Museum articulates, ‘those in the West see ancient Egypt 

much like the Egyptians do’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.4). This is due in part to what Dr 

Meguid calls the ‘old Egyptologists’ way,’ which stereotypes the past, focusing on religion, 

mortuary practice and pharaohs, and is present in Egypt as well as beyond (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.13).  

 

The strength of a more globalised stereotype of ancient Egypt is also evident through 

collaboration with the AUC students, both Egyptian and non-Egyptian. This is apparent 

among the non-Egyptian students when they were asked whether their perceptions of 

ancient Egypt had changed since living in the country (see Appendix 6, Question 7). The 

majority of students said no, and of those that said yes, the dominant change in perception, 

while relating to shifting assumptions and stereotypes, was only in terms of the most 
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superficial misconceptions. As one 21 year old female American student of Middle Eastern 

history states, for example, ‘my opinion of ancient Egypt has changed as I’ve realised that 

Egypt is not all about mummies and pyramids; there is a very rich social and political 

history too!’ (7 May 2007). In general, however, Egyptian and non-Egyptian AUC students 

hold highly consistent views (see Appendix 5, Question 7 & Appendix 6, Questions 6 & 7) 

which reflect the widespread lack of in-depth understandings of ancient Egypt, as will also 

become evident through work with British Museum visitors (see Chapter 4). This similarly 

shallow understanding of ancient Egypt among Egyptian and non-Egyptian AUC students 

became further apparent in question 10 (see Appendices 5 & 6) which asked whether 

students had visited an ancient Egyptian tomb. Interestingly, while the majority of students 

answered yes in both cases, this figure was nowhere near as high as the number of students 

who stated that they had visited the pyramids at Giza (see Appendix 5, Question 4 & 

Appendix 6, Question 3). Although the pyramids are ancient Egyptian tombs, there are only 

a handful of mentions of Giza as the location of tomb experiences by either group (see 

Appendices 5 & 6, Question 11). This mismatch may simply be an over-sight; however, 

there is a strong likelihood that it reflects misconceptions of what the pyramids actually are 

or a lack of connection between pyramids and the better known rock-cut tombs of the later 

dynasties.  

 

The extent to which Egyptian and Western perceptions of ancient Egypt manifest similar 

limitations is also revealed through explicit discussions of stereotypes by Egyptian AUC 

students. Whereas 25 students raised the issue of stereotyping in relation to Western 

perceptions of modern Egypt, only 19 voiced similar concerns for the ancient (see 

Appendix 5, Questions 6-9). Mirroring Mernat’s statement quoted above, one 22 year-old 

female anthropology student writes, ‘I don’t believe my opinion of ancient Egypt is any 

different to the West’ (7 May 2007). Reflecting the divide between lived experience and 

remotely learnt/absorbed understanding, it becomes clear that although ancient Egypt has 

been directly experienced by the majority of AUC students, more detailed understandings 

remain coloured by Western preconceptions of Egyptological knowledge.  

 

The impact and re-exportation of Western perceptions of ancient Egypt as a land of the 

elite, shrouded in mystery and preoccupied with death, were articulated in a lecture I 
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attended given by Dr Hawass (2007, 18 April). Though speaking at the American 

University in Cairo, in English, Dr Hawass addressed a predominantly Egyptian audience. 

Using phrases such as: ‘the adventure and thrill of discovery’, ‘mummies have magic and 

secrets’, ‘the Valley of the Kings - the place that has magic’, and ‘a dangerous adventure’, 

the paper came across like an extended advert for heritage tourism. This seemed to express 

contradiction as Dr Hawass’ official website discusses issues such as the relocation of the 

mummies at the Cairo Museum to the new National Museum of Egyptian Civilization at 

Fustat, where ‘they will be displayed for educational purposes rather than for thrills.’66 

These inconsistencies and a reliance on specific themes were emphasised further during his 

lecture through discussions of forthcoming research projects. Including work on the 

dramatically named ‘Valley of the Golden Mummies’ in the Bahariya Oasis and ‘quests’ 

for the bodies of Alexander the Great, Anthony and Cleopatra, the dependence on a limited 

vocabulary in both popular and academic realms makes the task of shifting perceptions 

within the museum extremely challenging. However, as this collaborative work will reveal, 

both Egyptians and Western museum visitors are interested in alternative narratives. Thus, 

the challenge is finding a means through which stories of ‘the real people’ of ancient Egypt 

can be represented in a manner that can cut through over 200 years of tunnel vision and 

compete with the blinding power of Egyptomania. 

  

While there is a general lack of understanding of ancient Egypt beyond the elite on a more 

global scale (see also Glazier 2005: Chapter 5, Doyon 2007, 2008), there is a much greater 

problem in terms of external impressions of Egypt today. As Loutfy Abd Elhamid from the 

Egyptian Museum in Cairo told me: 
 

People in the West don’t know that much about ancient Egypt but they really don’t 

know much about modern Egypt. Tourists are often shocked when they come here 

and see that we’re not living in the desert like the Bedouin. You mustn’t forget that 

many people in the East also think like this about modern Egyptians; it’s not just a 

Western thing…The problem is that we always focus on ancient Egypt for tourism 

and never on modern Egypt, so people only see the same images of sand, camels 

and monuments (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.8). 
                                                   
66 See http://guardians.net/hawass/news/new_mummy_room_at_the_cairo_museum.htm [Accessed 3 May 
2008]. 
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The invisibility of modern Egypt beyond stereotypical associations with its past, outside of 

the country, is most evident through collaboration with the non-Egyptian AUC students. 

While living in Egypt has not shifted perceptions on the ancient for the majority, this trend 

is reversed for the modern (see Appendix 6, Question 9). Expressing views such as: 

‘friendly/fantastic people’, ‘more developed/modern/civilised’, ‘unique to other Middle 

Eastern countries’, ‘before I knew nothing/very little about Islam/Middle East’, ‘very 

different to ancient Egypt’, and ‘people are more dynamic and full of life than I imagined’, 

these comments reflect the image of an un-peopled, ruined landscape, created by traditions 

of Western essentialism and ignorance towards Egypt, the wider Middle East and Islam. 

Although not all comments concerning modern Egypt are positive, for example: ‘more 

inequality’, ‘more social problems’, ‘less developed’ - perceptions generally shifted to 

overcome dominant misconceptions. The ‘experience’ of modern Egypt also helps to create 

a greater balance of understanding and priority between Egypt, ancient and modern, in the 

present. As one 21 year old female American graphics student states, ‘once you live here 

you no longer think so much about the ancient aspects of the country. The city and the 

diversity really take your mind off it’ (2 May 2007). It is the integration of these elements 

that both Egyptians and non-Egyptians are calling for and thus need to be communicated 

further within Western museology.  

 

Acknowledging that Egyptian self-promotion also enhances stereotypes of a country 

enshrined in the past, Sherif, a civil engineer in Cairo, adds that many of Egypt’s problems 

are created by the outside because the simplification of culture in this form makes it easier 

for those in the West to extract views that enhance their own scholarly, political and socio-

economic position (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.27). Contemporary artist Khaled Hafez 

also raises this problem, attributing it to the West’s appropriation of the East and the 

recycling of the same themes in its exhibits, citing for example, an obsession with death 

and the Pharaohs for ancient Egypt and a focus on identity, sexuality and gender for the 

modern Middle East, Hafez sees these forms of stereotype as a means of Western control 

(see Appendix 2, Interview 1.3). In terms of the specifics of the Egyptian situation, Sherif 

later told me:  
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We need to make our future and stop focusing on the past, we need to modernise 

and overcome stereotypes. Many people here only see the negative side of the West 

and the war in Iraq, and it is the same with many in the West thinking of Muslims as 

uneducated religious fanatics. Poverty is our main problem and television is a 

problem for the world as it is only one view and creates hatred (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.27). 

 

Similarly negative perceptions are revealed in terms of the Egyptian AUC students’ 

reflections on Western perceptions of the people and country of Egypt today (see Appendix 

5, Question 8). Suggestions focus on Egypt as an undeveloped country only worthy of 

visitation for the Pharaonic past, sun, sea and scuba diving. Stereotypes are divided 

between modern Egyptians as terrorists or as unchanged from ancient Egyptian times, 

riding camels and living in pyramids. As articulated by Sherif, it becomes clear that while 

the Egyptian students are correct on a number of counts, as reflected by the dramatic shift 

in non-Egyptian students’ perceptions of modern Egypt after coming to live there (see 

Appendix 6, Questions 8 & 9), reflections on Western notions of modern Egypt reveal 

misconceptions of their own. As will become more apparent in the following chapter, 

British Museum visitors made no direct comments about Egypt being third-

world/undeveloped or backward. Though there were a number of negative points raised 

concerning poverty, pollution and corruption, there was no unified Western perception of 

modern Egypt. Terrorism and extremism certainly did not register as highly as the Egyptian 

students suspected, and only a handful of individuals mentioned specific connections 

between ancient and modern Egypt. The important factor to take from the Egyptian AUC 

students in the context of this thesis, therefore, is the feelings of negativity and ignorance 

towards Western views of their country and their people. In terms of their own views on 

modern Egypt (see Appendix 5, Question 9), although general feelings of frustration are 

voiced in terms of systems of government, the over-riding consensus is of a country 

working to improve itself, populated by good people and thus in need of equal 

representation, rather than a purely historic focus, in the West. 
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Returning to Sherif, one way to achieve a greater balance of representation and overcome 

the multidirectional flow of stereotypes is by dealing with people cross-culturally (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.27). Talking about the problems expressed above, Sherif 

concludes by saying, ‘but when you really deal with people it is totally different.’ The 

incorporation of people, past and present, into the museum sphere, is also promoted 

elsewhere. Rashid, for example, feels that: 
 

We need to show the real Egypt of now in museums also, to show change and that 

we don’t all ride camels around the desert. Television and the internet are also good 

ways for spreading this kind of knowledge and interest, so we need more 

programmes tying in Egypt today and talking about people and normal life from all 

generations, taking into account difference and similarities (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.23).  
 

The need for a more inclusive image of Egypt to overcome the touristic and media view is 

also a concern of Cairo businessman Mohammed Attia, the uncle of Eman, my colleague 

from Quseir. Eman had told Mohammed about my work, and when I met him, after the 

official introductions, his first words to me were: 

 

You go back and you tell your people the truth about my people. You tell them 

about Cairo people, Egyptian people, friendly, peaceful people. People like you 

with a long history. We are misrepresented in the West, which is why you must use 

our words and your experiences to tell the truth about us and get people to come to 

Egypt (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.24).   

  

Emphasising the combination of Egyptians’ words and my experiences as a route for 

change, and greater cultural interaction as a means out of mutual mis-understanding, 

Mohammed’s ideas support the collaborative premise of this thesis.   

 

Tourism, due to real life exchange between people, is also perceived to be a powerful 

means of shifting perceptions. As Dr Hawass suggests, ‘when they [tourists] come to see 

ancient Egypt they are really fascinated about modern Egypt. What is fascinating about 

modern Egypt is the people here. When you come to see ancient Egypt you are shocked by 
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how modern Egypt is so interesting and so diverse, like nothing you imagined’ (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.1).  Similarly, Dr Meguid suggests that, ‘Westerners, before they 

visit Egypt, think that it is all desert, camels and pyramids, but after they visit their views 

are completely changed’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.13). This belief in the positive 

transformation of perceptions through direct encounter is not, however, universally felt. 

This will become evident in the following chapter but was also expressed by Sherif who 

suggests that, ‘unfortunately, I think that for a lot of foreigners the image that sticks with 

them is the hassle, which may confuse or make them dislike modern Egypt, so we need to 

improve on this to alter people’s perceptions’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.27). This 

perspective links back to the thoughts of Dr Meguid who, continuing from his first point, 

feels that, ‘we need to change this mentality before they [tourists] visit, and this means 

changing the media and the way that it has shown Egypt for a long time, maybe since the 

nineteenth century.’ Including discussions of modern Egypt alongside representations of 

the past in the museum is therefore a frequently voiced suggestion in terms of strategies for 

change. As Dr Islam says, ‘you [the West] mustn’t lose sight of Egypt today’ (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.24.). Working alongside Egyptian calls for a more integrated 

vision of Egyptian history beyond the country’s borders, the need for more balanced 

perspectives through the development of relationships between people - past and present, 

alive and dead - is also expressed by Egyptians’ views on the Nebamun tomb-chapel 

paintings. 

 

Egyptology in the museum and the tomb-chapel of Nebamun 

 

On showing images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun during conversations and 

questionnaires, it became clear that positioning ancient Egypt within its wider historical and 

experiential context is important in terms of best practice for the representation of Egypt in 

Western museums, by Egyptians and non-Egyptians alike. For example, a number of 

individuals at the AUC express the desire to know how the tomb-chapel paintings came to 

be in the British Museum (see Appendices 5 & 6, Question 12). Similarly, Lamiaa, one of 

the newly appointed administrative staff at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, suggests that, ‘it 

is good to recreate the tomb, but along with this you must tell people its whole history from 

ancient Egypt up to today’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.7). Lamiaa’s colleague, Fatma, 
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supports this suggestion, citing her experiences at the Louvre: ‘when they [the Louvre] had 

objects from tombs they also had modern pictures of the tomb, as it is today in modern 

Egypt, and this was very interesting to show people who could not visit.’ Reflecting that 

these are not purely Egyptian interests, one 20 year-old female American student of Middle 

Eastern history at the AUC expresses similar concerns, writing, ‘I am frustrated that there is 

such a separation of aspects of history’ (7 May 2007). 

 

Contextualising ancient Egyptian artefacts is also expressed in terms of the creation of 

mood. As a powerful means of communicating information, ‘the feeling is the most 

important element to recapture’ (see Nagib, Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). The significance of 

atmosphere to understanding is perhaps most clearly reflected in the responses of the AUC 

students. When asking how individuals would like to see the tomb-chapel paintings if they 

were to visit them in a museum, the majority of individuals, Egyptian and non-Egyptian, 

opted for a recreated tomb context as it would ‘create the right feeling/atmosphere’, ‘be 

more authentic/realistic’, ‘help you to imagine how the ancient Egyptians thought/what life 

was like’, ‘be more visually interesting/eye-catching’, ‘provide clearer meaning/better 

communication’ and so on (see Appendices 5 & 6, Question 13).  

 

Dr Mohamed Ali stresses the importance of location and atmosphere with particular 

reference to museology, saying, ‘the surroundings here [Luxor] make it [the museum] 

perfect to bridge the divide between visitors and objects. Museums like the MET, the 

Smithsonian, and the Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin are good but they lack the Egyptian 

spirit and harmony that you get here’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.14). Numerous other 

individuals express similar views on the importance of experiencing ancient Egyptian 

objects within Egypt. For example, Tamer, a young shop-keeper from Luxor articulates this 

opinion very poetically: ‘having other people’s past is like wearing someone else’s jacket 

that doesn’t quite fit. It may still look good and people may still admire it, but people will 

know that it is not yours and that makes a difference’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.22). 

Mohamed Abdel Shakour, from the Nubian village of Ghrb Sohail is in agreement with 

Tamer and adds to the debate the importance of experiencing ancient objects in their 

original, living context. ‘If people see the objects here they mean more, they can see the 

Nile, the people and think about the life, not just look at one thing alone in a box’ (see 
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Appendix 2, Interview 1.15). Due to feelings of a similar nature, Ahmed, whom works in 

the Valley of the Nobles, feels great sadness about the exhibition of objects outside of 

Egypt. On seeing the Nebamun scenes, he said, ‘I feel they should be here, reinstated in the 

tomb if we could find it, or in the Luxor museum, in the area that they belong’ (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.18). Ahmed continued, ‘if people want to see tombs they must 

come here. I don’t like this idea of recreating things as there is no meaning in this and no 

meaning for the objects in the wrong country.’ As Ahmed and others make clear, context 

and connectivity to the living are essential. Thus, if ancient Egyptian artefacts are going to 

remain on display in the West, they must be re-presented in an environment that includes 

modern Egyptian voices, repopulates the ancient and modern landscape and evokes the 

most fitting environment. The importance of these aspects is highlighted further as Dr 

Mohamed Ali also acknowledges the general difficulty of engaging with heritage, even 

within context: 

 

Egyptians today would be more involved in their past if there was someone to guide 

them in. Looking into your own history is very complex and we all need something 

that can lead us in and help us find ourselves inside our history, all history. For 

example, with the Nebamun gallery that you spoke of, you need to create the right 

atmosphere and add personal expression to the scenes by linking them up with the 

lives of your visitors and the lives of us in Egypt now (see Appendix 2, Interview 

1.14). 

 

However, Dr Mohamed Ali’s comments also reveal the potential for the mixing of the 

present, lived environment and the past. Therefore, accepting the difficulty for museums in 

creating physical connections between past and present, collaboration becomes all the more 

important. Populating the past through the present also reveals the potential for ‘finding 

ourselves in history’, by bridging contextual, temporal and cultural barriers. Myrium 

phrases this as, ‘the need to turn the questions of history onto ourselves’ as a means of 

making exhibits relevant to the present and acknowledging the fact that how and why we 

use the past depends on our modern situation (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.30). 
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Artist Elhamy Naguib discussed the potential for cross-temporal display as a means of 

communication. Taking the Whitney Museum in New York, which aims to unite numerous 

aspects of American culture between 1945 and 1995, as his example, he said:  
 

They used various things to do this and a great amount of time and energy has gone 

into finding a relationship between items. This concept of pulling together all 

elements from a certain material culture is a good approach for everyone as every 

visitor can find something that fascinates him. This will be the same in your daily 

life exhibit if you can find things and link the past to people’s experiences today 

(see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2).   

 

Dr Meguid (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.13) connects the culturally specific use of the past 

in this way with the need to talk to museum visitors to find out their understandings and 

desires in order to make museums relevant to the communities that use them, both in Egypt 

and overseas.  

 

Continuing with the value of finding modern relevance in the past, Loutfy Abd Elhamid 

emphasises the importance of revealing ‘the people behind the tombs, normal people’ 

through the inclusion of original tools and objects that express both similarities and 

differences in activities today (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.8). Mirroring the suggestions of 

Marwa in Quseir, many other Egyptians stress the potential of the Nebamun scenes to 

repopulate ancient Egypt and bring it ‘back to life’ through a greater focus on the daily life 

theme (see Inas, Appendix 2, Interview 1.29). These aspects dominate both groups of AUC 

students’ comments on the tombs, which promote understanding: ‘the stories that they tell’, 

‘the meaning behind them/symbolism’, ‘how the scenes relate to real/everyday/ordinary life 

at the time’, ‘the social context of the activities’ and ‘the characters/people’ (see 

Appendices 5 & 6, Question 12). Returning to conversation, Myrium feels that there should 

be, ‘discussion of the fact that these were the tomb owner’s choices because he wanted to 

be seen in a specific way’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.30). Acknowledging this, she 

suggests the scenes could be used to reveal how many people were involved in Nebamun’s 

daily life and the importance of each character as an individual. ‘If the artist is paying 

enough attention to make everyone slightly different, then clearly the individual did matter. 
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They had wives and lives and it is just unfortunate that we don’t know more about them.’ 

She continues, ‘we can of course talk about Nebamun and the large questions but we should 

think about the little differences.’ Zeinab El Gizawy, assistant curator at the Egyptian 

Museum, Cairo, also stresses the need to tell people ‘the stories behind the individuals - not 

just the tomb owner but those in the scenes. Who were the dancers and musicians? What is 

their story? What are their roles?’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.12). Telling visitors about 

the ‘wives and lives’ as Myrium suggests, and promoting the individual, has great potential 

to help audiences make personal connections as well as emphasise the power of ancient 

Egyptian tomb-chapel paintings to communicate beyond the realms of elite death and 

religion. An important tool in the repopulation of the Egyptian past through 

representational art, familiar objects, activities and the human figure, tomb-chapel scenes, 

particularly those from the New Kingdom, therefore have the potential to speak across 

themes and eras.  

 

The importance of the familiar in the effective communication of fresh understanding is 

also articulated by Kamila Makram Gergis from the Coptic museum: ‘I would like to see 

brochures which tell how normal people lived in all periods of ancient Egyptian history, not 

just at the time of Nebamun, and see elements of overlap and survivals with life today’ (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.4). Alice Hanna continues this chain of thought, suggesting the 

Nebamun exhibition should, ‘talk about the flora and fauna, the food and furniture: things 

people understand and still see, eat or use.’ Alongside reducing the traditionally aloof 

nature of the ancient Egyptian past through a focus on elements of the everyday, the 

incorporation of aspects of normal life is equally important in undoing misconceptions of 

the ancient culture. As Elham suggests, in the same interview, ‘explanation of the wall 

paintings would also act as a good link to displays and discussion on daily life. This is 

important as we need to make sure that audiences know the way of the people and not just 

the Kings and Nobles.’ Similarly, Doha, one of the administrative staff from the Egyptian 

Museum, Cairo, believes, ‘you must do your best to describe daily life as every tourist 

comes for the gold and the miracle of death so you should talk about daily life…we need to 

think about every aspect of ancient Egypt and take care of it equally’ (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.7). Reflecting Egyptian approaches towards a more integrated view of history, 

Dr Meguid also expresses the need for new approaches to Egyptology display: 
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We have to forget the old ideas. We need to talk to real Egyptians living now and 

connect now to Egypt’s past – not only Kings and Queens but more daily life. 

People are getting bored of Kings, daily life is new. We need a new way, new 

media. We need to reach young people all over the world and show them the world 

in a way that they will like. Change will come but we have to open windows to 

make it happen…. It is a wonderful idea to use the scenes to introduce visitors to 

daily life, to people like themselves. You should use the scenes to talk about family 

relationships, the status of regal women, musicians, landscape and a combination of 

many things (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.13).   
 

These perspectives are not confined to those employed by Egyptian museums. Nadia feels 

that, ‘we need more information on how things were, life, what people did, art, temples, 

tombs, how these things have lasted’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.28). Similarly, Inas 

believes that, ‘the incorporation of daily life in your museums is a good idea, it may also 

help people to begin to think more about the difference between the ancient and modern 

when they see the tomb paintings’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.29). As Haytham 

expresses, the scenes also have the potential to fulfil people’s desire to ‘live the time,’ to be 

able to understand, interact and live like the people in the images through the exhibit (see 

Appendix 2, Interview 1.25). The incorporation of daily life and more atmospheric forms of 

display into exhibitions may also help to address a common museological issue raised by 

numerous individuals in both Egypt and the West and well articulated by an 18 year- old 

female Egyptian student of Middle Eastern history at the AUC, who said, ‘I think that the 

people of ancient Egypt were fascinatingly clever in terms of their inventions and 

engineering, but I generally find the stories, photographs and information in museums and 

the objects boring’ (30 April 2007). 
  

Many of these concepts are expressed in microcosm by the staff at the Cairo Museum. For 

example, Walid Saad, one of the self-employed guides, stresses the importance of re-

contextualisation and discussions of daily life as at present the museum, ‘just looks like a 

store room’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.6). Amina, one of the administrative staff, 

articulates similar feelings saying, ‘all that people can do is think ‘wow’, our display just 

says ‘look what we have’. The museum is a basement for storage not for display. The 
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visitors want to know more but the museum is hard to understand’ (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.7.).    
 

These issues were also expressed by a number of Egyptians and Western tourists with 

whom I managed to engage informally in the grounds of the Egyptian Museum (see 

Appendix 7). Discussing the museum experience with over 20 individuals visiting alone or 

in groups, I noted down responses. The overwhelming opinion was the difficulty of 

accessing any level of understanding without a guide. Two American ladies told me for 

example, ‘we wouldn’t have got much out of it without a guide. Our guide took us around 

and explained the chronology and put things in context, it helped us to understand the 

length of history which is overwhelming’ (see Appendix 7, Interview 1.40). Reflecting calls 

for the wider contextualisation of Egyptian history from many Egyptians, this also 

introduces parallel desires from Western audiences, as will become apparent in the 

following chapter. Alongside issues of understanding, visitors also stressed the importance 

of context, as articulated by Dr Mohamed Ali at the Luxor Museum and discussed above. 

As a group of Malaysian tourists stated, ‘having travelled to the pyramids and sites, it 

makes the mummies and other objects easier to understand’ (see Appendix 7, Interview 

1.34). While the majority of tourists expressed how much they liked the old museum 

building and the mystery that the overcrowded, unlabelled display techniques conjured, 

saying things like, ‘you can feel the antiquity and walk back into history’ (see Appendix 7, 

Interview 1.40), they simultaneously discussed the feeling of being overwhelmed and the 

need for improvement to enable displays to ‘live up to the objects it [the museum] contains’ 

(see Appendix 7, Interview 1.36). An emphasis on the elite and the afterlife as opposed 

ordinary Egyptians and the living was also raised. Reflecting the promotion of eighteenth 

century representations of ancient Egypt as a culture of wonder with which visitors cannot 

connect, these issues find further resonance with many aspects of Western museum display 

to be discussed in the following two chapters.  
 

Summarising collaboration 
  

Including dissenting voices to avoid the imposition of a re-essentialised Egyptian subject, 

this chapter aimed to re-focus museological methodology towards collaborative, Egyptian-

led, approaches to Egyptological exhibitionary change in the Western museum. While 
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representing over 200 individuals, the questionnaires and interviews only reflect a small 

cross-section of the wider Egyptian community. Although it is important to acknowledge 

both this and the multiplicity of Egyptian understandings of the past, common ground was 

expressed through an emphasis on the importance of a clearly defined set of features in the 

shaping of Egyptian identity and representations of Egypt, both within and beyond the 

country’s borders. The need for collaboration between Egyptians and museum 

professionals, Egypt and West, to challenge stereotypes and relate ancient Egypt to the 

modern country through the melting pot of history was strongly voiced. Reiterating the 

points raised in Quseir, the potential for Western museums to find resonance with people’s 

lives in the present by ‘re-peopling’ Egypt, ancient and modern, through the living voice of 

modern Egyptians and the theme of daily life, were other channels proposed for synthesis. 

Related to this, many Egyptians articulated the potential of the approach to draw out 

individual narratives, tell the ‘real Egyptian story’ and reflect the ethical role of museums 

in the presentation of Egyptian heritage to benefit contemporary Egyptians, rather than 

acting as objects of power within ‘modern Orientalism’. Encounters with Western tourists 

and the suggestions of Westerners living in Egypt seem to support these calls and will be 

reinforced in the following chapter.  Discussions of context, atmosphere, familiarity, the 

unification of past and present, Egypt and West, life and death, emphasised these themes 

within the specific exhibitionary context of the tomb-chapel paintings of Nebamun. Viewed 

alongside the examination of Egyptian museology and the historicity of Egyptian 

engagement with the past, the role of ancient Egypt in the formation of modern identities is 

placed beyond traditional Western arguments of exclusion. Overcoming suggestions that 

contemporary Egyptian engagement with ancient Egypt is purely mercenary - political and 

economic – or that the growth of Islam has driven a non-negotiable wedge between two 

distinct Egyptian identities, the absence of Egyptian voices within Western Egyptology can 

no longer be ignored. However, while ethical considerations and Egyptian calls for 

collaborative approaches to change were clearly voiced, how can transformation be 

achieved? Narrative, non-textual, visual forms of exchange, as evidenced within local 

Egyptian museums and through traditional Egyptian means of communicating the past, 

offer a channel to solve this impasse through collaborative means, but through what media? 

Thus, the final section of this chapter explores Egyptian suggestions for the incorporation 

of contemporary Egyptian art into Western Egyptology exhibits. 
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Contemporary Art: The Egyptian perspective 
 

The concept of contemporary art, used alongside other media, to create new dialogues 

reflects an exciting emergent practice, not only in the social sciences, but in design 

technology, science and beyond (see Leach 2007). In terms of the specifics of new 

strategies for Egyptology exhibitioning, Cairo based artist Elhamy Naguib was the first to 

bring contemporary Egyptian art as a channel for this form of communication to my 

attention. Collaborative research had already established that many members of the 

Egyptian community promoted non-textual forms of personalised narrative as a means for 

Western museological change. Combined with an understanding of Egyptian museology 

(Doyon 2007, 2008), Egyptian traditions of commemorating the past and the promulgation 

of creative strategies within museological literature (e.g., Raymond & Salmond 2008), 

contemporary Egyptian art presented an ideal route for exhibitionary transformation.  

 

I had already experimented with art as a forum for communicating perspectives on 

Egyptian life, ancient and modern, through my Masters research in Quseir (see Tully 2005). 

During this earlier period of study I had facilitated art partnerships with groups of primary 

school children as an egalitarian means of actively engaging them with their current and 

historical perceptions of the town. I chose art as the method to achieve this as works by 

developmental psychologists such as Howard Gardener (1980) have revealed the potential 

of the medium to allow children to communicate ideas they could not express in words.67 

As sight is also our most powerful sense in terms of knowledge acquisition (Hall 1997: 43) 

and overcomes language division, the format would also be accessible to both community 

members and outsiders when viewed alongside other collaborative work in the local Quseir 

heritage centre (see Glazier 2003). Recalling the success of this collaboration, fuelled by 

further Egyptian input during my more recent fieldwork, I conducted further investigation 

of the potential of artistic media to communicate multiple messages and elucidate diverse 

understandings. Shifting from Egyptian children to professional contemporary artists, and 

from a local to an international setting, I hoped to form a more complex, creative 

collaboration that would both reduce the relative invisibility in the West of modern Egypt 

                                                   
67 See also Giordan 1996, Buckley et al. 1997, Gilbert & Boulter 2000, Reiss & Tunnicliffe 1999, Reiss et al. 
2002, Tunnicliffe 2004. 
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and its contemporary art scene and provide a fresh means for Western audiences to 

contemplate ‘daily life’ in ancient Egypt.  
 

I initiated contact with Elhamy Naguib on the suggestion of one of the students with whom 

I had carried out questionnaires at the AUC. As I sat with Elhamy in his Maadi studio, his 

words seemed to provide a physical outlet that resonated strongly with many of the 

suggestions raised during collaboration. Through contemporary Egyptian art, Elhamy 

appeared to be offering a viable opportunity to communicate collaborative, mutually 

beneficial, cross-cultural, cross-temporal dialogues about daily life in Egypt in museums in 

the West. In Elhamy’s words: 
 

Everyone has clichés about art and Egyptology, what they know and like and 

dislike, influences from the media that they may not even realise. Museums have a 

job to undo these clichés and stereotypes, especially about Egypt. It is a huge task 

but if they [museums] can present it in a way that will really get to people, perhaps 

through art, then it will be worthwhile…As I’ve aged I’ve realised that artists need 

to escape their ivory tower and find a way to let the general public in, and I think it 

is the same for museums in a way. Art is very powerful but alone it is not enough. 

We need to do this [let the public in] through all creative forms: art, toy making, 

furniture, books, bringing all things together. Therefore, I see my work as having 

two approaches. Firstly, as a recorder of my time, this is something that the ancient 

Egyptians were also doing. Now we have photography, but this is not enough: you 

need art to bring personal input and emotion into the record. Secondly, as 

synthesiser, bringing the old and the new together, making meaning out of it to 

present solutions for the future that are useful (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). 
 

While highlighting problems as well as solutions, Elhamy promotes the potential of art-

museum-Egyptology partnerships to help all three practices overcome public stereotypes 

and escape their ivory towers. In keeping with the multidirectional flow of exchange and 

benefit promoted by collaborative discourse, Elhamy stresses the similarities between art 

and museology and thus the need for both to be placed alongside other creative forms of 

communication to enhance public accessibility. If we harness its power to unite the past and 

the present, add individual voices and emotion into communication and create new forms of 
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understanding ‘self’ and ‘other’, art can provide practical solutions to social problems. 

More importantly, however, the factors unique to art unite with a belief in the power of 

‘bringing all things together’ and endorse suggestions for more cross-disciplinary forms of 

discourse within museology. 
 

Referring to the specifics of the Nebamun example, Elhamy suggests: 

 

You should go to the library in Alexandria and see the work of Shadi Abd el 

Salam…There is his recreation of the garden scene, just like Nebamun’s but 

recreated in a modern way. Perhaps the British Museum could borrow it. This 

would be a great way to bring ancient and modern Egypt together, not just as a 

naïve mimicking of a bygone civilization but to reveal other values and meanings 

that would further enrich modern Egyptian thought and widen understanding (see 

Figures 3.1 & 3.2). 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Shadi Abd el Salem, Garden, undated. (Courtesy of the Library of Alexandria) 
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Figure 3.2. ‘Garden’, tomb-chapel of Nebamun, c. 1350BC. (Courtesy of the British Museum) 

 

Summarising the collaborative calls of this thesis, as well as reflecting direct compatibility 

with the museum context, the incorporation of contemporary Egyptian art in a number of 

forms offers viable practical solutions to the current misrepresentation of Egypt, ancient 

and modern, in the West.  

 

Unfortunately, my meeting with Elhamy happened towards the end of my time in Cairo. 

However, in the remaining weeks I sought out other contemporary artists to discuss the 

potential of contemporary Egyptian art within the Western Egyptology context. I broached 

the subject with painter and video artist Khaled Hafez, who expressed huge enthusiasm for 

the concept (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.3). Stressing his belief in the importance of art 

supported by academia and the potential for cross-disciplinary research to expand 

perceptions, Hafez states, ‘everything concerning the past is a question, therefore artistic 

visions can provide as meaningful interpretations on the role of the ancient past in the 

present as can museum displays.’ Suggesting that contemporary Egyptian art could be used 

in Western museums in a highly original way, Hafez sees the potential of the medium to 

bring together elements of past and present, and East and West, as a means of creating a 
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more representative, integrated understanding of modern Egypt and its history. As many 

contemporary Egyptian artists incorporate diverse historical elements into interpretations of 

life in the present, Khaled feels that bringing together contemporary Egyptian art and 

Egyptology could address questions of identity and challenge traditions of 

compartmentalising and prioritising perception of Egypt in the West. Khaled hopes that 

collaboration such as this, in a Western institution like the British Museum, will reveal that 

though Egypt is influenced by its history ‘we [Egyptians] are now living in very different 

times.’ Helping to undo stereotypes, Khaled suggests that partnerships between 

contemporary and historic, art and artefact, are a way of creating better understanding 

between all peoples.  

 

Due to the fact that ‘people’ and the ‘everyday experiences’ of artists in Egypt motivate a 

great deal of contemporary work (see Winegar 2006), the incorporation of this form of art 

could also provide a means of ‘re-peopling’ Egypt in Western perceptions, ancient and 

modern. Providing a display method through which objects from ancient Egyptian daily life 

could compete with more readily displayed religious, monumental or elite items of wonder, 

the importance of contemporary art to make new connections in this way was also voiced 

by Elhamy. In favour of the art-artefact, daily life collaboration, Elhamy states, ‘we cannot 

divorce art from craft; we need to produce something homogenous that is related to man 

not divided from him’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). 

 

The potential for creating something ‘homogenous’ and ‘related to man’ through art and the 

daily life theme has already been expressed in terms of combining ancient Egyptian tomb-

chapel paintings and mundane objects in the museum exhibit. Therefore, in terms of the 

collaborative approach, extending this union into the present through contemporary art as a 

means of reflecting more personal, contextualised narratives to ‘re-populate’ Egyptian 

history makes sense in terms of both the visuals of display and current museology.  

 

The use of contemporary Egyptian art, as opposed to any form of contemporary art within 

Egyptology display, is significant not just in terms of incorporating personalised Egyptian 

narratives in the West but due to the specifics of Egyptian engagement with the ancient 

Egyptian past. Returning to Elhamy: 
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The reason that I try to draw on all elements of Egypt, ancient and modern, in my 

art is because I am interested in the spiritual and historical background; this is the 

methodology of my work and is something that today in the modern world, is 

missing. We need to be interested in history but this does not mean that we must be 

enshrined in it. For me, the economic and artistic repercussions of the tourist market 

are very poor.  It is a shame just to take ancient Egypt and copy it, often badly. 

Since the invention of photography there is no point in purely copying something, 

but we can use it and should create something new. This relationship can be good, 

but what we really need is to take some talented artisans and put some serious 

thought into the topic to create new art and offer something else, something that is 

Egypt today, not just a reflection on the past (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). 

 

While often uniting familiar ancient Egyptian icons with the lived experience of Egypt 

today to create a new vision, contemporary Egyptian art can, therefore, also reveal the 

connection between ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel paintings and daily life objects. Taken as 

a whole, these factors can help communicate new understandings of Egypt. Alive, changing 

and yet connected to the past, this approach offers a viable means of repopulating and 

altering perceptions of the country, past and present, changes that the following two 

chapters will reveal to be essential to Western museum visitors’ knowledge, desires and 

current museum display. 

 

Leaving aside calls for collaboration between Egyptians and Western Egyptology 

exhibitions, the connectivity of these elements could not be articulated with the same 

‘authenticity’ by contemporary artists from outside of Egypt. As verbalised by video artist 

Ahmed el Shaer, identity plays a significant role within art, and although producing 

something uniquely Egyptian, contemporary Egyptian art is able to cross cultures. These 

factors would, therefore, allow the media to communicate effectively within Western 

Egyptology exhibitions. This is demonstrated, for example, through Ahmed’s experiences 

during an art residency in Austria: 
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Austria made me feel that differences between people are not a problem in relation 

to art; we take from and learn from each other. Naturally, societies are different but 

we must respect this and learn to understand our differences, traditions and ideas. 

From my experience, art can help find this balance… I am Egyptian and part of the 

truth of the art is in being here. The message/art can move, I can move for a short 

time, but ultimately I need to be here. Contemporary art is about understanding 

yourself and your life; Egypt is a meeting point between East and West with many 

sources of identity to open our minds and I think that this makes our art more 

understandable to both Egyptians and people outside (see Appendix 2, Interview 

3.31).    

    

Stressing the fact that Egypt is at a crossroads between East and West, conversation with 

Ahmed highlights the fact that there is enough in common between contemporary Western 

and Egyptian art and culture to make aspects of difference digestible. Like Elhamy and 

Khaled, Ahmed also believes in the power of art to create a balance between the stereotypes 

that Egypt and the West impose upon each other and to allow the viewer to interpret 

artworks for themselves and find personal meaning.  

 

The potential for contemporary Egyptian art to move audiences beyond the specifics of the 

image and finds resonance with their own lives also holds significance for Elhamy. Talking 

about new approaches within his own gallery, Elhamy discusses the importance of trying to 

get people to, ‘interact with the art and think about art for mood, as opposed to the meaning 

of the art – the image itself’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). He continues, ‘we need to try 

to put traditional meaning aside and get people to see in a different way.’ The capability of 

art to create both atmosphere and promote new ways of seeing is of particular significance 

in providing practical solutions to suggestions for this form of museological change, as 

expressed in many of the conversations and questionnaires discussed above. Similarly, as 

will become apparent in the following two chapters, the invocation of mood and the 

creation of alternative visions are also essential to alter the staid perspectives projected by 

Western Egyptology exhibits and internalised by museum audiences. 
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In terms of further benefits of the collaborative, artistic approach, Khaled stresses the 

importance of holding this kind of display outside Egypt, not only to broaden the views of 

Western museum visitors but to overcome issues specific to the Egyptian art world. In 

Egypt, while there are a growing number of independent art galleries, the majority of art is 

state controlled (see Winegar 2006). This means that art prizes and displays are largely 

government approved. Khaled feels that this reflects a somewhat narrow vision of the 

nation and that collaboration between Egyptian artists and Western museum professionals, 

overcoming governmental classification, would allow for the emergence of a more accurate 

representation of contemporary Egypt, its relationship with the past, artists’ thoughts and 

the country’s people (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.3). 

 

However, the potential to incorporate art into strategies to shift perceptions of Egypt was 

not confined to contemporary Egyptian artists, in whom enthusiasm could be deemed self 

promoting. Dr Eldamaty for example, feels that, ‘we need to promote continuity and change 

- not just focus on ancient Egypt but show history through all ages; and perhaps one way 

that we could tell this story is through art. Art is my specialism for ancient Egypt, but I see 

its potential to tell so many stories’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.9). Continuing the battle 

against stereotypes, Loutfy Abd Elhamid states: 

 

The problem is that we always focus on ancient Egypt for tourism and never 

modern Egypt, so people only see the same images of sand, camels and monuments. 

It is the same with the documentaries: the government only wants to show ancient 

Egypt and bring in tourists, but they should make some about today to show that 

we’re not all living like Bedouin. We have many great artists and writers today; we 

should show programmes about them and our culture (see Appendix 2, Interview 

1.8). 

 

Mernat’s indirect comments also support arguments for the inclusion of contemporary art. 

Discussing the connectivity of Egyptian history, she suggests that ‘art is part of this 

process, chained from the Pharaonic times’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.4). As discussed 

above, art is also one of the main ways through which teaching about Egyptian history 

occurs at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Talking with Reda Salah in the education 
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department, I was surrounded by artworks of all varieties (see Figure 3.3). Reda informed 

me that, ‘the aim of the education department is to bring the lives of the ancient Egyptians 

into those of our children… and encourage them to create their own works of art from what 

they have seen’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.11). These comments reveal the diversity of 

calls for greater awareness and integration of Egyptian art, past and present, and its 

potential to enhance communication across time and culture. Even mentioning the concept 

to Dr Hawass, who is actively involved in promoting a relatively ‘selective’ view of ancient 

Egypt through the Supreme Council of Antiquities, he responded saying: 

 

This [the incorporation of contemporary Egyptian art in Western Egyptology 

display] is a good idea, sure. Ancient Egypt is part of the modern art scene; you can 

see it in the sculpture of famous Egyptian artists like Mahmoud Mokhtar and many 

of our best painters today. All elements of our history are entwined and other people 

should be able to see this also (see Appendix 2, Interview 1.1). 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Examples of children’s artwork in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. (Author’s image) 
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Thus, the potential of contemporary Egyptian art to bring ancient Egypt to life, 

contextualising the past in the present, and creating ‘new art’ in the museum context are 

already being promoted and taking place in Egypt. Transposing this dialogue onto the 

artistic endeavours which are also beginning to take place in Western museums, but 

tailoring it to collaborative, cross-temporal displays of ancient Egyptian daily life seems, 

therefore, like the logical next step. The approach also has the benefit, as Myrium points 

out, of revealing how museology is shifting, ‘to look at things as art, to make people think 

of art as functionary, not just mystery, as all art has a purpose’ (see Appendix 2, Interview 

1.30). Combining ancient Egyptian daily life objects, tomb-chapel scenes and 

contemporary Egyptian art therefore has the double purpose of promoting an aesthetic 

viewing of mundane artefacts while advocating the function or ‘social message’ behind 

ancient and contemporary artworks on display. It is this focus on the mutual benefit of these 

relationships between artwork/object, artist/curator, ancient/modern, creator/viewer, and 

Egypt/other that provides so much potential for the reassessment of ideas about Egypt, and 

indeed ourselves, within the context of new Egyptological museum display. 

 

‘Drawing’ it all together  

 

Contemporary Egyptian art provides a means of combining the visual, narrative and 

emotive traditions of Egyptian understandings of the past with calls for more inclusive 

representations of Egyptian history, and Egyptian voices, within Western Egyptology 

display. As contemporary Egyptian art is very much about identity, representing daily life 

and using the palimpsest of history to tell personal narratives embedded in the wider social 

present, art offers a highly natural method for developing practical collaborative strategies. 

However, before this concept can be developed further, it is important to assess current 

Western museum visitors’ Egyptological knowledge, address their feelings towards 

contemporary art in the non-art museum and evaluate the current status of Western 

Egyptology display. This is necessary to assess the suitability of the art approach to the 

needs of the target audiences. The following chapter, therefore, discusses visitor 

interpretation work at the British Museum and will be followed, in chapter 5, by visual 

analysis of existing European Egyptology exhibitions in order to situate new strategies 

within the current exhibitionary context.     
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 

Collaboration with British Museum Visitors 

 

Collaborative work with the Egyptian community has defined a number of common 

personal and museological concerns pertaining to the representation of Egyptian heritage in 

the West. With an understanding of these perceptions in place, it is essential to assess the 

status of Western museum visitors’ Egyptological knowledge and examine suggestions for 

exhibitionary change. Addressing the compatibility of these seemingly disparate groups is 

vital for the development of new exhibitionary strategies to unify the needs of both ‘source’ 

and ‘visiting’ communities. This chapter aims to address this issue through the exploration 

of visitor opinions on the theme of ‘Egypt’ and the display of ancient Egyptian artefacts in 

the British Museum. 

 
If we accept the fact that the presentation and management of heritage, in all forms, has an 

impact upon ‘the meanings individuals and communities give to the past’ (Smith 2004: 7), 

it is essential to assess the state of public knowledge. Acknowledging the mutual benefit of 

diversifying the voices involved in the interpretation of the past, we need to be familiar 

with the levels of understanding, perceptions and misconceptions, of the British Museum’s 

visiting public. Thus, through the investigation of general perceptions of Egypt, both 

ancient and modern, and the exploration of visitor responses to current Egyptology 

displays, this chapter tackles the differences within and between professional and public 

knowledge to make suggestions for the improvement of visitor experiences of ‘Egypt’ at 

the British Museum and beyond. 

 

To put these findings into context, I begin with a theoretical and historical discussion of 

visitor interpretation within the museum. Developing from this general introduction, I move 

on to discuss the contribution of existing sources that deal with the specifics of audience 

responses to ancient Egypt in the Western museum. With this information in place, I 

proceed to outline my methodology for visitor interpretation with British Museum visitors. 

Once the methodological approach is clarified, I present my findings in terms of visitor 
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levels of understanding of Egypt, exhibitionary suggestions for new forms of Egyptology 

display, and the potential of contemporary art as a medium through which to challenge 

stereotypes and present alternative messages about Egypt in the Western museum.  

 

Visitor interpretation: Purpose and history 

 

The evaluation of audience perceptions is probably one of the most important but least 

shared, discussed and published elements in museology and the wider cultural sector. Tying 

in with the epistemological shift in all areas of the social sciences, collaboration with 

audiences makes ‘collections readily accessible and useful to people today, while 

preserving them so that they will remain of use to future generations’ (Renaissance in the 

Regions Resource, 2001: 24). As Land, Reed and Woollard state in The Responsive 

Museum. Working with Audiences in the Twenty-First Century (2006: 236), this is 

important as, ‘without supportive and engaged audiences, all forms of culture may die.’ 

While this sounds a little dramatic, they make an important point: the need to address the 

wishes and meet the requirements - intellectual, physical, experiential - of audiences if 

institutions want to survive and find meaning in the modern world. While museums have 

been supposedly serving the public for over two hundred years (see Bennett 1995), it has 

been only in the last three decades that they have begun to involve audiences in decision 

making beyond token gesture (Calder 2009: 35-37). Beginning in North America and 

spreading to Europe (MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 110), this form of collaboration is 

essential to stimulate dialogue. Encouraging visitors to ask questions and challenge 

assumptions, while no two individuals will experience exhibits in the same way, audience 

involvement helps to develop systems of feedback which address levels of visitor 

knowledge, the success of exhibition communication and acknowledge the existence of a 

discerning visitor voice. Curatorial perceptions and bias are also negotiated as this process 

moves museum exhibitioning away from a didactic, single-authored perspective and 

towards a more reflexive multi-voiced approach (Merriman 1999: 7).  

 

It was the dwindling visitor figures, reduced funding and increased competition from other 

leisure pursuits that enhanced the development of the ‘audience movement’ in the 1980s 

(see Merriman 2004, Hooper Green-Hill 1994b). Visitor numbers were re-evaluated and 
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judged as an inadequate measure of success, and those within the sector were forced to 

acknowledge the fact that if institutions and their respective exhibitions did not appeal to, 

and find resonance with, the needs and interests of their audiences they would become 

socially redundant. As Roy Clare, chief executive of the Museums, Libraries and Archives 

Council states, ‘there was a time when curators, for example, would not have considered 

that tourism was what they were doing. A modern curator is aware that the point of 

scholarship and collections is to excite the visitor’ (Clare, quoted in Addley 2009: 3). 

However, while curators may be ‘aware’ of this need, the history of museology teaches us 

that epistemological change is slow. Thus, although we must acknowledge that the ‘market 

driven’ nature of the museum (Lindauer 2006: 223) renders audience demands an essential 

part of museum practice, visitor interpretation as a method of finding out the means through 

which to ‘excite’ audiences is still only in its infancy. Even in institutions where 

audience/curator partnerships are being established,68 progress is hindered by a lack of 

comparable published results.  

 

While there are a number of titles that have emerged over the last twenty years purporting 

the ‘why and how’ of visitor evaluation (e.g., Screven 1977, 1986, Loomis 1987, Hooper-

Greenhill 1994, Dean 1996: 91, Serrell 1998, Bourn & Korn 1999, Lord and Lord 1999), 

the findings of those who have followed these various evaluative methodologies are 

difficult to access69 due to the lack of a centralised data source. Without the provision of 

such a facility for museums and the wider cultural sector, the potential for cross-audience 

information sharing, which could improve visitors’ experiences and museum 

communication, is hindered (see Babbidge 2005, Wright et al. 2001). This does not mean, 

however, that excellent evaluative work is not being carried out. Outside the museum, in 

France for example, a 2006 IPSOS study revealed perceptions of the general public towards 

history, heritage and archaeology in an attempt to dispel obstacles to understanding (see 
                                                   
68 The British Museum, for example, recently established a visitor interpretation unit (Richards 2008, pers. 
comm., 7 May) 
69 Rare examples of audience research include Hood 1983, Alt & Shaw 1984, McManus 1989 and 
contributions to Merriman 2004. Some museums also publish their results online, for example, The Riverside 
Museum Project Glasgow, available at http://www.glasgowmuseums.com/venue/showProject.cfm? 
venueid=7&itemid=33&infoid=77 [Accessed 7 February 2009]. A number of museums also have online 
visitor surveys, for example,  Lutz Children’s Museum, Manchester, Connecticut, available at 
http://www.lutzmuseum.org/pdf/Museum%20Visitor%20Satisfaction%20Survey% 20v.3.pdf?cat=asdfasdf 
[Accessed 7 February 2009]. 
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Schlanger & Salmona 2009). Similarly, a 2004 UK MORI poll questioned audiences on 

heritage experiences within the country in an attempt to improve them (see Henson 2009).  

 

In the museum sector, the last ten years have seen the explosion of new museum units that 

deal specifically with interpretation and audience. These departments are carrying out 

multiple forms of evaluation with their visitors – front-end, formative, summative, 

qualitative, quantitative (see Dean 1996: 82-102). Although this is a significant step 

forward, Marstine (2006: 26) argues that due to the relative ‘newness’ of these units they 

are not always awarded the curatorial respect they deserve. Similarly, it is suggested that 

the information collected is more quantitative than qualitative, and used, therefore, to 

provide statistics for funding proposals rather than to address what visitors really want 

(Ibid.). MacDonald and Shaw (2004: 110) build on this by suggesting, ‘although this kind 

of research appears inclusive and potentially allows many voices to be heard, it must be 

remembered that it is almost always museum staff who set the agenda, decide on questions, 

choose respondents, and, in the end, decide whether to use or ignore what they hear.’ While 

this is true, audience collaboration is moving away from token gesture, and, if given the 

consideration it deserves, has the potential to provide invaluable guidance for the 

restructuring of exhibitions which aim to undo misconceptions and provide audiences with 

‘what they really want to see and experience in the museum context’ (Richards 2009, pers. 

comm.., 7 April). This is being seen in exhibitionary developments even within ‘traditional’ 

institutions such as the British Museum. However, the work of individual institutions alone 

is not enough, the pooling of larger bodies of data is necessary for the growth of 

collaboration between museums and their audiences, and in turn to reinforce visitor-led 

suggestions. Thus, it is to existing audience-Egyptology display evaluation that I now move 

to provide a point of comparison for my own data that is to follow.  

 

Audience responses to Egyptology display 
 
Considering the lack of published resources, it is fortunate that comparative data that deals 

with visitors’ perceptions, desires and misconceptions of ancient Egypt in the Western 

museum is available. This being said, the existing data set centres on interpretation by the 

Petrie Museum of Egyptology, London. The first and sole study of its kind, prior to my 

research, interpretation work was initiated in response to plans for a new museum that 
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would cater for growing audiences from outside of University College London, the 

University in which the collection is based (MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 110). While only 

offering a single point of comparison with British Museum audiences, the results are 

important as the museum worked not only with existing visitors but also with non-visitors, 

modern black and Egyptian communities in London, amateur enthusiasts, children and 

academics (Ibid.). Aiming to find common ground between academic and more general 

audiences, and between perceptions of Egypt ancient and modern, while beginning to 

expound upon wider trends in Egyptology visiting communities, the research also finds 

points of agreement with the multi-vocal, cross-temporal, cross-disciplinary aims of this 

thesis.  

 

The Petrie’s programme of research was initiated in order to better understand the desires 

of potential and existing audiences in terms of new Egyptology displays (MacDonald & 

Shaw 2004: 110). Surveys, interviews and focus groups were used to address questions on 

the periods and themes of most interest, the meaning of ancient Egypt to individuals, 

attitudes to modern Egypt, and archaeology in modern Egypt (Ibid.: 112). In terms of 

themes of interest, of the twenty-two options provided, daily life was cited as the most 

popular by students, friends of the museum and teachers alike (Ibid.: 118). While 

architecture (including the pyramids), language and communication, Pharaohs, politics and 

government, religion, gods and goddesses followed closely behind, the dominance of the 

daily life theme may reflect visitors’ desires to understand ancient Egypt on more familiar 

terms and compensate for the lack of daily life representation within current Egyptology 

display (see Chapter 5).  

 

The Pharaonic era, especially the New Kingdom, was identified as the period of most 

interest across all groups. This being said, all forms of inquiry revealed a general lack of 

understanding of Egyptian chronology. As Fisher (2000, quoted in MacDonald & Shaw 

2004: 119) puts it, ‘Ancient Egypt is a sealed bubble in which Pharaohs, pyramids, slaves, 

tombs and Cleopatra float around in a rich soup.’ This was also evident within Egyptian 

understandings of ancient Egypt as discussed in the previous chapter, and seems bizarre as 

almost every major Egyptology exhibit, from Cairo to London, has a large section 

dedicated to chronological display (see Chapter 5). Similar issues were found during a 
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recent Institut National de Recherches Archéologiques Preventives (henceforth INRAP) 

survey at the Louvre. Questioning 600 visitors on their knowledge of the Gauls, the study 

found that audiences were very interested but lacked any ‘real knowledge’ and were 

confused by terms such as ‘Neolithic’ and by aspects of chronology (see Schlanger & 

Salmona 2009). This suggests wider problems in terms of dissemination of historical 

knowledge and that neither museums nor other forms of scholarship are communicating 

information in a suitable manner. Museums therefore need to develop new methods of 

display if they want to engage visitors further and develop levels of understanding. 
   

The Petrie research also highlighted the appropriation and manipulation of ancient Egypt as 

part of white, Western identity, as also evidenced in chapter 3. While white audiences 

frequently expressed their bafflement at the notion of ‘black’ Egyptians, saying things like, 

‘Hollywood makes out they were white Europeans. Why didn’t it dawn on me?’ (Nile 

cruiser, quoted in MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 122), non-white participants were clear on the 

adoption of ancient Egypt into Western history (Ibid.). However, as during collaboration in 

Egypt, all those concerned expressed the need for such misconceptions to be addressed in 

the museum arena.      
 

In terms of modern Egypt, there was general consensus between both non-Egyptian 

museum professionals and non-professionals. Focus groups revealed that both audiences 

had virtually no knowledge of modern Egypt or any era since the time of the Pharaohs 

(Fisher 2000, cited in MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 122-124). Many of these same 

participants felt that Egypt ‘spiritually’ belonged to them and expressed very negative 

comments in terms of the use of ancient Egypt and the situation of the country in the 

present. One visitor to Egypt said, for example, ‘the monuments are too breathtaking for 

words. It blows you away, and now they can’t even mend your toaster’ (Ibid.: 122). 

Division between a great past and a poor present was also seen through modern 

associations that clustered negativity towards modern towns and cities while projecting 

greater purity onto rural Egypt, which was more ‘like a Bible picture coming to life’ (Ibid.: 

123). Reflecting an idealised Egypt, while not all experiences of the modern country were 

negative,70 the resounding effect of eighteenth century Western stereotypes on 

                                                   
70 As seen in the non-Egyptian AUC students’ questionnaires, those who had spent long periods of time in the 
country expressed a greater interest in, and a more in-depth understanding of, modern Egypt.  
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understandings of Egypt, ancient and modern, became clear. This being said, when asked 

about the legacy of ancient Egypt, most participants acknowledged links to the present, 

whether they be social, spiritual, physical remains, or the people (MacDonald & Shaw 

2004: 126). Showing a greater interest in the contemporary context of Egypt than is perhaps 

immediately apparent, a number of Egyptians interviewed also articulated the importance 

of a continuous view of Egyptian history as discussed in the previous chapter. As one 

Egyptian professional stated, ‘there is a gradual harmonious transport of ideas from ancient 

Egypt to Coptic Egypt to Islamic Egypt; you just need to scratch the surface to see ancient 

Egypt’ (Ibid.).     
  

While supporting calls for further dialogue between ancient and modern as a means of 

overcoming stereotypes, modern archaeology was revealed to contribute to current 

misconceptions. Focused on Indiana Jones-like figures and Western control of excavations, 

the difficulty (not lack of interest) for Egyptians to get involved with the past was 

expressed by one Egyptian professional. Talking about the problems they encountered in 

getting accepted by foreign teams for an archaeological dig, he said ‘nobody was interested. 

They just don’t take Egyptians’ (Egyptian Egyptologist, quoted in MacDonald & Shaw 

2004: 126). Reflecting the contemporary prevalence of seemingly outdated issues, this 

information, taken as part of a whole, enabled MacDonald and Shaw to put forward a 

number of audience/potential audience led suggestions for the development of the new 

Petrie Museum, which could be adopted into Egyptology display in general (2004: 128-

130).  
 

The need to harness the diversity of public and professional interest in Egypt to enhance 

communication was posited as a vital point of departure. Alongside this the need to address 

difficult issues such as chronology or underrepresented eras of history was discussed, 

focusing on the need for new methods of display. The research also highlighted calls for the 

incorporation of modern Egypt, modern Egyptian voices and race issues into displays to 

challenge notions of ‘white ancient Egypt’, current Western Egyptological hegemony, and 

to begin to alter generally negative Western perceptions of the modern country. These 

developments, however, all need to be part of an ‘open approach to the subject, one that is 

academically honest but allows for alternative readings and leaves some questions 

unanswered’ (MacDonald & Shaw 2004: 129). Part of this ‘open approach’ involves 
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developing forms of exhibitioning that both encourage audiences to find contemporary 

relevance in display and incorporate the personal, emotive aspects that are so important to 

Western engagement with the Egyptian past. With an understanding of these factors in 

place, I can move on to discuss visitor interpretation work within the British Museum and 

situate findings firmly within calls for change expressed by both Egyptian communities in 

Egypt (see Chapter 3) and other Western, Egyptology-visiting, museum audiences.    
 

Aims and methodology 
 
This evaluation addresses visitors’ understanding of ‘Egypt’ and the British Museum’s 

permanent Egyptology collections. To obtain a statistically representative sample,71 

Personal Meaning Maps (henceforth PMM) and interviews were carried out with 100 

members of the British Museum’s visiting public over a four-month period, between March 

and June 2008. Visitor interpretation was divided between the Great Court and the Egyptian 

Sculpture Hall (room 4) as a control to see if location (neutral space - the Great Court - or 

ancient Egyptian themed space - the Sculpture Hall) greatly influenced responses. 

However, practical considerations were also a determining factor as both of these areas are 

relatively spacious thoroughfares, this allowed for visitors to be addressed as they passed, 

and provided seating to accommodate interpretation activities. Although it was important to 

consider the need for a mixed age, sex and nationality sample, visitors were selected 

relatively at random and I was careful not to interrupt those engaged in discussions. The 

aims of research were to determine: 
 

 Visitor profile 

 Motivation for visiting 

 Visitor perceptions of Egypt – ancient and modern 

 Visitor levels of understanding of Egypt – ancient and modern 

 Origins of visitor knowledge concerning ancient Egypt 

 Levels of first hand experience with Egypt 

 Areas of greatest visitor interest in ancient Egyptian culture and history 

 Areas visitors felt were lacking in the ancient Egyptian narratives represented in the    

      British Museum 
                                                   
71 Within this we have to take into account the potential for sampling errors. These decrease with sample size 
and run at 9.8% for a sample of 100 (Kinsey 2002: 5). 
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Research techniques employed 
 
In terms of accessing visitor perceptions of Egypt, the methodology was largely bounded 

by the regulations of the British Museum’s interpretation department. Nonetheless, 

flexibility remained an essential component. Through a two-tiered approach, formative, 

informal evaluation was carried out to address diverse aspects of visitor perceptions. ‘Pen 

and paper’ activities were used as they are a familiar format for data collection and 

therefore relatively unthreatening to the public (Calder 2009: 36). This form of research 

also offered a means of collecting diverse strains of information together, gave visitors as 

much time as they needed and would be easily repeatable in the future or in different 

contexts.  

 

The first stage of this methodology involved the creation of Personal Meaning Maps. The 

PMM was selected as it is a useful tool in the exploration of people’s knowledge and 

perceptions of a subject, and can be carried out by adults and children, either alone or as a 

group exercise (see Faulk et al. 1998, Leinhardt & Gregg 2002). The PMM approach also 

provides a useful accompaniment to more specific questionnaires as responses are free from 

the limitations of set survey options, linear sequencing and even sentence construction. 

Answers also lack the potential for prompting or leading questions as often encountered 

within traditional survey. A further advantage is that the PMM also shows links between 

various concepts and secondary associations that are unique to the individual and may not 

be accessed through other forms of investigation.  

Visitors were presented with a single sheet of paper containing the word EGYPT at the 

centre of the page (see Appendix 8). With the paper in hand, participants were then asked to 

add words, phrases, pictures, song lyrics or even poetry that they associated with the target 

word and were encouraged to expand upon any points which they felt could be further 

developed (see Appendix 9). To ensure that visitors had a clear understanding of what was 

required of them, an example PMM, based around the word ‘Summer’ was shown and 

explained. The explanation dialogue was based around a set speech outlined to comply with 

British Museum visitor codes of conduct and went as follows: 
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‘Hello, my name is Gemma and I work for the British Museum. We are doing some 

research to help us plan a new Egyptian gallery. Would you be interested in 

spending five minutes answering some questions? {If agree guide them to the 

seating area}. What we are trying to do is to gather data about what our visitors 

associate with the term EGYPT {read aloud and show concept map with target 

word}. What we would like you to do is to add to this any ideas, thoughts, questions 

or words that come to mind when you think of Egypt. This can be modern Egypt as 

well as ancient Egypt and you can add any words, phrases or even pictures if you 

prefer. There are no right or wrong answers; we are just interested in seeing what 

you associate with this term. As an example, here is one I completed earlier about 

an entirely different concept – Summer (which demonstrates various levels of 

associations plus cross-links). This doesn’t have anything to do with the gallery we 

are developing; it’s just an example of the kind of thing we are looking for.’  

Visitors took, on average, five minutes to complete their PMM. When finished they were 

asked to explain and clarify their choices. I added further annotation to their mind-maps 

where necessary, I also took this time to fill out the demographic information on the bottom 

of the PMM form (first language, country of origin, sex and age category).  

Based around the accessing of immediate reactions to the word EGYPT,72 the PMM 

activity helped to focus visitors’ minds upon Egypt and provided a powerful springboard 

for more specific questioning. Progressing from general understandings of Egypt, ancient 

and modern, in the PMM, I created a questionnaire (see Appendix 10), approved by the 

museum’s interpretation department, and proceeded to ask specific questions addressing 

visitors’ preferences in terms of: 

 Egyptological narratives 

 Areas of knowledge visitors felt the British Museum displays were lacking 

 Suggestions for improvements  

 Opinions on the Nebamun gallery (at the time work-in-progress)  

 

                                                   
72 In some PMM cases a phrase is used as opposed to a single word (see Faulk et al. 1998, Leinhardt & Gregg 
2002). 
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Since participants often want to provide the ‘best’ or most ‘noble’ answers (Bourdieu & 

Darbel 1969: 3), responses will be addressed alongside visitor profiling and the data from 

the PMM later on in this thesis. However, before discussing the details of visitor 

perceptions, it is necessary to acknowledge the approach taken to the data analysis.  

 

Retaining the individual and the visitors’ voice 
 
Due to the anonymous nature of British Museum visitor protocol, a number of the problems 

experienced during the AUC questionnaires are paralleled here. However, due to the 

traditional format of audience evaluation, the need for comparative approaches with the 

Petrie data and the necessity for strong statistics to compliment the more qualitative 

Egyptian suggestions for change, this chapter is more conventionally analytical. Analysis 

takes place in relation to the specific set of questions asked and with methodological rigour 

- some quantitative, some qualitative - to provide comprehendible meaning. The ‘active 

voice’ of British Museum visitors is, therefore, less evident than the Egyptian voices in 

chapter 3.  

 

The nature of the PMM data, for example, is not conducive to a qualitative, personalized 

approach. The aim of this first level of audience interpretation is to assess Western 

perceptions of Egypt; thus, quantitative data is used to reveal general trends within visitor 

knowledge. With this understanding in place, qualitative analysis of the questionnaires 

reinforces the PMM findings as, while statistics may dehumanize the museum audience, 

they are the clearest indicator of visitor trends. However, not wanting to lose the personal 

nature of audience research and the voice of the individual, direct quotes from 

questionnaire responses are included in discussion wherever possible. Demographic data is 

used to identify each visitor. Although somewhat sterile, this is the only means of avoiding 

total homogenization within the limitations of the British Museum’s system and is not 

overly problematic as the nature of each quote – style, tone, humour - reveals the 

personality of the individual. This is important within the collaborative approach as this 

thesis aims to incorporate British Museum visitors as partners, alongside the Egyptian 

community, in discussion of new strategies for museological change in Egyptology display. 

Thus, I now turn to the qualitative demographic data to place British Museum visitor 

responses in the wider museum profile and contextualize the discussion that is to follow. 
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Visitor profile 
 
Addressing repeat visiting, age, sex, first language, country of origin and reason for visit, 

the discussion below reflects the visitor profile of the 100 individuals involved in the 

EGYPT PMM and questionnaire activities.73  

 

Return visits 
 
The majority of interviewees were first time visitors to the museum – 43%. This figure 

reflects relating factors, such as 31% of those interviewed lived outside the United 

Kingdom and 49% were on a tourist visit. 37% of interviewees, however, had visited 

between 1 to 5 times, 12% 6 to 10 times and 8% 10 times plus (see Table 4.1). This 

suggests, if representative, that over half of the museum’s visitors are ‘returners’ and 

reflects the popularity of the British Museum as a continuously evolving visitor attraction.    

 

Table 4.1. Pattern of repeat visits within visitors sampled. 

Repeat visiting Percentage of 
visitors 

First visit 43 
1-5 visits 37 
6-10 visits 12 
10 plus visits 8 

 
 
Age 
 
In terms of age, every bracket of classification was represented from those below 8 to 65+. 

One fifth of visitors interviewed was aged between 25 to 34, followed by the 20 to 24 age 

group which made up 14% of visitors sampled (see Table 4.2). These statistics corroborate 

the findings of the British Museum’s general visitor data, plus that from specific exhibits 

such as Nebamun (Miner 2009:8), Word into Art and La Bouche du Roi (Morris Hargreaves 

McIntyre Inc. 2007: 15). However, where my findings differed from the general pattern of 

British Museum visiting was in the high level of visitors over 65 – 12%. This age group is 

generally in the bottom quartile, alongside the youngest visitors (Morris Hargreaves 

McIntyre Inc. 2007: 15), but was also strongly represented in the Nebamun visitor analysis 

                                                   
73 All groupings: repeat visits, age, sex, first language, country of residence and reason for visit were based on 
previous British Museum questionnaire classification categories.  
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(Miner 2009: 8). Interestingly, 8 to11 year olds were also well represented within my 

research, making up 10% of the survey sample. Perhaps this deviation reflects my 

gravitation towards older visitors who were often already seated within the Great Court or 

Egyptian Sculpture Hall, making them easier to draw into conversation. Similarly, the high 

level of young visitors may reflect a subconscious targeting of family groups (also note the 

high representation of the 35 to 44 age group – those of parental age - 10%) who were often 

seated or spent a long time around one object as children asked questions or parents 

explained things. This again made it easier for me to approach visitors and provided the 

chance to draw together a large number of diverse perspectives in one sitting.  

 

In-keeping with general age profiling data (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 15, 

Miner 2009: 8), teenagers and middle-aged visitors were the least visible. Reflecting the 

long-standing struggle of museums to attract young audiences outside school visits, this 

lack of representation may also be due to the fact that audience work was carried out 

predominantly on weekdays when most children were at school. I did take this into 

consideration, covering Easter week and some Saturdays, however this is a possible bias in 

the data and may also partially explain the absence of middle-aged visitors, many of whom 

may have been at work.   

 

Table 4.2. Age distribution within visitors sampled. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Age Percentage of 
visitors 

Less than 8 1 
8-11 10 
12-14 6 
15-16 2 
17-19 8 
20-24 14 
25-34 20 
35-44 10 
45-54 5 
55-59 3 
60-64 9 
65+ 12 
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Sex 
  
An exact 50/50 split between male and female visitors was represented (see Table 4.3). 

This reflects the overall balance in museum visitor trends, and that trips to museums are 

often a couple/family based activity. 

 

Table 4.3. Sex distribution within visitors sampled 

Sex Percentage of 
visitors 

Male 50 
Female 50 

 

 

First language and country of origin 
 
The first language of interviewees was predominantly English - 85% (see Table 4.4). 64% 

of these individuals lived within the United Kingdom while the other 21% represented 

Canadian, Australian and American nationals (see Table 4.5). The high level of United 

Kingdom based visitors differs slightly from the British Museum’s general audience 

statistics which suggest that 73% of visitors come from elsewhere (Morris Hargreaves 

McIntyre Inc. 2007: 13). This discrepancy may represent the fact that a high level of 

English was necessary for participation in my particular form of audience research and led 

a number of overseas visitors to decline participation.74   

 

Table 4.4. Distribution of first languages within visitors sampled. 
First Language Percentage of 

visitors 
English 85 
Other European 13 
Non European 2 

  

Table 4.5.  Distribution of country of residence within visitors sampled. 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                   
74 The language issue mirrors the findings of similar interpretation work carried out in the recently opened 
Nebamun gallery (see Miner 2009: 9-10).  
 

Country of 
Residence 

Percentage of 
visitors 

UK 64 
Within Europe 5 
Outside Europe 31 
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Reason for visit 
 
Almost half of those surveyed were visiting the museum for tourism. A family day out was 

quoted as the purpose for 15%; 12% were there for the Terracotta Warriors exhibition 

showing at the time; and 5% for various forms of research. Interestingly, 19% stated other 

reasons for their visit, from ‘somewhere to get out of the weather’ to ‘inspiration’ (see 

Table 4.6). Seen as a whole this data represents the diverse role that the British Museum 

plays in the tourist, academic and social lives of those living in and visiting London.   
 

Table 4.6. Distribution of reasons for visit within visitors sampled. 

Reason for Visit Percentage of visitors 

Tourism 49 
Family/group outing 15 
Specific exhibition 12  (Terracotta warriors)  
Research 5 
Other 19:  

- inspiration   
- to show a friend 
- art work   
- bad weather  
- museums interest 
- university visit  
- to draw  
- curiosity  
- birthday trip  
- passing by 

 

Visitor interpretation  
 
With an understanding of visitor profile in place, an analysis of the ‘Egypt specific’ details 

of the audience research can commence. I will begin with the PMM. Once this broad 

framework of understanding is outlined, it will be possible to discuss the more detailed 

responses to the Egyptology based, exhibition questionnaires that followed. 
 

PMM 
 
Building upon earlier PMM work (see Faulk et al. 1998, Leinhardt & Gregg 2002), the aim 

was to measure levels of understanding of a word/topic, in this case EGYPT. As I wanted 

to record perceptions of Egypt, both ancient and modern, and visitors had an extremely 

diverse knowledge of the topic, once all of the data was collected I designated 26 categories 

that encompassed the whole spectrum of visitors’ choice of words. The categories were:  
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  Environment 
 

  Royalty 
 

  Death 
  Ancient monuments 
 

  Archaeological sites 
 

  Locations 
 

  Objects/items associated with ancient Egypt 
 

  Writing 
 

  Ancient Egyptian culture 
 

  Archaeology 
 

  Ancient Egyptian religion 
 

  Biblical references 
 

  Animals 
 

  Historic associations with ancient Egypt 
 

  Words/emotions associated with ancient Egypt 
 

  Words/emotions associated with modern Egypt 
 

  Other religions/religious based associations not linked to ancient Egypt 
 

  Historic associations – pre modern/post ancient Egypt 
  Modern Egypt –  politics and history 
 

  Modern Egyptian culture 
 

  Modern constructions 
 

  Modern groups of people and associated paraphernalia 
 

  Popular culture 
 

  Tourism 
 
 
These categories were then broken down in their various sub-points; for example, 

Environment included sub-points such as Nile, desert and hot, to demonstrate which 

themes dominated visitors’ perceptions of Egypt. With this understanding in place, I then 

addressed the representation of individual points, such as the word pyramid or Pharaoh, to 

create a general hierarchy of understanding. From this broad framework, it was possible to 

assess the density and complexity of ideas developed from the PMM through the 

vocabulary used and the breadth of topics covered. Taking these factors into consideration I 

gave visitors a ‘mastery level’, ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high), to represent their overall 

understanding of EGYPT. This level was allocated in relation to the total number of the 26 

different categories addressed by each visitor in their PMM (see Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.7. Level of mastery across the 26 EGYPT categories. 

Level of mastery → Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Total number of the 26 
categories covered by 
individual visitors → 

 
1-5 

 
6-10 

 
11-15 

 
16-20 

 
21-26 

 

From here the level of mastery was also addressed when dividing the 26 categories in two – 

the 17 categories that contained information pertaining to ancient Egypt (including 

archaeology and environment), and the 9 categories relevant to modern Egypt. Once again, 

categorising visitors’ level of mastery (see Tables 4.8 & 4.9), data trends and divisions in 

understanding were analysed to see how levels of knowledge differed between ancient and 

modern. 

 

Table 4.8. Level of mastery across the 17 ANCIENT EGYPT categories. 

Level of mastery → Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Total number of the 17 
categories pertaining to 
ancient Egypt covered by 
individual visitors → 

 
0-3 

 
4-6 

 
7-9 

 
10-12 

 
13+ 

 

Table 4.9. Level of mastery across the 9MODERN EGYPT categories. 

Level of mastery → Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Total number of the 9 
categories pertaining to 
modern Egypt covered 
by individual visitors → 

 
0-1 

 
2-3 

 
4-5 

 
6-7 

 
8-9 

 

The final stage of PMM analysis assessed the level of mastery within each of the 26 

categories, again rating visitors between 1 and 5 (see Table 4.10), to provide a deeper 

awareness of visitors’ understandings and to seek trends throughout.   

 

Table 4.10. Level of mastery within the 26 EGYPT categories. 

Level of mastery → Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Total number of 
individual sub-points 
made by individual 
visitors for each of the 26 
categories – e.g. 
Environment → 

 
0-1 

 
2-3 

 
4-5 

 
6-7 

 
8+ 
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Findings: The 26 themes 
 
The PMM data from each of the 26 themes is outlined below (see Tables 4.11 - 4.36). The 

top row of each table states the topic title. The numbers in the first set of brackets represent 

the number of sub-points within the theme and the total number of times any of the sub-

points were mentioned. The second set of brackets reflects the ratio of sub-points to the 

total number of points mentioned within that category. This figure represents the unity of 

visitors’ perceptions of each theme and will be addressed later on in the analysis. 

 
Table 4.11. Visitor references to themes relating to the Egyptian environment. 
Environment (36/193) (1: 5.4) 
Nile – 61 (7 branches – 1) 
Desert – 30 
Sand – 21 
Hot/heat/warm/sunny – 18 
Flooding/flood plain/ 
inundation - 7 
Fertile – 5 
Pollution – 5 
Large land – 4 
Sea – 3 
Wind – 3 
Oasis – 3 

Sahara – 2 
River – 2 
Dry – 2 
Water – 2 
Mud – 2 
Palm trees – 2 
Dates – 2 
Summer – 2 
Sandstorms – 2 
Lotus buds – 2 
Sunrise – 1 
Blue sky – 1 

Reeds - 1 
Winding river – 1 
Food – 1 
Red land – 1 
Black land – 1 
Cataracts – 1 
Cactus – 1 
Earthquakes – 1 
‘Upper’ and ‘Lower’ Egypt – 1 
Rich land – 1 
Rocks – 1 

 
Table 4.12. Visitor references to themes relating to ancient Egyptian royalty. 
Royalty (28/149) (1: 5.3) 
Tutankhamen – 46 
Pharaoh – 28 
Cleopatra – 18 
Kings – 7 
Nefertiti – 5 
Dynasties – 5 
Ramesses – 4 
Ramesses II – 4 
Akhenaton – 4 
Nefertari – 3 
 

Hatshepsut – 3 
Amenhotep – 2 
Queens – 2 
Marc Antony – 2 
Julius Caesar – 2 
Alexander the Great – 2 
Royalty – 1 
Eighteenth dynasty – 1 
Ramesses I – 1 
Seti I – 1 
 

Monarchical rule – 1 
Rulers – 1 
Young rulers – 1 
Octavian – 1 
Djoser – 1 
Old, Middle, New Kingdom – 1 
Crowns – 1 
The thirty dynasties – 1 
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Table 4.13. Visitor references to themes relating to death in ancient Egypt. 
Death (20/90) (1: 4.5) 
Mummies – 34 
Tombs – 20 
Tomb robbers/raiders – 5 
Death – 3 
Animal mummies – 3 
Coffins – 3 
Sarcophagus – 3 
 

Organs in cups/jars – 3 
Burials – 3 
Canopic jars – 2 
Dead people/bodies – 2 
Tombs of the nobles  - 1 
Shrouds – 1 
Boxes with human designs – 1 
 

Gold coffins – 1 
Embalming – 1 
Hook to remove brains – 1 
Funeral procession – 1 
Burial chamber – 1 
Crypts – 1 

 
 
 
 
Table 4.14. Visitor references to themes relating to ancient Egyptian monuments. 
Ancient monuments (7/119) (1: 17) 
Pyramid(s) – 71 
Sphinx – 30 
Temples – 9 

The ‘Great Pyramid’ – 4 
Ancient monuments – 3 
 

The ‘Step Pyramid’ – 1 
Pillars – 1 

 
 
 
 
Table 4.15. Visitor references to themes relating to ancient Egyptian culture. 
Ancient Egyptian culture (53/110) (1: 2.1)  
Statues – 12 
Art – 8 
Buildings – 7 
Class society – 5 
Sculpture – 4 
Greeks – 4 
Romans – 3 
Carvings – 3 
War – 3 
Ancient culture – 3 
Great builders – 3 
Engineering – 3 
Workers – 2 
Black hair and make-up – 2 
Science – 2 
Conquest – 2 
Clothes – 2 
Hats – 2 

Medicine – 2 
Colossal statues – 2 
Colours of wall paintings - 2 
Turquoise – 2 
Colours – 2 
Yellow – 1 
Red -1  
Blue – 1 
Wall paintings – 1 
Servants – 1 
Irrigation – 1  
Entrance gates – 1 
Bustling cities – 1 
Ropes – 1 
Corruption and greed – 1 
‘Comic book’ reliefs – 1 
Shaduf – 1 
Horse and chariot – 1 

Taxes – 1 
Wigs – 1 
Beer – 1 
Construction of cities – 1 
Order (Maat) – 1 
Drawing and painting – 1 
Command society – 1 
Egyptian art canon – 1 
Many battles – 1 
Astrology – 1 
Myth and legend – 1 
Education – 1 
Weapons – 1 
Swords - 1  
Whips – 1 
European contact – 1 
Bas Relief – 1 
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Table 4.16. Visitor references to themes relating to ancient Egyptian religion. 
Ancient Religion (30/95) (1: 3.2) 
Gods – 18 
Anubis – 8 
Religion – 6 
Osiris – 6 
Afterlife – 5 
Ra – 5 
Gods and goddesses – 5 
Seth – 4 
Horus – 4 
Worship – 3 
Animal gods – 3 

Isis – 3 
Thoth – 3 
Priests – 2 
Period of monotheism – 2 
Polytheism – 2 
Nut – 2 
Sun god/worship – 2 
Ceremony – 1 
Sekhmet – 1 
Hathor – 1 
Bastet – 1 

Respect for gods/leaders – 1 
Long continuation religious 
beliefs – 1 
Traditional beliefs – 1 
Deities – 1 
Sacrifice – 1 
Sanctuaries – 1 
Cat goddess - 1 
Holy people – 1 

 
 
 
Table 4.17. Visitor references to themes relating to archaeology. 
Archaeology (33/81) (1: 2.4) 
Rosetta Stone – 13 
Curses – 9 
Archaeology – 8 
Egyptian Museum – 7 
Theft of objects – 5 
Howard Carter – 4 
British Museum – 3 
Excavations – 2 
Exploration – 2 
Museums – 2 
Artefacts – 2 

Antiquities – 2 
Tutankhamen exhibition 2008 – 2  
History of archaeology – 1 
Home of archaeology – 1 
Seven wonders of the world – 1 
Archaeologists – 1 
Nubian Museum – 1 
Luxor Museum – 1 
Egyptologists – 1 
Discoveries – 1 
Transport of objects to England – 1 
 

British Expedition – 1 
American Egyptian Society -1  
Tutankhamen exhibition 1972 – 1 
Tutankhamen’s death mask -1  
Tutankhamen exhibitions – 1 
Excavation workers huts -1  
Lord Carnarvon – 1 
Time lines – 1 
Zahi Hawass – 1 
German/British competition – 1 
Archaeological study – 1 

 
 
 
 
Table 4.18. Visitor references to ancient and modern locations within/connected to Egypt. 
Locations (16/76) (1: 4.8)  
Cairo – 24 
Giza – 9 
Luxor – 8 
Alexandria – 6 
The Red Sea – 5 
Aswan – 5 

Rome – 4 
Africa – 3 
Sharm el Sheikh – 2 
Gurna – 2 
Greece – 2 
Banana Island – 2 

City of the dead – 1 
Thebes – 1 
Mt Sinai - 1 
Nile Island – 1 
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Table 4.19. Visitor references to themes relating to modern Egyptian culture. 
Modern Egypt – (46/65) (1: 1.4) 
Terrorism/bombing – 5 
Football – 4 
Smoking shisha – 3 
Similarities to ancient  
Egypt – 2 
Division between ancient 
and modern –2 
Politics – 2 
Middle East – 2 
Arabic language – 2 
Shops – 2 
Markets – 2 
Muslim culture – 2 
Agriculture on the Nile – 2 
Massacre at Hatshepsut’s 
temple - 2 
Need to learn from the 
past – 1 
 

Lives in the past – 1 
Garbage city – 1 
Homosexuality is illegal – 1 
Architecture – 1 
Hassan Fathy (architect) - 1 
Indigenous tribes – 1 
Smells – 1 
Traffic – 1 
Unrest – 1 
Different to Europe – 1 
British Embassy- 1 
Coptic language – 1 
Eating bubaghanoush 
(aubergine dish) – 1 
Eating Om Ali (sweet dish) – 1 
Police – 1 
AK47s – 1 
Khan al Khalili (a market in 
Cairo) – 1 

Souks (markets) – 1 
Brown-skinned people – 1 
Cairo, city of 1000 minarets – 1 
Fast food restaurants – 1 
Cruelty to animals – 1 
Buildings – 1 
Universities – 1 
Bad wine – 1 
Coffee – 1 
Spices – 1 
Lack of information on modern 
Egypt -1 
Division between men and 
women – 1 
Colours – 1 
Buses – 1 
More peaceful then the rest of 
the Middle East – 1 

 
 
 
 
Table 4.20. Visitor references to animals in Egypt. 
Animals (15/62) (1: 4.1) 
Camels – 21 
Cats – 9 
Crocodiles – 8 
Scarabs – 6 
Snakes – 3 

Asps – 2 
Donkeys – 2 
Owls – 2 
Birds – 2 
Beetles – 2  

Lizards – 1 
Lions – 1 
Greyhounds – 1 
Horses – 1 
Ibis – 1 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.21. Visitor references to words or emotions associated with ancient Egypt 
Words/emotions associated with ancient Egypt (28/57) (1:2) 
Ancient – 11 
Mystery – 6 
Adventures – 4 
Power – 3 
Beauty – 3 
Early civilisation – 3 
Blend of ancient and modern – 2 
Empire – 2 
Colours – 2 
Preservation – 2 

Sacred – 1 
Perseverance – 2 
Durability – 1 
History – 1 
Monumentality – 1 
Vastness – 1 
Evil – 1 
Gorgeous – 1 
Freaky – 1 
 

Exotic – 1 
Greatness – 1 
Mystical – 1 
Stories – 1 
Superiority – 1 
Grandeur – 1 
History – 1 
Majesty – 1 
Hard – 1 
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Table 4.22. Visitor references to themes relating to ancient Egyptian writing/iconography. 
Writing/iconogrpahy (12/54) (1: 4.5) 
Hieroglyphics – 30 
Papyrus – 8 
Ancient language – 3 
Symbols – 3 

Stelae – 2 
Cartouche – 2 
Amarna letters – 1 
Breaking codes – 1 
 

Inscriptions – 1 
Written language – 1 
The history of paper – 1 
Iconography – 1 

 
 
Table 4.23. Visitor references to themes relating to tourism in modern Egypt. 
Tourism (18/51) (1: 2.8) 
Holidays – 7 
Tourism – 6 
Cruises – 5 
Hotels – 5 
Diving – 4 
Feluccas – 4 

Boats – 3 
Taxis – 2 
Swimming pools – 2 
Transport – 2 
Sailing – 2 
Growth of tourism – 2 
 

Snorkelling – 2 
Windsor Hotel, Cairo - 1 
Water poisoning – 1 
Carriages – 1 
Baksheesh (tips) - 1 
Sound and light show Luxor – 1 

 
 
Table 4.24. Visitor references to themes relating to archaeological sites in Egypt. 
Archaeological sites (13/42) (1: 3.2) 
Valley of the Kings – 12 
Karnack – 8 
Abu Simbel – 4 
Dendera – 4 
Amarna – 3 
Philae – 2 
Lighthouse at Alexandria – 2 

Library at Alexandria – 1  
Burning of the Library at Alexandria – 1  
Kom Ombo – 1 
City of the Pyramid builders – 1 
Saqqara – 1 
Dahshur – 1 
Colossi of Memnon – 1 

 
 
Table 4.25. Visitor references to themes relating to the Bible. 
Biblical References (17/39) (1: 2.3) 
Moses – 11 
The Bible – 6 
Exodus – 3 
Jewish slaves – 3 
Plagues – 3 
Moses in the bulrushes – 2 

The holy family – 1 
Joseph – 1 
‘Let my people go’ – 1 
Moses crossing the Red Sea – 1 
Noah – 1 
Burning Bush – 1 
 

Freedom from Pharaoh – 1 
Ten plagues – 1 
Seven plagues – 1 
Israelites in captivity – 1 
Promised land – 1 

 
 
 
Table 4.26. Visitor references to themes relating to people/activities associated with ancient Egypt 
and the Nile. 
People/activities associated with ancient Egypt and the Nile (7/27) (1: 3.8) 
Slaves/slave labour – 8 
Farming/crops/agriculture – 5 
Transport – 5 

Trade – 3 
Fishing – 2 
 

Travel – 2 
Workers – 2 
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Table 4.27. Visitor references to themes relating Egypt within popular culture. 
Popular culture (18/26) (1: 1.4) 
Agatha Christie/’Death on the Nile’ – 4 
Indiana Jones  (film character) – 4 
The Mummy (film) – 3 
The Mummy Returns (film) – 1 
Steve Martin, ‘King Tut’ (song) – 1 
National Treasure (film) - 1 
The Yacoubian Building (book) – 1 
‘My name is Ozymandias’ (poem) - 1 
Charlton Heston (Ten Commandments, film)- 1 

Elizabeth Taylor (Cleopatra, film) – 1 
Science fiction – 1 
Aida (opera) – 1 
The Bangles ‘Walk like an Egyptian’ (song) - 1 
Lara Croft (film character) – 1 
UFOs – 1 
Elizabeth Peabody books – 1 
Stargate (film) – 1 
Scooby Doo (cartoon) – 1 

 
 
 
Table 4.28. Visitor references to themes relating to specific objects/items associated with ancient 
Egypt. 
Objects/items associated with ancient Egypt (8/25) (1:3.1) 
Gold – 10 
Treasure -5 
Oil – 3 

Ankh – 2 
Linen – 2 
Hats – 1 

Jewels – 1 
Cloth – 1 

  
 
 
Table 4.29. Visitor references to themes relating to modern Egyptian politics and history. 
Modern Egypt –politics and history (18/24) (1: 1.3) 
Nasser – 3 
World War II – 2 
Sadat – 2 
Israeli Egyptian conflict - 2 
Corrupt government – 2 
Battle of El Alamein – 1 

Suez – 1 
Colonies – 1 
British in Khartoum – 1 
Gordon of Khartoum – 1 
Rommel – 1 
Montgomery – 1 

League of Arab Nations, Cairo – 1 
Hosni Mubarak - 1 
Antony Eden – 1 
Egyptian revolution – 1 
British protectorate – 1 
Hamas – 1 

 
 
 
Table 4.30. Visitor references to themes relating to religion (not ancient Egyptian). 
Other Religions/religion based comments (11/24) (1: 2.2) 
Coptic Christians – 7 
Islam – 3 
Muslims – 3 
Jews – 3 

Early Christianity – 2 
Muslim Brotherhood – 1 
Christianity – 1 
Ramadan – 1 

Call to prayer – 1 
Monastery of St Catherine’s – 1 
Modern persecution of Christians – 1 

 
 
Table 4.31. Visitor references to themes relating to words/emotions associated with modern Egypt. 
Words/emotions associated with modern Egypt (10/19) (1: 1.9) 
Poverty – 5  
Pollution – 5  
Dirty – 2 
Noisy – 1 

Deterioration – 1 
Overcrowded – 1 
Full of traffic – 1 

Exotic – 1 
Emptiness – 1 
Conflict – 1 
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Table 4.32. Visitor references to modern Egyptian constructions. 
Modern constructions (2/13) (1: 6.5) 
Aswan Dam – 7 Suez Canal – 6 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.33. Visitor references to themes relating to historical associations with ancient Egypt. 
Historical associations with ancient Egypt (6/11) (1: 1.8) 
Roman rule – 4 
Persian Empire – 1 

Roman province – 2 
Ptolemaic rule – 2 

Amarna period – 1 
Hellenistic world – 1 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.34. Visitor references to themes relating to materials. 
Materials (6/10) (1: 1.7) 
Stone – 5 
Adobe – 1 

Mud bricks – 1 
Bricks – 1 

Limestone – 1 
Materials – 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.35. Visitor references to themes relating to modern groups of [Egyptian] people and 
associated paraphernalia. 
Modern groups of people and associated paraphernalia (7/10) (1: 1.4) 
Tents – 3 
Nubians – 2 
Caireenes – 1 

Gypsies – 1 
Caravans – 1 

Sudanese Refugees – 1 
Nomads – 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.36. Visitor references to themes relating to historical associations with pre-modern, post-
ancient, Egypt. 
Historical associations – Pre-modern, post-ancient, Egypt (5/8) (1: 2.7) 
Muslim conquest – 2 
Mamluke rule – 2 

Ottoman rule – 2 
Early modern Egypt – 1 

Medieval Egypt – 1 

 

 

 
Topic analysis 
 
In terms of the categories that dominated visitors’ perceptions of Egypt, sub-points within: 

Environment, Royalty, Ancient monuments, Ancient Egyptian culture, Ancient 

religion and Death were the most frequently mentioned (see Table 4.37). Expectedly, 

these categories also contained the majority of individual sub-points that visitors repeatedly 

referenced on the PMM (see Tables 4.38 & 4.39). 
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In terms of individual references, the only two points which may not be truly representative 

of general impressions of Egypt are the high level of mentions of the Rosetta Stone (13% - 

Table 4.17) and statues (12% - Table 4.15). These particular sub-points were predominantly 

noted by the 50% of visitors who were interviewed in the Egyptian Sculpture Hall - 69% of 

whom noted the Rosetta Stone and 58% of whom noted statues. Since visitors had just 

walked past the Rosetta Stone and being surrounded by monumental sculpture this 

dominance is unsurprising. However, this appears to be the only potential ‘location-based’ 

bias in the survey data.  

 
Table 4.37. Total number of visitor mentions across all of the sub-points within each of the 26  
thematic categories.   
 
List of 26 categories 

No. individual mentions across all 
sub-points 

Environment 193 
Royalty 149 
Ancient monuments 119 
Ancient Egyptian culture 110 
Ancient religion 95 
Death 90 
Archaeology 81 
Locations  76 
Modern Egyptian culture 65 
Animals 62 
Words/emotions associated with ancient Egypt 57 
Writing and iconography 54 
Tourism  51 
Archaeological sites 42 
Biblical references  39 
People/activities associated with ancient Egypt and the Nile 27 
Popular culture 26 
Objects/items associated with ancient Egypt 25 
Other religions/religion based comments 24 
Modern Egypt – politics and history 24 
Words/emotions associated with modern Egypt 19 
Modern constructions  13 
Historic associations with ancient Egypt 11 
Materials 10 
Modern groups of people and associated paraphernalia 10 
Historic associations – pre-modern/post-ancient Egypt 8 
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Table 4.38. Individual sub-points raised by 10% of interviewees or more.  
Thematic category Most frequently referenced sub-points 
Ancient monuments Pyramids – 71% 
Environment Nile – 67% 
Royalty Tutankhamen – 46% 
Death Mummies – 34% 
Environment Desert – 30% 
Ancient Monuments Sphinx – 30% 
Writing Hieroglyphics – 30% 
Royalty Pharaoh – 28% 
Locations Cairo – 24% 
Animals  Camels – 21% 
Environment Sand – 21% 
Death  Tombs – 20% 
Environment Hot/heat/warm/sunny – 18% 
Royalty Cleopatra – 18% 
Religion  Gods – 18% 
Archaeology Rosetta Stone – 13% 
Ancient Egyptian culture Statues – 12% 
Archaeological sites Valley of the Kings – 12% 
Biblical references  Moses – 11% 
Ancient Egypt – words/emotions Ancient – 11% 
Ancient Egyptian objects/items  Gold – 10% 
 
Table 4.39. Number of sub-points from each category mentioned by 10% of interviewees or more. 
Thematic category Number of sub-points mentioned by 

10% of interviewees or more 
Environment 4 
Royalty  3 
Death 2 
Ancient monuments 2 
Archaeological sites 2 
Locations 1 
Objects/items associated with ancient Egypt 1 
Writing 1 
Ancient Egyptian culture 1 
Archaeology 1 
Ancient Egyptian religion 1 
Biblical references 1 
Animals 1 
Words/emotions associated with ancient Egypt 1 
Words/emotions associated with modern Egypt 0 
Other religions/religion based associations not linked to ancient 
Egypt 

0 

Historic associations – pre-modern, post-ancient Egypt 0 
Modern Egypt - politics and history 0 
Modern Egyptian culture 0 
Modern constructions 0 
Modern groups of people and associated paraphernalia 0 
Popular culture 0 
Tourism 0 
Historic associations with ancient Egypt 0 
People/activities associated with ancient Egypt 0 
Materials 0 
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This data very clearly illustrates the narrow window of understanding, focused not only 

around a limited set of themes - Ancient monuments, Environment, Royalty, Death and 

Archaeology – but also around a very specific set of stock ‘icons’ within these themes – 

Pyramids, the Nile, Tutankhamen, Mummies and so on.  
 

Taking the ‘top ten’ individual points (see Table 4.38) mentioned by visitors we can see the 

dominant image of ancient Egypt as a sandy (20%), desert landscape (30%), populated by 

camels (21%), split by the Nile (67%), scattered with pyramids (71%) and the Sphinx 

(30%), that was ruled by Pharaohs (28%), like Tutankhamen (46%), who would become 

mummies (34%) to be buried surrounded by hieroglyphs (30%) and perhaps later reappear 

in Cairo (24% - the only modern element mentioned). This is not to say that any of these 

items are incorrect; however, it does represent the synecdochical power of specific features 

of Egyptological knowledge which have created the notion of Egypt as a desolate, ancient 

landscape, ruled by Pharaohs who built grand monuments and had unusual religious 

practices, but says nothing of the people whom they governed, nor the buildings or 

activities that maintained society.    
 

Leaving aside the general stereotype of ancient Egypt, other sub-points that were 

commonly repeated were the notions of gold (see Table 4.28 – 10%) and curses (Table 4.17 

– 9%). Both of these represent the elements of mystery and fear that took hold of the 

Western public in the eighty year period between the display of the first ancient Egyptian 

items (1759 at the British Museum) and the translation of the hieroglyphs (1822), as 

discussed in chapter 2. The power of Archaeology/Egyptology in the public eye, especially 

since the discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922, added to these perceptions and 

enhanced the stereotyped vision of Egypt as a landscape scattered with tombs filled with 

gold to be discovered by those brave enough to risk the Pharaoh’s curse.   
 

The focus on an ancient Egyptian stereotype and a relatively limited range of knowledge is 

further reflected in the level of unity found in each of the 26 categories. By this I mean how 

closely visitors’ perceptions of a particular theme came together to reflect a relatively 

consistent view of that same theme across the survey sample. A high level of sub-points 

within a theme, therefore, is not necessarily representative of a good level of understanding. 

For example, Modern Egypt appears to score reasonably highly in visitor awareness, 
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gaining a total of 65 mentions. These mentions, however, are spread across 46 different 

sub-points (a ratio of 1 sub-point: 1.4 individual mentions by visitors), showing the lack of 

a clear, general understanding of what makes up Egypt today. The Ancient monument 

theme, on the other hand, reflects 119 individual mentions, but these references are 

contained within a mere 7 sub-points (a ratio of 1 sub-point: 17 individual mentions by 

visitors). This pattern of strong consensus can be seen in all of the dominant themes 

discussed above75 (see Table 4.40) and further illustrates a clear division in areas of 

knowledge.  
 

Table 4.40. Ratio of sub-points to the total number of individual points mentioned within each 
thematic category. 
Thematic category Ratio of sub-points to the total 

number of  individual points 
mentioned within each thematic 
category 

Ancient monuments 1:17 
Modern constructions 1:6.5 
Environment 1:5.4 
Royalty  1:5.3 
Locations 1:4.8 
Death 1:4.5 
Writing 1:4.5 
Animals 1:4.1 
People/activities associated with ancient Egypt 1:3.8 
Archaeological sites 1:3.2 
Ancient Egyptian religion 1:3.2 
Objects/items associated with ancient Egypt 1:3.1 
Tourism 1:2.8 
Historic associations – pre-modern, post-ancient Egypt 1:2.7 
Archaeology 1:2.4 
Biblical references 1:2.3 
Other religions/religion based associations not linked to 
ancient Egypt 

1:2.2 

Ancient Egyptian culture 1:2.1 
Words/emotions associated with modern Egypt 1:1.9 
Historic associations with ancient Egypt 1:1.8 
Materials 1:1.7 
Modern Egyptian culture 1:1.4 
Modern groups of people and associated paraphernalia 1:1.4 
Popular culture 1:1.4 
Modern Egypt - politics and history 1:1.3 
Words/emotions associated with ancient Egypt 1:1.2 
 

                                                   
75 Modern constructions (see Table 4.32) is the thematic exception to the rule. It has a high level of uniformity 
but only two modern constructions were mentioned, the Aswan Dam and Suez Canal. 
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It is interesting to note that, whereas Ancient monuments, Royalty and Death all 

represent a fairly uniform understanding across the visitors surveyed, this is not the case for 

the theme of Ancient Egyptian culture. This theme comes ninth from the bottom, with a 

ratio of 1 sub-point: 2.1 individual mentions. This illustrates, as also evident within 

Egyptian collaboration (see Chapter 3), that while audiences have a quite clear, if 

somewhat narrow, perception of elite life and death, daily life and the everyday aspects of 

ancient Egyptian culture are unfocused. What people did when they were not dying, 

building pyramids or being Pharaohs is uncertain and, as evidenced during the Petrie 

research, is something that numerous visitors would like to know more about, as will 

become clear from the questionnaires.      

 

Misconceptions 

 
Outside of general stereotyping, the only area of ancient Egypt that proved problematic was 

the notion of slavery (see Table 4.26). 8% of visitors made reference to slavery or slave 

labour outside the biblical context. This represents the relatively widespread belief that 

slave labour was used to build the pyramids and maintain the Egyptian civilisation.  

Although slaves did exist in ancient Egypt, and were often brought back from military 

campaigns, it is important to stress corvée labour as the dominant means through which 

monuments were built (Lehner 2004: 224-5). 

 

Secondary links and interconnections 
 
Secondary links between categories and sub-points were much more difficult to classify in 

the PMM analysis. Delineated in the PMM through connecting lines between different 

‘thought bubbles’, the main point to come from an investigation of the secondary links is an 

acknowledgement of the unique way in which individuals understand and connect diverse 

fields of knowledge. For example, although many people connected the word ‘Nile’ to 

other areas of the environment, some made links to transport, events in ancient Egyptian 

history and royalty. These points led to third level associations with even more diverse 

aspect such as Elizabeth Taylor’s portrayal of Cleopatra. This also reflects the 

intermingling of popular and archaeological knowledge of the past in the synthesis of 

understandings. This supports the suggestions of my Egyptian collaboration and the Petrie 
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research, as it indicates that museums need not be afraid to make cross-thematic 

connections in displays as people do not store information in segregated boxes but mix 

multiple stories together to create the ‘bigger picture’ in the processing of knowledge.      

 

Levels of ‘mastery’ 
 
Returning to specific perceptions of Egypt by British Museum visitors, as outlined in the 

introduction to this section, I now move on to analyse levels of ‘mastery’ within and 

between the 26 designated themes. Beginning with ‘general level of mastery’, taking into 

consideration how many of the 26 categories each of the 100 participants covered in their 

PMM, 67% met level 2, covering 6-10 of the key themes. 23% of visitors reached level 3 

(11-15 themes), 8% level 1 (1-5 themes), 1% level 4 (16-20 themes) and 1% level 5 (21-26 

themes) (see Figure 4.1). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1. General level of mastery across all 26 thematic categories. 
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Visitor awareness of modern Egypt, however, was much lower than that of ancient Egypt. 

Combining all 26 categories therefore masks a higher level of Egyptological understanding. 

In an analysis of the 17 categories that represent Ancient Egypt, Archaeology and the 

seemingly timeless features of Environment and Animals, 40% of visitors attained level 2, 

38% level 3, 16% level 4, 4% level 1 and 2% level 5 (see Figure 4.2). Although level 2 is 

still dominant, level 3 is only 2% behind, reflecting a much higher overall knowledge. This 

is emphasised when viewed alongside a separate analysis of the remaining 9 thematic 

points pertaining to Modern Egypt. For Modern Egypt, 62% of visitors were rated as 

having a low level of knowledge (level 1), 24% of visitors level 2, 11% level 3, 2% level 4 

and 1% level 5 (see Figure 4.3).  

  

 

 

 
Figure 4.2. General level of mastery across the 17 ancient Egypt thematic categories. 
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Figure 4.3. General level of mastery across the 9 modern Egypt thematic categories. 
 

The relative invisibility of modern Egypt in ‘Western’ systems of knowledge corroborates 

the work of the Petrie Museum and the concerns many Egyptians expressed in the previous 

chapter. While understanding modern Egypt may not appear directly relevant to discussions 

of ancient Egyptian display in the museum, it is important to recognise the role that the 

strong history of a country can play in overshadowing the present. In terms of Egypt for 

example, this audience data begins to raise awareness of the danger of traditional 

photographic images – such as Nilotic scenes or desert ruins – in Egyptology exhibits to 

create perceptions of a degrading, ‘un-peopled’ modern Egypt, living in the past (see sub-

points Tables 4.23, 4.31, 4.35).  The only elements of modern Egypt that Western 

audiences were familiar with were: the existence of the city of Cairo (see Table 4.18), and 

Egypt as a destination for tourism (see Table 4.19). The tourism category is represented by 

1:2.8 unity rate (see Table 4.40). However, it must be recognised that 46% of the total 

number of points mentioned in relation to modern Egypt originated from the 20% of 

visitors who had actually travelled to the country. Similarly, the mastery level across the 9 

modern Egypt categories, though often quite negative in attitude, was generally one level 

higher for those who had visited: 45% demonstrating level 2 knowledge, 25% level 1, 20% 

level 3 and 10% level 4 (see Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4. General level of mastery across the 9 modern Egypt thematic categories for the 20% of 
visitors who had travelled to Egypt. 
 

Interestingly, a visit to Egypt did not seem to affect levels of mastery for ancient Egypt 

(level 2 knowledge again dominated, followed closely by level 3, see Table 4.41). This 

supports suggestions also made in relation to the AUC questionnaires, for both Egyptian 

and non-Egyptian students, that there is a ‘globally standardised’ vision of ancient Egypt 

that is merely reinforced by physical experience or residence in the country. Tourism, 

therefore, seeks only to emphasise the specific image with which Western visitors are 

already familiar. This leaves modern Egypt as a ‘sideshow’ only to be peeped at in traffic 

jams through the windows of a tourist coach or from the sun deck of a sailing vessel.   

 

Table 4.41. Comparison of levels of mastery of ancient Egypt between visitors who had and had not 
visited the country. 
Level of mastery of ancient 
Egypt (%)→ 
 
Visited Egypt/Not visited 
Egypt ↓ 

 
Level 1 

 
Level 2 

 
Level 3 

 
Level 4 

 
Level 5 

Visited Egypt 5% 40% 35% 20% 0% 
Not visited Egypt 4% 40% 39% 15% 2% 
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The marginalisation of the modern is as problematic to the museum as the ‘pigeonholing’ 

of the ancient Egyptian past. This is a topic that needs further discussion and will be 

addressed, alongside the questionnaire data, once the levels of mastery within the 26 PMM 

categories have been presented (see Table 4.42).  

 

Table 4.42. Comparison of levels of mastery of within the 26 thematic categories. 
Level of Mastery in % → 
 
Category↓ 

Level 1  
(0-1 points 
covered) 

Level 2 
(2-3) 

Level 3 
(4-5) 

Level 4 
(5-7) 

Level 5 
(8+) 

Environment 41 45 7 5 2 
Royalty 58 36 4 0 2 
Death 72 23 4 1 0 
Ancient monuments 55 45 0 0 0 
Archaeological sites 88 9 2 0 1 
Locations 86 11 1 1 1 
Objects/items associated with 
ancient Egypt 

95 5 0 0 0 

Writing 86 14 0 0 0 
Ancient Egyptian culture 64 27 7 2 0 
Archaeology 79 17 3 0 1 
Ancient Egyptian religion 80 12 6 1 1 
Biblical references 90 7 3 0 0 
Animals 80 15 3 1 1 
Words/emotions associated with 
ancient Egypt 

82 14 3 1 0 

Words/emotions associate with 
modern Egypt 

93 6 1 0 0 

Other religions/religious based 
associations 

96 3 1 0 0 

Historic associations – pre-
modern/post-ancient Egypt 

98 2 0 0 0 

Modern Egypt – politics and 
history 

94 5 1 0 0 

Modern Egyptian culture 84 14 1 0 1 
Modern constructions 97 3 0 0 0 
Modern groups of people and 
associated paraphernalia 

98 2 0 0 0 

Popular culture 94 5 0 1 0 
Tourism 84 11 3 0 2 
Historic associations with 
ancient Egypt 

93 7 0 0 0 

People/activities associated with 
ancient Egypt 

98 2 0 0 0 

Materials 97 3 0 0 0 
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Looking at the data in table 4.42, it is clear that although visitors appear to have level 2 

mastery when looking across the 26 categories, level 2-3 for the 17 ancient Egypt 

categories, and level 1 for the 9 modern themes (see Figures 4.1 - 4.3), levels of 

understanding within these categories are low. Environment provided the only category in 

which level 2 mastery was dominant (45%). For all of the other categories visitors covered 

fewer than two sub-points within their PMM (level 1), showing a very narrow 

understanding of Egypt, ancient and modern. Even within the environment theme, although 

many visitors referenced numerous points, they were specifically directed towards notions 

of the Nile, heat and the desert. There were no mentions of mountains, even though Egypt 

has a fairly dramatic mountain landscape, and only three individuals mentioned the sea. 

This reveals audiences’ lack of awareness of Egypt’s wider context – environmental, 

ancient or modern – and is something that I shall return to in the questionnaire analysis. 
 

Trends  
 
Age: An examination of levels of knowledge between the various age groups reveals 

several trends. The 8-11 demographic (8% of the survey sample if excluding the two 

individuals from outside of the United Kingdom) has, on average, level 3-4 mastery of the 

categories concerning ancient Egypt, 50% level 4, 38% level 3, 12% level 1. This is one 

level higher than the overall ancient Egyptian mastery of the sample and most likely 

reflects the study of ancient Egypt in Key Stage 2 history (see QCA 1999). British children 

in the 8-11 age group demonstrated a good understanding of ancient Egyptian religion and 

burial practice, frequently referencing numerous Gods’ names and mummification 

procedures, as well as ancient cities, hieroglyphs and papyrus, alongside the usual 

Pharaonic, monumental and archaeological topics.  
 

This higher level of Egyptological knowledge was also manifest in the elevated average of 

total individual points quoted. The total range of individual points on the PMMs across the 

entire survey sample was from 4 to 99, or from 4 to 39 if excluding one 

Egyptologist/‘expert’ who had lived in the country for some time. The average individual 

point score, per PMM, across the 100 participants, was 17, whilst those created by the 8-11 

year-olds revealed an average of 20. These extra three points, however, were all represented 

in the ancient Egyptian categories as only one of the British 8-11 year olds demonstrated 

any awareness of modern Egyptian culture or history.  
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The modern Egyptian categories, particularly in terms of recent politics, history and 

construction, were most frequently referenced, and at a higher level of mastery, by the 60-

64 and 65+ age groups (47% of all references on these topics were contained within these 

two age groups and represented an average level 2, as opposed to level 1, mastery). The 

construction of the Suez Canal and the Aswan Dam, the political rule of Sadat and Nasser, 

the British occupation of Egypt and events during the Second World War were some of the 

examples given. The dominance of these elements within the upper-age brackets reflects 

the impact of events in an individual’s living memory and different eras of schooling in the 

understanding of Egypt.         
 

Returning once again to the younger age categories, elements from popular culture (see 

Table 4.27) - film, music and fictional literature – were predominantly mentioned by the 

25-34 age bracket (38%) and represented level 2 mastery. There was also a divide between 

the type of popular elements referenced, with those below 35 years of age noting recent 

films such as Indiana Jones, Stargate and the Mummy series, whilst the older demographic 

discussed Agatha Christie’s Murder on the Nile, Elizabeth Taylor’s Cleopatra and Charlton 

Heston in the Ten Commandments. Once again, this reveals the power of personal 

experience on understandings of others times and cultures.  
 

Country of Origin: The only trend that distinguished levels of knowledge about Egypt – 

ancient and modern – between nations was in terms of biblical references. Of the 17 

individuals who mentioned one or more of the biblical sub-points, 6 (35%) were from the 

United States of America. Considering the fact that only 25% of the total sample audience 

came from America, this represents a 24% inclusion level for biblical elements compared to 

a mere 6% mention rate within the United Kingdom’s audience. The level of mastery 

related to biblical associations with ancient Egypt was therefore also much higher. The 

North American examples bordered on level 2-3 understanding, as opposed to those in the 

United Kingdom meeting levels 1-2. This perhaps reflects the stronger force of Christianity 

in the United States of America as well as a greater emphasis on biblical understandings of 

history in American systems of knowledge (see Trigger 1995). 
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Summary of PMM analysis 
 
The following bullet points summarise the main findings of the PMM discussed above and 

are presented in this format to promote cross-referencing with the questionnaire data.   

  

 Environment, Death, Ancient monuments and Archaeological sites were the 

            dominant themes addressed and were revealed through high levels of overall  

            consensus across the survey sample. 

 Pyramids, Nile, Tutankhamen, Mummies and Desert were the dominant sub- 

            points, within themes, most frequently noted by visitors. 

 Stereotypes present ancient Egypt as a relatively unpopulated, elite landscape  

scattered with monuments and tombs suffused with gold and protected by magic. 

 The invisibility of modern Egypt, overshadowed in the West by a history of 

            intervention and wonder at the nation’s past, is made clear. 

 Misconceptions focus on ancient Egypt as a nation built and sustained by slave  

labour. 

 The general level of mastery across the 26 EGYPT categories was level 2 

(67%) (low). 

 The general level of mastery across the 17 ANCIENT EGYPT categories  

was level 2 – 3 (40% & 38%) (low-medium). 

 The general level of mastery across the 9 MODERN EGYPT categories was  

level 1 (62%) (low). 

 Greater knowledge of modern Egypt was evident in those who had visited the 

            country (general level of mastery 2); however, ancient Egyptian understanding 

            remained consistent regardless of ‘real life’ experiences of Egypt. 

 The general level of mastery WITHIN the 26 categories was level 1 (low),  

with the exception of ENVIRONMENT which ranked at level 2. 

 

This summary reflects the generally low and stereotypical nature of understandings of 

ancient Egypt and the relative invisibility of the modern in visitors’ PMMs. Focused on a 

select few categories and specific sub-points, it is important to recognise that public 

understanding of ancient Egypt has changed little since the cultures ‘rediscovery’ by the 
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West in the eighteenth century. The monumentality of the ancient culture, the juxtaposition 

of the Nile and the desert, the wealth of the elites, the mystery of the religious practices, 

and awe felt towards the ancient culture dominate knowledge today just as these same 

features enthused the first explorers, travel writers, military campaigners, artists and 

antiquarians (see Clayton 1982, Curl 1982, 1994, 2002, Conner 1983, Reid 2002). This, as 

seen through collaboration with the Egyptian community and non-Egyptian residents in 

Egypt, is not, however, a uniquely Western phenomenon brought about through lack of 

‘real life’ experience of the country. Instead, it reflects the concentration and re-exportation 

of powerful Western themes of scholarship and popular understanding that have dominated 

interaction with ancient Egyptian material culture since long before the emergence of 

Egyptology. Where Egyptian and Western perceptions of ancient Egypt do differ, however, 

is that for the majority of Westerners, ancient Egypt exists as a stand-alone subject or a 

‘sealed bubble’ as discussed through the similar findings of the Petrie Museum 

(MacDonald & Shaw 2004). The other contemporaneous cultures with which the Egyptians 

battled, traded and inter-married are little known. While knowledge of the ancient 

Egyptians’ contemporaries may only be slightly more developed within Egypt, focusing 

perhaps on relations with ancient Nubia due to modern connections, the culture is not 

isolated but part of a continuum as discussed in the previous chapter. This suggests two 

very different traditions of understanding in terms of ancient Egypt which need to be 

reconciled in strategies for change. However, in terms of a lack of historical context, this 

would suggest that Western museums, for all their efforts, are either simply replicating 

insular colonial themes, or that the display techniques used and information communicated 

are not sufficiently attention-grabbing to move visitors’ understanding forward. Similarly, 

the invisibility of modern Egypt is problematic, as for the museum to be meaningful, it 

must tie into modern life, engage with contemporary debate and begin to cross cultures. 

These factors are also evident from the responses of visitors to the questionnaires. 

  

The Questionnaires 
 
Questions 1 and 2 have been dealt with in the visitor profile section of this analysis. The 

following section will therefore focus on the remaining 12 questions which aimed to access 

visitors’ personal experiences of Egypt and elicit opinions on the display of ancient Egypt 

in the British Museum.  
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Visiting Egypt: Analysis 
 
The ‘visiting Egypt’ questions (see Table 4.43, Questions 3-6) tie back in to the 

understandings evidenced in the PMM analysis. The 20% visitor level is quite high and 

reflects the popularity of Egypt as a tourist destination - 90% of those who visited went for 

tourism - and of those who had not visited, the majority mentioned Egypt as ‘on their list’ 

of ‘must see’ destinations. Looking at the locations visited (see Table 4.43, Question 5), 

there is clear correlation between the locations, archaeological sites and activities described 

in the PMM (see Tables 4.18, 4.23, 4.24). The divide between tourist experiences – 

diving/beach holidays on the Red Sea and Nile cruises - also manifests itself in the presence 

of Hurghada and Sharm el Sheikh, alongside the traditional Egyptological destinations, 

which were again evident in the PMM.  

 

The narrow view of ancient Egypt that visitors are offered during the tourist experience is 

reflected in question 6 (see Table 4.43). Of the 18 visitors who had seen an ancient 

Egyptian tomb, 16 encounters were in the Valley of the Kings. Although a couple of 

visitors had travelled to multiple tomb sites, the dominance of the Valley of the Kings as 

the source of ancient Egyptian burial ‘experience’ reiterates the points expressed in the 

PMM analysis: tourist encounters with ancient Egypt merely reinforce existing stereotypes 

of the ancient culture and its elite rather than offering anything new. The shallow nature of 

the tourist gaze ties in with Egyptian and resident understandings of the ancient culture, as 

evidenced through interviews and AUC questionnaires (see Chapter 3). A similar lack of 

understanding of the pyramids, for example, manifests itself through British Museum 

visitors’ discussion of tomb visits. Of the 20 visitors to Egypt, although 15 had travelled to 

Cairo where the pyramids are the main tourist ‘hot spot’, only three people mentioned Giza 

or Saqqara as the site of their ‘tomb encounter.’ Reflecting the emphasis on marvelling at 

the pyramids, the only remaining wonder of the ancient world, the iconic nature of the 

monuments, viewed in awe but without context, is an appropriate synecdoche for ancient 

Egypt as viewed by Egyptians, those visiting the country, and non-professionals from 

outside of the country alike.     
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Table 4.43. Visitor responses to the ‘visiting Egypt’ section of the questionnaire. 
3. Have you ever been to Egypt? 
Yes – 20 No – 80 
4. If yes, what was the purpose of your visit? 
Tourism – 18 Business – 1 
Other – 1 (study)  
5. If yes, where did you visit? (tick all locations that are relevant) 
Cairo – 15 Sharm El Sheikh – 6 
Luxor – 17 Hurghada – 3 
Aswan – 13 Saqqara – 3 
Giza – 10 Memphis – 2 
Abu Simbel – 7 Other – 11(Dendera  3, Kom Ombo 2, Sinai 2, 

Minya 2, Edfu 1) 
6. If yes, did you visit any ancient Egyptian tombs during your time in Egypt and where 
were they? (Name multiple locations if applicable)  
Yes – 18 
Valley of the Kings – 16 
Giza – 2 
Hatshepsut – 2 
Saqqara - 1 
Tombs of the Nobles – 1 

No – 2 

 
Understanding ancient Egypt: Analysis 
 
For the majority of individuals, schooling provided the dominant source of knowledge on 

ancient Egypt and may reflect the foundations of narrow perspectives. The impact of this 

was most evident in the younger demographic, with whom this knowledge was fresh and 

was also reflected in their above average level of PMM mastery. Offered alongside other 

ancient cultures such as the Aztecs, ancient Sumer, the Indus Valley, the Maya, Benin, and 

the Assyrian empire, data from museum educational departments suggest that ancient Egypt 

is one of the most popular history curriculum choices for 7-11 year olds. MacDonald and 

Shaw’s research (2004: 126) revealed, for example, that 75% of teaching respondents to 

questionnaires chose the topic because children find it the most interesting. Interestingly, 

one of the key features in the ‘past society’ section of the ancient Egypt national curriculum 

is a consideration of the everyday lives of men, women and children (see QCA 1999: 19), 

yet children’s PMM responses maintained the same fixations with death, Egyptian 

‘celebrities’ and the elite. Perhaps reflecting the reinforcement of adult perspectives and a 

more general lack of knowledge of this field – popularly and academically – museum visits 

may also contribute to this process. If museum experiences are a vital part of the education 

process, the lack of visibility/non-engaging nature of daily life display, may also be to 
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blame. Thus, a reconsideration of the way in which ancient Egyptian daily life is presented 

in the museum is of further importance if it is to inspire children, help imaginatively fulfil 

the curriculum, make early museum experiences enjoyable and promote a life-long desire 

to return. This is especially crucial as museums rated quite highly as a ‘stand alone’ channel 

of exposure to ancient Egypt in question 7 (see Table 4.44). Alongside other factors, such 

as television programmes, this reflects the diversity of formats and perspectives through 

which individuals absorb Egyptological information. Museums need to be aware of these 

multiple sources of knowledge, alongside the influence of more popular media such as 

films and historical fiction novels, to create displays which engage with a diversity of 

interests, are aware of potential misconceptions, and offer alternatives to text based, 

didactic ways of teaching the past. 

  

Table 4.44. Visitor responses to the ‘understanding ancient Egypt’ section of the questionnaire. 

7. Where do you think your understanding of ancient Egypt mostly developed from? (select 
all relevant answers) 
School – 51  Films – 9 
Television – 47 Historical fiction novels – 8 
Museums – 33 
Nonfiction books – 18 

Other – 18 
(Visiting Egypt  - 6, Bible – 4, Exhibitions - 3 
News – 2, Media – 1, Meeting Egyptians – 1, 
Private research - 1) 

8. Did you learn about ancient Egypt in school? 
Yes – 71 No – 29 
 

Perceptions of Egypt: Analysis 
 
The data from question 9 (see Table 4.45), ‘What is the first thing you think of when you 

consider ancient Egypt?’, practically parallels the statistics from table 4.38 of the PMM 

analysis which charts the most frequently referenced sub-points in visitors’ perceptions of 

Egypt. The only real differences were that Pharaohs and Moses ranked a lot higher in 

terms of ‘first thoughts’ than was evidenced by the total number of mentions for those same 

sub-points within the PMM analysis. This may reflect prioritisation, something not 

necessarily represented in the PMM, as the sub-points most repeatedly mentioned will not 

necessarily correlate with the first thing that comes to a visitor’s mind. Although 

standardisation is evident with Pyramids, which topped both the PMM and questionnaire 

results, the greater presence of Pharaohs and Moses may reflect visitors’ attraction to 
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people. As Beard says (1992: 515), ‘people best relate to other people,’ and this factor, 

alongside the strength of religious belief, reflected in the choice of Moses, suggests that a 

greater focus on people – individuals – would appeal to museum visitors in Egyptology 

display. 

 

What is interesting to note, in comparing British Museum visitors’ ‘first thoughts’ on 

ancient Egypt with those of the non-Egyptian AUC students (see Appendix 6, Question 4), 

is the extent to which the physical presence of a site/object/theme within someone’s daily 

experience impacts upon perceptions. For example, while the pyramids were most stated by 

both groups, British Museum visitors represent a much greater variety of themes, as 

evidenced by the domination of the pyramids at 34% as opposed to 68% for the non-

Egyptian AUC students. The second most frequently mentioned point, by both groups, was 

the Pharaohs; but again, when in ‘the land of the Pharaohs’, where Ramesses II greets you 

in one of Cairo’s main squares and the faces of the Pharaohs look at you from the metro 

walls, it is unsurprising that 34% of AUC students mentioned the Pharaohs, as opposed to 

11% of the British Museum visitors sampled.76 Remaining with the importance of 

experience, ‘mummies’ were not mentioned by a single non-Egyptian AUC student. 

Mummies, however, represent the third most popular answer at the British Museum (7%), 

emphasising how surroundings, the British Museum being famed for its mummies, has a 

clear impact on the organisation of thought.  
 

As for question 10 (see Table 4.45), first thoughts on modern Egypt, the data again parallels 

the findings of the PMM. The fact that, after Cairo (15%) the word nothing (11%) was the 

most commonly stated, reflects the invisibility of the modern. Tourism, Ancient Egypt, 

Pyramids and elements of Weather/Environment also ranked relatively highly, and 

reveal notions of modern Egypt as a country suitable for a holiday/cultural tourism but 

stuck in the past. The negative stereotype of modern Egypt as a backwards place, rapidly 

receding from its great history, is also evident in the presence of negative associations with 

pollution, poverty, deterioration and terrorism. This corroborates the Petrie findings and 

shows elements of accuracy in Egyptian hypotheses of Western perceptions of their country 

in chapter 3. However, once again reflecting the Petrie’s research, not all responses were 
                                                   
76 A high proportion of mentions of the pyramids and the Pharaohs from British Museum visitors came from 
those who had visited the country, which again emphasises the strength of experiential connections. 
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negative and aspects of culture, such as football, architecture, recent history and the people, 

were also mentioned. Nonetheless, taken as a whole, modern Egypt is very much on the 

fringe of Western understanding. This supports Elham’s statement (see Appendix 2, 

Interview 1.4) that, ‘Egypt will disappear in the West without the presence of these [ancient 

Egyptian museum] objects.’ Reflecting the need to use these same objects to raise 

awareness of the Egyptian present and to meet Egyptian calls for synthesis, more inclusive 

Egyptology display could begin to address Western ignorance of the relationship between 

Egypt, past and present.     

 

Table 4.45. Visitor responses to the ‘perceptions of Egypt’ section of the questionnaire. 

9. What is the first thing that you think of when you consider ancient Egypt? 
Pyramids – 35 Rosetta Stone – 2 
Pharaohs – 11 Valley of the Kings – 2 
Mummies – 7 Kingdoms – 1 
Tutankhamen – 7 Camels – 1 
Sphinx – 5 Lions – 1 
Nile – 5 Sun worship – 1 
Cleopatra – 4 Museum – 1 
Gods – 3 Slaves – 1 
Moses – 3 Great builders – 1 
Architecture - 2 Knowledge – 1 
Temples – 2 Amarna – 1 
Ancient Egyptian history - 2 Kingdoms – 1 
10. What is the first thing that you think about when you consider modern Egypt 
Cairo – 15 Pollution – 1 
Nothing – 11 Diving – 1 
Nile – 8 Football – 1 
Tourism – 8 Sinai – 1 
The past/ancient Egypt – 6 Oil – 1 
Pyramids – 4 Modern architecture – 1 
Politics – 4 War – 1 
Crowded – 3 Suez Canal – 1 
Good weather – 3 Cairo Museum – 1 
Terrorism – 3 UFOs – 1 
Desert – 2 Continuity with ancient Egypt – 1 
Religion – 2 Copts – 1 
Camels – 2 Minarets – 1 
Call to prayer – 2 Animals – 1 
Poverty – 2 Illegal homosexuality – 1 
Sand – 2 Animals – 1 
Aswan Dam – 1 Muslims – 1 
Deterioration - 1 Aeroplanes – 1 
Soldiers - 1 People – 1 
Archaeology - 1 Africa – 1 
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Interpretation and display 

 

The final five questions relate to the specifics of British Museum Egyptology display. 

Overall, visitors were pleased with the display space, however, there were a number of 

points raised concerning the themes represented/neglected, and the way in which objects 

were presented that need further discussion (see Tables 4.46 and 4.47). 

 

Ancient Egypt in the British Museum: Analysis 
 
Death and the afterlife (21%) and the life of the Pharaohs (14%) unsurprisingly dominated 

the themes which most interested visitors in terms of Egyptology museum display. These 

two areas, as seen from the PMM, are the most familiar to visitors and reflect the stories 

that museums and more ‘popular forms’ of representation traditionally tell about ancient 

Egypt. The third most requested area, however, was daily life (11%). Historically, and at 

present, daily life receives the least representation in Egyptology exhibitions. This is not 

merely a feature of the British Museum but can be seen in all of Europe’s top Egyptology 

collections: The Petrie Museum, Louvre, Egyptian Museum Turin and the Egyptian 

Museum Berlin, as will become apparent in the following chapter. However, as evidenced 

in question 12 (see Table 4.46), when asked if there were any areas of ancient Egypt that 

visitors would like to know more about, of the 42 respondents who answered yes, providing 

54 suggestions, 30 (52%) of these gave answers related to daily life in some way. 

Reflecting the high interest in daily life as evident in the Petrie research (MacDonald and 

Shaw 2004), this interest was further emphasised in question 13 (see Table 4.46), where 12 

out of the 35 points raised explicitly stated an increase in daily life exhibits as a way in 

which the British Museum could improve its Egyptology displays.  
 

Exactly as with the dominant suggestions of the Egyptian community in chapter 3, British 

Museum visitors want to know more about people, objects and situations familiar to them. 

To truly understand ancient Egypt, audiences need to create connection with their interests 

and their world. This strong audience desire to learn about people and the daily life element 

of the Egyptian story was not confined to one particular age, gender or nationality, but was 

evident across all categories and is illustrated by the selection of visitor quotes, taken from 

questions 12 and 13 below: 
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  I want to see real people’s faces; there should be a section like in the Louvre with  

              beds and objects from life (Female, 25-34, USA, Great Court, 3 June 2008). 
 
 

  I want information boards and objects telling and showing me what people ate, 

 their family structures, their education, the role of men and women and so on 

 (Female, 45-54, UK, Egyptian Sculpture Hall, 30 April 2008). 

  We are always taught about the elite at school, 1066, kings etc, but what about Joe 

 Bloggs? (Male, 60-64, UK, Great Court, 7 April 2008). 
 
 

  You should correct misrepresentations such as slavery and explain more about 

 normal burials, workers’ houses and who built things? (Male, 55-59, UK, Great 

 Court, 24 May 2008). 
 
 

  It’s always the same, museums are more interested in kings and queens than 

 ordinary people, but I’m an ordinary person and history is also ordinary people, not 

 only the rich! (Male, 65+, UK, Great Court, 30 April 2008). 
 

 

  Perhaps you could use actors’ voices and audio to tell the story of the lives of 

 normal people in ancient Egypt - the everyday lives of women, children and 

 labourers (Female, 45-54, UK, Great Court, 28 May 2008). 
 
 

  Mostly, at school, we learnt about Pharaohs and the afterlife and not much about 

 people. I want to see normal people. I also know about the big monuments but I 

 don’t know how the people fit in (Female, 8-11, UK, Egyptian Sculpture Hall, 

 24 May 2008).  
 
 

  Ancient Egypt is too romanticised I want to know about the conditions of the real 

 people (Male, 55-59, USA, Great Court, 3 June 2008). 
 
 

  Exhibitions will be remembered and have more impact if you tell the human 

 interest stories behind the objects (Male, 25-34, U.K, Egyptian Sculpture Hall,  

3 June 2008). 
 
 

 You need more living elements in here – more people (Female, 35-44, UK,  

Egyptian Sculpture Hall, 24 May 2008). 
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  You need to tell more stories of daily life people might leave an Egyptology 

 exhibit thinking the ancient Egyptians lived in pyramids (Male, 25-34, UK, 

 Great Court, 7 April 2008). 

 

Seeing Egypt ‘in context’ was another point that arose in this section of questioning, 

alongside the need for clear chronologies (see Table 4.46, Question 12). Once again 

mirroring the Petrie data, these two points reflect visitors’ desire to place ancient Egypt 

within a wider framework of knowledge and make connections with contemporaneous 

events and cultures. The lack of this form of knowledge was evidenced in the PMM data as 

discussed above (see Table 4.33). However, it is important to note that visitors are aware of 

the gaps in Egyptological understanding - the way in which ancient Egypt is usually 

represented as a single, isolated unit of culture - and are calling for change.  

 

Greater use of colour and the need for atmosphere were also regularly suggested by British 

Museum visitors (see Table 4.47, Question 13) and find parallels with Egyptian 

suggestions. This reflects another general museum trend: the creation of exhibition spaces 

similar to the ‘white cube’ environment of the art gallery. The purpose of such settings is to 

focus visitors attention on the exhibitions; however, a plain, soulless space is not the 

environment in which audiences want to experience past times and cultures. Visitors want 

other visual stimuli, colour and brightness within the museum. These factors, alongside the 

incorporation of normal people and daily life themes from ancient Egypt, would create a 

much more engaging and personal museum experience. 
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Table 4.46. Visitor responses to the ‘ancient Egypt at the British Museum’ section of the 
questionnaire. 

11. What interests you most in terms of ancient Egyptian museum display?  
(Please tick one only) 
Death and the afterlife – 21 Language – 7 
The life of the Pharaohs – 14 Mummies – 6 
Daily life – 11 Technology – 2 
Religion – 10 War and invasion – 0 
Art – 8 Other – 21 (Architecture 10, biblical elements 4, 

ancient culture 3, chronology 1, mystery 1, 
animals 1, Hellenistic period 1) 

12. Are there any areas of ancient Egyptian history that you would like to know more about in 
museum displays? (Please state as many as you can think of) 
42 interviewees said yes and provided 54 different suggestions for things that they would like to 
see more of in the British Museum’s Egyptology displays.    
(58 interviewees responded in the negative) 

Biblical links – 3 
More translations of the hieroglyphs – 3 
Stories about the archaeological discoveries – 2 
Debate concerning the return of objects – 1 
Information on flora and fauna – 1 
Economy – 1 
Politics – 1 

Daily life/people related exhibits – 30 
(exact comments included: more normal life 8, 
evidence of ordinary people’s lives 5, stories of 
daily life 5, children in ancient Egypt 3, women in 
ancient Egypt 2, normal houses and objects 1, 
how life and death tie together 1, towns and 
villages 1, class system 1, show individuals 1, 
difference in lifestyles 1, how monuments link to 
normal day to day culture 1) Different art styles – 1 
Egypt in context of other peoples/culture of the 
time – 5 

How they built things – 1 

Clear chronology – 4  The human side of the Pharaoh – 1 
13. Do you have any further ideas/comments on the Egyptology exhibits here at the British 
Museum in terms of how they could be improved and what you would like to see in the future? 
(27 interviewees chose to comment and offered 35 points) 
More daily life exhibits – 12 Show objects online – 1 
Greater use of colour – 6 Stories about Tutankhamen – 1 
Tell the story behind the objects discovery and 
excavation and transport to the museum – 4 

More maps and images – 1 

Tell the colonial history of objects – 2 Less passive displays – 1 
Tell the human interest stories attached to the 
objects – 2 

Tell the life of Pharaoh as a man rather than as a 
king – 1 

Give visitors tasks to do, ask questions so that 
exhibitions are less passive – 1 

Show life and death side by side rather than 
always creating a huge divide – 1 

Use more technology/media where meaningful – 1 Reconstruct an Egyptian town – 1 
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Exhibiting the tomb-chapel paintings of Nebamun: Analysis 

 

The similarity of attitudes and interests in ancient Egypt, between British Museum and 

Egyptian communities, was further emphasised in responses to images of the tomb-chapel 

paintings of Nebamun. When asked what kind of information visitors would want about the 

paintings, the most frequently cited answers in question 14 (see Table 4.47), for example, 

reflect common interest in ‘normal’ people and daily life. Focusing on stories of the people 

in the scenes, their lives and activities, of the 190 visitor suggestions made in total, 41% of 

responses pertained to people, gender roles and daily life. This emphasises cross-cultural 

interest in the ‘peopled’, ‘lived’ aspects of ancient Egypt and the desire to understand how 

these aspects slot into the elite, mortuary context with which numerous publics – Egyptian 

and other - seem more familiar. Many visitors, for example (see Table 4.47, Question 14) 

wanted to know how Nebamun’s tomb related to other ancient Egyptian tombs, and where 

and how all of the objects and activities represented slotted into the wider framework of 

ancient Egyptian civilisation. These questions tie into the wider suggestions of the Egyptian 

community, many of whom feel that this form of contextualisation should be extended into 

the modern to show the continuation of life and experience in Egypt both within and 

beyond the contemporary situation of archaeological sites. Thus, if the museum is to help 

move audiences’ perceptions of ancient, and indeed modern, Egypt away from notions of a 

distant civilisation very different to our own, it is important that visitors’ and Egyptians’ 

calls are heard and that this kind of contextualised, ‘everyday’ information is made more 

widely available in an engaging manner. 

 

In relation to the manner in which British Museum visitors would most like to see the 

tomb-chapel paintings presented in the museum context (see Table 4.47, Question 15), 92% 

opted for a re-created tomb. This figure is comparable with 88% of Egyptian AUC students 

who expressed preference for ‘reconstruction’ (see Appendix 5, Question 13). This reflects 

the continuity of exhibitionary desires for intense atmospheric experiences, greater 

authenticity to the original context and visually stimulating ‘recreations’, which show how  

both Egyptian and Western needs can be met through a collaborative, cross-cultural, 

curatorial approach.  
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Among the 4% of visitors who stated preference for the ‘art gallery’ type setting (see Table 

4.47, Question 15), the main justification given was a concern for space in a recreated 

tomb. This is a valid point considering the number of visitors to the British Museum and 

the need for free-flowing channels for visitors to pass through exhibitions. In terms of 

‘other’ suggestions, the dominant point, which echoed with numerous Egyptian comments 

in terms of ‘tomb re-creation’, addressed the mixing of the wall paintings with artefacts 

similar to those seen within the images. Communicating across themes and making 

connections, as seen with the variety of links made by individuals in the PMM analysis, this 

notion of mixing again reflects the importance of presenting ancient Egyptian narratives in 

their broader context. As articulated in the visitor quote below, rather than segregating art, 

religion, death and daily life to create an unnaturally compartmentalised understanding of 

ancient Egypt, museums need to embrace cross-thematic dialogues and develop modes of 

communication more in-keeping with the manner in which people connect diverse strains 

of knowledge.    

 

Yes, it is a good idea to put the wall paintings in context, but it would also be good 

to incorporate real archaeological objects from the tomb scenes and recreate daily 

life elements so that there is not such a focus on kings, the elite and their deaths. 

You could use, alongside the tomb paintings, other objects such as the models of 

people baking and farming, and any archaeological object related to those activities, 

which are also often in the scenes. Recreating the scale of the houses and domestic 

activities to capture what ordinary people were doing, like I saw in the Louvre, 

would also complement the tomb recreation (Female, 45-54, UK, Great Court, 21 

May 2008). 
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Table 4.47. Visitor responses to the ‘exhibiting the tomb-chapel of Nebamun’ section of the 
questionnaire. 

14. I have with me some paintings from an ancient Egyptian tomb. If you were to see these wall 
paintings in a museum what would you want to know about them? (190 comments in total) 
Stories about the people in the scenes and their lives 
– 23 

How it links/similar/different to other tombs in Egypt 
– 3 

What are the people doing in the scenes and why are 
they doing it? – 21 

How the images relate to the everyday life of people 
in ancient Egypt – 3 

Who are the people in the scenes? – 14 Social structure of the scenes – 2 
What are the animals and what is their significance? 
– 12 

What are the different objects and people in the 
images – 2  

Why were they made? – 12 Religious significance – 2 
What do they mean? – 12 Significance of the paintings to art history – 2 
Transcription of the hieroglyphs – 11 Explanation of the everyday objects – 2 
Explain the symbolism – 10 Clothes – 2 
Where are they from exactly? – 9 Food – 1 
Dating – 9 Roles of men and women – 1 
Who were they painted by and for? – 8 Explanation of artistic style – 1 
Colours – 8 Archaeological context – 1 
Archaeological discovery of the tomb – 5 Human interest stories – 1 
Techniques used – 4 How diet compares with Egypt today – 1 
Materials used – 3 Tools used – 1 
How the colours are still so bright – 3 How they made the paint – 1 
15. If you were to visit the same wall paintings in a museum would you want to see them hung on a wall 
like in an art gallery OR in a space that re-created the environment and positioning of the wall 
paintings in the original tomb OR do YOU have any alternative suggestions ? 
Hung on a wall like in an art 
gallery  - 4  

In a recreated tomb – 92 (5 of these 
interviewees mentioned the need for care 
in reconstructions if curators were unsure 
of any of the relationships, and  2 of these 
5 noted the importance of avoiding a 
‘theme park’ tomb) 

Other suggestions – 8 (4 of these 
cross over with the recreated 
tomb) 

REASONING REASONING REASONING 
* For ease of viewing but 
incorporate diagrams to 
show how each scene links 
up – 1 
* The tomb reconstruction 
would be too cramped – 1 
* There would not be 
enough space to explain 
things in the tomb example 
– 1 
* It is how people are used 
to seeing things and would 
not therefore be crowded or 
confusing – 1 

* More intense/atmospheric experience – 
20 
* Creates an experience more like visiting 
Egypt – 14 
* You can see/understand the scenes as a 
whole/puts it in context – 12 
* It would make it easier to imagine – 10 
* Holds attention better – 7 
Easier to visualise – 6 
Closer to original display/use – 6 
* More engaging – 5 
* Means more – 4 
* More memorable – 2 
* Attract more visitors – 1 
* Good for kids – 1 
 

* Mix them in with other 
artefacts to show them as part of 
the wider cultural picture – 5 (4 
of the interviewees who opted 
for the tomb reconstruction 
added that objects from the tomb 
and/or tombs scenes should be 
included also.) 
* Use modern media to help 
explain it virtually – 1 
* Combine elements of both to 
give the atmosphere but avoid 
feeling cramped – 1 
* They belong in Egypt and 
should not be displayed here – 1 
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Preliminary conclusions and recommendations 
 
The first part of this chapter has revealed visitors’ perceptions of Egypt, ancient and 

modern, and discussed visitors’ suggestions in terms of developing Egyptology exhibitions 

at the British Museum. It has become clear that visitors’ understandings of ancient Egypt 

are incredibly limited and stereotyped. Having their attention drawn almost entirely to a 

few stock characters, locations, monuments, religious practices and environmental features, 

even though the British Museum offers much greater diversity of information in display, 

visitors are blinded by the power of synecdoche. Blindness was also evident in terms of 

modern Egypt, but more in terms of the country’s current invisibility within Western 

consciousness. Other than a few mentions of Cairo and negative comments concerning 

poverty, terrorism, dirt and degeneration, modern Egypt was ‘nothing’ or just a warehouse 

for the storage of ancient Egypt.  

 

While suggesting that the British Museum is failing to communicate anything new, visitors 

were clear on the topics where knowledge was lacking and the elements they would like to 

know more about, for example, daily life and the positioning of ancient Egypt in context. 

Visitors were also relatively unified in their suggestions of technical means through which 

improvements could be achieved, such as more colour and atmosphere within exhibits. 

Revealing the strength of consensus with Egyptian and other Western museum audiences’ 

suggestions for museological change, proposals have been made during analysis as to how 

this collaborative data could be used to create more engaging Egyptology displays. 

However, to bring this body of work together, a definitive list of recommendations is 

outlined below.    
 

 Represent Egypt in both a modern Egyptian and ancient Egyptian context to address the 

invisibility of the modern and to challenge narrow perceptions of the ancient.  

 Make exhibitions more ‘peopled’. Engage audiences with ordinary people and personal 

narratives from the past and tell more stories about daily life. 

 Draw parallels between ancient and modern, Egypt and the West, where appropriate, to 

create more personally meaningful interactions between visitors and Egypt. 

 Present ancient Egypt in its wider socio-political context, both in terms of other 

contemporaneous cultures and historic events. 
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 Put ancient Egyptian artefacts into context and make them more accessible through the 

creation of cross-thematic displays that inter-link areas of death, the elite and daily life. 

 Include clear chronologies or focus specifically on the thematic approach. 

 Create more atmospheric displays that engage the senses through the use of aspects 

such as colour, recreations, and the intermixing of diverse forms of artefacts, such as tomb-

chapel paintings and daily life models. 

 Encourage visitor debate/be provocative.   

 Offer multiple formats for learning beyond the didactic. 

 Engage with other forms of public understanding surrounding Egypt, such as popular 

culture, and show where Egyptological and popular knowledge converge or clash. 

 

With an understanding of the compatibility of Egyptian and Western concerns for 

Egyptology in place, it is necessary to focus attention on specific strategies for change. The 

paradox of ancient Egypt as the most studied but perhaps least understood ancient culture in 

the world must be addressed because, although museums are presenting more complex 

narratives, subtle changes in exhibitioning will not remedy the problem of historical 

systems of representation which continue to create tunnel vision. Therefore, to make 

visitors actually ‘see’ and ‘think’ differently in Egyptology display, more overt shifts in 

curatorial practice are necessary. Returning to Egyptian suggestions for contemporary 

Egyptian art as a means of bridging cultural and temporal divides (see Chapter 3), the 

unconventional display method is visually striking, atmospheric and promotes a more 

multi-voiced, ‘open approach’, that meets the needs of Egyptians and Western audiences 

alike. Allowing for a refocusing on first person narrative, this approach ‘recasts 

interpretation at the centre of the archaeological enterprise’ (McCarthy 2003: 15) and shifts 

the museum’s role away from the presentation of ‘data’ to ‘the telling of compelling 

stories’, supported by material and artistic ‘evidence’ that creates a tangible connection to 

the human past (Ibid.: 21). Offering a means by which audiences may at last be able to 

challenge the history of Egyptological representation and ‘escape themselves’, I therefore 

begin with discussions of existing art-audience interpretation work before moving on to 

discuss British Museum visitors’ responses to contemporary art in the archaeology/history 

museum context. 
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Audience responses to ‘Art’ 

 

In terms of audience research into perceptions of contemporary art, while sources are more 

abundant and long standing than those on Egyptology, a great deal more investigation is 

necessary if curators are to fully understand the potential of the medium as a form of 

museum communication. One of the earliest published works to address the ‘art issue’ was 

The Love of Art: European Art Museums and their Public (1969), written by Pierre 

Bourdieu and Alain Darbel. The research was based around the premise that art is not 

merely a signifier, ‘meaning nothing other than itself, either emotionally or intellectually’ 

(Bourdieu & Darbel1969: 40), but forms connections with people’s experiences, regardless 

of their educational level. This notion was tied in with shifting perceptions of the museum 

as an institution that was no longer purely the domain of the ‘cultivated classes’ (Ibid.: 14). 

Ahead of its time, this work remains highly influential within sociological discussions of 

art perceptions. While Bourdieu and Darbel focus on Fine Art, more recent accounts have 

shifted to discuss the continuing erosion of boundaries between art and popular culture, 

economics and aesthetics, in the [post]modern world (see Prior 2005). Leading to further 

reduction of dichotomized viewing within art, this shift has enabled contemporary art to 

form part of a more familiar visual culture. Thus, the potential of the medium for the 

dissemination of ideas within more diverse social spheres is increasingly recognised.  

 

Public perceptions revealing the increasing accessibility of art – contemporary or otherwise 

- as a stand alone subject are a useful starting point. However, in the context of this thesis, 

the incorporation of art into non-traditional realms, beyond the walls of the art gallery, 

provides a more urgent focus. Audience interpretation of contemporary art as a tool to 

enhance communication in the archaeological or historical museum setting has only begun 

to emerge in the last five years. For example, recent work by Aimee Klienman (2006: 37-

39) at the University of Southampton revealed clear trends in terms of heritage experience 

and contemporary art in the university community. Of her 90 strong sample survey, 81% of 

participants regularly visited archaeology/history/ethnographic museums. Of this figure 

however, 62% stated that they found it difficult to associate or develop emotional 

attachment with the material culture on display. When asked whether they found modern 
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art off-putting, 67% responded in the negative while the 33% of positive respondents stated 

inaccessibility and the money-driven nature of contemporary art as their main reasons.  

 

Using an example of historic objects and a contemporary painting inspired by historical 

narratives surrounding these same items, Klienman established that 66% of respondents felt 

that this form of relationship between art and artefact had the potential to enhance 

connections between audience and material culture in the museum setting. Helping to 

reverse emotional detachment from historic artefacts and augment communication, the 

following quotes illustrate some specific responses in support of contemporary art in the 

non-art museum. 

 

The art style evokes several possible meanings, and perhaps offers a more human 

connection to a display than mundane text or pictures that may stereotype a display 

(Questionnaire respondent, quoted in Klienman 2006: 38). 

 

The artwork is expressive and provokes an emotional context in which to view the 

other objects. It provides a more personalised historical setting for the other objects 

(Questionnaire respondent, quoted in Klienman 2006: 39). 

 

Klienman’s largely hypothetical findings gain credence through comparison with existing 

interpretation work on specific, cross-cultural, contemporary art-archaeology exhibitions. 

Due to the rarity of exhibitions broaching this coupling and the general paucity of published 

visitor research, examples are scarce. However, combining exit surveys, fulfilment maps, 

observation studies, questionnaires and focus groups, the recent touring exhibition La 

Bouche du Roi (The Mouth of the King),77 which began life at the British Museum, offers 

an ideal case study.  

 

                                                   
77 La Bouche du Roi was at the British Museum from 22 March – 13 May 2007, Ferens Art Gallery, Hull from 
2 June -15 July 2007, Merseyside Maritime Museum from 4 August – 2 September 2007, Bristol’s City 
Museum and Art Gallery from 15 September – 28 October 2007, Laing Art Gallery, Tyne and Wear from 10 
November 2007 – 3 February 2008, and the Horniman Museum, London from 5 December 2008 – 1 March 
2009 (see Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007, 2008). 
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Incorporating contemporary art by Benin born, African artist Romuald Hazoumé, La 

Bouche du Roi refers to a location in Benin which acted as the centre of transportation for 

thousands of slaves from Africa to the Americas and the Caribbean. An artistic reflection 

on the accompanying historical discussion of the Atlantic slave trade, the artwork is also a 

‘warning against all kinds of human greed, exploitation and enslavement, both historical 

and contemporary’ (British Museum website78). Through the physical arrangement of 

petrol cans (see Figure 4.5), the artwork recalls the famous Brookes eighteenth century 

slave ship. Combined with a video of modern black-market petrol runners in Benin, the 

sounds and smells of a slave ship and a number of interpretive aids, the exhibition aimed to 

unite understanding of the various forms of oppression in Africa and beyond, past, present 

and future (see Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007, 2008). The case study, as a 

travelling exhibition moving between a number of very different museum contexts – 

national, regional, art gallery, maritime museum and ethnographic exhibition space – 

provides a model for addressing the success and diverse application of contemporary art to 

cross time and culture, attract new audiences, challenge stereotypes and generate deeper 

levels of public engagement with, and between, historic and current narratives.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Romuald Hazoumé, La Bouche du Roi, 2006, displayed at the British Museum. 
(Courtesy of the British Museum)  
 

                                                   
78 Available at http://www.britishmuseum.org/whats_on/national_tours/la_bouche_du_roi.aspx [Accessed 14 
January 2009] 
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In terms of the specifics of this thesis, the most important findings from La Bouche du Roi 

reflect the potential of the artistic medium to communicate new messages and move visitors 

up the ‘hierarchy of motivation’ (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 20). The 

hierarchy reflects the fact that art can help to channel visitors from a purely social impetus 

through to an intellectual, emotional, and finally spiritual form of engagement with 

museums and their collections. This movement coincides with increasingly rewarding and 

personal experiences, which engage visitors more deeply with historical and contemporary 

narratives. In this instance, contemporary art changed perspectives on the slave trade, life in 

Africa today, views on the various museums (especially the British Museum) and offered 

new understandings of African culture and the continent’s contemporary art scene (Ibid.: 

6).  

 

The learning outcomes from the audience interpretation reflect the high level of 

communication of multiple messages within the exhibit. Even in the British Museum, 

where ‘intentional visits’ to the exhibition were lower due to high tourist turnover, a high 

percentage of visitors stated that they had learnt something new about: African culture 

(72%), contemporary African art (70%), slavery/the slave trade (68%), contemporary 

African artists (63%), things that influence and inspire African artists (61%), and the 

British Museum’s collection (42%).79 While these learning outcome are a positive sign of 

the communicative potential of contemporary art based around a historical theme, the most 

interesting aspect in terms of experience is the division between an audience’s initial 

motivations for visiting the exhibition – overwhelmingly social and intellectual in terms of 

enjoying the company they were with or learning more about contemporary art and the 

slave trade – and the actual impact of the visit, which was considerably more emotional and 

spiritual. This shift is seen most strikingly in the British Museum context, where motivation 

statistics were 46% social, 33% intellectual, 16% emotional and 5% spiritual, as opposed to 

the actual visit impact figures which were 2% social, 12% intellectual, 63% emotional and 

                                                   
79 This compares to 91% of visitors who felt they had learnt something new about contemporary African art, 
89% Contemporary African artists, 94% African culture, 93% things that influence and inspire African artists, 
89% slavery/the slave trade, 72% the venue’s collections and 54% the museum’s collections at the Laing Art 
Gallery (see Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 29). 
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23% spiritual (see Figure 4.6).80 Other post-visit motivations that gained in representation 

across all institutions were: a better insight into the artist’s mind, better understanding of 

other peoples/cultures, improving their knowledge and understanding of the subjects on 

display, having an emotional experience, and making personal connections or reflecting on 

identity (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 26).   

 

A similar, though not so striking impact was also seen in terms of the ‘hierarchy of 

meaning making’ (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 24), in which the contemporary 

art began to propel visitors from simply browsers – wandering through the exhibition until 

something caught their attention – to followers, searchers and finally researchers. As with 

the ‘hierarchy of motivation’, movement along the scale of ‘meaning making’ increased the 

level of engagement with objects and encouraged pro-active viewing and interpretation as 

opposed to passive absorption. Although the British Museum did not witness a shift in the 

level of engagement, the other five examples revealed a general upwards movement when 

one compares ‘entry meaning mode’ with gallery level ‘meaning making’ (Morris 

Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007).81 This division may reflect the fact that in the British 

Museum the interpretive material was positioned after the viewing of the artwork as 

opposed to before or alongside. This approach, although encouraging independent 

interpretation, did not enable those without prior knowledge or artistic confidence to 

develop their own perspectives and was therefore changed in the subsequent exhibitions to 

encourage visitors to progress from ‘browser’ to ‘follower’ (Ibid.: 32, 38 & 44).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
80 In the regional examples, it was predominantly the intellectual and emotional levels of motivation that 
increased. This still reflects a general upward movement in terms of visitor levels of engagement with the 
exhibition (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 14 and 24).  
81 The ‘meaning making’ figures for the Horniman Museum are not available as the visitor report has not, as 
yet, been released.  
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Motivation and Impact: Comparison of La Bouche 
du Roi at the British Museum
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Figure 4.6. Visitor motivation and exhibition impact: Comparison of La Bouche du Roi at the 
British Museum . 
 

The ‘meaning making’ data also reflects the different types of audiences across the various 

institutions. The British Museum, as an international tourist attraction, for example, attracts 

a much higher percentage of foreign and first time visitors than the regional museums. This 

may explain the discrepancy in data as one-off tourist visitors are more likely to ‘browse’ 

as part of a wider heritage experience. Those visiting the regional art galleries and maritime 

museum, however, are most probably ‘intentional visitors’ with a specific theme/exhibit in 

mind, thus explaining the greater  ‘searcher/researcher’ focus, proactive mindset and 

therefore deeper level of engagement (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 19).      

 

The atmospheric sound, smell and lighting, recreating the slave ship, was reported as a very 

popular means of transporting visitors to the time and place evoked by the exhibition’s 

theme (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 33). Another important factor to note was 

the surprise, but overall positive, response to finding an exhibition such as La Bouche du 

Roi in the British Museum. Whereas the exhibition seemed ‘natural’ in the art gallery or 

specific maritime/slave trade context of the regional exhibitions, the exhibition added 

vibrancy to the traditional display format of the British Museum. As illustrated by the 

following visitor comments, audiences are open to alternative forms of contemporary 

representation even in seemingly traditional institutions: 
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That kind of thing does help to bring the Museum alive. It is too easy to think of the 

British Museum as a very dead place…To see it’s all about the world today as well 

as the world then, it’s excellent. More of that should be done (Focus group 

participant, British Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 

39). 

 

It’s like a completely different medium of art. They [the British Museum] should do 

more like that (Focus group participant, British Museum, quoted in Morris 

Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 39). 

 

It’s very different to the other things that you have in the Museum so it’s good 

(Focus group participant, British Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves and 

McIntyre Inc. 2007: 39). 

 

Reflecting the importance of providing relevance with the modern as a means of 

encouraging emotional and intellectual connection, just by being different to other 

exhibitionary techniques in the British Museum, the contemporary art approach enabled 

visitors to look at the display with fresh eyes, renew interest, provoke a more inquisitive 

approach, and, most importantly, people like it!  

 

As illustrated by the following quotes, the exhibition also provided an unexpectedly 

emotional experience, essential in the communication of deeper levels of meaning: 

 

It hit me emotionally – the personal, individual people involved (Visitor, Laing Art 

Gallery, quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 31). 

 

I found the discarded petrol cans representing people quite sad and shocking 

(Visitor, Ferens Art Gallery, quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 31). 

 

It surprised me how moving it is and brought up strong emotions that I didn’t realise 

I had (Visitor, Laing Art Gallery, quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 

31). 
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Moving visitors and drawing comparisons between human suffering, past and present, 

audiences were able to make contrasts with their own lives. Re-humanising a dehumanising 

experience, the exhibit revealed the power of art to express important messages from 

alternate perspectives as evident from the following quotes: 

 

 It enabled me to identify with others’ experiences (Visitor, Ferens Art Gallery 

quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 32).   

 

The use of everyday objects to tell powerful narratives (Visitor, Ferens Art Gallery 

quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 32).   

 

I found this a vivid, imaginative, thought-provoking way of representing something 

which is very hard to grasp fully. The use of beads, feathers, paint etc gave 

humanity, individuality and dignity to what can be a faceless suffering mass 

(Visitor, Bristol’s City Art Gallery, quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 

2008: 32).   

 

This last quote is particularly significant as it shows the power of contemporary art and, just 

as importantly, familiar items from daily life to repopulate an aspect of history. This 

potential could be used similarly in ancient Egyptian display. Bringing together 

contemporary Egyptian art, daily life materials, images and artefacts, past and present, to 

re-humanise aspects of Egypt’s history and current situation, the art approach has the 

necessary gravitas to re-engage audiences and create connections with visitors’ lives.  

   

The exhibition also provided inspiration through the diversity of creative media used. 

Stimulating all of the senses, La Bouche du Roi revealed that, ‘the highest state of 

engagement that visitors can reach occurs when their imaginations are triggered’ (Morris 

Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 33). The most striking factor to emerge from this was the 

extent to which visitors’ perspectives were altered in some way relating to both the history 

of the slave trade and perceptions of ‘slavery’ in the modern world. For example:  
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It is interesting that the powerful African kings were just as culpable of the slave 

trade as the white people (Visitor, British Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves 

and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 41). 
 

I really thought slavery had been abolished, it clearly hadn’t (Visitor survey, Ferens 

Art Gallery, quoted in Morris Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2008: 30). 
 

The slave trade still exists – I never thought about that before (Visitor, British 

Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 41). 
 

Correcting common stereotypes of the slave trade as a purely white-led phenomenon, the 

exhibition also made links to the modern world and inspired action: 
 

Tragedy inspires you to action (Visitor, British Museum, quoted in Morris 

Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 42). 
 

You see that you are part of this world, and you have to do something about it 

(Visitor, British Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007: 

42). 
 

[The exhibition] Can be used as inspiration to treat others as valued people (Visitor, 

Merseyside Maritime Museum, quoted in Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 

33).   
 

The power of contemporary art in this context to provoke stronger emotional responses and 

change perspectives could be similarly harnessed to alter stereotypes of Egypt. For 

example, as articulated earlier in this chapter, popular visions of ancient Egypt as an elite-

led culture obsessed with death, and modern Egypt as a desert graveyard, inhabited by 

‘primitive’ camel riding Bedouin could be challenged. Replacing over-simplified, 

misinformed generalisations with a more vibrant picture of the complexities of both modern 

and ancient society, contemporary art therefore, may help audiences find resonance with 

their lives today.  

 

This approach also has the power to expand audience demographics. La Bouche du Roi, in 

all of its six locations, attracted a number of visitors from black Caribbean ethnic 
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backgrounds who did not ordinarily visit museums. Similarly, higher numbers of younger 

visitors were reported in the exhibits. At the British Museum, for example, over 1,000 first-

time visitors were attracted specifically by La Bouche du Roi. While significant, this figure 

is relatively low compared to the 5,256 ‘new intenders’ brought in by another recent 

contemporary art based exhibition at the British Museum, Word into Art (see Morris 

Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 14-15).82 However, having visited, these new audiences 

expressed strong intentions to return, see other exhibitions, and learn more about the 

museum. Reflecting the potential of incorporating contemporary art and non-western 

narratives, the exhibition drew in groups who previously felt museums were not of interest 

or relevance to their lives and may help to transform these ‘new’ visitors into regular 

‘museum goers’ in the future.  

 

The exhibition also reflects the power of expectations to influence viewing experience. For 

example, a greater number of visitors to La Bouche du Roi at the British Museum and 

Merseyside Maritime Museum felt that the exhibition was lacking sufficient interpretive 

and historical information on the art work and the slave trade (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre 

Inc. 2007: 30 & 45). This was not evident to such an extent within the art gallery contexts, 

where visitors were expecting contemporary art and were therefore prepared to be pro-

active in the interpretation process and focus on the emotive outcomes of the viewing 

experience (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 16). However, even in the art gallery, 

visitors were still keen to learn more about the slave trade, past and present. This reflects 

how art gallery visitors still desire an intellectual experience that, in this case, draws 

together the historical and the modern, as evidenced by the quotes below: 

 

More information [could be available] about the history of the slave trade and 

contemporary issues  (Visitor, Bristol’s City Museum and Art Gallery, Morris 

Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 31)  

 

More information could be available about the current situation abroad (Visitor, 

Ferens Art Gallery, Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2008: 31). 
                                                   
82 See also visitor research on the exhibition Word into Art: Artists of the Modern Middle East, which was 
held at the British Museum from 18 May – 3 September 2006, and in Dubai from 7 February – 30 April 2008 
at the Dubai International Finance Centre (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2006, Porter 2006, 2008). 
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These observations are important to the discussions of contemporary art in the 

archaeological museum context that will be developed here to create a balance between art 

to provoke personal reflection and art to provide new forms of communication surrounding 

archaeological/historical debate.  
 

Audiences responses to contemporary art in the British Museum 
 

The aim of this second body of audience research was to elicit visitor responses to the 

presence of contemporary art in the British Museum and, more specifically, the 

historical/archaeological exhibition context. Maintaining the methodological approach 

outlined during previous visitor collaboration, a questionnaire was devised in compliance 

with British Museum standards and carried out with 100 visitors, within the Great Court, 

during a two-month period between November and December 2008 (see Appendix 11). 

This time frame was important as three temporary exhibitions, Statuephilia, Babylon: Myth 

and Reality, and Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present were taking place. All three exhibitions 

brought together aspects of contemporary/modern art and archaeological/historical objects. 

Babylon (13 November 2008  -15 March 2009)  united archaeological artefacts from the site 

with artists’ interpretations – old masters to contemporary art – and recent history, within a 

single exhibition space, to challenge visitors’ perceptions of ancient Babylon, contextualise 

the site within modern Iraq and reflect the widespread presence of Babylon within popular 

culture (Seymour 2008, pers. comm., 26 November). Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present (10 

November 2008 -15 March 2009) was designed to run in parallel with Babylon and 

presented Iraqi and Syrian contemporary artists’ reflections on Iraqi heritage in the present 

in a single gallery. Statuephilia (4 October 2008 – 5 January 2009), on the other hand, 

positioned five sculptural works by world renowned Western artists, such as, Case for an 

Angel I by Anthony Gormley (1989) and Damien Hirst’s Cornucopia (2008),83 in dialogue 

with historical and archaeological sculpture from the museum’s permanent collection to 

create an exchange of ideas between art and artefact, past and present. The questionnaire 

was structured, therefore, to assess the visibility of these exhibitions/contemporary artworks 

in visitors’ museum experience, before addressing personal perceptions of contemporary art 

                                                   
83 The other Statuephilia artists were Mark Quinn, Siren (2007), Ron Mueck, Mask II (2001/2), and Tim 
Noble and Sue Webster, Dark Stuff (2008).  
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and the potential of the medium to cross cultures and provide an up-to-date, humanised 

context for archaeological display.   
 

In terms of representing the visitors’ voice, the qualitative nature of questions pertaining to 

art means that the following analysis is more clearly audience led that the ‘Egypt’ data. 

However, quantitative aspects are combined with visitor quotes to support individual 

statements and reflect compatibility with Egyptian suggestions for contemporary art in 

Egyptology display. Before addressing these details, I will outline the visitor demographic 

(see Tables 4.48-4.52) and discuss questions on preferred museum genre (see Tables 4.53-

4.56) which were not addressed in the ‘Egypt’ PMM or questionnaire.  
 

Visitor Profile 
 
Repeat Visiting 
 
Breaking with traditional patterns of British Museum visiting as discussed above, rather 

than seeing first time visitors dominate, 1-5 visits represented 42% of the sample (see Table 

4.48). While, first time visitors comprised 38%, this close margin suggests that the British 

Museum is communicating reasonably effectively with its audience due to the high 

percentage of ‘returners’. This statistic is supported by the level of 6-10 and 10+ return 

visitors: 8% and 12% respectively, which is much higher than traditional figures (see 

Morris Hargreaves, McIntyre Inc. 2007). These figures may be representative of shifting 

visitor trends. Since the ‘Egypt’ audience work was carried out we have experienced the 

global economic downturn. As more British people opt for free leisure pursuits and foreign 

visitor numbers are reduced, museum visitor profiles have shifted significantly. Figures 

released by the Department of Culture Media and Sport (9 April 2009), for example, show 

that museum and gallery attendance is rising considerably (Addley 2009: 3). However, new 

data trends may also be the result of my ‘random’ sampling process as I may have 

subconsciously gravitated towards individuals who looked the most comfortable within the 

museum setting. On the other hand, the British Museums is beginning to use its visitor 

interpretation data and give audiences more of what they want (Richards 2008, pers. 

comm., 7 December): rotating permanent collections, providing more temporary, engaging 

and relevant forms of exhibitioning. Therefore, we may also be witnessing the positive 

results of audience collaboration.      
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Table 4.48. Pattern of repeat visits among visitors sampled. 

Repeat visiting Number of 
visitors 

First visit 38 
1-5 visits 42 
6-10 visits 8 
10+ visits 12 
 

 
Age 
 
Due to the abstract nature and complexity of the questions involved in this particular 

survey, I deliberately avoided lower age groups. However, taking into consideration the 

invisibility of visitors below the age of 15, the general pattern is reflective of my Egypt 

findings and reveals a peak in the 20-24, 25-29 and 30-34 age demographics (see Table 

4.49). Maintaining congruence with my earlier work, the data again deviates from the 

general findings for British Museum visitors (Morris Hargreaves and McIntyre Inc. 2007) 

in that there is a later peak in the 60-64 and 65+ age groups. As previously discussed, this 

may represent the often sedentary nature of these individuals within the museum, especially 

within the Great Court, making them ‘easy targets’ for questioning.  

 

 

Table 4.49. Age distribution of visitors sampled. 

Age Number of 
visitors 

8-11 0 
12-14 0 
15-16 8 
17-19 4 
20-24 14 
25-34 18 
35-44 10 
45-54 4 
55-59 8 
60-64 16 
65+ 18 
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Sex 
 
My sample reflected 59% female, 41% male representation (see Table 4.50), not the 50/50 

ratio evidenced in the Egypt interpretation. This imbalance, however, most likely reflects 

the random sampling methods employed or potential favouring of my own sex, rather than 

female domination in British Museum visiting. 

 

Table 4.50. Sex distribution of visitors sampled. 

Sex Number of 
visitors 

Male 39 
Female 61 

 

Language and country of residence 
 
These figures, as with the Egypt survey, are out of balance with general patterns for the 

British Museum as they represent much higher numbers of United Kingdom residents and 

English speaking visitors: 86% and 92% respectively (see Tables 4.51 & 4.52). These 

statistics are very different from the 73% of visitors originating from outside the United 

Kingdom as quoted in the British Museum’s overall visitor figures (see Morris Hargreaves 

McIntyre Inc. 2007:13). This may once again reflect the necessity for good English 

language skills to facilitate involvement in the questionnaire or represent further the impact 

of the economic downturn. 

 
 
 
Table 4.51. Distribution of first languages among visitors sampled. 
First Language Number of 

visitors 
English 92 
Other European 8 
Non European 0 
 

 

Table 4.52. Distribution of country of residence among visitors sampled. 
Country of 
Residence 

Number of 
visitors 

UK 86 
Within Europe 6 
Outside Europe 8 
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Reason for visit 
 

Following general British Museum trends, 45% of those sampled said they were visiting for 

tourism (see Table 4.53). Interestingly, 12% were present in the guise of ‘third spacers’ 

(Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 16) - visitors using the museum as a social space 

in which to meet, eat and socialise. This reflects the growing role of the museum in 

people’s day-to-day lives and shows a sense of public ownership; two very important 

factors in developing a sustainable future for the museum institution as a whole.  

 
 

Table 4.53. Distribution of reasons for visit among visitors sampled. 
Reason for visit  

Tourism 45 
Family/group 
outing 

11 

Specific exhibition 22  (Babylon 6, Egyptian galleries 8, Coin 
collection 2, Elgin Marbles 2, Statuephilia 
4)  

Research 10 
Other 12 (lunch 4, in the area 4, to meet friends 4)   
 

Preferred museum type 

 

Art museums and archaeology/history museums rated closely in the top two preferences 

within the sample study, representing 36% and 34% respectively (see Table 4.54). The 

other genres of museum lagged far behind with science and technology museums 

presenting the closest rival at 14%. The clear dominance of art and archaeology, in terms of 

rousing public interest, is vital to this study and will be revisited in greater detail later on in 

analysis.  

 

Table 4.54. Distribution of preferred museum ‘type’ among visitors sampled. 

Preferred type of museum Number of visitors 
Art 36 
Archaeology/History 34 
Folk 2 
Science and Technology 14 
Anthropology/Ethnography 4 
Natural History 0 
Other 10 (1 Textile, 9 mixed 

like the BM) 
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Other museum visits within and outside of London 

 

76% of those in the sample had visited one or more of the other listed London museums 

and galleries over the past twelve months (see Table 4.55). Of this 76%, 53% (40 visitors) 

had been to the Tate Modern, 32% to the National Gallery, 26% to the Natural History 

Museum, 24% to the Tate Britain, 16% to the Victoria and Albert, 18% to the Science 

Museum, 13% to other institutions, 11% to the National Portrait Gallery, 8% to the Royal 

Academy of Arts and 3% to the Imperial War Museum. These figures are quite high and 

reflect the fact that the British Museum visiting demographic, or at least the predominantly 

British segment with whom I came into contact, are relatively regular museum visitors who 

enjoy a diverse range of museums from modern art to science. This figure is also high 

considering that, on average, only 12% of the British Museum’s visiting public reside in 

London (Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Inc. 2007: 13), meaning that special trips have been 

organised to see the aforementioned London museums. The relatively low figures for 

London residents quoted above are supported by the 52 visits to non-London, United 

Kingdom, museums also evidenced within the sample survey (see Table 4.56). These are 

predominantly visits to local museums and reflect visitors’ interest in local heritage as well 

as items considered to be of national importance. This division between local and national 

is again evident in museum visits outside the United Kingdom, both within Europe and 

beyond. 

 

Viewed alongside the statistic that 86% of the sample resided in the United Kingdom (see 

Table 4.52), the fact that 70% had visited museums outside the United Kingdom, again 

suggests the wider museum interests of the British Museum audience, but also, perhaps, the 

relative affluence and educational level of this group who take trips abroad and choose to 

engage with art and history. The presence of this demographic is not in itself a problem, but 

may reflect how museums are still struggling to make themselves accessible to lower 

economic and marginalised sectors of society.       
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Table 4.55. Distribution of ‘other’ museums and galleries visited within London over the last twelve 
months among visitors sampled. 
Other museums and galleries visited in 
London over the last 12 months (tick all 
relevant) 

Number of visitors 

Natural History  20 
Victoria and Albert  12 
Tate Modern  40 
National Gallery  24 
Royal Academy  6 
Science Museum   14 
Imperial War 2 
Tate Britain 18 
National Portrait Gallery 8 
Other  10 (Saatchi Gallery 4, John 

Soans Museum 2, Petrie 
Museum 2, Serpentine 
Gallery 2) 

No other London museums visited 24 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.56. Distribution of museums and galleries visited outside of London over the last twelve 
months among visitors sampled. 
Location of museum/ 
Gallery 

Museums and galleries visited outside of 
London in the last 12 months (Listed) 

None 30 
Within the UK 52 (13 Colchester Museum, 8 Chelmsford 

Museum, 6 Chichester, 5 Canterbury Museum, 4 
Manchester University Museum, 4 Tate St Ives, 4 
Ashmolean, 3 Nottingham University Museum, 2 
Cornwall Museum and Art Gallery, 2 Falmouth 
Museum, 1 Yorkshire Museum and Art Gallery) 

Within Europe 11 (2 Egyptian Museum - Turin, 2 Louvre - Paris, 
2 Pompidou Centre - Paris, 2 Pergamum - Berlin, 
1 Modern Art Museum - Barcelona, 1 Crete 
Archaeological Museum, 1 Sculpture Park - 
Holland)  

Outside of Europe 10 (2 Chicago Art Museum, 2 Washington DC 
Art Gallery, 2 MOMA - New York,  2 Cairo 
Museum, 1 Portland Museum - Oregon, 1 Natural 
History Museum - New York) 
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Art and archaeology 

 

Turning to the more ‘perceptual’ and ‘explorative’ questions pertaining to the incorporation 

of contemporary art into the predominantly archaeological, ethnographic and historical 

exhibits at British Museum (see Appendix 11, Questions 6-15), I shall begin by discussing 

the level at which the contemporary artworks in the museum were noticed by the visiting 

public and what these pieces were. This initially quantitative information is necessary to 

situate the more qualitative exploration of audience perceptions of the contemporary 

artworks within their contextual relationships with the more ‘traditional’ British Museum 

objects.  

  

90% of the sample survey ‘noticed’ one or more pieces of modern/contemporary artwork in 

the museum (see Table 4.57). Of the 10% who did not, many had just arrived and had not 

had the chance to look around. Taking this into consideration, the high visibility of the art 

pieces reflects their ability to draw attention and stand out from more familiar exhibits.  

 

 

Table 4.57. Visitor observance of modern/contemporary art in the British Museum. 

6 - Have you noticed any modern/contemporary art in the museum 
during your visit today? 
Yes – 90 No – 10 
7 - If yes, what pieces were they? (List all) 
Statuephilia pieces 150 in total. Comprised of pieces by: 

Hirst – 31 
Gormley – 38 
Mueck – 42 
Noble and Webster – 24 
Quinn – 15 

Other pieces 49 in total. Comprised of: 
Rock No. 59 by Zhan Wang or ‘the silver 
sculpture’ in the Great Court – 41 
Works in the Babylon exhibition – 7 
Pills in the ‘Living and Dying Gallery –1 
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The Ron Mueck Mask II (2001/2) (see Figure 4.7), on temporary display in the ‘Living and 

Dying Gallery’, and the temporary, stainless steel sculpture Rock No. 59 by Chinese artist 

Zhan Wang (2005/6) in the Great Court (removed spring 2009) (see Figure 4.8), were the 

most frequently noticed contemporary works, receiving 42 and 41 mentions respectively. 

With 55% of the total references to contemporary pieces; the visibility of Rock No. 59 is 

unsurprising as it was often in sight during questioning. The Ron Mueck piece, on the other 

hand, was not visible but represents perhaps the most striking gallery intervention of the 

five Statuephilia pieces. A huge, life-like human head, lying on its side in dialogue with 

Hoa Hakananai’a, the Easter Island statue, the piece reflects the power of the unexpected 

and the human/familiar to capture attention (see Figure 4.9). Interestingly, the Anthony 

Gormley Case for an Angel I (1989), positioned in the entrance hall (see Figure 4.10), and 

passed by all visitors on their way in, was noted fewer times, gaining 38 mentions. The 

relatively low observance of the Gormley sculpture, considering its imposing position, may 

be explained by the fact that his winged angel seemed very much in place on the plinth in 

the dark entrance hall.  Thus, for those not familiar with Gormley’s work the piece may 

have been passed over as a ‘natural’ part of the museum. This reduced visibility possibly 

also reflects misconceptions of contemporary art and the divide in classification with more 

contextually striking pieces such as Mueck’s Mask II.  

 

 
Figure 4.7. Ron Mueck, Mask II, 2001/2, Living and Dying gallery, 
British Museum (Courtesy of the British Museum)    
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Figure 4.8.  Zhan Wang, Rock No. 59, 2005/6, Great Court, British Museum. 
(Taken from http://www.flickr.com/photos/vintagedept/3363167727/ 
[Accessed  16 January 2009]) 
 

 
Figure 4.9.  Ron Mueck, Mask II, 2001/2 in dialogue with Hoa Hakannai’a,  
Living and Dying gallery, British Museum. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 4.10. Anthony Gormley, Case for an Angel 1, 1989, Entrance Hall, British Museum. (Taken 
from http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/A8SjI3UQGHy/Statuephilia+Sculpture+Exhibition+ 
Launches/FVHh9acu7gY [Accessed 16 January 2009]) 
  
Suggestions of confusion over the nature of modern/contemporary art are supported by the 

perceptions of many older and younger viewers alike, who intimated that contemporary art 

is something ‘bizarre’ or ‘abstract’ rather than ‘familiar’ and ‘beautiful’. Representing a 

problem for the image of contemporary art rather than issues of appreciating the pieces 

themselves, contradiction was illustrated, for example, when in a conversation with three 

English women (65+) who were visiting the museum for a day out (6 November 2008). 

While they all stated that they ‘did not like modern art’ and made explicit reference to the 

‘huge, abstract metal sculpture’ (Rock no. 59), in the same breath high praise was lavished 

on Gormley’s piece. Views such as, ‘the angel, it just fits right in’, ‘it hits you as you walk 

into the museum’, and ‘it is the perfect grand statement to open the museum’, reveal 

appreciation for contemporary art that is representative and complementary to its context. 

The power of this relationship within archaeological/historical display, as opposed to art 

that is abstract and contextually clashing, is also supported by La Bouche du Roi (2007) and 

Klienman’s data (2006), and will be developed throughout this analysis. 

 

Returning to the other Statuephilia pieces, these were quite well represented within visitor 

awareness:  31 individuals mentioned Damien Hirst’s Cornucopia (2008) (see Figure 4.11), 
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24 noticed Tim Noble and Sue Webster’s Dark Stuff (2008) (see Figure 4.12), and 15 

referenced Mark Quinn’s Siren (2007) (see Figure 4.13). Of those questioned, 10 had been 

to the Babylon exhibition and of those 10, 7 mentioned the modern/contemporary art pieces 

included there. One individual stated the ‘Pill Diary’, officially titled Cradle to the Grave, a 

collaborative piece representing the lives of a man and a woman by the number and variety 

of medical tablets consumed (14,000), in chronological order, over a lifetime (see 

MacGregor 2003) (see Figure 4.14). Illustrated with various photographs and paraphernalia 

from numerous individuals’ lives, this is a good example of the diversity of installations 

that visitors recognised to be art. Interestingly, no-one noted Iraq’s Past Speaks to the 

Present, which was tucked away in the Islamic galleries. The invisibility of contemporary 

work by non-Western artists, generally low visitor figures to the Islamic section of the 

museum, and the misclassification of contemporary art from Middle Eastern artists as 

‘Islamic’ will be addressed further in chapter 6. 
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Figure 4.11. Damien Hirst, Cornucopia, 2008, Enlightenment Rooms, British Museum 
(Taken from http://www.supertouchart.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/10/goldkate7.jpg [Accessed 
16 January 2009]) 
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Figure 4.12. Tim Noble and Sue Webster, Dark Stuff, 2008, Egyptian Sculpture Hall, 
British Museum. (Author’s image)   

    

 
Figure 4.13. Mark Quinn, Siren, 2007, Nereid Monument gallery, British Museum. 
(Author’s image)  
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Figure 4.14. Pharmacopoecia, Cradle to Grave, 2003, Living and Dying gallery, British Museum. 
(See http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3120/2751559782_38c3fd41e9.jpg) 
 

Contemporary art in context 

 

Of the 90 individuals who observed one or more modern/contemporary art pieces within 

the museum, 66 (73 %) agreed that the piece(s) ‘worked’ within the archaeological/ 

historical context (see Table 4.58). When people were asked to clarify this statement, the 

dominant responses centred around the ability of the art work to ‘make new links’, ‘make it 

[the exhibits/museum] more interesting’, ‘make you think differently’, ‘add to the 

museum’s attractions’, ‘respond to the pieces around them’, ‘combine old and new’ and 

‘create more [viewing] freedom.’ Revealing the potential of art to help audiences see 

familiar artefacts afresh and develop a rapport between audience, art and artefacts in which 

the viewer feels free to interpret exhibitions for themselves, the possibilities for 

contemporary Egyptian art to impact upon Egyptological understanding and find meaning 

in the present moves into focus. Other responses, such as the capacity for art to prevent the 

museum experience becoming boring, and to make the space more inspiring and encourage 

more careful thought, emphasise further the ability of the approach to deal with the specific 
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problems of stereotyped knowledge of Egypt and ‘blind’ museum visitors, as illustrated by 

the following quotes:  

 

Including modern art is a good idea as after a while you get tired and you need new 

things like this to revive you and spice it up! (Female, 60-64, UK, Great Court, 12 

November 2008). 

 

The contrast and compliment of the contemporary and the ancient is very important 

as the two meet and interfere with one another (Male, 25-34, UK, Great Court, 2 

December 2008). 

 

While one must acknowledge the problem of ‘museum fatigue’ and the way in which the 

dialogic relationship between art and archaeology allows the two forms to ‘interfere’ with 

one another, the concept of juxtaposing art and archaeology was popularly received. Of the 

24 (27%) individuals who did not like what they had seen, the dominant reasons given 

centred on the clashing of art and artefact, and thus the belief that the art looks out of place. 

A general dislike of contemporary/modern art was also a frequent justification. However, of 

those whose opinions were negative, their ‘art experiences’ were often tied to the abstract 

Rock 59 and represent misconceptions of contemporary/modern art as discussed above. The 

unfavourable responses also reflect the importance of comprehensible context in the 

creation of accessible dialogues and the need for clearly visible explanatory text to aid 

visitors who may not be artistically confident gain access to alternate realms of discourse. 

This was evident regarding the Statuephilia pieces as ‘browsing’ visitors were not always 

aware of the accompanying explanatory booklet and therefore felt excluded from the 

dialectic process. If text boards had been used instead, this alienation might have been 

avoided and is an important factor to keep in mind for future art-artefact museum strategies.   
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Table 4.58. Visitor assessment of the success of modern/contemporary artwork in the British 
Museum. 
8 - Do you think that the piece(s) that you noticed ‘work’ within the 
archaeological/historical context of the British Museum?  
Yes – 66 (This figure is out of the 90 
individuals who observed contemporary 
pieces). 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
It makes new links – 11 
It is more interesting – 10 
It makes you think differently – 8 
It adds to the museum’s attractions – 7 
The art responds to the pieces around them – 6 
It combines old and new – 5 
It [the mixture] creates more freedom– 5 
It stops the museum getting boring – 4 
It makes you think more carefully – 4 
The museum is a great space for art – 4 
The pieces blend in well – 4 
It creates more inspiring surroundings – 3 
It appeals to a wider range of people – 2 
It is striking – 2 
It works with the new parts of the building – 1 
It stops you thinking about modern/ 
contemporary art as a thing in isolation – 1 

No – 24 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
It clashes with the archaeological/ historical 
objects – 11 
It looks out of place – 8 
I don’t like contemporary/modern art - 6 
It is confusing – 2 
It is irrelevant – 1 
 
 

 

Aiming to delve further into audiences experiences of art at the British Museum, questions 

9 and 10 (see Tables 4.59 & 4.60) asked if and how artworks had made visitors think 

differently about the archaeology/museum and vice-versa. While 73% felt that the pieces 

worked in the British Museum context, giving reasons such as the power of the approach to 

make new links in question 8, responses were much more divided when the issue of 

shifting perceptions was addressed directly. 62% of those who had witnessed the art felt 

that the museum setting had caused them to think differently about the works. When asked 

the same question in relation to the impact of the art pieces on perceptions of the artefacts 

they were displayed alongside, 55% of respondents answered in the affirmative. 

Interestingly, the reasons given in both cases were very similar and reflect opinions such as: 
 

Lots of people are very visual and don’t like to read text so art has a very valuable 

role to play (Female, 20-24, UK, Great Court, 2 December 2008).  

 

Artists reflect indirectly the world they live in (Female, 60-64, UK, Great Court, 12 

November 2008). 
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Table 4.59. Assessing the impact of the British Museum’s context on visitors’ responses to 
modern/contemporary art. 
9 - Did the museum setting cause you to think differently about the modern/contemporary 
artworks? 
Yes – 56 (62%) (out of the 90 who observed 
contemporary pieces) 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
It creates juxtapositions - 17 
It creates cross-references between the past and 
the present – 16 
It makes you think about the art more - 12 
It makes you think differently – 10 
The site-specific/contextual links help you to 
make sense of the art – 5 
It is more interesting – 5 
It makes you rethink your opinions – 4 
The art and the archaeology complement each 
other – 4 
It gives the art an extra layer of meaning - 3 
I might have liked it in an art gallery setting - 2 
It stops you thinking about modern/ 
contemporary art as a thing in isolation – 1 

No – 44 (48%) 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
The museum is already full of art, the modern 
pieces are no different – 11 
Unclear purpose of the pieces – 9 
Not interest in modern/contemporary works of 
art - 7 
No reason given - 6 
It is not what you expect - 5 
It is a distraction from the reason you come to 
the museum – 3 
It is out of place - 3 
It is confusing - 2 
Museums and art galleries are one and the 
same - 1 
 

 
Table 4.60. Assessing the impact of modern/contemporary art on visitors’ responses to the British 
Museum’s archaeological, historical and anthropological displays. 
10 - Did the inclusion of contemporary/modern artwork make you think differently about 
the archaeological/historical/anthropological objects and displays? 
Yes – 49 (55%) (out of the 90 who observed 
contemporary pieces) 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
It confronts/shocks you/is unexpected and 
makes you think differently - 21 
Makes you think about archaeology in a more 
creative way - 8 
It adds a different commentary/tells the story in 
a different way – 7 
It creates juxtapositions – 6 
It makes you think more carefully about the 
items from the past - 5 
It helps you to think of archaeology outside of 
the scientific/factual - 3  
The two work together – 3 
It is good for school kids – 1 

No – 41 (45%) 
Because: (More than one reason may be given) 
No reason given – 16 
The museum is full of works of art and 
art/archaeology/history objects which naturally 
synthesise – 8 
Unclear purpose – 7 
Just not interested in the art – 6 
It just didn’t work for me – 5 
The art isn’t powerful enough to change 
perceptions – 4 
It is not different from an art gallery – 2 
Museums shouldn’t over diversify - 1 
 

 

Revealing the need for more visually stimulating exhibits that make direct connections with 

the modern, art for juxtaposition, cross-referencing between past and present, the power of 

each medium to make you think differently about the other, and the potential of the 

approach to add an alternative commentary were also some of the main points raised. 
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Although positive responses were dominant and build upon arguments for the potential of 

the approach in an Egyptological context, the significant number of individuals who did not 

feel that the art had changed their perceptions seems problematic. However, if looking at 

the reasons given as to why new thought was not provoked, three overriding issues become 

clear. Firstly, the lack of division that some individuals already see between art and 

artefact, ancient and modern, reflects a pre-existing positive relationship across time and 

medium. Secondly, the extent to which age plays a part in negative perceptions of art in all 

contexts, as older individuals expressed a general dislike for modern/contemporary art ‘in 

theory’ even if they respond positively to pieces in practice (see Tables 4.61 - 4.63). 

Thirdly, a lack of clarity in relationship between art and artefact was stressed as the main 

impediment to enhanced understanding. It was not, therefore, that audiences did not see the 

potential of the approach.84 In some cases, visitors were simply not aware that what they 

were seeing was modern/contemporary art (as it was not abstract or shocking), or merely 

did not feel that the examples they had witnessed communicated effectively. This relates 

back to the potential of art-archaeology display to undo misconceptions about art and 

reflects the importance of context in the creation of successful cross-cultural, cross-

temporal, cross-media dialogues. While this point was articulated by numerous individuals 

in the questionnaires, it was also expressed by artists and curators during interviews both in 

the United Kingdom and Egypt. Michael Seymour, one of the curators of the Babylon 

exhibition, told me, for example, that clear links and strong visual and ideological 

connections are necessary between artworks and artefacts to create complementary 

narratives and produce meaning for non-expert audiences (2008, pers. comm., 26 

November). This may explain why we see the division in feeling towards the role of art to 

make visitors think differently about the archaeology and vice-versa. Quite fittingly then, 

the importance and success of the contextual approach was made clear in the concluding 

section of questions, which made reference to the inclusion of modern issues (such as the 

war in Iraq) and modern/contemporary art within the specific context of the Babylon 

exhibition (see Table 4.65). 

 

                                                   
84 Western audiences’ appreciation and awareness of art in other contexts was also expressed in question 11 
(see Table 4.64), which addressed experiences of modern/contemporary art outside the art gallery.  
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Table 4.61. Age statistics,          Table 4.62. Age statistics,           Table 4.63. Age statistics, 
negative responses, question 8. negative responses, question 9.   negative responses, question 10 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 4.64. Visitor experiences of modern/contemporary art outside of the art gallery. 
11 - Can you think of any/any other circumstances where you have seen 
contemporary/modern art in an unusual context outside of the art gallery? 
Yes – 42 (Out of 90) (More than one example may be given) 
Modern sculptures/artwork in cities – 17 (various locations stated around the world 
from London and Berlin to New York and Rio) 
Art in various historic houses across the UK - 8 
Kew Gardens – 5 
Various Anthony Gormley pieces throughout the UK – 4 
Royal Welsh Museum, Cardiff – 3 
Snape Maltings, Suffolk – 1 
Bodyworks, Manchester - 1 
Marie Curie Hospice, Hampstead - 1 
Leeds Castle – 1 
Sculpture park, Tuscany – 1 
Venice Biennale – 1 
London Opera House - 1 
Young Museum, San Francisco – 1 

No – 48  

 

Whereas opinion was divided in terms of general perceptions on the mutual benefit of 

contemporary art-archaeology understanding in questions 9 and 10, when the concept was 

explained in relation to the Babylon exhibition, the clear purpose of the artworks in the 

communication of knowledge resulted in strong visitor approval (see Table 4.65, Questions 

14i (96%) & Question 14ii (94%)). Of those who had actually visited the exhibition, 9 out 

of the 11 said that they had gained additional understanding of the ancient city from the 

artworks, and that the pieces, alongside other more modern paraphernalia such as elements 

of Saddam Hussein’s propaganda, had made the exhibition feel more ‘relevant and up-to-

Age  Number of 
responses 
and % of 
total age 
bracket 

65+ 12– 67%  
60-64 9 – 56% 
55-59 6 – 75% 
45-54 1 – 25% 
35-44 5– 50% 
25-34 6 – 33% 
20-24 5– 36% 
17-19 0 
15-16 0 

Age  Number of 
responses 
and % of 
total age 
bracket 

65+ 12 – 66%  
60-64 10 – 63% 
55-59 5 – 63% 
45-54 2 – 50% 
35-44 3 – 30% 
25-34 7 – 38% 
20-24 2 – 14% 
17-19 0 
15-16 0 

Age  Number of 
responses 
and % of 
total age 
bracket 

65+ 9 – 50%  
60-64 7 – 44% 
55-59 4 – 50% 
45-54 0 
35-44 0 
25-34 3 – 17% 
20-24 1 – 7% 
17-19 0 
15-16 0 
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date.’ Although many of these same individuals had not seen the benefit of the approach in 

other British Museum contexts, such as Statuephilia, the focus of the Babylon curators on 

maintaining art-artefact connections and linking historic and modern narratives had 

succeeded in enhancing visitors’ experiences. Similarly, for those who had not visited 

Babylon, when I explained the exhibition and its aims to undo misconceptions and create 

links between the ancient city and modern Iraq, even those who maintained that they did 

not like contemporary art, or had responded negatively to other ‘art encounters’ were 

generally positive about the cross-temporal, cross-media partnership. In question 14i for 

example, 21 of the 24 individuals who answered in the negative to question 8 (see Table 

4.58), relating to the success of the contemporary art pieces in the British Museum setting, 

felt positively about the incorporation of ‘relevant’ modern elements alongside the 

archaeology in the Babylon context.  

 

The potential of cross-temporal display to enable visitors to make ‘more personal links’ 

with exhibits was the most frequently voiced response by ‘converts’ and those continuously 

in favour of contemporary art–archaeology partnerships alike (18%, see Table 4.65, 

Question 14i). Reflecting the importance of combining past and present to mutually 

enhance communication as evidenced in the Bouche du Roi example, the Babylon findings 

emphasise the importance of making this form of dialogue accessible in an ‘appropriate 

fashion’. This perhaps explains why the seemingly ‘random’ Chinese sculpture in the Great 

Court or some of the Statuephilia pieces were unpopular. The fact that in question 14i the 

next most common responses by visitors who had initially rejected the contemporary art 

presence are that it ‘makes exhibitions more interesting’, ‘adds to/updates the story’, ‘puts 

it [the archaeology] into a modern context’, and ‘creates better understanding’ add to the 

argument that audiences need to find clear relevance to their lives to make exhibitions 

memorable and perception-changing.  

 

In question 14ii (see Table 4.65), 20 of the same individuals who had felt no enhanced 

understanding through the art-archaeology partnership that they had witnessed (see Tables 

4.59 & 4.60, Questions 9 & 10), shifted responses to acknowledge that contemporary art, 

with clear contextual links held potential relevance to archaeological knowledge. Of these 

visitors the most popular response was that art ‘adds to/updates the story’ (5 out of 20 
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individuals). Following closely behind, a number of individuals felt that contemporary art 

was appropriate if it was representational (4 out of 20 individuals). This response is very 

telling as it reflects earlier comments that confuse modern/contemporary art with abstract 

art and represents the need for more overt visual ties between art and artefact. Other 

popular responses addressed the ability of contemporary art to aid visualisation, enhance 

understanding and create a balance of views between archaeological and modern contexts. 

Similar patterns were reflected in overall trends for question 14ii in which the ability of 

contemporary art to link the past and the present was the dominant positive response (17 

individuals). Once again, caution was expressed by many in terms of the need for ‘careful 

curatorial choices’ and a focus on representational art over abstraction if the approach was 

to be successful. ‘Making the exhibit more interesting’, ‘updating the story’ and ‘helping 

audiences to visualise the past’ were also noted on multiple occasions.  

 

Of the 10 visitors who had not observed any of the contemporary pieces in the museum, 

only one did not feel that contemporary issues were relevant to the ancient in relation to the 

Babylon exhibition, and two in relation to the exhibition’s use of contemporary art. These 

figures reveal the need to place archaeological displays into their wider context and the 

desire for the development of links between situations, places and people of relevance to 

audiences’ lives today, as expressed in both Egyptian collaboration and the ‘Egypt’ British 

Museum visitor work.   

 

It was predominantly older visitors who did not feel that the relevance of contemporary 

issues and contemporary art enhanced understanding within archaeological display through 

the contextual approach (see demographic information Table 4.65, Questions14i and 14ii). 

This reflects a preference for more traditional forms of exhibiting and the fact that artistic 

additions need to ‘work with’ archaeological items as opposed to ‘dominate’ them.  

 

Having established that issues of modern relevance and contemporary art were 

predominantly felt to be of benefit to archaeological understandings where clear visual, 

curatorial and contextual links were maintained, the final question addressed the 

importance of the ‘origin’ of the artist/artwork in the communication of meaning. Aiming 

to assess whether contemporary art in general was felt to enhance audience experience or if, 
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as Egyptian collaboration had suggested, contemporary pieces from the nation whose 

history was being represented were a more powerful means of creating connections, I 

remained with the Babylon example to address this point.  

 

Question 15 (see Table 4.65) explained that Western exhibitions like Babylon 

predominantly use interpretation and contemporary and/or historic artworks created from a 

Western perspective. With this awareness in place visitors were then asked whether they 

would like to see ‘the views and creative contributions of those living in the countries or 

near the site represented – for example, modern Iraqis in the Babylon exhibition or modern 

Egyptians in Egyptology exhibitions.’ While this is an unavoidably leading question, 

visitors’ responses express views that find resonance with the beliefs of the Egyptian 

community and reveal further the compatibility of Egyptian and Western museum 

audiences’ calls for change. For example, 90 individuals felt positively about culturally 

compatible art intervention. The dominant reason given was the need for ‘a mix of voices in 

exhibitions’ (15 individuals). The potential of the approach to create the ‘balance necessary 

to tell the story properly’ was noted by 12 visitors, followed closely by the importance of 

such partnership to ensure that ‘we do not perpetuate the mistakes of the past 

[colonialism/imperialism]’, to ‘reduce bias’, ‘create more personal links based on first-hand 

knowledge’, ‘put exhibitions more into context’, and ‘create more interesting displays.’ The 

greater power of active voices/artistic works from individuals whose past/history was in 

question was also acknowledged in terms of enhancing emotion, making exhibits more 

relevant, increasing authenticity and helping audiences to think differently. These aspects 

all reflect factors that the Bouche du Roi research showed to move visitors up the ‘hierarchy 

of motivation’ and ‘levels of meaning making’ which enable visitors to better understand 

other times and cultures, undo misconceptions and enhance communication. Of the ten 

individuals who did not feel the need to include modern interpretation, eight did not 

provide a reason and the two that did stated that one contemporary perspective was enough. 

These views, however, are very much in the minority. Therefore, the research taken as a 

whole, reveals the willingness of visitors, and the potential for contemporary art presented 

in context with archaeological/historical objects to enhance communication between past 

and present and across cultures.  
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Table 4.65. Assessing visitor perspectives on the unification of modern/contemporary art and 
archaeology. 
12 - Have you visited the Babylon exhibition here today? If yes, how did you learn about it? 
Yes – 11 
Adverts in and around the museum – 8 
On the tube – 1 
Newspaper article – 1 
Radio 4 – 1 

No – 89 

13 - If you haven’t visited, have you seen/heard anything about the Babylon exhibition? If 
yes, where? 
Yes – 61 
Adverts in and around the museum – 54 
Newspaper – 3 
On the Tube – 1 
Word of mouth – 1 
On the internet – 1 

No – 18 

14 - The Babylon exhibition incorporates a number of relevant artworks – contemporary 
and historic – and elements reflecting the current situation in modern day Iraq as well as 
the situation at the archaeological site alongside the archaeological objects and information. 
Do you think that the artistic interpretations and contemporary elements are relevant in 
this kind of archaeological display? i - Please answer in relation to the information 
pertaining to modern debate and the situation at the archaeological site today, ii – Please 
answer in relation to the incorporation of art/modern/creative interpretations which may 
reflect elements of the archaeology being represented 
i – Yes, information relating to modern debate and the situation at 
the archaeological site today is relevant  – 96 
Because:- (more than 1 reason may be given) (* after numbers reflect 
an individual who answered in the negative to questions 8)   
It makes more personal links – 17 ****** 
It puts Babylon into context/show links to modern Iraq – 13** 
It is more interesting – 10*** 
It updates/adds to the story – 9 ** 
You can’t separate the past and the present – 8 
The modern situation in Iraq is a familiar starting point to work back 
from/starts from the familiar – 7* 
It shows the loss of history – 6 
People need to know the links between past and present – 6* 
It creates better understanding – 5 ** 
It changes people’s perceptions – 3 
It is a fresh angle/approach – 3 
Makes you aware of similarities and differences over time – 2 
It makes it relevant to our world now – 2* 
It is more truthful – 2* 
You need to tell the modern side of the story to create a balance – 2* 
It makes you think more deeply – 2* 
Life doesn’t stop - 1 
It increases public interest in both art and archaeology as it is relevant to 
life today – 1 
It helps us relate - 1 
It is a different way of conveying cultures – 1 
 
 

No – 4 
Because: 
Modern and ancient 
are separate issues – 2 
It is too political – 1 
Artistic interpretations 
may not reflect the 
archaeological 
evidence – 1 
(Demographic - 1= 17-
19, 1=60-64, 2=65+) 
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ii - Yes, the incorporation of art/modern/creative interpretations 
which may reflect elements of the archaeology being represented is 
relevant – 94 (More than one reason may be given) 
Because: (* after numbers reflect an individual who answered in the 
negative to question 8)   
It makes links between past and present – 17 
Yes, depending on curatorial choices/how well it is thought through -11 
It is interesting – 11*** 
Yes, if the artwork is representational, making clear links – 9**** 
It adds to and updates the story – 8 ***** 
It reflects the similarities and differences over time – 7 
We need to show how the past impacts on the present – 6** 
It helps you to visualise things better – 6*** 
It creates better understanding – 5* 
It reflects how life/creative life carries on – 4 
The imaginative elements are all relevant to/affect the way that we 
understand the story/archaeology - 3 
It creates links to the world now – 3 
Art gives an alternative insight into history - 2 
Art merges the boundaries of past and present – 2 
Involves more people (artists, curators etc) – 1 
Include modern and historical artist gives a more balanced view – 1* 
It gives a modern context to the archaeological site – 1* 
It sends more diverse messages – 1 
It creates dialogue – 1 
Shapes people’s views – 1 

No – 6 
Because: 
No answer – 4 
This interpretation is 
not relevant to the 
archaeology – 1 
The artwork or 
creative views are not 
based on ‘facts’ – 1 
It is confusing – 1 
It detracts from the 
ancient – 1 
(Demographic 1-17-
19, 1=25-34, 1=55-59, 
1=60-64, 2=65) 

15 - Often the contemporary opinions and artworks represented in exhibitions like Babylon 
are predominantly from a Western perspective. Would you also like to see the views and 
creative contributions of those living in the countries or near the site represented – for 
example, modern Iraqis in the Babylon exhibition or modern Egyptians in Egyptology 
exhibitions? 
Yes – 90 
Because: (More than one answer may be given) 
You need a mixture of voices – 15 
It creates a balance necessary to tell the story properly – 12 
To insure that we don’t perpetuate past mistakes/ to counter-act 
colonialism – 11 
Less biased – 8  
More personal/based on real experiences/first hand knowledge – 7 
More in context – 7 
More interesting – 6 
It would attract different people/more diverse audiences – 6 
Creates better links between the objects and the art – 5 
Effective if experts are involved – 4 
Tells the other side of the story – 3 
Opens up more ideas – 2 
Makes you think differently – 2 
More powerful if from the people whose history is represented – 2 
More emotional – 2 
More authentic - 2 
Cross pollination is essential for modern museums - 1 
Makes it more relevant – 1 

No – 10 
Because: 
No answer – 8 
One contemporary 
view is enough – 2 
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As there is clear need for archaeological exhibitions to find resonance with life today and 

tackle issues of representational imbalance, contemporary art from the country whose 

history is on display is put forward as a powerful mechanism for shifting perceptions. With 

an awareness of these issues in place, and evidence of the similarities between Egyptian 

and Western desires, specific contemporary art based strategies for museological change 

within Egyptology display can be developed. However, before going into the details of this 

approach it is necessary to understand the current state of Western Egyptology display to 

position Egyptian and British Museum findings within their wider museological context. 

The next chapter therefore focuses on the visual analysis of some of Europe’s most 

important Egyptology collections as only through a thorough understanding of existing 

systems of representation can methodologically sound alternatives be put in place.     
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CHAPTER FIVE  

 

Visual Analysis: Four Western Egyptology Exhibits 

 

The previous two chapters have focused on Egyptian community and British Museum 

visitor responses to the representation of Egypt in the Western museum. Contemporary 

Egyptian art commenting on the theme of daily life in Egypt, ancient and modern, was 

proposed by numerous members of the Egyptian community as a means of escaping 

western traditions of display which marginalize ‘everyday’ narratives through a focus on 

monumental architecture, royalty and death. Audience research at the British Museum 

revealed visitors’ strong belief in the potential of contemporary art, particularly 

contemporary art by those from the nation whose history is on display, to enhance public 

engagement with archaeological museum displays. Thus, to ensure that the perspectives of 

both the British Museum visitor and Egyptian community are  effectively incorporated into 

practical strategies for contemporary art based, collaborative, ancient Egyptian daily life 

exhibitions, it is essential to be thoroughly familiar with existing Egyptology collections 

and exhibition techniques. This chapter, therefore, focuses on the visual analysis or 

‘museography’ of four of the West’s most esteemed Egyptology collections:  
 

British Museum – London 

Louvre – Paris  

Museo Egizio – Turin 

Ägyptisches Museum – Berlin  
 

Due to the limitations of time and funding, the focus is necessarily on Europe’s largest 

collections and leading institutions as they are at the forefront of research, have the largest 

exhibition budgets and have historically acted as role models for developing institutions.85 

The four examples, however, are all national museums and thus embroiled in highly 

specific historical, political and economic agendas (Wright [1966] 1991). Therefore, during 

the PhD process I also visited numerous other Egyptology exhibitions in the West: private 

collections, university collections, city museums and independent exhibitions. I also 
                                                   
85 North American methods of museum display developed from European models (see Chapter 3) and thus the 
observations and suggestions made in relation to the four European case studies reflect more widespread, 
Western approaches to Egyptology museum display.  
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travelled to a number of national and local museums while in Egypt. Aspects from the 

analysis of these displays will therefore be drawn on, where pertinent, throughout the 

following section to add perspective from non-European and non-national Egyptology 

exhibitioning. 
 

Initially, I aimed to focus visual analysis on ‘daily life’ sections of Egyptology display 

alone. However, this theme was often addressed sporadically throughout the selected 

museums, or, when the focus of specific exhibits, constituted a relatively small part of the 

whole. It therefore became necessary to carry out visual analysis of the four Egyptology 

exhibits in their entirety. This did not prove to be too great a task as intra-museum galleries 

are predominantly uniform, maintaining design features and promoting a particular 

message throughout. Therefore, acknowledging my subjective and situational ‘readings’ of 

each exhibition, the importance of visual analysis and the development of my specific 

methodology are outlined before moving on to discussion and comparison of the individual 

exhibitions.  
 

Ways of seeing in the museum 
 

Whether we consider the museum as ‘shrine’, ‘market-driven economy’, ‘colonising space’ 

or ‘post-museum’ (Marstine 2006: 8-21), only one thing is certain: the museum is not 

neutral. Museums are undeniably ‘epistemological technologies’ (Kennedy [1966] 1991: 

170). When the first museums opened in the eighteenth century, they overwhelmed visitors 

visually. Like nothing seen before, the museum and the means by which it represented the 

world became, in itself, an instant source of wonder (McClellan 1994: 198). Thus, as Moser 

and Gamble (1996) have acknowledged, more emphasis should be placed upon 

understanding the role of the visual in explanations of past societies.  
 

The museum is just one of many ways that the discipline of archaeology exploits our 

increasingly ocularcentric understanding of the world (see Fyfe & Law 1988). Strongly 

involved in the visual ‘giving and taking of meaning’ (Hall 1997: 2), there is nothing 

‘natural’ or ‘necessary’ concerning the specifics of museum display (McClellan 1994: 12). 

Yet, museum processes reflect the power of the visual to ‘appear neutral’ and the role of the 

archaeologists/museum curator as ‘mythologist’, constructing meanings perceived as truth 

(Sherman & Rogoff 1994: x). These ‘meanings’ however, though ensconced in the 
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archaeological discipline are not exclusive of the popular realm. It is not the case that 

legitimised archaeological knowledge simply ‘trickles down’ from the scholars to end up in 

Hollywood films; but the power of popular visualisations equally influences the themes and 

outcomes of archaeological research (see Moser 2002).  Thus, we need to be aware of the 

‘popularist’, as well as the historicist, essentialist and idealist elements that are enmeshed in 

exhibitions.   
 

Studies in post-modernity are beginning to expose the confusion between ‘seeing’ and 

‘knowing’ (see Barthes 1972, Baudrillard 1988, Lidchi 1997, Mirzoeff 1998). In terms of 

museums, far from simply housing objects, theses institutions showcase ideas and 

manipulate distinctive conventions to create meaning (Moser 2006: 3). As Henrietta Lidchi 

suggests, ‘they [museums] do not so much reflect the world through objects as use them to 

mobilize representations of the world past and present’ (1997: 160).  
 

Since the eighteenth century the ‘noble design’ of the museum has created an arena with 

rich political possibilities (McClellan 1994: 12). Creating very specific ‘ways of seeing’ 

(Berger 1972) which order the way that we see ourselves, others, the past and the natural 

world (Haraway 1989, 1991, Mitchell 1994), museums, as ‘creators’ of knowledge, need to 

be deconstructed.  Only by understanding what it is that museums say – or more 

importantly – do not say, through their histories, object selections, text and design features, 

can we begin to reduce the divide between those who ‘produce’ and ‘consume’ knowledge 

(Hooper-Greenhill 1992). Therefore, a ‘critical’ visual methodology that ‘thinks about the 

visual in terms of the cultural significance, social practices and power relations in which it 

is embedded… and the power relations that produce, are articulated through, and can be 

challenged by, ways of seeing and imagining’ (Rose 2001: 3), is essential within the 

context of the ethical museological discourse that runs throughout this thesis.    
 

Although numerous texts on visual analysis are beginning to appear within the literature 

(see Molyneaux 1997a), few deal with specific museum examples or address the intricacies 

of how museum displays, or even three-dimensional representations/objects, create 

meaning.86 The available resources, however, though scant, provide diverse elements of 

                                                   
86 For examples of the few texts which are beginning to discuss the deconstruction of the exhibition process, 
in both theory and practice, see Lidchi 1997, Rose 2001, Moser 1992, 1993, 1996a, 1996b, 1998, 2006, Kress 
& Leeuwen 2006, Lindauer 2006, Doyon 2007, 2008. 
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visual methodologies which have been adapted to encompass the theoretical and practical 

needs of my research. Naturally, there is no single answer to what a museum exhibition 

communicates. When considering any object/thing/situation we cannot consider the subject 

in isolation but only in relation to ourselves. Maintaining methodological consistency 

throughout analysis is therefore essential to justify one’s ‘readings’ (Hall 1997: 9) and 

combine an understanding of what is ‘seen’ with what it ‘says’. Made possible here by 

combining the reflexivity of semiotics (Saussure 1915, Barthes 1973, 1977) with the 

quantitative rigour of content analysis (Krippendorf 1990) and the social considerations of 

discourse analysis (Foucault 1972), evident in the recent contributions to the field, 

empirical visual analysis of the exhibitions under scrutiny can take place.  
 

The methodology 
 

The visual analysis of museum exhibitions necessitates the involvement of much more than 

a consideration of the display itself. Alongside the technological and compositional 

strategies of display, such as use of colour, lighting, object juxtapositions and so on, 

reflection on the architectural space and the social, historical and economic background of 

an institution are essential to further understanding (Rose 2001: 17). Thus, largely based 

upon the success of Stephanie Moser’s rigorously structured visual analysis of the historic 

data from the Egyptian galleries at the British Museum (2006), which achieves these 

integrated goals, my methodology also draws on aspects from the work of Margaret 

Lindauer (2006) and Henrietta Lidchi (1997).  
 

Moser’s work (2006) focuses on three main areas surrounding eighteenth and nineteenth 

century perceptions of ancient Egypt created in/ by the British Museum: 
 

1. The acquisition of ancient Egyptian artefacts/museum history 

2. Display techniques - the arrangement, selection and distribution of objects 

3. Reception – who audiences were and the impact of Egyptology exhibitions 
 

Although this methodology was developed for historical sources regarding museum 

display, these points maintain relevance as demonstrated through the clear parallels with 

Lidchi’s (1997) three foci for deconstructing modern museum displays: 
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1. Historical location – world view 

2. Poetics of exhibitioning – how exhibitions make objects meaningful 

3. Politics of exhibitioning – the power/knowledge articulated in displays 
 

I would add, however, due to the reflexive and contemporary agenda of this research, one 

aspect from Lindauer (2006) – prior expectation. This addition is necessary to encompass 

discussion of expectations before visiting, the reasons why a particular museum/exhibition 

was selected, and expose preconceptions that may colour the analysis. With this in mind, a 

four-part methodology is constructed that addresses the personal position of the analyser, 

the social/political/historical context of the institution, the intricacies of display, and 

communication with the visitor. The level of detail for acquisition and reception vary 

depending on the sources available and accessibility of translation. However, although 

these two areas and a discussion of preconceptions are important to a comprehensive visual 

analysis, examination is kept brief and acts to support the intricacies of display techniques.  
 

As it is the ‘poetics of exhibitioning’ that provide the central cog for visual analysis, the 

multiple aspects that combine in the creation of museum display need to be broken down 

further. Once again, building from Moser (2006) with additional details from Lindauer 

(2006), display techniques have been subdivided into eight component parts: 
 

1 - The overarching method of display – aesthetic and/or thematic and/or chronological 

2 - Display furniture – age, type, uniformity, height, positioning within exhibits 

3 - Lighting and use of colour 

4 - The architecture and decoration of exhibition rooms 

5 - Space dedicated to different themes or specific collections – hierarchy of display (i.e., 

location of exhibit - basement or entrance hall - first object to meet the visitor’s gaze) 

6 - Spatial relationships between objects – levels, heights, juxtapositions 

7 - Interpretive aids – text panels, dioramas, guide books, audio guides, tour guides, who 

‘speaks’ in the text/the tone of other interpretive aids (i.e., curator/expert-led, didactic or 

questioning writing style, thematic choices, how text/interpretive aids link to the display) 

8 - The architecture of the museum building itself – how it fits in with the surrounding 

architecture/location/community 
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These eight sub-sections all have an impact on the communication of messages within the 

museum environ. Due to the textual limitations of this thesis they are presented in a 

comparative table format (see Appendix 12, Tables A.1 & A.2) and illustrated further 

through the use of photographic images in the chapter. While we must acknowledge the 

inherent problem of the photograph as a form of representation, creating its own distortion 

of reality (see Scharf 1968, Barthes 1977, 1982, Coombes 1994, contributions to Hall 

1997), these images are necessary alongside a consideration of current theoretical 

developments within museology to enable the most encompassing visual analysis of the 

selected Egyptology displays. 
 

Four national Egyptology exhibits 
 

Before beginning analysis, it is important to address the national character of the case study 

museums. Although it has only been since the 1980s that national and colonial agendas 

have come under serious review within museology (e.g., Ames 1986, Trigger 1989, 

Williams 1990, Karp & Lavine 1991, Preziosi 2003: 116-36, Kaplan 1994, Barringer & 

Flynn 1998, MacDonald 1998, Yanni 1999), it is now accepted that, ‘through the choice of 

objects and didactic modes of exhibition, national collections have sought to glorify both 

real and mythic histories’ (Wright 1966: 9). This ideological power is by no means 

confined to national museums. However, as the earliest examples of the ‘modern museum’ 

as we know it, it is important to recognise the role of national collections, since their 

establishment in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in the unification of 

politics and culture. 
 

Vital in the creation of ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson 1983), the first European 

museums helped propagate a shared sense of identity and national pride. Historically, 

through displays of military, economic, financial and political might, exhibitions 

communicated specific messages that engendered belonging and constructed difference 

(Coombes 1994). Possession of art and artefact helped to established countries as the heirs 

of Western civilisation by creating ideological links between both origin myths and the 

contemporary position of a nation. As ‘state sponsored social engineering’ (Cellan [1966] 

1991: 29), although collections were used to highlight distinct ‘national characters’ (Wright 

1966: 9), these first museums also shared many conventions which, with the genesis of the 
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museum as a global institution, went on to influence the structures and practices of 

forthcoming, often non-national, museums.  

 

Shifting with societal needs, museums continue to play a role in the formation of identity 

and take on this mantle in a manner that is ‘more contested and textured, seeking to portray 

a balance between a multitude of ethnic, racial, class and regional differences and a shared 

public culture within the same country’ (Wright [1966] 1991: 11). This is evident both in 

emergent nations eager to establish a clear identity in the face of globalism (see 

contributions to Kaplan 1994), and in the expansion of museums in Western states. Thus, in 

the context of this thesis and the analysis of Egyptology exhibits, it is essential to accept 

that the ‘social life of things’ (Appaduri 1986, Clifford 1992) in the museum is as complex 

and intertwined in today’s self-proclaimed reflexive, post-colonial environment as it was 

when the museum was born. The museum, in its current manifestation, will never ‘stand 

outside’ history (Barringer & Flynn 1998: 5). Therefore, I hope that the following analysis 

will reveal the importance of Egyptology exhibitions in the development of understandings 

of ourselves as much as of our knowledge of the ancient culture.        
 

Inclusion and preconceptions  
 

The British Museum 
 

The British Museum was the world’s first publicly funded national museum (Moser 2006: 

34). Because it is a museum ‘of the world’ with a long and complex history, incorporating 

art, ethnography, history and archaeology, much like the Louvre, I was interested to see 

how exhibition techniques might vary in comparison to the specialist Egyptology museums 

in Berlin and Turin. The British Museum was a natural choice for visual analysis as it 

combines one of the largest and some of the earliest collections of Egyptology and was 

accessible to me because of my work with the museum’s audiences and the Nebamun 

display. However, as the Nebamun gallery aimed to ‘take a new approach to the museum’s 

Egyptology display’ (Parkinson 2008, pers. comm., 17 April), and was used as a point of 

departure for discussion in both Egyptian and British Museum collaboration, it is not 

included in my general analysis but addressed as a single case study in a later phase of 

discussion.  
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In terms of personal experiences, I can no longer count the number of times that I have 

visited the British Museum. Since childhood the institution has inspired me in a way that 

has not dissipated since working with British Museum’s visitors or analysing the 

Egyptology collection. My current research has certainly coloured my view of the museum 

in that it has revealed the institution to be simultaneously stuffier and more surprising than 

expected. Combining all of these factors, I therefore approached the visual analysis from 

many angles. On the one hand I was informed in the sense of being aware of the then 

forthcoming plans for the Nebamun gallery and the issues raised by museum visitors. 

However, I was also undoubtedly influenced by familiarity and an established ‘way of 

seeing’ the British Museum’s Egyptology exhibits. Owing to my personal experiences of 

the museum, predominantly from the perspective of a ‘visitor’ as opposed to a 

‘museologist’, I found visual analysis of the British Museum the most difficult. As 

evidenced with other British Museum visitors in the previous chapter, familiarity seemed to 

breed complacency and unlike the other museums’ Egyptology exhibits, which were fresh 

to my eyes, I struggled to really ‘see’ in the British Museum exhibitions rather than simply 

cast a pre-informed gaze.  

 

The Louvre 

 

The Louvre, as the original ‘Great Museum’ and public art institution prototype, has acted, 

since its inception, as a model for museums across the globe.87 Andrew McClellan (1994: 

1) suggests that in the later half of the eighteenth century the Louvre was the location 

where, ‘the central and abiding issues of museum practice – the classification and display 

of objects, lighting and the aims of conservation – were first discussed and articulated.’ 

Therefore, combining these essential factors with the fact that the Louvre is one of the 

largest (60,000 sq metres) and most visited museums in the world, a historic building, city 

landmark and has a 50,000 object strong Egyptian collection (Mignot 1999: 76), this 

guaranteed the museum’s place in discussions of exhibiting. My lasting memory of the 

Louvre, from a visit in my teens, was of the magnificence of the external architecture – 

fourteenth century Palace meets twentieth century glass pyramid – and huge 

                                                   
87 The Louvre came to serve as a model for numerous national European museums as well as exerting 
influence on the development of institutions in North America, Egypt and Istanbul (Reid 2002: 46). 
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disappointment at the size of the Mona Lisa. I do not remember visiting the Egyptian 

galleries, although my parents insist they took me there, so during my return to carry out 

visual analysis it was as though I was seeing the displays for the first time.  

 

Since the Louvre is a national museum, I expected the Egyptian displays to resemble those 

at the British Museum. However, I was aware that the Louvre, ‘arguably the best collection 

of art under one roof’ (McClellan 1994: 1), had a much stronger ‘art focus’, both in terms 

of having significantly larger numbers of paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints and 

decorative arts objects, as well as in terms of reflection on the art of antiquity. Unlike the 

British Museum, the Louvre was once a Royal residence and not specifically designed as a 

museum. The Louvre is also without a substantial ethnographic collection.88 I was therefore 

interested to see if these various differences would resonate in alternate display methods or 

messages within the Egyptology exhibitions.  

 

The Museo Egizio 

 

The world’s first major Egyptian museum (Reid 2002: 46), and the only independently 

housed national museum, other than Cairo, dedicated solely to Egyptian art and culture, the 

Museo Egizio has played, and continues to play, a vital role in the history of Egyptological 

scholarship.89 The significance of the collection made Turin essential for inclusion and I 

hoped that the sole focus on Egyptology might present exhibitionary styles that differed 

from the Louvre and the British Museum.  

 

I had never visited Turin before. However, from my knowledge of the history of 

Egyptology collecting I was aware that the museum had been established with the help of 

Champollion and was involved in a number of excavations in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. I had heard from various sources that the museum’s collection of tomb 

and temple wall paintings was particularly spectacular. Since the museum has a national 

                                                   
88 The Louvre has housed a small number of ethnographic items within its collection since 1850 when the 
Mexican, Algerian and Ethnographic Museum was inaugurated within the building. This information is 
available at http://www.louvre.fr/llv/musee/histoire_louvre.jsp?bmLocale=en [Accessed 3 May 2008]. 
89 For further details of the role of the Museo Egizio in the history of Egyptological scholarship see the 
museum’s website, available at http://www.museoegizio.it/pages/History.jsp# [Accessed 3 May 2008]. 
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collection of international fame, I imagined that the building would resemble the classical 

grandeur of the Louvre or the British Museum. However, as this was a specific Egyptology 

museum, as opposed to an Egyptology collection within a diverse institution, my other 

points of reference were the Egyptian Museum in Cairo and the Petrie Museum in London. 

These two museums are on very different scales, differently housed and reflect different 

types of curatorial focus and collection; thus I was unsure of exactly what to expect before 

my visit.  

 

The Ägyptisches Museum 

 

Located in a wing of the Altes [old] Museum, the Ägyptisches Museum is one of a 

collection of institutions on Berlin’s ‘Museum Island’90 that makes up one of the most 

significant art and cultural history collections in the world (Goehtgens [1966] 1991: 53). 

The Berlin Egyptian collection is significantly larger than that of Turin, but interestingly is 

famed more for a specific ‘prize’ item rather than the collection as a whole. During my time 

in Cairo, numerous individuals, Egyptologists and others, had voiced their desire for the 

return of the deified bust of Nefertiti. Having heard so many cries for repatriation, and read 

about the discovery of the bust by the museum’s excavation team in Amarna in the early 

1900s, I was intrigued to see the object myself.91 The Ägyptisches Museum also presented 

an interesting example as the autonomous collection was, at the time of my visit, held in the 

Altes Museum of Classical Antiquities.92 Knowing the struggle of ancient Egyptian 

artefacts to shake eighteenth and nineteenth century perceptions of artistic inferiority to 

classical works (see Moser 2006), I was interested to see the chosen display approach. As 

the Altes Museum is surrounded by various other great collections and national institutions 

I also wondered if this might have an impact on the approach and communication of the 

Berlin collection.  

 

 

                                                   
90 There are five museums on the Museum Island: the Pergamum, Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Altes Museum, 
Neues [New] Museum and National Gallery. There are also two other significant institutions located just 
outside the Island: the Völkerkundamuseum and the Kunstgewerbenmuseum (see Goehtgens [1966] 1991, 
Sheehan 2000). 
91 For similar debates on the Benin Bronzes at the British Museum see Coombes [1966] 1991. 
92 The Ägyptisches Museum relocated to the Neues Museum in October 2009. 
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Acquisition and History 

 

The British Museum 

 

The British Museum was conceived in 1753 through the bequest of physician, collector and 

naturalist Sir Hans Sloane (see De Beer 1953, McGregor 1994). Bequeathed to King 

George II, for the benefit of the nation, the collection was to be free to access and for public 

use. It took over six years to organise and house the 71,000 items in the seventeenth century 

mansion of Montague House93 before the museum officially opened its doors to the public 

in 1759. Made up largely of books, manuscripts and natural history, the collection also 

contained a small number of ethnographic items and antiquities.94 Ancient Egyptian 

artefacts from the Sloane bequest, for example, totalled only 150, and although several 

donations helped to substantiate the collection before the museum opened, other areas of 

the antiquities collection, such as the classical Greek vases, largely eclipsed the ancient 

Egyptian artefacts (Moser 2006: 39).  

 

Although acquisitions were growing and aspects of the antiquities collections becoming 

clearly prized, it was not until 1807 that antiquities were divided from the natural history 

collections and a separate department was formed (Reid 2002: 48). By this time, the ancient 

Egyptian collections had greatly increased due to both private donations and the large 

number of antiquities ceded by the French under the treaty of 1802 after the defeat of 

Napoleon Bonaparte. These were the early days of museology and Egyptology and it is 

therefore important to acknowledge that the British Museum, with by far the earliest 

Egyptological display of national fame, set the tone for future Egyptology exhibitioning 

based not on scholarship or even aesthetics, but on the use of artefacts as symbols of 

political power, wealth and wonder. 

 

The Egyptian collection continued to grow in the early 1820s through the acquisition of a 

collection from the British consul to Egypt, Henry Salt (see Halls 1834, Moser 2006: 94-

105). However, building up the collection appears to have been less to do with aesthetic 
                                                   
93 Montague House once stood on the site of the current British Museum. 
94 For details of early display see the British Museum’s official website, available at http://www.british 
museum.org/ the_museum/ history_and_the_ building/general_history.aspx [Accessed 15 May 2009]. 
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appreciation or scholarly interest, and rather more as a source of material power over the 

French. Similarly, Salt’s collections focused on monumental works above more common 

objects, meaning that collections were not fully representative of ancient Egypt (Moser 

2006: 105). The 1830s saw more purposeful expansion of the collections and growth in the 

diversity of objects presented as Egyptology was becoming more established. However, the 

development of scholarship was largely overlooked by the museum’s trustees and it was 

not until 1851 that the museum developed a specific exhibition plan taking into 

consideration chronology as opposed to pure aesthetics. It took a further decade before the 

antiquities department was subdivided and ancient Egyptian material became the 

jurisdiction of the Department of Oriental Antiquities. In 1886 the ancient Egyptian 

collection experienced another and more appropriate renaming - The Department of 

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities - which reflected the development of more specialised 

study and expert staff.  

 

By the late 1800s the Egyptology collection numbered over 10,000 items. Mostly due to the 

acquisition of collections from Henry Salt, Giovanni Anastasi, Joseph Sams (see Moser 

2006: 126-148) and other travellers to the increasingly accessible Egypt, this avid 

collecting was a greater reflection of competition between rival national institutions than 

burgeoning scientific interest. Scholarship, however, was beginning to play a more 

dominant role, perhaps as large collections were becoming increasingly difficult to obtain 

(Moser 2006: 173), and by the early twentieth century collections and study grew under the 

enterprise of Ernest Wallis Budge. Nonetheless, Budge focused on funerary items, building 

up a representative sample of mummies and sarcophagi, which may explain the ‘mortuary 

heavy’ nature of the display today.95 However, during this period, numerous other 

donations and items from excavations were pouring into the museum. Including fine 

sculpture and day-to-day items of culture and technology, by 1924 over 57,000 items made 

up the collection.  

 

In recent years, collection has slowed and shifted focus, particularly since the amendments 

to the Egyptian Antiquities Law in the 1960s. Artefacts do however continue to enter the 
                                                   
95 For details on the contribution of Ernest Wallis Budge, see the British Museum’s website, available at 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/the_museum/departments/ancient_egypt_and_sudan/history_of_the_collection
/development_of_the_collection/expansion_of_the_collection.aspx [Accessed 15 May 2009]). 
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collection, the growing size of which led to the further division of the departments into 

Egyptian Antiquities and Western Asiatic Antiquities in 1955. Today, the Egyptology 

collection, which contains approximately 100,000 objects and attracts over five million 

visitors a year,96 can be found under the department title of Ancient Egypt and Sudan.97     

 

The Louvre 

 

Averaging between seven to eight million visitors a year,98 it is difficult to believe that the 

Louvre began life as an exclusionist, defensive stronghold. On its journey from a twelfth 

century fortress to a twenty-first century museum the Louvre has experienced almost as 

many changes and renovations as it has diverse occupants (see Porterfield 1998). At the end 

of the seventeenth century with the focus of Royalty shifting to Versailles, the Louvre 

building was gradually taken over by art, artefacts and academies. From the moment the 

Louvre formally opened as a museum in 1793, as the Musée Central des Arts, collections of 

many varieties began flooding in and led to the inauguration of numerous other 

independent museums within the Louvre building.99  

 

Although the museum as a whole was growing exponentially in the early nineteenth 

century, as acutely expressed by Donald Reid (2002: 46), ‘Britain’s confiscation of the 

French expedition’s antiquities, including the Rosetta Stone, got the Louvre’s Egyptian 

collection off to a slow start.’100 While a number of Egyptian objects were acquired from 

various private collections and displayed in the Musée Central des Arts, it was not until the 

1820s that France developed a more representative collection. King Charles X purchased 

three major Egyptology collections on the persuasion of Champollion: Durand’s collection, 

Drovetti’s second collection and the second collection of Henry Salt, rejected by the British 

                                                   
96 See the British Museum’s official website, available at http://www.britishmuseum.org/the_museum/history 
_and_ the_building/general_history.aspx [Accessed 15 May 2009]. 
97 The year that the British Museum opened, visitor numbers totalled 5000 (see http://www.britishmuseum. 
org/the_museum/history_and_the_building/history_of_the_ collection.aspx [Accessed 15 May 2009]). 
98 See Brinon 2006, available at http://www.usatoday.com/travel/news/2007-01-24-louvre-museum-record-
visitors-paris_x.htm [Accessed 15 May 2009].    
99 For example, in 1824, the Musée de la Sculpture Moderne opened in the Louvre; followed, in 1847, by the 
Museum of Assyrian Art (see http://www.louvre.fr/llv/musee/histoire_louvre.jsp?bmLocale=en [Accessed 15 
May 2009]).  
100 For further discussions of the Louvre and its connection with military expansion and defeat see Gould 
1965. 
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Museum (Moser 2006: 104). Totalling over 9,000 items, this enabled the Louvre (then the 

Musée Charles X) to open its Egyptian collection to the public, under the curation of 

Champollion himself, in December 1827.101 This was an extremely important moment in 

the wider history of Egyptology as, although strongly tied to the imperial aims of France, 

the independent Egyptian collection began to question the previously accepted superior 

aesthetic and cultural status of Classical Greece and Rome. Exhibited in four rooms of the 

Seine Wing, next to four rooms of Greek and Roman art, the ceilings of these galleries were 

specifically decorated with various biblical, glorifying frescos which emphasised France as 

the caretaker of history, absorbing power from Egypt, Greece and Rome (Porterfield 1998: 

81-120). 

 

The 1850s and 1860s were another boom period for the Louvre’s Egyptian collections, 

during which the institution acquired several thousand more objects from the 

archaeological work of Auguste Mariette in Egypt, as well as donations and further 

acquisitions (Zeigler 1990). Acquisitions have continued to enter the museum ever since. In 

1997 a renovation project led to the division of the collection onto two floors; this doubled 

the exhibition space enabling the ground floor to follow the thematic style and the first 

floor to address chronology. This being said, the collection still adheres strongly to the 

ideas expressed by Champollion concerning the first exhibition in 1827:    

 

I'm thrilled just thinking about what I have to show you...this interesting series of 

monuments that reveals the cult, the beliefs, and the public and private life of an 

entire people before your eyes (Champollion 1827, quoted on the Louvre’s website, 

available at http://www.louvre.fr/llv/oeuvres/presentation_departement.jsp 

[Accessed 15 May 2009]). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
101 For details of Champollion’s role in the development of the Louvre, see the museum’s website, available at 
http://www.louvre.fr/llv/oeuvres/presentation_departement.jsp? [Accessed 16 May 2009]. 
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The Museo Egizio 

 

Inspired by the purchase of an Egyptianising style, Roman altar table by the Savoy King 

Carol Emanuele I in 1630, in 1757 King Carlo Emanuele III commissioned Vitaliano 

Donati, professor of Botany at Regia Università di Torino, to collect further artefacts from 

Egypt (Scamuzzi 1965: preface 1). Donati’s 300 piece strong collection was combined with 

a smaller collection donated in 1723 by Vittorio Amadeo II and displayed in the university 

museum.102 Here the collection remained until 1824 when King Carlo Felice bought 

Turin’s first substantial Egyptian collection,103 the richest collection of Egyptian antiquities 

to leave Egypt thus far (Ibid.), from Bernardino Drovetti, the Italian born French General 

Consul to Egypt. The collection enabled the formal foundation of the Regio Museo delle 

Antichità Egizie in the Palazzo dell’accademia delle Scienze, one of the most imposing 

buildings in Turin. Originally the ground floor of the museum contained the ancient 

Egyptian sculpture, arranged along the walls in two rectangular galleries. The first floor 

contained the ‘art treasures’ in what Scumuzzi (1965: preface 5) calls ‘the old-fashioned 

arrangement of the nineteenth century, by which sculptures and documents were placed in 

certain corners or against certain walls according to the space available and the effect which 

the custodian of the time wished to achieve.’ From 1894, under the direction of Ernesto 

Schiaperelli, the collection expanded through various excavations in Egypt, gifts and 

purchases. The exhibition however, remained largely unchanged until the 1940s when 

Ernesto Scumuzzi reorganised the museum to, in his words, ‘present visitors with an up-to-

date museum of Egyptian civilisation. In galleries, deliberately severe in style and fostering 

silent mediation and tranquil individual study’ (1965: preface 5). Arranged chronologically 

along various themes, such as religious beliefs, daily life and cultural activities, the 

museum until this time had also been interspersed with historical and contemporary wall 

paintings dealing with representations of aspects of Egyptian life.  

 

                                                   
102 See historical information on the Museo Egizio, available at www.museoegizio.it/pages/History.jsp# 
[Accessed 15 May 2009]. 
103 The collection consisted of 5,268 pieces. This included 100 statues, 170 papyri, stelae, sarcophagi, 
mummies, bronzes, amulets and other items of daily life (see the Museo Egizio’s website, available at 
http://www.museoegizio.it/pages/History.jsp# [Accessed 15 May 2009]). 
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In 2006 the museum received 554,911 visitors making it one of the most popular tourist 

attractions in the city.104 Today, 6,500 objects are displayed with over 26,000 in storage, 

positioning the Museo Egizio as a centre for scholarly research and the interested public.105  

 

The Ägyptisches Museum 

 

Founded by King Friedrich Wilhelm III in 1828, the first items from the Egyptian 

collection were held in Monbijou Palace. However, after the Prussian expedition to Egypt 

and the Sudan between1842-1845, circa 1500 artefacts were gifted to the nation from 

Mohamed Ali. This led to the opening of the Neues [new] Museum on Museum Island to 

accommodate the growing collection (Reid 2002: 48). The Egyptian galleries were 

exquisitely furbished in an Egyptianising, highly coloured, columned, temple-like style. 

Spearheaded by German Egyptologist Richard Lepsuis, the combination of this 

exhibitionary space with the developed collection brought Berlin into the realm of 

international scholarship with London, Turin and Paris and led to a focus on the didactic as 

opposed to aesthetic use of the Egyptology collections (Goehtgens [1966] 1991: 56).106   

 

Acquisitions continued at a pace from gifts, purchases and excavations107 until the period of 

the First and Second World Wars. The Second World War led to the destruction of a 

number of items and the division of the collection. Split between the Bode Museum in East 

Berlin and the Stüler Building in the West, both collections focused on the grandiose, with 

the East emphasising aspects of death and religion and the West the Amarna art. With 

national reunification, the collections remained apart, maintaining the division in 

specialism. However, with the close of the Bode Museum in 1998 part of the collection 

went into storage or was integrated into the Stüler Building. It was around this time that the 

                                                   
104 This figure was stated on an independent website, available at http://www.absoluteastronomy.com/topics 
/Museo_Egizio [Accessed 15 May 2009]. 
105 These statistics are available at http://www.museoegizio.it/pages/History.jsp# [Accessed 15 May 2009]. 
106 As Germany lacked colonies, this had an impact on the ease of collecting. However, through the 
establishment of trade and diplomatic relations with the East, Germany was able to develop its archaeological 
and ethnographic collections (Goehtgens [1966] 1991). 
107 The 1911-1914 excavations at Amarna were particularly significant and led to the acquisition of many 
items such as the highly prized bust of Nefertiti (see http://www.egyptian-museum-berlin.com/f03.php, 
[Accessed 16 June 2009]). 
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museum once again began fieldwork in Egypt and the Sudan, building knowledge though 

unable to add to collections (Keimer 1950).108  

 

In 2005, renovation of the Stüler Building led to the removal of the Egyptian collection to 

the Altes Museum. Built under the commission of monarch Friedrich William III between 

1823 and 1830, the Altes Museum was established to compete with the Musée Napoleon 

(the Louvre). It was in the Altes Museum that I viewed the publicly displayed elements of 

the collection as one of 645,611 visitors in 2008.109 Including stored items, the collection 

consists of some 45,000 objects and 60,000 papyri in hieroglyphics, Greek and Arabic.110 

The museum, however, is once more on the move. Opening in October 2009, the collection 

is being re-conceptualised and redesigned within its original location in the Neues Museum 

and may therefore offer a totally different environment and message from the data 

presented here.   

 

Display Techniques 

 

To allow for cross-referencing and comparison, display techniques are presented in table 

format in appendix 12 while a more integrated discussion is offered below. Although this 

approach draws together the British Museum and the Louvre as multi-disciplinary 

institutions which have influenced the wider history of museology, and the specialist 

Egyptology museums in Berlin and Turin, the scale of these museums and the intricacies of 

exhibitioning mean that the visual analysis of every aspect of display is beyond the capacity 

of this thesis. Thus, the aim here is to outline the more encompassing systems of 

representation in which each museum operates and to discuss the dominant exhibitionary 

features within the subsequent analysis.   

 

 

 

                                                   
108 See also the museum’s website, available at http://www.egyptian-museum  berlin.com/e01.php? 
PHPSESSID =e013730071995f3dae5dbaeec8c7f782 [Accessed 16 June 2009]. 
109 See the history section of the Ägyptisches Museum’s website, available at http://www.egyptian-museum-
berlin.com/b03.php [Accessed 16 June 2009]. 
110 See the collections section of the Ägyptisches Museum’s website, available at http://www.egyptian-
museum-berlin.com/a01.php?fs=0.5 [Accessed 16 June 2009]. 
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The communication of display: Audience and reception 

 

Creating a visual effect and imparting messages are as much features of museum 

exhibitioning today as they were with the development of the first collections in the 1500s 

(see Moser 2006). Every aspect of display affects the way it is ‘consumed’ by the audience. 

Thus, this section aims to extract meaning from the four exhibitions by addressing the eight 

components of the visual analysis point by point. Drawing on museum history and the 

extended examination of other Western and Egyptian Egyptology exhibitions to reveal 

wider trends and aspects from Egyptian collaboration, ‘Egypt’ visitor analysis at the British 

Museum and MacDonald and Shaw’s (2004) work at the Petrie Museum are also 

incorporated to add detail. Acknowledging that the British Museum and Petrie Museum 

research may not be representative of the Egyptology visitor per se, as the only current 

examples of audience responses to Egyptology display of which I am aware, it is important 

to include these results. Providing a mediator between the historical sources and my 

subjective readings of museum exhibitions, visitor research will help to maintain a balance 

and enable the following analysis to offer helpful insights into the extended messages 

communicated through Egyptology display. 

 

1 - The overarching method of display 

 

The choice of aesthetic, chronological or thematic display is crucial in the communication 

of different types of meaning in the museum exhibition. In terms of ancient Egypt, before 

the translation of the hieroglyphs, aesthetic display offered the only real means of 

presenting collections. This enabled audiences to marvel at artefacts despite lacking 

detailed Egyptological knowledge (Moser 2006). Chronology, on the other hand, aimed to 

place artefacts in their relevant periods, supporting notions of progress and providing a 

wider historical context. Although still frequently communicated through changes in artistic 

style, this form of exhibitioning dates to the early days of Egyptology, after Champollion’s 

discovery, when the temporal classification of artefacts into a linear narrative was 

prioritised in terms of scholarship and learning (see McClellan 1994, Moser 2006). 

Although thematic display was pioneered alongside chronology by Champollion at the 

Louvre in the late 1820s, the approach did not emerge as a broad museological trend until 
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the later half of the nineteenth century (Reid 2002: 46-48). Interestingly, all three of these 

exhibitionary ‘styles’ are still in use by Egyptology exhibitions today and have clear 

consequences for the communication of ideas. 

 

As for the central case studies, aesthetic forms of display are primarily associated with 

ancient Egyptian sculpture. Through the marginalisation of text, use of lighting, display 

space and internal architecture, an environment that provokes wonder and an appreciation 

of beauty is an impediment to contextual understanding. In both the British Museum and 

the Louvre this is apparent through the concentration of sculpture in the largest of the 

Egyptian rooms (see Figures 5.1 & Figures 5.2). Here, detailed explanatory text is 

predominantly relegated to the walls while the largest pieces of sculpture draw all eyes to 

the centre of the room. The sculpture is specifically aligned for dramatic visual effect and 

the visitor is able to walk around and between numerous pieces. This creates the feeling of 

being dwarfed by both the monumental pieces and the scale of the room. The architecture 

(reminiscent of classical temples), the neutral tones, filtered light, and space between 

artefacts also provoke awe and inspires an aesthetically induced ‘religious’ experience.  

 

As an aside, the Egyptian Museum in Cairo uses these same techniques, but provides no 

text beyond the occasional, aging object label. In the Cairo example, the visitor descends a 

large set of stairs into a huge colonnaded gallery in the heart of the museum (see Figure 

5.3), where the crowded avenues of statues, obelisks and pyramidions once again create a 

focus on feasting the eye rather than provoking the mind. As one visitor put it, ‘it is 

interesting and mysterious….but it would be difficult to understand what was going on 

without a guide’ (see Appendix 7, Interview 1.33).    
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Figure 5.1  Egyptian Sculpture Hall, British Museum. (Courtesy of the British Museum) 

  
 

 
Figure 5.2. Egyptian Sculpture Hall, Louvre. (Taken from http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_LrjNgcjxonE/ 
SaQDpr MIyYI/AAAAAAAAA9Q/6GxmgbZzPzU/s400/01180004.jpg [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
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Figure 5.3. Sculpture Hall, Egyptian Museum, Cairo. (Taken from 
http://www.supertouchart.com/wp-content /uploads/2008/10/goldkate7.jpg [Accessed 29 June 
2009])  
 

 

In Berlin the ocular focus is evident on a smaller scale in the ‘Sculpture gallery’ (see Figure 

5.4). However, it is the bust of Nefertiti that epitomises the aesthetic approach. Displayed 

alone, individually lit, in a modern glass case in the centre of a cream room with nothing 

but a few Amarna reliefs on the outer walls, Nefertiti is to be admired for her beauty (see 

Figures  5.5 & 5.6). Although the previous room aimed to put the Amarna period in context 

through textual description and varied artefacts, this information is quickly forgotten in the 

‘art gallery’, voyeuristic setting of Nefertiti’s private chamber. The room, unique in display 

style compared to the rest of the museum, further emphasises the importance of the 

museum’s ‘star object’, again prioritising marvel and transferring power to Berlin through 

ownership.  
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5.4.  Figure 5.4. Egyptian Sculpture gallery, Ägyptisches Museum. (Taken from http://www. 
egyptian-museum-berlin.com/bild.php?bildname=b_altmus_ausst_06.jpg [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
 
 

 
Figure 5.5. Bust of Nefertiti, Ägyptisches Museum. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.6. Nefertiti gallery, Ägyptisches Museum. (Taken from http://www.egyptian-museum-
berlin.com/bild.php?bildname=b_altmus_ausst_12.jpg [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 

 

Remaining with the Amarna culture, since its discovery111 associations with monotheism 

and artistic realism have positioned the site and individuals who once lived there of 

particular fascination to Egyptologists and the public alike (Aldred 1988). Thus, a deified 

artistic focus is often found in association with the era. For example, in the 2007-2008 

exhibition of Tutankhamen at the O2 Arena, London, one of the largest rooms was 

transformed into a temple purely to act as frame for the large bust of Akhenaton positioned 

at the end of the colonnade (see Figure 5.7). Similarly, the Amarna section in the Egyptian 

Museum in Cairo is divided in two, half painted pink, half painted white. While the pink 

section contains a number of artefacts and some text on the period, the white section is 

dominated by a single bust of Nefertiti (see Figures 5.8 & 5.9). Perhaps created in response 

to calls for the return of the bust from Berlin (see El-Aref 2009), the example reiterates the 

connection of the period with mystery, beauty and aesthetic appreciation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
111 The site of Amarna has been known since the early nineteenth century. However, the earliest 
archaeological work did not place until towards the end of the nineteenth century (see Petrie 1894). 
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Figure 5.7. Bust of Akhenaton, Tutankhamen and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs ,O2 Arena, 
London. (Taken from http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3149/2805169743_a3f98fb1d4.jpg?v=0 
[Accessed 16 June 2009]).   
 

 
Figure 5.8. Amarna room 1, Egyptian Museum, Cairo. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.9. Amarna room 2, Egyptian Museum, Cairo. (Author’s image) 
 

 

Returning to the primary case studies, the sculpture gallery in Turin takes the atmospheric, 

aesthetic approach the furthest. In this instance, the two sculpture rooms, in the heart of the 

museum, contain no explanatory text other than object labels. The rooms are dark, the 

ceiling and pedestals are painted black. Every inch of wall is covered with full-length 

mirrors and pools of light spill out from each individual sculpture. The tallest artefacts are 

aligned, mirroring one another, in rows along the walls, while a few monumental, 

horizontal items occupy the centre of the floor (see Figure 5.10). Creating a feeling of 

privacy and reverence, these rooms are like nothing else seen in the museum and present 

ancient Egypt strongly within the realm of fantasy.    
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Figure 5.10. Sculpture gallery, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
 

The Nubian Museum in Aswan takes a similar approach to the display of both sculpture 

and mummies. In a room with no text other than object labels, this area of the museum is 

much darker than the rest. Lit only by spot lights and clearly separate from the rest of the 

museum, the example once again highlights awe as the primary form of communication. 

 

The reliance on aesthetics is interesting because practitioners such as Michael Williams and 

Margaret Heath (2003: 114) suggest that ‘archaeologists mistrust art-orientated displays or 

interpretations of archaeological materials because this approach recalls archaeology’s 

origins and seems to ignore the modern paradigms of archaeological research.’ 

Compounded by suggestions of the unquantifiable and subjective nature of aesthetic 

display, Williams and Heath are either mistaken or Egyptology is ‘stuck in the past’. As the 

display method appears to rely on the same forms of representation as developed in the first 

museums, the question, therefore, is, what is more harmful, the aesthetic approach or 

ignoring the artistic element of artefacts? To address this, a balance needs to be found 
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between imparting up-to-date understandings and providing engaging, atmospheric 

experiences as desired by visitors and modern Egyptian communities alike.  

 

In terms of chronological display, there appears to be a divide between museums using the 

approach to tell the story of ancient Egyptian history focused around evolution in art, and 

that focused around more mundane artefacts. The British Museum112 and Ägyptisches 

Museum, for example, use their sculpture galleries, though strongly aesthetic in focus, to 

provide chronological background.113 In the British Museum the text boards provide a 

general linear narrative of the civilisation with relevant periods of discussion positioned in 

close proximity to contemporary sculptures. In Berlin, however, the focus is more explicitly 

on the evolution of sculptural form but sets the scene for encounters with these various 

periods in the remainder of the museum. The Louvre and the Museo Egizio, on the other 

hand, focus on a greater diversity of sculptural, religious and domestic items when 

presenting chronology. This approach is also evident in other Egyptology exhibitions such 

as the Petrie Museum, London, and, if we accept the power of the aesthetic to dominate 

narratives within sculptural displays, as evidenced by British Museum visitors’ ‘blindness’, 

is perhaps a more effective means of communicating chronological information. 

 

Didactic in focus, the problem with chronological display is that it creates a strictly linear 

narrative. Suggesting a continuous forward march, the approach develops powerful 

ideological links between the mastery of ancient Egypt and the advancement of the modern 

Western world as first established in the nineteenth century. Containing the remnants of 

imperialism, by exhibiting ancient Egypt in this way, the monopoly of display 

communicates influential concepts of supreme power and knowledge yet does not tie into 

the ‘lived’ experiences with which visitors are personally familiar. Therefore, while 

establishing Western civilisation as the ‘peak’ of human development, ancient Egypt 

remains a world to be ancestrally respected and admired, but not understood.   

 

                                                   
112 In 1854 Egyptian artefacts were displayed chronologically for the first time in the extended Egyptian 
Sculpture Hall at the British Museum and have remained largely unchanged ever since (Moser 2006: 171). 
113 This same technique is evident within the Egyptian Museum in Cairo where the ‘great masterpieces of art’ 
(see exhibition text) are used to illustrate chronology. 
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Often maintaining chronological elements but focused on drawing out the details of one 

particular area of society, the thematic display method can provide links with topics that are 

familiar to audiences, such as farming and religion, while enabling more directed, cross-

temporal comparisons. Across the four case studies, and Egyptology museums in general, 

religious and funerary practice tend to dominate thematic display. It is, however, in this 

display approach that daily life is also often incorporated. In the Louvre, Museo Egizio and 

Ägyptsches Museum, daily life focuses on specific discussions of themes such as hunting, 

fishing, farming and home life. The artefacts are often supported by models or painted 

tomb-chapel scenes, similar to those of Nebamun, which illustrate the objects in action (see 

Figures 5.11, 5.12a, 5.12b & 5.13). The Nebamun gallery, recently opened at the British 

Museum, focuses explicitly on the potential of the painted tomb-chapel scenes to inform us 

about daily life in this way and will be discussed later on in this chapter.  

 

 
Figure 5.11. Exhibiting artefacts in action: Hunting and fishing, Louvre. (Author’s image)  
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Figures 5.12a & 5.12b. Exhibiting artefacts in action: Combining illustration and object to 
demonstrate the reality of ancient Egyptian tool production and use, and to illustrate ancient 
Egyptian adornment, Museo Egizio. (Author’s images)    
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Figure 5.13. Exhibiting artefacts in action: Models and painted scenes illustrate the life-use of 
objects in the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin. (Taken from http://www.egyptian-museum-
berlin.com/bild.php? bildname=b altmus_ausst_49.jpg [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
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Personal communication with museum experts in both Egypt and the West (Richards 2008, 

24 November & Meguid 2007, 5 December) suggest that audiences find thematic styles of 

exhibiting more engaging and easier to understand. This may be one of the reasons why 

smaller museums with limited space and collections tend to favour the thematic approach. 

Reflecting the fact that objects can be understood on their own terms and offering greater 

potential for personal reflection between past and present, this form of display builds a 

more complex, less unilinear means of communicating that could be used to unite past and 

present and fulfil Egyptian and Western audience needs. However, thematic displays are 

rarely the first thing that visitors encounter. Of the four case study museums, the Louvre is 

the only one that introduces visitors to its collection through thematic display. The British 

Museum, Museo Egizio and Ägyptisches Museum all begin with aesthetic/chronological 

display which sets a particular tone for the remainder of the visit. Even in the Louvre, 

though the ground floor is thematic, the first thing that visitors meet as they approach the 

Egyptian galleries is a Sphinx and wall relief of Ramesses the Great. Instantly reaffirming 

the stereotypical, superficial level of Egyptological knowledge shown by Egyptian 

collaboration and visitor research at the British Museum, the aesthetic, monumental, elite 

focus of these initial galleries blinds visitors from seeing alternative narratives and thinking 

for themselves. 

 

2 - Display furniture 

 

Uniform or mixed, aged or contemporary, the vitrines in which objects are housed reflect 

directly upon the items contained within. Of the four focal museums, all use relatively 

modern display cases comprising plain box or table features supporting a glass case. 

Aiming not to distract from the items on display, these pedestals/supports are 

predominantly black or neutral in colour with no adornments. The only exception to these 

standards is found in the final rooms of the first floor thematic display in Turin, where 

clearly antique wooden framed glass cases are supported by lion footed table legs (see 

Figure 5.14). Although visitors may not be consciously aware of the effect of such a small 

variation, the intricacies of display furniture can have a profound impact on perceptions. 

For example, whereas modern glass cases render themselves practically invisible, antique 

cases, especially those with ornate features, become an object of interest in themselves. As 
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Dylan Thomas famously quoted, the notion that ‘this museum ought to be a museum’114 

becomes clear in institutions such as the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, Petrie Museum, 

London and the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. In these museums, the antique display cases 

contribute to the creation of a wholly different ‘way of seeing’ when compared to, for 

example, the pristine, ultra modern display space and cases in the Ägyptisches Museum, 

Berlin. As one visitor in Cairo puts it, ‘everything about the museum is old-fashioned, 

musty and dusty…you can feel the antiquity’ (see Appendix 7, Interview 1.40). Strongly 

connecting the visitor’s experience with nostalgia and the history of collecting and display, 

the peculiarities of the exhibition narrative created by Cairo’s historical vitrines also imply 

an outdated level of knowledge pertaining to the objects within. This is potentially the case 

with the final thematic rooms in the Museo Egizio, Turin and therefore does not do justice 

to the objects on display.  

 

 
Figure 5.14. Antique display cases, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
 

                                                   
114 Dylan Thomas, quoted in Morris 1983: 1 (cited in Ames 1986: 1).  
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The location and positioning of display furniture is of equal importance to its age and 

design. Creating physical and thus ideological barriers between different areas of display, 

this aspect of exhibitioning also dictates the intimacy of viewing. Whereas smaller, up-

close, waist height cabinets into which you can peer, create greater feelings of accessibility 

and thus perhaps familiarity, larger cases which place objects at a greater distance may 

invoke feelings of exclusivity and preciousness. 

 

In terms of positioning, the Louvre, British Museum and Museo Egizio actively use display 

furniture to complement the message and atmosphere of their exhibitions. For example, in 

all three institutions, specifically sized and shaped vitrines are used to help replicate the 

space and intimacy of a tomb/burial context. With relevant artefacts placed in the ‘walls’ of 

the tomb, the cases act not only to inform through the artefacts they contain but also to aid 

the ‘experiential’ aspect, communicating understanding (see Figures 5.15 - 5.17). The 

British Museum, however, although invoking this space, is dominated by large towering 

cases in its thematic exhibits. Particularly noticeable in the ‘Funerary rooms’ (see Figure 

5.18), the cases are aligned on all four walls and even those in the centre of the room that 

can be circumnavigated are daunting in size, thus keeping artefacts at a distance. A similar 

approach is evident in the ‘Sarcophagi room’ at the Louvre and adds to the historically 

created air of mystery and inaccessibility surrounding Egyptian mortuary practice (see 

Figure 5.19). The Museo Egizio employs much smaller cases in its thematic exhibitions. 

Allowing the visitor to lean over the central cases and really get up-close, this has the effect 

of making this area of display appear more relevant and engaging than the larger-scale, 

chronologically-focused galleries downstairs (see Figure 5.20). The Ägyptisches Museum 

in its entirety is dominated by smaller cases containing a limited number of items (see 

Figure 5.21). This technique was also experienced in the Tutankhamen exhibition at the O2 

Arena, London, and served to create a greater sense of space and communicative potential 

between artefact, text and audience, as artefacts appeared to be centred on the visitor’s eye 

level and accessible from all angles. 
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Figure 5.15. Evocation of an ancient burial context, Louvre. (Author’s image) 
 

 
Figure 5.16. Four L-shaped cases: Evocation of an ancient burial context, British Museum. 
(Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.17. Evocation of an ancient burial context, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
 

 
Figure 5.18. Large display cases, Funerary Galleries, British Museum. (Author’s image)   
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Figure 5.19. Display techniques, Sarcophagi room, Louvre. (Author’s image) 
 

 
Figure 5.20. Example of intimate display techniques, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.21. Example of display techniques, Ägyptisches Museum. (Taken from 
http://www.egyptian-museum-berlin.com/bild.php?bildname=b_altmus_ausst_02.jpg [Accessed 16 
June 2009]) 
 

3 - Lighting and use of colour 

 

Exhibition lighting and the use of colour are two powerful communicators of subtle 

messages. Creating mood and establishing links between areas and items, colour can be a 

commanding emotional tool (Dean 1996: 35).115 Similarly, levels and types of light, 

highlighting some objects while leaving others in darkness, impact upon perceptions of 

importance and create atmosphere.  

 

The approach to these two features is generally uniform between the Louvre and the British 

Museum. In terms of light, most galleries combine some natural light, dimmed in the 

Louvre by gauze, with vitrine or directed ceiling light. Funerary displays are darker than 

other areas of exhibitions. Drawing visitors towards to the illusory warmth of the lit object, 

this technique also evokes specific associations between death and the unknown. In 

                                                   
115 For similar discussions regarding the use of colour in advertising see Williamson 1978. 
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galleries where some vitrines are lit and others are not, this suggests the greater importance 

of lit items over others, such as the Rosetta Stone in the British Museum’s Sculpture Hall. 

 

In terms of colour, specific colour schemes are used on text boards, in display cases, and, in 

the case of the first floor of the Louvre, on walls, to distinguish between different thematic 

areas in and across galleries. In Berlin, the Ägyptsches Museum, perhaps due to its 

relatively small size, is very uniform. Maintaining neutral colours on all walls and in object 

cases, specifically designed lighting rigs direct standardised levels of light onto display 

cases in each gallery. The only colour evident throughout the exhibition is from illustrations 

on text boards, object labels and the artefacts themselves. This neutral, uniform space, 

reminiscent of the ‘white cube’ art gallery approach, promotes a similarly aesthetic 

appreciation of the objects. Focusing audiences’ attention on the visual beauty or technical 

skill of the artefacts, this means that even though detailed textual explanation is available in 

each gallery it does not complement the more powerful artistic mode of viewing. Therefore, 

the development of contextual understanding or emotive connection, beyond reverence, is 

impeded. In complete contrast to Berlin, the Museo Egizio is the least uniform of the four 

case studies. In terms of lighting, I have discussed the atmospheric and aesthetic privileging 

of the sculpture galleries. However, this evocation of mood does not extend throughout the 

display. Although the funerary items from provincial centres are displayed in somewhat 

dimmed lighting conditions in the museum’s basement, the tomb assemblages on the first 

floor receive no such treatment. While displayed in three small rooms, mimicking the space 

of a noble’s tomb, bright ceiling lights illuminate the displays (see Figure 5.22). As the 

collections are grouped within their vitrines, reflecting in the case of the tomb of Kha and 

Merit ‘his’ and ‘her’ items, it gives the appearance of an ethnographic display, dislocating 

items from their original environment rather than enhancing communication (see Figure 

5.23). Colour, as with the Berlin example, is also kept to a minimum. Other than the 

consistent orange, black and white colour scheme of the free-standing text boards 

throughout the museum, neutral tones once again pacify the viewing experience. This 

means that, other than the stark contrast of the sculpture gallery, all exhibits begin to blend 

into one. This reduces visitors’ engagement with the collections and maintains elite 

monuments as the focal point of ancient Egyptian culture.   
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 Figure 5.22. Outside the tomb of Kha and Merit, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image)  

 

 
Figure 5.23. Inside the tomb of Kha and Merit, Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
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The focus on neutral colours is a trend that has become the norm, as evidenced in the other 

examples of Egyptology display. Both within cabinets and in terms of décor, colour has 

been largely relegated. This is evident in the whole range of Egyptological exhibitionary 

settings, from private collections to university museums and local museums in the West 

and in Egypt. Calling this cream/white colour scheme ‘neutral’, however, is perhaps not 

accurate as rather than representing ‘no distinct quality’, the passive, non-emotive dullness 

of such décor reflects back onto the perception of objects (Pearce 2000). The growth of this 

trend is interesting as early methods of ‘contextual representation’ strongly promoted 

colour in Egyptianising rooms and décor (see Pearce 2000, Moser 2006: 76-77). Perhaps 

the development is a snowballing reaction to the British Museum’s choice of plain stone 

colour walls in the Townley Egyptian Gallery, which opened in 1808. Historically, 

colourful, Egyptianising forms of display were more popular with visitors, 116 and neutral 

tones were in contrast to most practices throughout Europe at the time (see Porterfield 

1998: 91, Piggott 2004). However, potentially the result of architectural fashion or what 

may have been an active choice to divide the national institution from the often brightly 

coloured private collections, the early neutrality of colour schemes at the British Museum 

seems to have taken hold.117 Perhaps the reason for this development lies with the Neues 

Museum in Berlin. Here, the early use of colour in the Egyptian galleries met with 

considerable resistance because it was felt to overshadow the objects (Wildung 1999: 3). 

This example reveals how increasing knowledge and respect for ancient Egypt may have 

led to the annexation of colour. The belief that objects could ‘speak for themselves’ meant 

that colour and the ‘recreated’ environment were rapidly lost to Egyptology display in the 

battle to distinguish imagination from reality.  

 

There are of course modern exceptions to this rule. The temporary and more recent 

exhibitions in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, for example, use colour to complement the 

artefacts on display. Similarly, for some smaller museums, colour, through the recreation of 

                                                   
116 For example, Belzoni’s exhibition in the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, in 1821, attracted a much greater 
number of visitors than passed through the doors of the British Museum in the same period (see Pearce 2000). 
117 This is an unusual situation because in the latter phases of the Smirke Sculpture Room extension colour 
was introduced into the galleries. Red and gold moulding was added around the windows and ceiling panels 
to contrast with the dark sculpture. Similarly, the rooms were decorated with polychromatic colouring: dark 
red walls with an upper section in sage-green. Ornamental friezes were also added to the first-floor Egyptian 
rooms in an attempt to enliven collections. However, all of the colour features have now been replaced by 
neutral tones (Moser 2006: 194-5).  
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tombs, is being used to entice visitors to spend time with objects, which, if positioned in a 

simple glass case in a neutral room, might appear to be part of a limited, uninteresting 

collection. Finally, there are the elaborately painted ceilings in the latter half of the 

Louvre’s chronological display, which will be discussed in the following section.  

 

4 - The architecture and decoration of exhibition rooms 

 

The ‘space’ an exhibit occupies is almost as important as the structure of the exhibit itself. 

Whether a plain white, purpose-built room or an ornately decorated gallery that was once a 

Royal residence, these aspects influence the visitor’s viewing experience and thus his or her 

comprehension of collections. 

 

As purpose-built museums, the British Museum and Ägyptisches Museum maintain 

consistent architectural and decorative features throughout. All of the Egyptian rooms in 

the British Museum have high ceilings and Greek revival features. Though somewhat 

different from Egyptian decorative characteristics, the association between the Egyptian 

artefacts and Greek ‘temple-like’ surroundings, particularly in the Egyptian Sculpture Hall, 

promote subconscious connections with advancement, high culture and learning. The 

Ägyptisches Museum, on the other hand, though uniform, supports no form of 

adornment.118 This does not mean, however, that it does not impact on the communication 

of a specific exhibition message. Boxed rooms with plain dividing walls and neutral tones, 

as discussed above, create their own unique viewing context, directed largely towards 

appreciation of the visual qualities of the objects on display. 

 

The Louvre and Museo Egizio, both seventeenth century palaces turned museums, have 

greater internal variation to deal with in their exhibitions. However, both institutions have 

added features or manipulated the space to best complement different areas of their 

collections. The modernista style of the Museo Egizio, built in one phase, with high, 

vaulted ceilings, tiled, marble and wooden floors, creates a relatively plain space in which 

museum designers have been able to add divisions and additional rooms to break up the 

collection. The most influential architectural feature is the presence of a section of Turin’s 
                                                   
118 The Egyptian Museum in Cairo is very similar in internal design and communicates a similar message.   
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Roman walls in the basement rooms alongside the museum’s provincial Egyptian 

collections (see Figure 5.24). Acting in a similar way to the Greek revival style in the 

British Museum, the presence of, in this case, authentic Roman architecture alongside 

ancient Egyptian artefacts goes some way towards emphasising the links between these two 

ancient cultures and situating them within the scheme of ‘linear progress’ towards modern 

Western civilisation. The Louvre also has remnants of another era of history on the 

approach to the Egyptian collections. As visitors walk past the ruined foundations of the 

twelfth century fortress, the experience may act to preface the Egyptian collections with the 

concept of a ruined landscape. As evidenced in my audience research with British Museum 

visitors, the stereotype of modern Egypt as a graveyard of the past is very powerful. Thus, 

the experience of a ruined twelfth century building goes a long way in promoting this view 

and emphasising the ‘miracle of survival’ of the Egyptian artefacts on display which date 

many millennia prior to the fortress.  

 

 
Figure 5.24. Remains of a Roman wall in the basement of the Museo Egizio. (Author’s image) 
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All of the exhibition rooms in the Louvre have high ceilings. Creating a sense of grandeur 

which reflects back on the artefacts, this aspect is particularly pronounced in the ‘Temple 

gallery’. Unlike the majority of the galleries on the ground floor, this particular room has 

Greek Renaissance style coving and columns and is considerably larger, with higher 

ceilings than the surrounding galleries. As seen at the British Museum, this creates links 

with classicism and the repertoire of cultural associations the West has developed 

alongside. The ‘Crypt of Osiris gallery’ is positioned within another unique architectural 

feature of the Louvre. Leading from the ‘Temple gallery’ into the ‘Sarcophagi gallery’, the 

visitor travels down a set of stairs into a long, underground, dimly lit, vaulted white room 

which contains funerary items in various alcoves. Making the visitor physically descend 

into the underworld, this gallery creates clear parallels between darkness, intricate 

subterranean rooms and the Egyptian afterlife.  
 

The other most powerful features of communication between the Louvre’s architecture/ 

interior design and the Egyptology collection can be found in the chronological galleries on 

the first-floor. Here, rooms 25-29, situated in the Chambres de Parade, which date to 1559, 

are opulently decorated with carved ceilings and doors, and elaborately painted classical 

and biblical scenes on the ceilings, such as the Apotheosis of Homer and Joseph advising 

Pharaoh (see Porterfield 1998) (see Figures 5.25 & 5.26). Interestingly, rooms 20-24, 

Egyptian prehistory through to the Middle Kingdom, are in large plain rooms. Although the 

walls are painted various colours to distinguish between sections, it is not until the New 

Kingdom that the ornate rooms come into play. The rich decoration, Renaissance style 

frescos and sudden diversity of colour are strong advocates for the popular concept of the 

New Kingdom as the ‘golden age’ of Pharaonic civilisation, in which famous figures such 

as Ramesses, Akhenaton and Tutankhamen entre the stage. The sudden addition of real 

characters to ancient Egyptian narratives is emphasised through the visual presence of 

human figures on the ceiling paintings. At last populating ancient Egypt with images of 

living people, this configuration of display, artefacts and architecture further promotes links 

between the peak of Pharaonic civilisation and the modern history of France (the West). 

This connection is cemented in the ‘Tutankhamen room’ where the portraits of seventeenth 

century French royalty are hung on the walls alongside artefacts from the life and times of 

the boy-king. Undeniably saying more about the desire of French rulers to be associated 
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with the greatness of the Egyptian past than the history of ancient Egypt itself, the 

decorative features of these galleries cannot be ideologically separated in visitors’ 

comprehension of the display. It may be the result of decorative elements similar to those in 

the Louvre, or the strong presence of individuals within Egyptological narratives from this 

specific era, which explains why visitor research at the Petrie Museum (MacDonald & 

Shaw 2004) found New Kingdom Egypt to be of most interest to visitors.   
 

 
Figure 5.25. Décor of the Chamber de Parade, Louvre. (Author’s image) 

 

 
5.26. Example of ceiling décor in the Chambre de Parade, Louvre. (Author’s image) 
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5 - Space dedicated to different themes or specific collections – hierarchy of display 

 

The location and space dedicated to various areas of collections suggests different levels of 

status within and between displays. Enhanced by elements such as lighting, internal 

architecture and object arrangement, this seemingly innocuous division has an impact on 

the dialogue between artefacts and audience. First impressions, for example, set the tone for 

the wider exhibition experience. Therefore, the fact that aesthetically displayed elements of 

elite, often monumental sculpture or relief, greet visitors in three out of the four case 

studies is significant. As mentioned above, in the Louvre this involves a face-to-face 

confrontation with the Sphinx of Amenmhat II, flanked by wall relief of Ramesses II 

worshiping the Sphinx at Giza. The Sphinx often acts as synecdoche for ancient Egypt,119 

and in this instance, displayed in the intimate, dimly lit, domed vestibule in the first room 

of the Louvre’s ground floor Egyptian galleries, the Sphinx creates an encounter that 

instantly reinforces associations with elite power, great individuals and an awesome 

civilisation very different from our own. This impact is also evident within the Ägyptisches 

Museum as visitors’ first experience is the aesthetically displayed sculpture room. 

However, it is the British Museum that enforces these connections most strongly. In this 

instance, audiences are not met by a mere handful of objects as in the Louvre, nor in a 

plain, modestly sized space as in Berlin, but find themselves in the cavernous, temple-like 

Egyptian Sculpture Hall. Dwarfed in every respect, the visitor is confronted by 

anthropomorphic figures, strangely inscribed and adorned architectural features, and the 

towering busts of Pharaohs. Whether the visitor enters from the Great Court to set eyes 

upon the Rosetta Stone, or from the south entrance to be greeted by the paired seated 

sculptures of Amenophis III, these ‘star items’ are not appropriately positioned to coincide 

with the chronological narrative of the gallery. Amenophis III, for example, an eighteenth 

dynasty Pharaoh, is positioned in the Old Kingdom area of chronology, and the Rosetta 

Stone, a Ptolemaic artefact, within the New Kingdom. This emphasises the aesthetic 

qualities of the gallery, as visual power and promotion of the collection’s best pieces are 

privileged over the communication of coherent temporal knowledge. Taking this into 

consideration, alongside the relatively unchanged nature of the gallery since the 1850s (see 

Moser 2006: 183), it is unsurprising that my visitor research revealed audiences’ inability to 
                                                   
119 The pyramids are an equally, if not more frequently, used icon which is seen to stand for ancient Egypt. 
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make connections beyond marvel or develop chronological understanding. This form of 

awe-inspired primary response is established in the majority of Egyptology exhibits, both in 

the West and Egypt, at national, local and private levels, and enforces further the power of 

century-old modes of communication. The Museo Egizio is the exception to this rule.120 

However, the focal point of the first gallery is a pre-dynastic burial. This enforces another 

popular stereotype of Egypt as an ancient culture centred on death, and this aspect, 

combined with the fact that the ‘Sculpture room’ is the largest, most atmospheric and 

centrally located gallery in the museum, once again places death and the elite at the apex of 

value.      

 

This notion of the ‘central’ exhibit is also important in the manipulation of visitor 

perceptions. Like the Museo Egizio, the Louvre situates the ‘Temple gallery’ in the central 

room of the ground floor. Acting as a link between the daily life galleries and the funerary 

rooms which follow, this suggests elite life and religious practice as the central force in 

ancient Egyptian society (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 3). In the case of Berlin, the 

Ägyptsches Museum’s ‘star’ item is found in the heart of the museum (see Appendix 13, 

Floor plan 4). Emphasising the objects preciousness, Nefertiti’s bust is ‘protected’ by the 

exhibits on either side and also acts as a high point to which the exhibition builds and then 

fades. As for the British Museum, there is no central gallery as such, but the sheer 

magnitude of space devoted to monumental sculpture emphasises the importance of this 

aspect of the collection and is paralleled by the dominance of the funerary galleries in the 

first floor thematic display (see Appendix 13, Floor plans 1a & 1b).  

 

The ideological significance of the size and number of galleries dedicated to certain areas 

of collections is also evident in the other three case studies. In the Louvre, the ground floor 

sees the funerary section occupying the larger and more architecturally ‘interesting’ rooms 

(see Appendix 13, Floor plan 2a, Galleries 13-19). The first floor reveals a similar process 

whereby the New Kingdom section of chronology occupies the largest number of galleries 

and is positioned in the first of the opulent, colourful Chambers de Parade (see Appendix 

13, Floor plan 2b, Galleries 24-28). As these are the most physically and visually 

                                                   
120 There are also a number of other Egyptology exhibits that do not begin in this manner, For example, the 
Petrie Museum, London,  Manchester University museum and the local museum in Exeter. 
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stimulating rooms of the building, visitors are subconsciously guided towards prioritising 

these areas of ancient Egyptian history and society. 

 

Two thirds of the Ägyptisches Museum is devoted to sculpture and the Amarna period 

(Nefertiti), meaning that the remaining five of the eight themes are squeezed into the final 

third (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 4). Comparatively, in the Museo Egizio the 

funerary/religious sections of display dominate galleries and occupy the most engaging 

spaces such as the ‘Sculpture room’ and individual ‘tomb’ rooms (see Appendix 13, Floor 

plan 3). In all instances, including other Western and Egyptian displays of Egyptology 

visited, daily life is marginalised keeping ancient Egypt beyond the reach of familiarity and 

firmly within the realm of wonder.  

 

The issue of subdividing and prioritising objects and themes can be taken further. For 

example, separating sculpture from smaller antiquities has the same effect today as Moser 

suggests for the specific context of the British Museum in the mid 1800s, when division 

and contrasting display techniques led to the perception of sculpture as ‘art’ (2006: 213).  

Disassociated from the historic information sculpture also embodies, this treatment is in 

antithesis to that of other artefacts which are displayed rather as ethnographic items, 

reflecting social practice while innate visual qualities are ignored.  

 

In terms of the British Museum and the Louvre, it is also important to consider the non-

Egyptian galleries by which exhibitions are buffered. Interestingly, in both cases all of the 

Egyptian rooms, with the exception of the entrance to the ground floor Louvre rooms,121 are 

connected to the ancient classical and Middle Eastern galleries. Seemingly positioning 

ancient Egypt in its wider historical context, the subtleties of this relationship were not 

observed by visitors during British Museum research and are unlikely to be powerful 

enough to address public perceptions of Egypt’s historical isolation. However, taking this 

attempt at contextualisation into consideration, what is puzzling is the neglect and 

marginalisation of Egyptian history beyond the ‘core eras’ of the Pharaonic period. In terms 

of both pre- and post-dynastic culture there are clear physical divides within exhibition 

                                                   
121 Visitors approach the Louvre’s first Egyptian exhibitions past the twelfth century ruins of the old Louvre 
fort.  
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spaces. For example, the British Museum creates a confusing chronology by positioning 

early Egypt upstairs in the thematic galleries after the Pharaonic ‘Funerary rooms’. 

Sandwiched between funerary archaeology and Egypt and the Sudan, early Egyptian 

history appears awkward and out of place (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 1b, Gallery 64). 

Similarly, the ‘Ethiopia and Coptic Egypt room’ can be found tacked on to the side of the 

first floor display (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 1b, Gallery 66). Not only is the gallery in a 

small, corridor space, but, at the time of viewing, the Coptic section was displayed in aging 

cases, poorly lit and clearly out-dated when compared to the Ethiopian vitrines on the 

opposing wall. Again situating this area of the Egyptian past as ‘disconnected’ from and 

‘inferior’ to the Pharaonic, the remnants of eighteenth and nineteenth century Orientalist 

privileging become clear. If the visitor is interested in Egypt’s Islamic past, this period of 

history is totally disassociated from ancient Egypt and integrated into the wider Islamic 

world galleries, which are located at the very back of the museum on the lower section of 

the ground floor (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 1a, Gallery 34). 

 

In the Louvre, chronology only extends as far as Cleopatra, and Coptic Egypt is exhibited 

on the lower ground floor in a completely different wing within late antiquity. In terms of 

Islamic Egypt, Islam is barely visible within the museum. This being said, the building of a 

specific Islamic art wing did begin in 2008.122 While Islamic art/archaeology may not be 

available as yet in the Louvre, Paris does have a separate museum containing Islamic 

artefacts, the Monde Arabe.123 Although a fantastic modern museum, it is also a symbol of 

segregation. As evidenced by the division from the Pharaonic and the amalgamation of all 

Islamic history together in a separate section of the British Museum, there is clear 

annexation of ancient Egypt from its non-Pharaonic past by the West. This reflects the 

continuation of historic traditions directly connected to Orientalism and Imperialism. 

Positioning Egypt as the origin of Western civilisation, while representing modern and non-

Pharaonic eras as a degraded, alien ‘other’, the exclusive ideologies of the colonial era still 

resonate strongly within the walls of museums. Not confined to the largest national 

museums, this practice is also evident in the specialist Turin and Berlin museums. Here, in 

the case of the Ägyptisches Museum, chronology does not reach beyond the Pharaonic; and 
                                                   
122 The building of a dedicated Islamic art wing began in July 2008 and was funded by a Saudi Prince (see 
http://rjjago.wordpress.com/2008/07/17/louvre-to-open-islamic-wing/ [Accessed 1 April 2009]). 
123 Information on the Monde Arabe is available at http://www.imarabe.org/ [Accessed 1 April 2009]. 
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in the Museo Egizio, although Roman and Coptic Egypt are represented, they are displayed 

in the final room of the museum, disassociated from the stronger chronological themes on 

the ground floor, and thus appearing as an afterthought (see Appendix 13, Floor plan 3).  

 

Looking across the broader spectrum of European museums, the division of Pharaonic 

Egypt from the rest of the Egyptian past is almost universal and replicates further powerful 

notions of Western affinity with ancient Egypt which distance the contemporary and the 

non-Pharaonic past. As discussed in chapter 3, this is not the case in Egypt itself, neither in 

museum display nor public ideology, and is an important issue to be addressed in the 

development of cross-cultural, collaborative display strategies.  

 

6 - Spatial relationships between objects 

 

The internal aesthetic of a display case, or the visual relationships created by artefacts 

within a room, can captivate audiences as much as the objects themselves. These visually 

tantalising aspects of display, arbitrary or otherwise, communicate certain messages of 

value and create relationships between artefacts. The density of items on display also 

provokes a specific type of response. Crowded vitrines, for example, can appear chaotic, 

and, as evidenced by the early cabinets of curiosity, can overshadow scholarly potential 

(Moser 2006: 18). Minimal artefact representation on the other hand can encourage detailed 

study as it seems to suggest the greater importance of the object(s) on display.     

 

Numerous spatial trends became apparent across the four case study exhibitions. For 

example, all of the sculpture rooms utilise aspects of symmetry, mirroring and ordering by 

size in display. Although these aspects suggest connections between items, the individual 

pedestals on which each artefact is placed imply that each item is also worthy of individual 

contemplation. Located in the largest rooms of each museum, evoking an outside-inside 

effect, as a general rule the largest pieces are placed in the centre of the room and then, 

travelling in rows, decrease in stature towards to edge. Creating a colonnaded temple like 

space, combined with a visual pyramid effect, visitors are able to walk around and among 

the central items and thus ‘experience’ them in a seemingly ‘natural’ setting. This 

arrangement also means that these same pieces dominate the space, asserting their primacy 
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and thus appearing more important than the less sizeable artefacts with their ‘backs’ to the 

walls on the periphery. The Museo Egizio is the exception to this pattern as the larger 

sculptures line the walls while a number of sizeable, yet horizontal, pieces occupy the 

central space. The literal mirroring of the sculpture galleries however, prevents the side 

flanking sculpture from appearing closed off, and, along with the spot lighting and towering 

heights of the artefacts, makes the peripheral items more dominant than those in the central 

space.  

 

The Sculpture Hall in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo also makes use of the inverse size 

technique (see Figure 5.27). This is perhaps to compliment the architectural space as the 

visitor descends into the gallery and thus feels entombed by the huge sculptures penning 

them in on three sides while being able to walk around the sarcophagi and pyramidions in 

the centre. In other museums, however, both in the West and in Egypt, the largest pieces are 

generally placed at the centre which emphasises understanding of ancient Egypt as a 

monumental culture, produces feelings of awe and reinforces notions of equation between 

size and importance.  

 

As for artefacts in vitrines, there is much greater diversity in and between museum 

exhibitions. Visual patterning is employed in various ways, from object groupings to the 

centralisation of cases around the largest or most spectacular object. Excluding the British 

Museum,124 one general trend found across all of the Egyptology exhibits is the higher 

density of items in the daily life areas of exhibitions compared to those focused on 

funerary, elite or religious themes. This acts to emphasise the mundane, repetitive aspects 

of these objects and reduces the likelihood of visitors taking time over these themes. 

Redemptive features of daily life cases, however, are the use of wall paintings and reliefs to 

illustrate the activities represented by objects. For example, in the Louvre, a fishing and 

fowling scene from the eighteenth dynasty tomb-chapel of Neferhetep is used alongside the 

display of fishing and hunting paraphernalia such as nets, hooks and boomerangs (see 

Figure 5.28). Interestingly, in the daily life cases where this technique is employed, display 

is less object heavy and artefacts are clearly positioned around a central or elevated 

                                                   
124 Separate analysis of the new Nebamun gallery will address the display of daily life items at the British 
Museum.  
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painted/relief scene from which they draw meaning. Though useful in reanimating the 

activities that the daily life items represent, placing objects in subordinate positions to the 

elite relief perhaps detracts from the perceived value of the objects and maintains the 

historical prioritising of elite over ordinary life. A useful technique that achieves the same 

end without relying on ‘elite illustration’ is the positioning of items, furniture, pottery and 

so on, in relationships that mimic a domestic room or industrial scene. This is employed to 

various extents across all of the four case studies but is especially successful in the Louvre, 

where the central space of the main daily life gallery is dominated by a large, square, glass 

vitrine on a low pedestal that recreates a room (see Figure 5.29). Positioning familiar 

objects in relationships of use with which visitors can relate, this helps to reduce the 

alienation of ancient Egyptian culture and assert elements of shared experience across 

millennia. This is not something so evident within funerary/religious contexts of display 

where, whether relatively object heavy as in the Museo Egizio - suggesting treasure trove - 

or sparse and aesthetically focused as in the Ägyptisches Museum, visual relationships 

highlight the unusual and thus keep audiences at a distance.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.27. Sculpture displayed by size, Egyptian Museum, Cairo. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.28. Fishing and Fowling, Louvre. (Author’s image) 
 

 
Figure 5.29. Reconstructed room in the daily life galleries at the Louvre. (Author’s image) 
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7 - Interpretive aids 

 

Traditionally, interpretive aids reflect the role of collections as a ‘resource for 

learning…intended to inform rather than to entertain’ (Moser 2006: 21). Acting to structure 

the viewing experience, all forms of guides (audio, textual, human) and text panels add a 

level of understanding to artefacts that a non-expert viewer may not be able to access from 

looking at the artefact(s) alone. Although alternative forms of creative interpretive 

communication have been suggested for museums (see Jones 2008a), didactic, expert-led, 

objective, ‘fact’-based guide books, text panels, labels and personal guides still dominate in 

the majority of museums world-wide. This is the case for all of the local and national 

Western museums reviewed here. Passive absorption of academically accredited knowledge 

is promoted to such a degree that visitors are rarely encouraged to question information or 

think for themselves. This passivity reflects back on the artefacts creating an environment 

dominated by disengaged viewing and acceptance as opposed to active seeing and 

inquisitiveness. As evidenced by my visitor work at the British Museum, this form of 

neutralised experience does not engage the majority of visitors or provoke the reading of 

text. This means that curatorial attempts to develop understanding, all be it in an 

authoritative fashion, are ignored and knowledge remains on the superficial level created by 

historically powerful stereotypes, other aspects of museum display discussed here, and the 

media. 

 

One way that some museums are attempting to overcome this disassociation between text 

and artefact is by including short relevant sections of text, other than object labels, within 

display cabinets. In the British Museum and Museo Egizio, for example, additional text 

with specific relevance to the objects and themes displayed is positioned, often centrally, 

within a number of the themed vitrines (see Figure 5.30). Acting in a similar way to the 

illustrative tomb paintings and reliefs in daily life displays discussed above, the physical 

association between text and artefact helps to reinforce connections and encourage perusal. 

Enabling audiences to make connections between objects in cases and between objects and 

themes, this approach begins to reveal artefacts as part of wider systems of culture as 

opposed to isolated object forms. If successful, this form of ‘in case’ text can also 

encourage further discovery on external wall panels, which, positioned around the 
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periphery of galleries and appearing textually dense, are often ignored. While this display 

strategy is by no means revolutionary, it does encourage text-artefact links. Without such 

techniques, ‘stand-alone’ text cannot compete with the viewing of the ‘real thing’, which 

means that for many visitors the museum experience is purely a visual act set to reinforce 

preconceptions rather than challenge them.      

 

The experience of museums in Egypt may offer more powerful curatorial choices to 

enhance the communication of information. As discussed in chapter 3, many local Egyptian 

museums focus on personalised tours in which curator and audience are in constant 

dialogue. Although guided tours are available at specific times in all four of the Western 

institutions discussed here, tours are standardised and there is a clear divide between expert 

and audience, active and passive. In Egypt, on the other hand, museum tours are frequently 

tailored to the needs and interests of the group/community. Exchange beyond the token 

‘any questions’ is also promoted to help bring artefact stories alive and provide relevance 

between past and present. Although personal guides would not be plausible for every 

museum visitor, encouraging a dialogic relationship between artefacts and audiences could 

be encouraged in the Western museum through different media and textual forms – e.g., art, 

personal narrative – to re-engage audiences and revive collections.          

 

As far as other aspects of interpretation within the four case study museums is concerned, 

guide books providing wider details on collections can be purchased and additional 

information is available on museum websites. There is, however, some variation in terms of 

specific approaches to object labelling. For example, whereas the object labels in the 

British Museum and the Louvre only state what the object is, its source, material and date, 

if known, the Ägyptisches Museum also provides collection number and find spot, if 

different from origin location, and the Museo Egizio adds who found, donated or whose 

collection the item originates from. These additional aspects, though small, add to the 

biography of the object, situating it within the wider history of collecting and perhaps 

reminding those who do choose to read the label that objects do not become dormant from 

the moment they enter the ground but are entwined in new dialogues throughout time.   
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Figure 5.30. Example of ‘in-case’ text at the British Museum, London. (Author’s image) 

 

8 - The architecture of the museum building itself 

 

As evident with interior design features and decoration, the external architecture of a 

building is another part of the palimpsest creation of a museum’s meaning (Fisher 1966). 

The classical temple of the arts style museum in which the majority of national and local 

Western collections are housed communicates clear messages about the elevated value of 

art and history. Creating a beautiful yet ordered space in which to view collections, 

architects such as Karl Friedrich Schinkel, designer of the Altes Museum, Berlin, believed 

that the classical style would enhance the role of the museum as a public educational 

institution and draw people into the building (Goehtens [1966] 1991: 56). Providing visitors 

with the privilege of entering a grand building, the likes of which are usually reserved for 

the elite, and drawing on elements of classicism in design, a specific mindset connected 
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with reverence and learning is promoted, which exerts an influence on visitors’ behaviour 

once inside.  

 

Of the four case studies, all are in grand buildings. The British Museum, Altes Museum and 

the Louvre are of Classical/Renaissance design. While the Museo Egizio is a red brick, 

modernista building, classical features were added with its conversion to a museum, thus 

illustrating the significance of classical architecture to museum epistemology. Whether 

designed as museums or converted palaces, all are located within the heart of their 

respective cities near centres of finance, culture or administration with which they often 

share scale and architectural features. Creating direct associations with these same 

institutions, museums draw authority from and give intellectual credibility to their 

neighbours (McClellan [1966] 1991: 29), and reveal how closely museums are tied into 

wider systems of identity creation and power.  

 

The role of museum architecture in the dictation of specific ways of viewing collections 

and the formation of identities is not confined to historical institutions. Setting a precedent 

which museums of various scales continue to adopt world-wide, museum architecture 

serves to create a cleverly formulated experience. Today, modern museums, in aiming to 

overcome associations with outdated modes of presentation and elitism, tend to draw on 

contemporary architecture and features from the topic or community with whom they are 

hoping to attract. For example, the Nubian Museum in Aswan, which opened in 1997, is 

intended ‘to evoke traditional Nubian village architecture as it was along the Nubian Nile 

before the region was flooded by Lake Nasser.’125 Acting as an ethnographic exhibit as 

much as housing for the collections, the museum’s architecture undoubtedly enhances the 

museum’s aim to ‘create a local museum with an international message and appeal’ 

(Meguid 2007, pers. comm., 27 May). Reflecting the significance of architecture to 

ideology, such features build on the points raised in internal museum analysis and reveal 

how nothing can be overlooked when considering the role of the museum in the creation of 

meaning. 

 

                                                   
125 See the Nubian Museum’s website, available at http://www.numibia.net/nubia/intro.htm [Accessed 6 May 
2009]. 
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Summary 
 

Pulling together the diverse threads of analysis, although there are minor variations across 

display techniques for the four institutions and other referenced museums, the data reveals a 

general homogenisation within Egyptology display. This reflects two over arching issues. 

Firstly, the extent to which exhibitions of Egyptology remain tied to eighteenth and 

nineteenth century traditions of communication. Thus, while institutions may now function 

theoretically within the framework of post-colonialism, the relative continuity of display 

space and techniques prevents Egyptology exhibitions escaping outmoded epistemologies. 

As a result, although museums are actively attempting to further knowledge through the 

inclusion of a wider range of artefacts, up-to-date text and thematic display, the Orientalist 

division between Pharaonic and ‘other’ epochs of Egyptian history remains, prioritising one 

while marginalising alternative narratives. Secondly, the development of museology as a 

discipline in its own right over the last twenty to thirty years has led to notions of best 

practice. This is not negative in all cases: for example, there has been a spread of 

community involvement and greater inter-museum dialogue. However, whereas museums 

once acted relatively independently, the elevation of certain museological literature has also 

led to the growth of white-space, hushed, neutral, didactic museum exhibits that dominate 

across the globe today (see Huyssen 1995). The fact that one museum or Egyptology 

exhibit is almost visually identical in design to another, whilst creating a feeling of 

familiarity for visitors of any origin, breeds complacency in both audiences and curators. 

This is a glaringly negative result of academic unity, which tends to overshadow 

recognition of difference as a positive characteristic. It is only through encountering 

something unexpected or out of the ordinary that thought can be provoked. Supporting the 

need for museums to start with their audiences, diversity not homogeny is what the 

discipline needs to cure museum ‘blindness’. 

 

Another issue raised through visual analysis is the significance of Western advancement 

through the appropriation of ancient Egyptian culture to maintain notions of hierarchy. This 

is enhanced through the dominance of aesthetically orientated sculpture rooms and 

funerary/elite thematic content, which further prevents visitors ‘seeing’ beyond the 

historically established and popularly maintained veneer of Egyptomania. Supported by 
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calls for more inclusive and creative Egyptian histories from within Egypt, evidence for the 

tunnel vision of British Museum visitors, and similar visitor calls for museological change, 

this visual analysis stresses the necessity for museums to resort to more extreme measures 

if they are to encourage audiences out of their comfort zone and represent an ancient Egypt 

in which people can find meaning beyond ‘wondrous curiosities’ (Moser 2006). The 

following example of the newly opened Nebamun gallery at the British Museum offers the 

most recent attempt by a Western institution to achieve just this. While visual analysis 

reveals exhibitionary change to the museological approaches discussed above, and 

preliminary summative visitor work shows popularity (see Miner 2009), I use the case 

study for comparison with the suggestions proposed for the Nebamun gallery during 

Egyptian and British Museum audience collaboration. The explicit purpose of this 

comparison is to see how successfully the Nebamun gallery is managing to communicate a 

‘new’ message and to argue that more dynamic and multi-voiced strategies are still 

necessary if death and daily life, and Egypt past and present, are to find new meaning for 

audiences.       
 

The tomb-chapel of Nebamun. Ancient Egyptian life and death (Gallery 61) 
 

The permanent Nebamun gallery, some ten years in the planning, opened in January 2009 

with the aim of uniting the two key themes of its title - ancient Egyptian ‘life’ and ‘death’ – 

and creating a more engaging environment for the viewing of the British Museum’s 

Egyptology collection (Parkinson 2008, pers. comm., 17 April). Hoping to add depth to the 

dominant visitor perception of ancient Egypt as a culture centred on stereotypical 

associations with death and elite life, the Nebamun gallery seeks to repopulate ancient 

Egypt with more ‘ordinary’ people and reflect a balance between love for life and 

preparation for the afterlife.  
 

Methodology 
 

The visual analysis of the Nebamun gallery follows the methodology of the four 

Egyptology case studies. I begin by outlining my preconceptions before moving on to 

discuss display techniques and finally audience reception. Due to the British Museum 

context of the Nebamun gallery, acquisition, history and museum architecture as covered 

above are absent in the following analysis. 
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Inclusion and preconceptions 
 

It is important to note that over four years ago the news of a new gallery combining death 

and daily life in ancient Egypt at the British Museum was one of the motivating factors for 

my embarkation on this PhD thesis. Since that time, I have been in regular contact with 

Richard Parkinson, co-curator of the Nebamun gallery, and worked with Rebecca Richards, 

the Nebamun project’s partner in the audience and interpretation department. I have 

therefore been exposed to the whole host of design and logistical problems surrounding the 

development of the exhibition and appreciate just how great a challenge it was to achieve 

the curatorial vision of an integrated death and daily life display. I do not doubt, therefore, 

that my visual analysis is sympathetic to these issues and situated within optimistic, 

positive aspirations for the project. Although this may be evident in the following 

discussion, the conclusions of visitor work by Rhea Miner (2009) reflect how many of my 

perceptions were re-articulated by visitors and that the Nebamun gallery, though far from 

perfect, has taken steps in the right direction for the future of Egyptology exhibitions.       
 

Display techniques 
 

Introduction to the gallery 
 

Located on the first floor of the British Museum, in room 61, the Nebamun gallery aims to 

recreate the space and layout of an ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel. The gallery is 187 square 

metres and has two entrances: one from the west stairs and Ancient Levant gallery (room 

59) and the other from the Egyptian Death and Afterlife gallery (room 62) (see Appendix 

13, Floor plan 1b). The gallery contains the eleven conserved wall paintings from the tomb-

chapel of Nebamun alongside artefact displays focused on both mundane and elite life from 

the time of Nebamun. The tomb-chapel paintings dominate the entirety of the back (north) 

wall of the gallery plus one circumnavigable case toward the western extent of the room. 

The southern wall, containing the entry point from the stairs, contains the daily life artefact 

display, ‘ordinary’ life to the west of the door, ‘elite’ life to the east. The introductory panel 

is positioned in the centre of the room greeting visitors if they enter from the stairs and 

houses a stone stele, the only artefact in the gallery not placed within a glass vitrine.      
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1. Method of display. 

 

The Nebamun gallery is clearly thematic. Focusing on the tomb-chapel paintings of 

Nebamun, the images are explained as representing an ‘idealised’ version of life in the 

eighteenth dynasty, New Kingdom. Complemented by the ‘actual’ experience of life as 

evidenced by the relatively contemporaneous objects from rich and poor daily life contexts, 

the didactic message of the gallery and the parallel roles of the two sets of items – tomb 

paintings and artefacts – seem clear. However, while I felt that an aesthetic appreciation of 

the tomb-chapel paintings as spectacular works of art did not overshadow curatorial 

intention (see also Parkinson 2008), newspaper reviews focused strongly on the paintings 

and their story, leaving the objects as an aside. Richard Dorment of the Telegraph (19 

January 2009), for example, includes paragraphs of discussion of the ‘moving’ and 

‘accessible’ nature of the scenes but only one, strikingly less poetic sentence concerning the 

object cases. 

 

Although, importantly, other discussions reflect the tomb-chapel paintings’ potential to 

reveal ‘a great deal about ancient Egypt and its everyday activities, and about difference 

between then and now,’ and establish a link ‘between the living and the dead’ (McKie 

2004, Observer, [Online] 4 January), the segregation of artefacts and tomb paintings 

reduces the potential for cross-communication. Maintaining the divide between aesthetic 

and functional, life and death, the need for artefacts and artworks to ‘come together’ 

physically in the Nebamun context was articulated by numerous individuals at every stage 

of research, from my first conversation with Marwa in Quseir through to the final 

questionnaires with British Museum visitors. Revealing the importance of cross-media 

partnerships, particularly art-artefact, to promote new channels of understanding, while the 

Nebamun display begins to break down divisions – life/death, art/artefact – changes are still 

too subtle. Thus, museum display needs methodologies which further escape traditional 

exhibitionary divides.  
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2. Display furniture 

 

The approach to display furniture differs considerably from the British Museum’s other 

Egyptian rooms. Rather than maintaining uniform vitrine type and colouring throughout, 

the ideological division between ‘idealised’ and ‘actual’ experiences of life in ancient 

Egypt is enhanced through dramatic differences in display housing. The tomb-chapel 

paintings are displayed in large, open, independently lit glass vitrines with low, off-white, 

stone-coloured bases and backing (see Figure 5.31). This approach causes the vibrant 

colours of the tomb-chapel paintings to jump out at the viewer, while the openness of the 

cases allows the individually explained tomb-chapel scenes to be positioned in dialogue 

with one another in the relationships they are believed to have followed in the original tomb 

(Manniche 1988). Highlighted sections of the tomb scenes are also positioned to the side 

and below each one to draw attention to features discussed in the accompanying text; for 

example, the cat in the hunting in the marshes scene (see Figure 5.32).  

 
 

 
Figure 5.31. Exhibition of the painted tomb-chapel of Nebamun, British Museum. (Author’s image) 
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Figure 5.32. Details of display for the tomb-chapel scenes of Nebamun. (Author’s image) 

 

The two main daily life display cases, one dealing with elite and the other ordinary people, 

are of comparable dimensions to those housing the tomb paintings but are ‘boxed in’ as 

opposed to open. By this I mean that, although the cases themselves are sizeable, the actual 

‘open space’ dedicated to the display of artefacts is relatively small (see Figure 5.33). 

Whereas in other galleries the space surrounding artefacts is simply ‘air’, the items and 

accompanying text in the Nebamun cases are ‘filled’ to create a large, sky-blue block in 

which ‘windows’ reveal the artefacts. These windows are grouped together in the centre of 

the viewing space at eye height but, interestingly, are not merely positioned in a square 

block. Framed by various enlarged ‘snippets’ of scenes from the tomb-chapel paintings 

which correlate with the use of the artefacts on display: for example, fishing scenes 

accompanying hooks and nets (see Figure 5.34) the ‘windows’ and tomb images framing 

them extend irregularly from the central point. The overall effect creates a more dynamic, 

visually striking space for the display of artefacts. Highlighting the ‘lived’ potential of the 

artefacts through the associated activity of the tomb-chapel scenes, this helps to create a 

more intimate, independently lit viewing space, which seems to draw visitors towards the 

cases for a more detailed viewing. 
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Figure 5.33. Details of display for daily life items, Nebamun gallery, British Museum.  

(Author’s image) 

 

 

Figure 5.34. Details of display for fishing and fowling in the marshes, Nebamun gallery, British 
Museum. (Author’s image) 
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3. Lighting and use of colour 

 

Of all of the Egyptology galleries at the British Museum, the ‘Nebamun room’ is by far the 

most colourful. The natural colour and vibrancy of the tomb-chapel paintings are enhanced 

by the incorporation of large colour photographs of the Nile and the Dra Abu el-Naga area 

of Thebes, where the lost tomb is believed to be hidden. Alongside this, the three-

dimensional colour reconstruction of the tomb, enlarged sections of the tomb-chapel scenes 

slotted in amongst the daily life artefacts, and the connection between the blue artefact 

display cases and the blue pigment evident in a number of the tomb images, create a lasting 

impression in comparison with the neutral tones of the other Egyptian galleries.  

 

The powerful impact of ‘colour’ was illustrated by a friend (Schmierer 2009, pers. comm., 

2 May) who had recently guided a group of Southampton University students around the 

museum. Of the various comments, colour and the additional ‘visual’ elements within the 

display cases met with strong approval. However, the students who had been told a little 

about the exhibition in lectures were generally disappointed. In terms of lighting, they 

expected the room to be darker, more like a tomb. Therefore, although the lighting was 

dimmed, it was not felt to be atmospheric enough. While this is unfortunate, it is interesting 

to note that the lighting in the Nebamun gallery does not privilege one area of the 

exhibition over another as seen, for example, with the Rosetta Stone. In both the tomb-

chapel and daily life cases, artefacts are lit equally, which helps to draw out the equal 

importance of both sets of data into the wider understanding of ancient Egypt. 

 

4. The architecture and decoration of the exhibition room 

 

Gallery 61, in which the Nebamun display is located, is of the same architectural style as all 

of the other first floor Egyptian rooms. However, additional features have been added to 

enhance the atmosphere of the display space. For example, a lowered ‘roof’ was added to 

create a more intimate viewing space which would reflect aspects of the tomb-chapel 

paintings’ original architectural setting (Parkinson 2008). Similarly, internal dividing walls 

have been incorporated into which the three-dimensional virtual reconstruction of the tomb 

and other aspects of display, such as painting equipment and materials, were added to 
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enhance the atmosphere of the space, create visitor flows and further contextualise the 

information (see Figure 5.35). These small additions, along with the highly coloured nature 

of the display, begin to create a different viewing experience. However, as once again 

expressed by the Southampton students, the exhibition could do a lot more to help visitors 

really get ‘inside’ the tomb and the lives of the ancient Egyptian (Schmierer 2009, pers. 

comm., 2 May). Thus, further details are needed to create more vibrant and personal 

encounters which negotiate between ancient Egyptian life and death and find meaning in 

the present.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.35. Floor plan of the Nebamun gallery 
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5. Space dedicated to different themes or collections 
 

Although it cannot be denied that the tomb-chapel paintings are undoubtedly the visual 

focus of the Nebamun gallery, the design of the room manages to maintain an ideological 

balance in terms of the relative importance of the daily life artefacts and the tomb-chapel 

paintings by dividing the space equally between the two artefact types. Even if this 

equilibrium is not picked up consciously by audiences it may help promote the equal 

significance of life as lived, alongside the afterlife, within ancient Egyptian society: a 

feature not evident in the rest of the museum.  
 

Owing to the nature of the evidence, the elite section of the daily life display contains more 

objects and an extra case than that of the more ‘ordinary’ citizens. Nonetheless, the 

familiarity of the items in both the elite and ordinary cases - shoes, tools, furniture, 

jewellery - manages to bring the ancient culture into focus in a way that is not achieved by 

any other area of display. Providing the more familiar aspects of the ancient past in which 

Egyptians and Western audiences expressed interest, the relationship of these artefacts with 

the representation of people in the tomb-chapel scenes begins to repopulate ancient Egypt.  
 

6. Spatial relationships between objects 
 

In terms of the tomb scenes and the daily life objects; the two focal areas of display, 

although physically separate, maintain aspects of dialogue across the gallery through the 

inclusion of the enlarged tomb segments in the daily life display. The tomb-chapel 

paintings are presented, where possible, on their ‘correct’ registers and in their relational 

positions. Line drawings on the text panels in the display cases and within the three 

dimensional reconstruction video suggest how the images may have continued and linked 

together. This helps to overcome the predominantly linear display of the paintings on tilted 

supports with text positioned at the sides and along the bottom in the display cases. 

 

The daily life items are divided into further sub-themes. In the ‘lives of the workers’ case, 

for example, living conditions, work and survival are the three themes covered. Each sub-

section has a small piece of text incorporated into the appropriate area of the display 

window with the text block often acting as a plinth (see Figure 5.36). Artefact density is 

much lower than in any of the other first floor thematic galleries, which promotes more 
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detailed viewing. Artefacts are grouped according to different aspects of a sub-theme, e.g. 

nets, hooks, spears and boomerangs in the ‘survival’ section, and the internal text is used 

alongside the tiered windows to create different levels within the display. Alongside the 

aesthetic arrangement of individual artefacts, decoratively grouped around a large central 

object or vertical hierarchy, though not in symmetry, the use of the text to add layers to 

display cases also enhances the visual impact and, through the physical relationship 

between text and artefact, encourages further contemplation of the supporting literature.   
 

While subtle, the different areas of the display complement each other as the artefacts give 

a third dimension to the activities in the tomb-chapel scenes and the tomb-chapel scenes 

help to reanimate the artefacts. This link provokes greater contemplation of the ‘idealised’ 

and ‘actual’ experiences of life in ancient Egypt, as explained on several occasions 

throughout the text, and is one of the few areas of the museum’s Egyptology exhibition 

where living people, whose human form is not as overwhelming as the huge sculptures or 

wrapped mummies, are the focus.       

 

 
Figure 5.36. Dialogue between text and artefact, daily life vitrines, Nebamun gallery  
(Author’s image) 
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7. Interpretive aids 

 

The most distinctive division between the Nebamun gallery and the other Egyptology 

galleries in the British Museum is the extent to which text is incorporated into display 

cases. Although this is seen elsewhere, the level of parallel visual and textual narrative in 

the Nebamun gallery strongly enhances communication through the physical proximity of 

object and text, which encourages reading and cross-referencing between media. Where 

text panels are still displayed on external walls, the use of large colour photographs, 

diagrams and close proximity to the display cases with which the text is associated means 

that the information is more eye catching and clearly linked to the material culture. The 

photographs, particularly one of a contemporary view from Dra Abu el-Naga, are useful in 

that they reveal modern housing and aspects from life in Egypt today. A small step towards 

overcoming visitor perceptions of modern Egypt as a ruined desert landscape, elements 

such as this can begin to challenge stereotypical perceptions and answer Egyptian calls for 

the integration of the modern.   

 

The type of information presented on the text panels and object labels is also more 

engaging. For example, the accompanying tomb-chapel text points out curious features 

from the images: the purpose of the unguent cones on the heads of the women in the 

display scenes, and the flora and fauna in the garden scene, are explained. Similarly, 

different types of text are employed, such as a translation of the papyrus of the teaching of 

the Vazier Ptahhotep in the ‘elite leisure’ case. Speaking across the millennia, this form of 

translated text is also incorporated into the two daily life display cases in the form of quotes 

which relate to an aspect of the artefacts on display. On the ‘lives of the workers’ display, 

written in large white letters on the upper section of each of the blue cases, it says: 

 

I will tell you about the fisherman: his job is the worst for wearing him down! He 

has to work in the river consorting with crocodiles (The teaching of Khety c. 

1900BC). 
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On the ‘elite leisure, fashion and beauty’ case it says: 

 

Follow your hearts while you’re alive. Put perfume on your head, clothe yourself in 

fine linen…make holiday and don’t tire of it! (Harpist’s Song c.1400BC). 

 

This is effective as it provides the voice of the living from the era of the artefacts and helps 

to place inanimate objects in an active, peopled landscape. Strengthening connections with 

the tomb-chapel scenes, life and death, this approach also resonates with Egyptian and 

audience suggestions for cross-temporal, multi-voiced display. 

 

The televised, three-dimensional visual reconstruction which takes the viewer from looking 

at the landscape of Dra Abu el-Naga, through the various decorated chambers of a 

‘hypothesised’ Nebamun’s tomb, is a further method of bolstering the communicative 

potential of the gallery. This device also shows what the ceiling may have looked like and 

creates a sense of scale which, alongside the atmospheric and architectural features of the 

room, helps the viewer to visualise further the original context of the tomb-chapel 

paintings. Beginning to make ideological connections which position artefacts ‘outside of 

the museum space’ and back within Egypt, this addresses diverse calls for more contextual 

understandings of Egypt. Further complemented by the detailed Painted Tomb-Chapel of 

Nebamun British Museum publication (Parkinson 2008), gallery tours and audio guide, 

visitors are provided with a range and depth of information virtually unparalleled in the 

entire museum. 

  

Audience reception 

 

During the first few months of the opening of the Nebamun gallery, the British Museum 

carried out visitor tracking surveys and one-to-one questionnaires in the exhibition space. 

Over an eight-week period, 170 visitors were observed, 100 were tracked and 75 were 

interviewed, with the aim of analysing the level at which the exhibition successfully 

communicated its message and observing visitor behaviour. 
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Through comparison with visitor research in other galleries, the initial interpretation work 

suggests that the Nebamun gallery scores highly in terms of holding visitor interest and 

offering both intellectually and aesthetically rewarding experiences. For example, ‘walk 

through’ rates - visitors who merely pass through the gallery and do not stop at any point - 

were low at 41%. This is the lowest figure for any of the galleries assessed so far, and in 

comparison with the ancient Turkey galleries, in which 91% of visitors were recorded as 

‘walk throughs’, reveals the extent to which ‘Nebamun’ is attracting and engaging both 

intentional visitors and passers-by (Miner 2009: 10-11). ‘Dwell times’ within the gallery 

reinforce this point, with visitors spending an average of 442 seconds in the exhibition. 

This is over twice as long as the average dwell time for the six comparative galleries and is 

quite considerable taking into account the relatively small size of the room (Ibid.: 12). The 

number of ‘stops’ that visitors make in the gallery is again high, with 11 out of the 19 

designated features of the room reflecting the median ‘stop rate’. Interestingly, it was the 

‘lives of the workers’ display case that attracted most visitors (77%) and not one of the wall 

paintings. This was also the area of display that Schmierer (2009, pers. comm., 2 May) 

found students to be most interested in.  In terms of lowest level of engagement, this was 

the text panel associated with ‘elite leisure, fashion and beauty’ (17%). These figures 

perhaps embody the suggestions made in my visitor research. Firstly, that audiences are 

eager to engage with a greater number of ‘mundane’ familiar objects, and secondly that the 

level of exposure to narratives on elite life, however stereotypical, means that viewers do 

not feel the need to expand or challenge their knowledge of this area of ancient Egyptian 

society. ‘Stop times’ within the gallery represent the viewing of 58% of objects and text 

within the room predominantly for 10-40 and 40+ seconds. This amount of time would 

suggest a successful level of communication in the gallery and is evidenced by the 

questionnaire data.  

 

Reflecting absorption of the exhibition’s message, 49% of visitors questioned stated that 

from their time in the gallery that had gained better intellectual understanding of ancient 

Egypt and social division within the culture (Miner 2009: 17). In terms of experience, 65% 

of respondents said that they had an emotional reaction to the artefacts on display. 44% 

cited aesthetics as the main reason for this response, while the remainder proposed daily 

life and familiarity as the main cause of emotion. 
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In statistical terms, the gallery is a clear success and appears to be shifting perceptions of 

ancient Egypt away from stereotyped notions of a purely elite society obsessed with death 

as evidenced in my visitor research. However, the data does not reflect whether visitors 

took away the message of ‘idealised’ funerary imagery in comparison to the ‘actuality’ of 

lived experience. Continuing in this vein, while the gallery is popular, the following visitor 

quotes emphasise a number of the points illustrated in my audience research. As a 

reflection of the lingering problems in the representation of ancient Egypt, these visitors’ 

comments reveal the lack of personal stories and the need for more vivid forms of display 

to truly engage audiences and communicate effectively across time and culture.   

 

I’d be more intrigued to see what part he [Nebamun] played, as the accountant. Why 

was he so important, I suppose (Gallery visitor, quoted in Miner 2009: 18). 

  

I think it needs to be a bit more vivid, sort of…it seems a bit sort of bland and flat. I 

mean the first thing that’s shown doesn’t really represent the room, the writings. And I 

think you’ve got to make a leap to sort of know what you’re talking about when you’re 

saying its depicting ordinary life, you know when you’re showing the pictures and the 

hieroglyphics and things (Gallery visitor, quoted in Miner 2009: 20). 

 

Summary 

 

To conclude this chapter I have to ask, what lessons can we take from the Nebamun gallery 

in terms of new strategies for the representation of ancient Egyptian daily life in the 

Western museum? When compared to my findings for general understandings of ancient 

Egypt in the British Museum, before the opening of the Nebamun gallery, the data suggests 

that the exhibit succeeds in communicating a message that begins to cut through the 

stereotypes and over-riding associations with marvel. Visitors are actually ‘seeing’ 

artefacts, reading the associated text and putting together various strains of understanding 

to generate a more contextualised knowledge of ancient Egyptian social hierarchy, life and 

death. Text in the display cases creating physical links with the objects, liberal use of 

colour, a focus on atmosphere and re-contextualising the tomb all helped in this process and 

should be developed further in any future exhibitionary strategies. Most importantly, 
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however, is verification of the emotive potential of contextually relevant, figurative artwork 

– the ‘peopled’ tomb-chapel paintings – and familiar daily life items as promoted during 

collaboration with Egyptian individuals and British Museum audiences. Speaking to 

audiences and providing both a theme with which visitors can truly engage and a manner in 

which static objects can be reanimated, this approach allows visitors to become active 

players in a populated ancient landscape that finds parallels with personal narratives today. 

Nonetheless, as the visitor quotes and my visual analysis suggest, while the Nebamun 

gallery reflects positive transformation, changes are not bold enough to truly wake visitors 

from their preordained trance. While art and daily life are clearly key to meaningful 

communication that crosses themes and repopulates the past in an engaging manner, more 

creative and multi-voiced approaches are necessary to truly fulfil the needs of Egyptian and 

visiting communities. Thus, with an understanding of these requirements and the current 

state of Western Egyptology display in place, I now turn towards the exploration of 

contemporary Egyptian art as a means through which ancient Egyptian daily life can be 

more effectively re-presented.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Strategies for Change: Contemporary Art and Egyptology Exhibitions 

 

The evolution of Homo sapiens in the past million years is not just a history of how we 

came to have acute colour vision, a taste for sweets, and an upright gait. It is also a story 

of how we became a species obsessed with creating artistic experiences with which to 

amuse, shock, and enrapture our selves. (Dutton 2009: 2-3)    

 

The three preceding chapters have revealed a number of vital factors pertaining to the 

current status of, and future desires for, Egyptology exhibitioning. Focused on the need for 

more populated daily life narratives concerning ancient Egypt, the combination of art and 

artefact in the ancient context – tomb-chapel paintings and daily life objects – was proposed 

as a means of generating more engaging displays. Unifying life and death, the approach 

challenges perceptions of ancient Egypt as a culture obsessed purely with the afterlife. 

Utilising the funerary evidence alongside artefacts from settlements, this partnership gives 

voice to more familiar daily life dialogues in a cross-thematic, visually catching 

exhibitionary format that reflects more realistically the interconnectivity of human 

experience. However, while the shift in exhibitionary structure begins to compete with the 

spectacle of monumental, religious and elite display, as evidenced by the current Nebamun 

example, it is not enough to cut through centuries of Egyptological tunnel vision and 

enhance public understanding.  
 

The problem of the ‘unseeing visitor’ is not confined to Egyptology display. Since it is to 

be found in the majority of exhibition types due to the uniformity of the museum 

experience (see Chapter 5), Anthony Shelton suggests transforming exhibition spaces into 

‘a hive of creative activity which would open the way for interventions and 

reinterpretations that would proactively challenge received expectations and stereotypes 

and encourage an active viewing public, rather than simply reproducing more familiar 

tomb-like galleries which congeal meaning and demand only a passive voyeuristic gaze 

from its audiences’ (1993: 15). Positive visitor responses to the unification of 

artworks/artefacts that are traditionally differentiated within Western systems of 
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classification (see Chapter 4) reveal audiences’ agreement with Shelton and offer the means 

to make visitors conscious of the act of looking and in turn rekindle the viewing experience 

(see also Bourdieu & Darbel 1969: 41, 87, Boyce 1995). Thus, aiming to meet the needs of 

the Egyptian community and Western audiences who want to see ‘Egypt in context’ and 

hope to find resonance with their own lives, the continuation of dialogue between Egyptian 

art and artefact - beyond tomb-chapel scenes and daily life objects - is proposed. Bringing 

knowledge into the present through contemporary Egyptian art, this approach also meets 

calls for more colourful, atmospheric, emotive exhibitions which bring together multiple 

media, individuals and eras of Egyptian history.  
 

While this form of museological unification of Egypt, ancient and modern, may seem 

unnatural due to the traditionally compartmentalised nature of the Western museum 

experience, the last twenty years have revealed the power of contemporary art to enhance 

communication inter-culturally, cross-temporally and outside the art gallery. Although 

many are still critical of contemporary art, the birth of the ‘Damien Hirst Generation’ 

(Hudson 2008: 21) has repositioned the medium as something integrated into consumer 

society that is accessible and fun, yet provokes a deeper level of experience than other 

leisure pursuits. During this same period, the transformed perception of contemporary art 

has also been aided by artists and ‘indigenous’ communities who have begun to challenge 

notions of the museum as a space devoted purely to collection, preservation and display 

(Stocking 1985). In terms of developing understanding, this has led to the emergence of 

many examples of contemporary art–human past partnerships across various museum 

contexts: ethnographic, historical, artistic and archaeological. However, the apparent 

fluidity and non-academic classification of artistic dialogues means that the approach is 

lacking widespread museological uptake and a clear methodology. As also evidenced by 

debates surrounding the acceptance of collaborative community based strategies, rigorous 

methodology is essential for the acceptance of the marginalised or ‘non-expert’ voice 

within new disciplinary approaches for the social sciences (Tully 2007). This relationship 

between the development of methodology and more encompassing academic adoption is 

especially pertinent to the incorporation of more overtly creative approaches concerning the 

communication of knowledge within the museum. Although the current reflexive mission 

statement of material culture studies suggests that museum professionals are actively 
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seeking out new strategies for the presentation of research to the public, developments in 

the field are hindered by centuries of museological tradition. Thus, an academically 

positioned and well argued methodology concerning the transformative potential of 

collaboration and creative media is an essential first-step to engage practitioners beyond 

mere ‘acknowledgement’ of the latent power of the art approach, and to actively enhance 

communication within the museum institution.  
 

Through the use of ancient Egyptian daily life display and contemporary Egyptian art, the 

final two chapters of my thesis aim to contribute to the creation of a contemporary art-

archaeology museum methodology that will both provide new strategies for Egyptology 

exhibitions and support future art-artefact collaboration. Focused on the potential of 

partnerships between Western museums and contemporary artists, the approach begins to 

relocate our understanding of other times and cultures away from notions of ‘universal 

truth’ and towards the questioning of stereotypes and the promotion of new strains of 

thought. Collaborative work has revealed that context is essential to the success of this form 

of communication. Thus, I begin by detailing a specific ‘vision’ of art that enables the 

medium to heighten communication cross-culturally and cross-temporally in terms of 

ancient Egyptian daily life display. From here the background to contemporary art-

archaeology partnerships is discussed to highlight ‘why’ the approach is beneficial and to 

provide some cross-disciplinary case studies. With this in place, the final chapter will move 

on to the specifics of the contemporary Egyptian art context to situate new exhibitionary 

strategy in Egyptian art history. The work of several contemporary, independent Egyptian 

artists is put forward to demonstrate the communicative reciprocity of an art-Egyptology 

approach addressing the theme of daily life. Laying the theoretical groundwork for the 

development of a collaborative, contemporary art centred methodology, this body of 

research aims to inform about the way in which Egyptology, contemporary art and 

collaborative curation are intimately linked to current debate and modern discourses of 

identity both within and beyond the walls of the museum.  
 

The power of art: What is art and does definition matter? 
 

Art, in its myriad forms (e.g., music, literature, painting, sculpture, performance), sets 

humans apart from other animals and has provided pleasure across time and culture. But, 
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can we qualify this form of human production or at least begin to understand the ubiquitous 

urge to be a part of it? Even after twenty-five centuries of philosophising, from Pythagorus’ 

theory on maths, music and the cosmos, to Dutton’s (2009) recent evolutionary 

speculations on the ‘art instinct’, the answer is still a resounding ‘no’. The questions that 

puzzled the Greeks concerning the nature, purpose and ‘truthfulness’ of artistic 

representations are still those that contemporary theoretical aestheticians struggle with 

today (Neill & Ridley 2005: 1).  
 

Morris Weitz, in his essay The Role of Theory in Aesthetics (1956), rejected the possibility, 

or even need, to define art. Calling for the termination of the quest to find the ‘true’ 

definition or ‘essence’, Weitz suggested we replace the unanswerable question, ‘What is the 

nature of art?’, with other more achievable discussions surrounding understanding the 

multitude of roles the arts can play within society (see also Dutton 2009: 50-51). Thus, 

following Weitz, my goal is not to add to the tomes of competing literature on the concept 

of art per se126 but to acknowledge the plethora of potential artistic meaning in order to 

expound upon discussions of the application of contemporary Egyptian art within the 

specific context of Egyptology daily life museum display. 
 

At this point it is necessary to clarify that while rejecting ‘definition’, by ‘art’ I am using 

the term in the context outlined by Colin Renfrew (2004: 8-9) to mean the visual arts, rather 

than the auditory or literal arts such as music and prose,127 and that my focus is on 

contemporary art, as opposed to more historic works. This contemporary specificity 

encompasses work deliberately produced within the post-Renaissance aesthetic traditions 

and conventions of the modern West within which many non-Western contemporary artists 

also work. The time frame is of central importance as one of the objectives of this research 

is to create exhibits with greater relevance to modern audiences. Thus contemporary art, its 

themes, materials and techniques, are key tools in the interpretation process. It is not, 

however, only the contemporary creation of these artworks that sets them apart from older 

productions. It was not until the twentieth century that art within the Western canon began 

to shift away from the ‘school’ or ‘workshop’ creation of similar pieces focused on realism 

and beauty, to the representation of greater self-awareness and cultural reflection. 
                                                   
126 For a general discussion of the historical and theoretical breadth of aesthetic theory see Neill & Ridley 
1995. 
127 For discussion of the benefits of literary forms of representation in the museum see Jones 2008a.  
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Becoming something more than the production of the ‘visually interesting’ (Onians 2004: 

10), it was only after this point that artists were acknowledged as active agents interpreting 

the world. It is due to this shift that Colin Renfrew (2003: 7) describes the visual arts of 

today as an ‘uncoordinated yet somehow enormously effective research programme that 

looks critically at what we are and how we know what we are – at the foundations of 

knowledge and perception, and of the structures that modern societies have chosen to 

construct upon these foundations.’ ‘Peopled’ and ‘personal’ to a different extent than the 

generally anonymous artists of ancient or pre-enlightenment history, the most important 

aspect of these artworks in the context of this thesis, whether modernist ‘readymades’, 

graffiti or representational painting, is that they find contextual communion with the 

Egyptological objects/daily life theme on display. This cross-temporal communicative 

potential is more important than an individual work being ‘socially sanctioned’ by the 

Egyptian, or international, ‘art world’,128 even though, inevitably, working with established 

artists would be the point of departure.  
 

My starting point, therefore, is to outline a ‘loose’ aesthetic framework that reflects the 

‘ideological skeleton’ from which the various debates surrounding contemporary art, 

Egyptology and museology are to be discussed. Perhaps appropriately then, my perception 

of art adheres closely to the beliefs of archaeologist and aesthetician John H. Jameson Jr., 

who sees art as: 
 

Something that is evocative; it is more than symbolism or simple representation. It 

causes the viewer to feel something; anger, joy, sadness, fear, energy, violence, 

tranquillity, loneliness, awe. It causes the viewer to think. It makes a social or 

cultural statement. It makes us see humour we have not seen before. It places us in 

settings and moods that we have not yet encountered. It allows us to experience 

something in a new way. It is much more and different than mimicry. Art can do 

many things at the same time (2003: 59-60).  

 

                                                   
128 Aesthetic theoretician George Dickie (1974) argued that art is a purely cultural product. Thus, for a ‘work’ 
to become ‘a work of art’ it needs to be socially sanctioned as such.  
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This understanding is necessarily broad and positions this research across the 

‘Emotionalist’, ‘Institutionist’ and ‘Voluntarist’ camps of aesthetic theory.129 Drawing 

elements from a number of theoretical visions, this amalgam represents ‘recommendations 

to attend in certain ways to certain features of art’ (Weitz 1959: 35). In the context of 

contemporary art in the archaeological museum these ‘certain features’ are the power of art 

to: express emotion and provoke imagination, act as a source of dialogue through the 

communication of a personal narrative, and to reflect both past and present social 

significance. Overcoming differences in age, language and learning styles, and collecting a 

large amount of data together with relative ease, the visual arts provide numerous 

communicative possibilities beyond words (see Hein 1998, Reiss et al. 2002). 

Acknowledgement of these elements is not confined to the elevated musing of theoretical 

aestheticians but finds exact parallels with the transformative potential of art raised by 

Egyptians and British Museum audiences (see Chapters 3 and 4).  

 

With widespread awareness of art as a knowledge enhancer, one of the central points I hope 

to address through the union of Egypt, ancient and contemporary, is the danger of de-

contextualising art as merely the ‘pleasuring of an idle moment’ rather than a central 

component in cultural understanding and social life (Dewey 1934, cited in Neill & Ridley 

1995: 525). Dealing with an expression of society (Haskell 1993: 4), art, like archaeology, 

is a visually charged form of narrative fiction that attempts to make sense of experiences 

through subjective dialogue with the material world (Renfrew 2003: 21, Laneri 2003: 181). 

However, whereas archaeology achieves this through sedate academic frameworks which 

pacify knowledge, art leads opinions as opposed to following words (Molyneaux 1997a: 8). 

As stated by Simon Schama, ‘great art has dreadful manners…Merciless and wily, the 

greatest paintings grab you in a headlock, rough up your composure and then proceed in 

short order to rearrange your reality’ (2006: 1). Following Schama and the aesthetic theory 

of the likes of Dewey (1934) and Heidegger (see Kockelman 1986), I therefore see art, in 

the archaeological museum, as a means of subverting and refreshing moralities. By this I do 

not mean simply black and white issues of the right or wrong way of ‘seeing’ the world, but 

the potential of artistic interpretation to challenge Western institutionalised visions of 

                                                   
129 ‘Emotionalist’, ‘Institutionist’ and ‘Voluntarist’ aesthetics are accompanied in the literature by 
‘Organicist’, ‘Intellectualist’, and ‘Formalist’ theories (see Weitz 1956).  
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Egypt, ancient and modern. As Dewey, quoting Mr Garrod, says, ‘poetical values are, after 

all, values in a human life. You cannot mark them off from other values, as though the 

nature of man were built in bulkheads’ (quoted in Neill & Ridley 1995: 524). Similar 

opinions have been reiterated more recently by archaeologists such as Steve Mithen who 

have begun to acknowledge that the boundaries between art and life are much more fluid 

than we often assume (2004: 155). Built around a shared human psychology (see Hume 

1757, Kant 1987), art therefore provides vital insights into the mind and experience of the 

maker. Bringing reality into focus, educating attention by ‘alerting us to likeness’ (Costall 

1997: 59) and developing a sense of communion, the authenticity of art – like 

archaeological artefacts - is also essential for making contact with another human soul 

(Dutton 2009: 193). And if, as Dewey states, ‘the first stirrings of dissatisfaction and the 

first intimations of a better future are always found in works of art (Ibid.: 523), 

contemporary art is the most up-to-date means of addressing the need for alternative forms 

of interpretation within the Egyptology exhibit. 

 

This innately cultural understanding of art promotes its potential as a catalyst for change 

and, to continue with the thoughts of Dewey, ‘change in the climate of imagination is the 

precursor of the changes that affect more than the details of life’ (Dewey 1934, quoted in 

Neill & Ridley 1995: 523). Taking place in the ‘theatre of the imagination’, art therefore 

provides an imaginative experience for both producer and audience in which they are freed 

from the constraints of logic and rational understanding and can begin to challenge beliefs 

that are taken for granted (Dutton on Kant 2009: 58-9). ‘Informing our understanding of 

materiality, if only by creating an intellectual space in which to think through the 

materialness of human artefact existence’ (Mithen 2004: 162), art exposes the ‘created’ 

nature of the research process (Hallam 1996: 33-38).  Allowing audiences to ‘think 

laterally…to explore the multitude of possibilities permitted by the evidence rather than 

writing pasts that reflect our own prescribed boundaries’ (Watson 2004: 81), art also 

minimises bias without descent into complete cultural relativism. Actively creating links 

with the world of objects, ideas and experiences, both scholar and public are led towards 

new conceptual paradigms (King & Marstine 2006: 288).  
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The ability to understand reality through the creation of a fictional world in this way, 

through visual, oral or literary story telling, is a cross-cultural adaptation. Evolutionarily 

speaking, the use of imagination enabled humankind to test out situations, theories and 

potential problems within the relative safety of the mind (Dutton 2009). Representing the 

‘visual knot which ties together an invisible skein of working relations, fanning out into 

social space and time’ (Gell 1998: 62), art, therefore, in the context of this thesis, reflects 

the power of imaginative vision to make leaps in understanding. Overcoming the 

dichotomy of reality and representation, art and object, art offers a means of challenging 

stereotyped perceptions of life and death in both ancient and modern Egypt and crossing 

divisions between the elite and the everyday. The possibility for transforming widely held 

beliefs stems largely from the fact that ‘a person’s ideas and treatment of his fellows are 

dependent upon his power to put himself imaginatively in their place’ (Dewey 1934, quoted 

in Neill & Ridley 1995: 524). Providing the graphic, physical embodiment of this 

relationship, art can present philosophical issues of personhood and engagement between 

humankind and the material world more simply than text (Renfrew et al. 2004: 119). 

Providing a solution to the detached viewing experience of museum visitors, combining the 

‘free play of imagination’ with ‘rational understanding’ (Dutton 2009: 38), the liberating 

and unifying potential of contemporary creative visions to place the viewer mentally and 

emotionally within another world prevents the ossification of knowledge. Even while one 

artistic ‘way of seeing’ may begin to become established, every artist works to different 

assumptions and conditions, which provide multiple and often clashing view points, and 

new works/perspectives can always be added to provoke further contemplation (Renfrew 

2004: 10). This adaptability to the changing needs of the modern world is not possible 

through the traditions of representation in the archaeological/history museum and is 

therefore essential in breaking away from century-old ideologies and generating ‘new’ 

meaning.    

  

Returning to my initial understanding of art, I again concur with Jameson Junior, who 

draws strongly on the emotive potential of the medium as a means of communication (see 

also Collingwood 1938). As discussed by Dutton (2009: 25), ‘[emotion] initiates something 

much more complex than a rush of adrenaline. It affects a person’s whole response and 

outlook, sharpening perceptions to the limit, and initiating both rational and automatic 
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decisions.’ It is the emotive, multifunctional potential of art that makes it so suitable to the 

needs of modern museum display. Stuck within singular, static visions of the past, art, in 

the archaeological museum context, offers audiences exhibitionary liberation through 

personal connections (Moser 2003: 16). As witnessed with the imaginative and moral 

aspects of art, emotion reflects the power of the medium to combine the personal, 

perceptual and intellectual, to know yourself and thus to shift perceptions. It also reveals an 

aspect discussed by Aristotle in Poetics, the potential of artistic forms to offer insight into 

the human condition. Seeing human beings as ‘born image-makers and image enjoyers’, 

Aristotle argued that mimesis was not merely the result of valuing the thing represented but 

was a way of making ‘safe’ and ‘discussable’ things that were too powerful, frightening or 

taboo in reality (Dutton 2009: 32-33). This role for art is of great value in the Egyptological 

display context as it avoids the imposition of direct curatorial narratives and instead 

provides artistically ‘couched’ dialogue that can challenge misconceptions without 

appearing explicit.  

 

Continuing to explain the power of art, I would also add to the theoretical debate the 

importance for artists of an awareness of the past, and the art of the past, in the creation of 

meaningful works (Eliot 1920). In terms of the specific influence of ancient art on the 

development of modern Western arts practice, perhaps one of the most famous examples is 

the work of sculptor Henry Moore (1898-1986). Strongly influenced by pre-Columbian and 

African sculpture, the incorporation of both culturally foreign and ancient motifs and styles 

was central to Moore’s work (see Hedgecoe 2003). Turning our gaze towards ancient 

Egypt, Gauguin’s pieces Ta Matete (We shall not go to the market today, 1892) and Her 

name is Vairaumati (1892) reflect a period in which the artist experimented with the 

schematic visual language of the ancient Egyptian tomb (see Figure 6.1).130 Other examples 

of ancient Egyptian influence on Western high culture include British painter Benjamin 

Robert Haydon (1786-1846) and the poets Shelley, Keats and Byron, all of whom went on 

to create works inspired by the arrival of the bust of Ramesses II at the British Museum 

                                                   
130 Gauguin’s adoption of the ancient Egypt ‘tomb’ style was specifically in relation to his paintings of 
Tahitian women (Maurer 1998: 153, Walther 2000: 52 & 55). 
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(see Darbishire 1927, Conner 1983, Semmel 2000, Leask 2002).131 While these examples 

look for inspiration elsewhere, reflecting on the past of one’s own culture is also a factor 

evident in the West as can be seen in the work of artists such as Andy Goldsworthy and 

Richard Long (see Renfrew 2003). However, as expressed by Iraqi artist Hanaa Mal-Allah, 

more frequent, explicit visual reference to a country’s past is often made by artists from the 

Middle East as ‘heritage is more important in these places, [because] we were the first 

civilisations, and also because we have had to deal with the loss and destruction of this 

heritage’ (2008, pers. comm., 11 December). Acting as a means of preserving and 

reclaiming lost or appropriated heritage, it is the integration of wider art history that makes 

contemporary art from nations such as Iraq and Egypt particularly suited to the 

archaeological museum context. Drawing inspiration from, yet moving beyond, past visual 

language, this form of art seamlessly combines tradition and innovation in the 

communication of a contemporary message that is also intimately connected with the past.  
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Figure 6.1. Paul Gauguin, Her name is Vairaumati, 1892. (Taken from http://arthistory.about.com 
/od/fromexhibitions/ig/from_russia_1207/fr01_gauguin.htm [Accessed 5 May 2009]) 
 

                                                   
131 In 1818 Keats wrote a number of poems about ancient Egypt. In the same year Shelley wrote the sonnet 
Ozymandias, supposedly inspired by the imminent arrival of the bust of Ramesses II at the British Museum. 
Similarly, in 1823, Byron refers to the Sarcophagus of Nectanebo in The Age of Bronze (Conner 1983: 79). 
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Turning to questions of audience and intentionality, while I agree in part with Wimsatt and 

Beardsley (1946), Barthes (1977), and Foucault (1979) that the artist’s intentions can be 

extraneous to the understanding of the viewer, I do believe that the interpretation of the 

creator will be communicated on some level through the artwork. As Duchamp said (1957), 

‘the creative act is not performed by the artist alone; the spectator brings the work into 

contact with the external world by deciphering and interpreting its inner qualification and 

thus adds his contribution to the creative act’ (additional emphasis). While audiences ‘add’, 

the artist’s voice is, however, present and additional interpretation in textual or audio form 

can provide an extra level of understanding for those who desire to get to know the artist’s 

mind.  

 

Finally, to return to one of the oldest and most important questions regarding art; is art, as 

Aristotle (see Poetics) and later John Dewey (1934) suggest, a vehicle for the good of 

humanity or is it as Plato suggests (see Republic), as a mechanism of moral corruption? As 

evidenced through the discussions of current archaeological practice and museum display 

presented here, I acknowledge the inevitability of representation, in any form, to create 

false notions. However, I feel that contemporary art by local agents who are acting within a 

specific socio-cultural-historical context has the potential to reveal a kind of ‘truth’ not 

currently accessible within the realm of museum exhibiting. Challenging the stereotypes 

created through traditional archaeological forms of representation, art can act as a force for 

good. Therefore, it is to a discussion of the history of art-archaeology partnerships that I 

now turn to address the positive potential of collaboration through specific exhibitionary 

examples and to outline the beginnings of a methodology.  

 

Art-Archaeology: A partnership of equals? 

 

From the Roman borrowing of aesthetic forms from the Egyptians and the Greeks to 

Damien Hirst’s use of the British Museum as muse in the recent Statuephilia exhibition, 

there is a large corpus of international, historic and contemporary material addressing the 

inspirational potential of archaeology on art.132 Acknowledging that there are those such as 

                                                   
132 See e.g., Dion 1997, 1999, Eliot [1920] 1997, Hafez 2001, 2007a, 2007b, 2008, Hedgecoe 2003, Renfrew 
2003, Renfrew et al. 2004.  
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anthropologist James Leach who question the potential of art to communicate alternative 

forms of knowledge (2007: 167-188), there is also a growing body of literature addressing 

the capacity of art to inspire audiences outside the walls of the art gallery (see Stocking 

1985, Putnam 1994, 2001, Malbert 1996, Faris 1998, Mack 2003, Schnieder & Wright 

2005). Within this framework there are a number of scholarly texts and exhibition examples 

that bring together art and artefact across diverse museum settings. From the use of art in 

archaeological displays (see Edmond & Evans 1991, Putnam 2001, Renfrew 2003, Renfrew 

et al. 2004) and ethnographic exhibits (see Shelton 2001, Herle 2003, Gunn 2005, Leach 

2005, 2007, Raymond & Salmond 2008), to artists’ work as a means of dissecting the 

museum institution and attracting new audiences (see McShine 1999, Jameson Jr. et al. 

2003), while the possibilities for artistic intervention in the museum appear limitless, 

recognition of the ‘real value’ of art within these same displays is incredibly limited.  

 

To date, collaborations have tended to focus on the incorporation of Western artists into 

Western museum displays of history or other cultures (see Putnam 2001). In some cases, 

the inclusions of contemporary artists from nations once the subjects of imperialism are 

positioned alongside relevant Western ethnographic collections.133 However, in both cases, 

collaboration is rarely taken beyond the superficial incorporation of the artists’ work into 

the exhibition. This process is compounded by perceived necessity for direct [ancestral] 

connection for non-Western artists as evidenced by their relegation to art-ethnography 

display - a rule from which Western artists are somehow exempt. Yet, while there is a clear 

privileging of Western artists, within all such exhibits artists predominantly lack the 

creative curatorial freedom to add further intervention into display by controlling the 

location and interpretation of works or accompanying artefacts. There are, of course, 

exceptions such as artist Fred Wilson’s work with the Maryland History Society (1995)134 

and those involved in the British Museum’s recent Statuephilia exhibition. However, due in 

part to curatorial reluctance to share control, the full potential of contemporary art to 

provide alternate narratives is lost.  

                                                   
133 For two examples related to recent art collaborations with African ethnographic collections see the work of 
Casely-Hayford 2002, Njami 2005. 
134 Fred Wilson worked with stored objects from Maryland’s controversial race-history to provoke 
reconsideration of the past through the juxtaposition of artefacts such as a wooden whipping chair and elite 
antique chairs in the case ‘Cabinet making’. For other examples of Wilson’s work see Corrin 1993, Garfield 
1993. 
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Illustration of the bias against non-Western artists and the lack of collaborative curatorial 

uniformity across departments are perhaps best illustrated by a pair of recent contemporary 

art-archaeology couplings at the British Museum that did not share the integrated approach 

of Statuephilia. From November 2008 to March 2009 the institution hosted Babylon: Myth 

and Reality and Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present. While using art to create 

conversationalist, cross-cultural, cross-temporal displays, the museum further entrenched 

elements of stereotypes and institutional prejudice. As briefly discussed in chapter 4, 

Babylon brought together archaeological narratives of the ancient site with relevant aspects 

of historical and contemporary art and culture in the museum’s central exhibition space – 

‘The Reading Room’. With the aim of creating dialogue between ‘myth’ and ‘reality’, 

while historic artworks were incorporated alongside artefacts throughout the exhibition, 

contemporary pieces, though often similar in theme,135 appeared as an afterthought 

presented alongside other modern cultural references in the final section of display. 

Creating physical and ideological barriers between past and present, living artists also had 

little say in the location or interpretation of works, and all of the pieces – historic and 

contemporary – were created by Western artists.  

 

Designed to run in parallel, Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present also explored the depth of 

Iraq’s ancient traditions and history, alongside the destruction brought about by the current 

Iraq war. Reflecting upon the inspirational archaeological and artistic remains from ancient 

Iraq, and the role that the past has to play as Iraqi artists confront the country today, I asked 

one of Babylon’s curators, Michael Seymour (2008, pers. comm., 26 November), why the 

Iraqi art had been kept separate. When I mentioned my preliminary art-based visitor 

findings from the British Museum, which had suggested that greater emotive and 

contextual power was possible through the unification of artists and artefacts from the same 

locations - past and present - Seymour acknowledged that the division of the Iraqi works 

was not ideal. While he stressed lack of space as one of the key issues, the potential 

problems of modern politics and perceived difficulty for Western audiences to comprehend 

contemporary art from the Middle East were also raised. Emphasising that he would like to 

have devoted more time to such dialogues, institutional reluctance to engage in political 

                                                   
135 For example, contemporary artworks and the archaeological aspects of the exhibition addressed historic 
sites and events such as ‘the writing on the wall’ and the tower of Babel. 
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debate, ignorance of visitor interest and of the universal communicative potential of 

contemporary art became clear. As a result, the sixteen works by ten Iraqi and one Syrian 

artist were situated in the ‘John Addis Islamic Galleries’ (see Tully 2009: 70-75). Relegated 

to the periphery of the museum’s exhibition space, and heightening misconceptions of 

equation between contemporary art from the Middle East and Islamic art, it is no wonder 

that not a single visitor mentioned the exhibit during audience collaboration (see Chapter 

4).  

 

The invisibility of the exhibition reflects wider marginalisation of the modern Middle East 

within the West. Since Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present offered contextually linked, 

culturally specific art-archaeology dialogues, its under promotion was a serious oversight: 

the exhibition brought together poetic, contemporary and historical narratives that both 

challenged conventional journalistic perceptions of Iraq and revealed how many modern 

issues are inseparable from deeper histories. For example, placed in the central display 

case, the viewer found: Tablet 3 from Sippar, a cuneiform tablet dated to around 1800-

1600BC which tells the tale of Gilgamesh, and a fragment of brick with dragon scales from 

Babylon, dating approximately 600-550BC. Exhibited alongside Maysaloun Faraj’s 

Ancient Land (not dated), which contains elements of cuneiform-like script, and Hanaa 

Mal-Allah’s palimpsest Babylonian Mushhushshu dragon, The God Marduk (2008), the 

ancient and contemporary were engaged in a clear dialogue (see Figure 6.2) (Porter 2008, 

pers. comm., 26 November). Not merely a retrospective on the Iraqi past, but giving face 

and voice to Iraq today through pieces such as Suad al-Attar’s Cry of Mesopotamia (2004, 

see Figure 6.3), the personal tone of the display text, complemented by the colour and detail 

of the exhibition guide, brought the exhibition to life. Enhanced by warm spot-lighting and 

the large, rich, red and blue rug which covered the entire floor area,136 the exhibit created 

the intimate and inviting space for perusal and reflection – past and present, personal and 

alien – that visitors demanded during my audience research (see Chapter 4). However, 

while supporting the potential of this form of display to enhance visitors’ experiences and 

reveal successful communicative partnerships with non-Western, non-ethnographically 

                                                   
136 The carpet was specifically designed for the British Museum by the Sezgin family from Eastern Turkey in 
1989 (Porter 2008, pers. comm., 26 November). 
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defined communities, personal communication with three of the artists137 revealed that they 

were excluded from the majority of curatorial choices concerning text, object selection, 

artwork position and framing. Showing that this reduced the communicative potential of 

their work, the example reveals the lack of equality between artists and curators, West and 

‘other’, which reflects the power of historically entrenched differences between 

archaeological and artistic forms of communication.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.2. Communicating between ancient and modern, Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present at the 
British Museum. (Author’s image) 
 

                                                   
137 Hanaa Mal-Allah, Walid Siti and Issam Kourbaj were the three artists with whom I consulted on their roles 
in the curation of Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present. 
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Figure 6.3. Suad al-Attar, Cry of Mesopotamia, 2004. (Courtesy of the British Museum) 

 

These biases are equally evident in the two examples of past exhibitions that have brought 

together contemporary artists and ancient Egyptian artefacts in the museum environment 

and reflect further issues pertaining to contemporary art-archaeology partnerships in the 

West. Egyptian Echoes, held at the Sun Cities Art Museum, Arizona, between January and 

March 1993, aimed to ‘inform the viewing audience of the compelling nature of the 

symbols of ancient Egyptian art, which have survived to become a meaningful part of our 

modern culture’ (Wilkinson 1993: i). Acting as testimony to the power of ancient Egyptian 

art to inspire the modern world, the exhibition brought together ancient Egyptian artefacts 

on loan from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, with contemporary artistic, 

scholarly and mystical perspectives. Inspired by general perceptions of ancient Egypt rather 

than the archaeological artefacts themselves, the unification of the contemporary art with 

the ancient was intended to enhance understanding of the other by providing a means to 

‘look at a given fact in divergent ways, and to bring together unconnected elements to 

create a new whole’ (Ibid.: ii). Hoping to provide new channels for understanding the many 

remaining puzzles of ancient Egyptian symbolism; objects and contemporary works were 
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brought together in both an academic and playful manner. However, while curators 

suggested that the result was a visually and intellectually stimulating exhibition that 

provoked reconsideration of traditional interpretations of art, as well as providing a fun 

means of reflecting the various internalisations of ancient artistic symbolism in the present, 

I question their success. While accurately theorising on the potential of contemporary art to 

enhance understandings of ancient Egypt, in reality the exhibition did not provide coherent 

contextual links between contemporary and ancient themes, art or artefact. Similarly, the 

exhibition did not move perceptions beyond Orientalist notions since the selected works 

were positioned as a means of showing ‘undeniable’ connections between ancient Egypt 

and modern Western civilisation through symbology. This approach, which claimed ancient 

Egypt for the West through ‘time lines of continuity’ (Wilkinson 1993: ii), revealed a lack 

of interpretive flexibility, which was enhanced through strong curatorial control of the 

exhibition’s structure and the artists’ predominantly North American origins.138 Therefore, 

although the pieces were contemporary creations they clearly represented the continuity of 

Western stereotypes that promote biblical, mystical and Oriental understandings of ancient 

Egyptian culture (see Figure 6.4.). As a result, while the curators claimed to be challenging 

existing perceptions through art, the nature of the work, thoroughly situated within historic 

Western tunnel vision of a timeless mythical land, added few new insights. 
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6.4. Sam Ingram, Rameses, Let my people go, 1992. 
(Taken from Wilkinson 1993: 13) 

                                                   
138 The only non-North American artist involved in Egyptian Echoes was Shahrokh Rezvani, who was born in 
Iran. 
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Time Machine, held in the Egyptian Sculpture Hall at the British Museum between 

December 1994 and February 1995, had equally noble aims to Egyptian Echoes and, 

although no audience evaluation is available for either exhibit, what I believe to be a 

correspondingly disappointing outcome. The exhibition involved twelve contemporary 

artists who were ‘invited’ to participate because the curators felt that the themes of ancient 

Egyptian art found resonance within their work. Through the curator-led choices, the 

exhibition aimed to ‘demonstrate the creative link between the past and the present (Putnam 

1994: 3). While, unlike Egyptian Echoes, the photography, sculpture, paintings and 

installations were created specifically for the context of the show and were displayed 

alongside the antiquities which ‘helped bring them into being’ (Ibid.), the exhibition’s 

focus on ‘harmony’ between ancient and modern did not open up new avenues of 

understanding. Much like Egyptian Echoes, all of the artists, with the exception of Egyptian 

Liliane Karnouk, were from Western backgrounds and under the direction of one of the 

museum’s Egyptology curators, James Putnam. Once again enhancing stereotypes through 

pieces such as Andy Goldworthy’s Sandworks (see Figure 6.5), which positioned snaking 

dunes across the gallery floor, pieces were more a homage to traditions of Western 

interpretation of ancient Egyptian art than a provocative re-evaluation. As a result, the 

exhibition did not challenge notions of contemporary art and ancient Egyptian art as being 

removed from everyday life to the extent proposed in the exhibition message, and, if 

anything, reinforced mutual inaccessibility.  
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Figure 6.5. Andy Goldsworthy, Sandwork, 1994. (Taken from 
http://www.jamesputnam.org.uk/inv_exhibition_01.html [Accessed 5 May 2009]) 
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Time Machine and Egyptian Echoes both date to the early 1990s and the beginning of art-

archaeology collaboration. However, many of the problems experienced are still evident 

within the current British Museum case studies in terms of a lack of collaborative curation 

and non-Western artistic bias, and reflect the slow pace of museological change. Taking 

this into consideration, the Egyptology examples also reflect, more specifically, the need 

for clearly contextualised, collaborative, cross-cultural interpretations of the ancient 

Egyptian past that do not focus purely on the culture’s art for inspiration. Working with 

contemporary Egyptian artists who have, thus far, been marginalised from such dialogues 

provides a means to escape elements of Western stereotyping through more complex 

engagements with ancient Egyptian culture in the present. Finding visual and/or thematic 

union, but not solely re-presenting ancient art styles or traditions of scholarly 

understanding, contemporary Egyptian voices incorporated as equals alongside ancient 

Egyptian artefacts, in dialogue with the past yet finding meaning independently of the past, 

are necessary to challenge enculturated visions of ancient Egypt. In terms of the daily life 

theme, this partnership would also enable archaeology to question further the impact of 

traditions of representation on understanding.  

 

Perpetuating certain perspectives, ‘display singles out things from the general flow of life’ 

(Gosden 2004: 35). While ‘offering them up for contemplation and thought’ (Ibid.), this 

objectification ‘creates a form of fiction which necessitates cutting some of the links things 

have with each other and with other people in the process of everyday life’ (Ibid.: 36). The 

approach rarefies the everyday as ‘sacred’ and renders objects lifeless and emotionless. 

Thus, more reflexive ways of presenting everyday narratives are needed to move 

presentation beyond a ‘disembodied experience’ and to create something personal and 

challenging. Contemporary Egyptian artistic encounters with museums’ Egyptology 

collections therefore have the potential to overcome these problems by ‘juxtaposing 

traditional representations against alternative tellings so as to acknowledge that embodied 

experience is subjective and that there can be no single ‘correct’ reading of the evidence’ 

(Watson 2004: 94). Reattaching ancient items within familiar frames of reference and 

addressing social inertia by reflecting the continuing value of similar items and practices 

within contemporary society (Durand 2008: 75-76), contemporary Egyptian art is one 

means of actively engaging ancient daily life objects with the lived world. Collaborative 
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curatorial strategy across cultures with artists from nations with ‘deep histories’ or colonial 

pasts, such as Egypt has, therefore, the potential to move exchange beyond the realms of 

artistic derivation or artefact memory, reanimate ancient objects in the present, and transmit 

knowledge of others as well as oneself.  However, while such an approach would provide 

art-Egyptology collaborations with greater interpretive possibilities that would find 

relevance to modern audiences’ lives today, until curators can comfortably negotiate the 

ideological boundaries of art and science, and share responsibility for an exhibition’s 

message, no form of contemporary art – Western or ‘other’ - will be able to articulate itself 

fully within a dialogic archaeological context. 

 

Art and science, art and archaeology: Negotiating the divide  
 

The symbiotic nature of art and science is evident through the strength of relations that 

have existed between the two realms since the early modern period in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries (see Moser & Gamble 1997, Smith 2006). However, whereas early 

modernists acknowledged parallels and the integral role of each form of understanding on 

the development of the other (Smith 2006: 86), later modernists, in trying to elevate their 

work, began to delineate two discrete categories. As a result, modern science - archaeology 

for example – often focuses on explanation through textual narratives that underplay the 

need to make use of additional expertise or other media devices in communication (Laneri 

2003: 186). This being said, archaeology is innately visual. Museum displays, diorama, 

illustration, maps and diagrams are integral to the unification of ideas (Molyneaux 1997a: 

2-3, McCarthy 2003: 19), and while the discipline attempts to downplay visual reliance by 

stressing neutrality through reference to familiar forms, archaeological images, though 

theory laden, are as ‘seductive’ as works of art and ‘no less saturated with meaning’ 

(Jameson Jr. 2003: 2). Therefore, while curators look to artists to discover alternative 

approaches ‘motivated by a need to see their collections freshly, to attract new audiences, 

and to become more culturally sensitive’ (King & Marstine 2006:268), the denial of equal 

voice to ‘non-scientific’ art-forms within archaeological interpretation seems highly ironic.   
 

Recognising subjectivity as a trait shared by both creative and archaeological 

interpretations, and coming to terms with scientific relativism, the division betwee art and 

archaeology seems increasingly absurd when we consider the wealth of recent theoretical 
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literature that addresses issues concerning art and representation that have both direct and 

indirect repercussions on the archaeological and museological context (see Merleau-Ponty 

1962, Barthes 1972, Foucault 1986, Baudrillard 1996, 2005, Molyneaux 1997a, 1997b, 

Gell 1998, Moser 1998, 2006). Since the 1980s archaeologists have been struggling to 

replace the monolithic interpretation of the past with an interpretive archaeology (see 

Hodder 1985, Tilley 1991, Shanks & Tilley 1992, Thomas 2000). In this new self-reflexive 

framework, practitioners aim to create a ‘more reliable and subjective epistemology of 

critical theory in the interpretation of the archaeological process’ (Laneri 2003: 182). 

Building on notions of ‘coherence’ - the means of explanation that makes the greatest sense 

out of the largest amount of data (Hodder 1991) – ‘an emphasis on using artistic expression 

in interpretation is consistent with new directions in archaeological practice that challenge 

the positivist paradigm of processual archaeology and promotes the relevance and validity 

of inductive reasoning over deductive reasoning’ (Jameson Jr. et al. 2003: 2, additional 

emphasis).139 Inconsistencies, therefore, reflect the innate elitism within archaeological 

disciplines and Western tradition’s suppression of individuality in science (Molyneaux 

1997a: 5). However, while archaeology may be struggling with these issues, ‘re-

acceptance’ of the potential of truly collaborative, cross-disciplinary partnerships is evident 

in examples of  ‘science-art’ such as projects initiated in 2002 by Cambridge University as 

part of the New Technology Arts Fellowships (henceforth NTAF) (see 

www.wellcome.ac.uk.en.1.sci.html [Accessed 3 March 2009]). Providing an important case 

study on how the differentiated nature of those involved in collaboration can be understood 

as a ‘source of creative potential’ (Leach 2007: 170), the work illustrates how it is precisely 

the lack of balanced cross-fertilisation of ideas between ‘creative’ and ‘scientific’ 

disciplines that hinders knowledge (see Dion, quoted in Putnam 2001: 75). 
 

There is more than an element of truth in the notion that people are defined by what they 

do. Therefore, producing ‘objects’, be they artistic, academic, scientific or technological, 

that are not the result of an individual’s thought or agency but combine many different 

dialogues, has the potential to overcome subject/objects divides, communicate different 

kinds of knowledge, and, as a result, appeal to consumers, audiences and users in multiple 
                                                   
139 Deductive reasoning refers to allotting something as true through association with a general principle that 
is acknowledged to be true. Inductive reasoning, on the other hand, claims general principles to be true based 
upon individual experience – essentially addressing broad phenomena from the perspective of specific events 
(McCarthy 2003: 19-20).  
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ways (Leach 2007: 182). Thus, returning to the approach of early modernists, the explicit 

aim of the schemes initiated by NTAF was one ‘of fostering creativity, of adding to science 

and to art, through new combinations of knowledge and vision in each’ (Ibid.: 170). 

Reflecting how an intermingling of scholarship and aesthetics leads to new understanding 

(Vogel 1988: 195), artists were inspired by scientific practices while artistic visions took 

scientists and designers in new directions. ‘Nurturing synergy’ between fields and 

developing creativity through the unification of ‘different forms of knowledge…approaches 

to knowledge and object production (Leach 2007: 171), the benefit of combining 

specialisations, which over time become increasingly self-referential, was evident in the 

outpouring of artworks, academic papers and patents that followed. Enhancing multiple 

disciplines as well as making science more interesting and engaging for the public, 

collaboration thus allowed ‘specialists’ to communicate outside themselves and re-embed 

different, diversifying knowledge systems within the wider world (Ibid.: 176). Reflecting 

the importance of the process in transforming people – the producers – as well as creating 

something new which challenges audiences/users, it is projects such as these which reveal 

that it is precisely the differentiation between art and science, and between people, that 

makes collaboration worthwhile. The fact that art is being used collaboratively in the 

context of conventional science and technology also reveals the recognised potential of ‘art-

other’ partnerships beyond the social sciences. More importantly, the example illustrates 

how such unions do not denigrate or replace existing forms of specialist knowledge – 

artistic or scientific - but provide a means through which inward-looking disciplines can 

begin to externalise knowledge in different ways, foster joint ownership and present 

multiple agencies through one object/thing/exhibit. 
 

Supporting the transferral of this framework onto new approaches for archaeological 

exhibitions, it becomes clear how, ‘the representation of the past in the present should be 

thought of as a dynamic project in which fictional stories and messages are created through 

multidimensional and interacting experiences between the creators of the message 

[archaeologists, actors, artists, etc.] and the receivers [public]’ (Laneri 2003: 183). 

Enhancing communication through a combination of media and expertise, the 

archaeological realm can become a place of ‘ceaseless creative and cultural engagement’ 

(Shelton 2001: 160). If we acknowledge the vital interplay between archaeology/science 
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and art, as well as the mediation of differences, to create new forms of dialogue that would 

not be possible through either interpretive form alone, courage of convictions is essential if 

museum curators are to move artistic communication beyond tokenistic integration.  
 

As with issues of art-science dichotomy, archaeology also needs to address the division 

between those who ‘study’ systems of culture and those who ‘produce’ or are ‘defined by’ 

museological productions of their past (Henare 2003: 54). As far as the incorporation of 

non-Western artistic communities into display, a number of ethnographic museum exhibits 

have taken strides towards redressing this balance in status between locally produced art 

and academic narratives (see Shelton 2001, Raymond & Salmond 2008a).140 Therefore, 

while it is undeniable that the presence, will and self-promotion of ‘living descendants’ of 

ethnographic collections has played a role in the incorporation of contemporary art from 

these same communities alongside historical artefacts in ethnographic museums, 

academically verified descent is not essential in the development of perception shifting 

partnerships. The following ethnographic example therefore offers a model from which 

contemporary art from modern ‘non-descendant’ communities with an ‘invisible’ present 

and historically privileged past, such as Egypt, can work with archaeological collections to 

build truly collaborative, art-science, cross-cultural dialogue in the Western museum.   

 

Contemporary art within ethnographic display: ‘Answering the calls of the living’141   
 

Art based collaboration with ‘source’, ‘originating’ or ‘subaltern’ communities in the 

museum context has the potential to inspire thought and representational amalgamations 

that may not have been previously conceived by artist, curator or audience. One of the most 

powerful examples of this transformative potential within the ethnographic museum was 

the recent exhibition Pasifika Styles, Artists inside the museum (2008).142 Held at 

Cambridge University’s Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (henceforth MAA), 

the exhibition was not only important to ethnographic display but was a landmark in 

collaborative, artistic museology. Acting as testament to the power of art to conceptually 

                                                   
140 Palaeontologists in the United States have also recently started working with ‘dinosaur artists’ to try and 
bridge the divide between popular and academic knowledge (Jameson Jr. 2003: 62).  
141 ‘Answering the calls of the living’ is a quote from Pasifika Styles (Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 19) and is 
also used in the title of this thesis. 
142 Pasifika Styles: Artists inside the museum ran from May 2006 to February 2008. 
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reconnect people and ideas across vast distances, outside the context of the art gallery, the 

exhibition also revealed that by unsettling the norms of museum display new attention 

could be focused onto collections (Lythberg 2008: 43). Taking into consideration the 

implications of transferring an ethnographic setting on to an archaeological context, 

Pasifika Styles both supports, and could be developed for, the aims of this thesis. As the 

first art-artefact coupling to explicitly state and promote methodology, Pasifika Styles also 

reveals the potential of a non-art gallery space in ‘fomenting a process of engagement 

between contemporary practitioners and historic artefacts…to acknowledge one process of 

expatriation by staging another’ (Thomas 2008: viii).143  

 

Pushing both practical and theoretical disciplinary boundaries, the exhibition combined the 

incorporation of contemporary Pacific artworks alongside the museum’s Pacific 

ethnographic collections, a festival of performing art and various related activities around 

the city. The objective of Pasifika Styles was to both enhance local audiences’ perceptions 

of the Pacific to ‘literally enliven the museum, demonstrating the present-day relevance of 

its collections by inviting to Cambridge some of the people to whom they are most 

important’ and to ‘provide a platform so that the voices of scholarship and those of artists 

could enhance each other’ (Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 3 & 15).  
 

Beginning life as a small-scale collaborative project between two friends, artist Rosanna 

Raymond and anthropologist/curator Amira Salmond, Pasifika Styles built upon ideas that 

had grown up over several years of dialogue between the museum and a number of Pacific 

artists. Metamorphosising into an international partnership betweens tens of Pacific artists 

and the MAA, Pasifika Styles is particularly important due to the extent to which the 

exhibition and its accompanying events programme reflected a less proprietorial form of 

curatorship. Enabling the formation of a truly collaborative unit, the example offers 

numerous points for comparison with the proposed art-Egyptology partnership to be 

detailed here. Working in what co-curators Rosanna Raymond and Amira Salmond saw as 

a ‘prospective participants’ curatorial strategy, full collaboration from the outset brought 

                                                   
143 The travelling exhibition Te Moemoea no Iotefa (The dream of Joseph), developed in the Pacific region, 
also combined art and artefact to bring ‘new life’ to ‘stored culture’ in Pacific museums (see Panoho 1990). 
Acknowledgement of local initiatives in this form is important to reveal that relationships between 
contemporary artists and museum collections are not limited to Western institutions or Western initiation. 
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together the curators, Pacific objects from the MAA, contemporary artists and their 

artworks.  
 

Working with museum staff, artists established the project’s rationale and objectives, 

influenced the course of its development and directed the final presentation of work, 

(Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 4). The importance of this collaborative unity is clearly 

expressed by Raymond when she says, ‘if I had not spent so much time on the ground 

listening to the artists and the community that produces the work which finds its way into 

galleries and museums, the exhibition would have been a very different beast – it could 

have been curated out of existence by high art rhetoric.’ It is exactly this ‘high art rhetoric’ 

that audience research has revealed puts certain visitors off the art-artefact concept. 

However, cross-cultural collaborative dialogue helps to avoid the imposition of singular 

elitist views and imbues exhibitions with the potential to transform both audiences’ 

perceptions of contemporary art as well as the means of communicating knowledge within 

the museum.  

 

Moving beyond the impact upon audiences, collaboration is also essential in the shifting of 

artistic and curatorial methodologies (see Durand 2008, Raymond & Salmond 2008a). As 

curators Raymond and Salmond state: 

 

In enabling artists and museum professionals to meet and deal together with art  

works and artefacts, new and unexpected insights emerged and opportunities 

opened for future development. Some artists were inspired by their encounters with 

the museum and its collections, leading to new collaborations and novel directions 

in their artistic practice and research…For academics and professionals involved in 

Pasifika Styles, the project was similarly instrumental and revealing…for those 

schooled in current orthodoxies about indigenous people and museums, the 

complexity and variety of artists’ responses was a revelation. Others involved were 

touched by the depth of feeling generated in these encounters, encouraging them to 

rethink assumptions about the purpose of museums and their collections to the very 

nature of people and things (2008a: 4-5). 
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Finding that scholarly and artistic voices could comfortably reside side-by-side, Pasifika 

Styles is an example of how the relationships between past and present, artists and 

ancestors, museum staff, artists and the public can be ‘rekindled and forged’ as ‘artefacts 

were awoken once more’ (Wonu Veys 2008: 115). The partnership thus reflects the power 

of art to revive collections and generate new connections between all of the people – artists, 

curators, visitors – and objects – ethnographic, contemporary - involved (Durand 2008: 77). 

Although no formal visitor evaluation data is available from Pasifika Styles, the exhibition 

reveals the potential of artists’ involvement in the museum to create a more emotive visual 

environment capable of ‘surprising’ visitors out of complacent detachment from artefacts. 

The power to reengage audiences in this way represents one of a number of issues behind 

the birth of Pasifika Styles that correspond with the debates surrounding the Egyptian 

exhibitionary context. For example, Anita Herle, the then senior curator of the MAA stated, 

‘Pasifika Styles is a long-range collaborative project that addresses in unusually clear and 

pressing terms many of the debates surrounding cultural property, the performance of 

culture and the relations between persons and things in the setting of the museum’ (2008: 

57). In terms of these ‘debates’, both Egypt and the Pacific are viewed as migrant cultures 

with a diasporic history, strongly affected by tourism, and whose perceived identity is quite 

different from the reality and identity issues of the present (Raymond & Salmond 2008b: 

33). The statement that, ‘the great cultures of the Pacific are not past or present, neither 

dead nor degraded but very much alive, and culturally productive in ways that can’t be 

pigeon holed’ (Thomas 2008: vii), reflects this commonality and directly translates onto 

discussions of Western perceptions of the invisibility and stagnation of Egyptian culture 

since the Pharaonic era. Similarly, the potential of responses by ‘local’ artists to collections 

in, and the representational techniques of, what originated as, white, colonial, 

archaeological/ ethnographic museums, again unites these seemingly distant communities.  

 

Acknowledging the problem of housing collections away from their countries/communities 

of origin, Pasifika Styles is also relevant to this research as, although based around the 

MAA’s Oceanic collections, the project was not ethnically defined by local [Pacific] or 

academically legitimised lines of descent. The idea, as stated in the introduction to the 

Pasifika Styles publication (Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 3), was ‘to emphasis the global 

impact of cultural trajectories emerging from Polynesia, which have moved far beyond the 
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lines of descent.’ This emphasis on the ‘bigger picture’, providing the freedom to work 

beyond the boundaries of lineage, thus offers solutions for the incorporation of 

contemporary Egyptian society which is not ratified as ‘of Pharaonic descent’ by the 

academy144 in the museum environment. Enabling contemporary artists’ work to be situated 

in a continuum of Egyptian arts practice rather than being completely separate, and 

avoiding the positioning of works as total parody of ancient Egypt, this approach would 

allow the diversity of Egyptian history and artistry to reveal itself.  
 

When creating dialogue between a community’s global trajectory through art, and the 

specifics of the museum’s collections with which they are placed, the importance of clear 

contextual links between an exhibition’s theme, historical artefacts and contemporary 

artworks cannot be stressed enough. As discussed by Dutton (2009: 53), the combination of 

art and artefact creates a layering of experience which ‘can be most effective when 

separable pleasures [archaeological item and contemporary artwork] are coherently related 

to each other or interact with each other.’ When dealing with communication across time, 

culture and different representational media – art/artefact – maintaining direct contextual 

links is therefore essential to an exhibition’s success. Added to by the fact that aspects of 

contemporary artwork may appear illusive to some viewers, selectivity is essential in terms 

of works created for/incorporated into museum display. This is also important to overcome 

curatorial concerns about exhibition rooms being transformed into ‘art shows’ and artists’ 

anxieties as to whether positioning work within non-art museums reduces them to 

ethnographic subjects (Elliott 2008: 93). These issues were addressed in Pasifika Styles 

through a focus on the creation of site-specific artworks/installations developed during 

visiting artist programmes or through strong channels of communication with artists who 

desired to use existing pieces in-keeping with the theme/ideological framework of the 

exhibition. The approach, therefore, finds resonance with the concerns of artists, curators 

and audiences, as expressed throughout my fieldwork, and reveals the importance, even for 

existing works selected according to parallel content/context rather than created in direct 

communion with the artefacts in the museum space, of artists’ travelling to the museum or 

working closely with curators on the positioning, labelling and framing of their work. This 

is necessary to ensure that pieces do not lose their cultural voice and to maintain optimum 
                                                   
144 The divide between ‘accepted’ and ‘perceived’ descent is evidenced by my work with Egyptian 
communities, many of whom believe the ancient Egyptians were their ancestors (see Chapter 3).  
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communication through artefact-artwork juxtapositions that highlight the artist’s message. 

Positioning artists as central to the selection and display of artefacts as well as artworks, 

this approach also provides artists with the freedom to incorporate items from collections 

into art pieces themselves (Malbert 1996). At the same time, contemporary works can also 

be used as ‘interjection’ and ‘interpolation’ into the main exhibition space to maximise 

channels of communication between eras, audiences, art and artefact. This form of 

engagement does not simply enhance the final communication of meaning and propose 

alternate channels for scholarly thought, but greatly benefits artists. As stated by Lisa 

Reihana during Pasifika Styles, whereas she feels that art within an art gallery is pure 

commodity, art created in the MAA enabled a much greater variety of arts practice to 

emerge and extended the limits of her work through direct engagement with artefacts from 

her history (2008: 51). Reihana adds that the meaning of these same artefacts in the present 

is also contextualised through the contemporary art which adds to them the ‘sounds and 

images of home’ (Ibid.). Following this format, the involvement of artists in object 

selection, curation and the creation of work in partnership with the historic artefacts, means 

that artists are carrying out their own form of ‘fieldwork’ within the museum and 

presenting their own ‘data’ (Durand 2008: 77). Academically sanctioned as a legitimate 

means of understanding the theme represented through inclusion in the non-art museum, 

this approach has the potential to rejuvenate prevailingly historical displays by enabling 

visitors to come up with their own interpretations while maintaining a balance between 

cultural, artistic and academic forms of knowledge (Herle 2008: 68, Elliott 2008: 93).  

 

This approach is also important in terms of negotiating traditions of knowledge between 

Western academic and non-Western cultural realms and is an area where both Egypt and 

the Pacific experience similar discord. For example, both communities have to contend 

with experts writing from a distance who produce books on their cultures, past and present, 

about them but not for them (Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 10-11). Similarly, when asked 

to participate, be it in Egyptological excavation (see Hansen 2008) or Pacific Islander 

ethnography, local perspectives are often ignored and rarely make it into publications. This 

marginalisation is in strong contrast to the wealth of cultural-historic debate taking place 

among these same communities, as evidenced by Egyptian museology, for example. To 

combat such problems, Pasifika Styles called for a new openness in dialogues between 
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Pacific art and academic anthropology. Instead of re-inscribing hierarchies that privileged 

academic discourse over artistic practice and commentary, it asked those engaged in a 

scholarly way with Pacific artwork, both from the past and the present, to: 

 

Show their hand; to be up front about their assumptions and to be prepared to 

defend them in person, not just from the safe distance of conferences and journals. 

At the same time it placed a similar onus on artists to reconsider whatever they 

might think about anthropology and the museum, and to engage in new 

conversations (Raymond & Salmond 2008a: 19). 

 

The need for all parties to engage with issues of scholarship, art, heritage and identity, is 

equally important to the transferral of contemporary Egyptian art to the Western 

Egyptology context, and thus the position of ‘openness’ offers a means of incorporating 

alternate dialogues on an equal footing with ‘accepted’ academic interpretations.    

 

As a two year exhibition that ‘claimed’ the entire top floor of the MAA, developed 

websites, visiting artist programmes, satellite exhibitions, workshops and a theatre festival, 

Pasifika Styles also revealed how this form of exhibiting does not have to be restricted to 

short-term, small scale, one-off display as evidenced in previous art-artefact examples. 

While we must acknowledge that temporary exhibitions are often the best forum in which 

to experiment with new topics and forms of display, temporary does not have to equate 

with timidity. Pasifika Styles, therefore, provides an ideal model upon which new 

contemporary art based strategies for the re-presentation of ancient Egyptian daily life in 

more permanent galleries could build.  

 

Pasifika Styles also finds common ground with new proposals for Egyptology exhibitioning 

in addressing questions of the cross-cultural comprehension of contemporary art, and the 

accessibility of artistic narratives to those from different educational backgrounds or 

without specific art training. As one of the curatorial issues expressed in relation to the Iraq 

exhibitions at the British Museum, the perspectives of Pasifika Styles artists and a number 

of Egyptian artists with whom I worked are important in stressing the potential of their art 

to reveal distinctly local, while simultaneously ‘readable’, cosmopolitan perspectives. This 
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is an issue of central importance to the success of art-archaeology collaboration between 

cultures and thus represents the final theoretical hurdle for discussion before moving on to 

the specifics of contemporary Egyptian art.  

 

Contemporary art: Crossing cultures and classes 

 

If works of art are allowed to express their natural eloquence, the majority of 

people will understand them; this will be far more effective than any guidebook, 

lecture or talk. (Schmidt-Degener, quoted in Bourdieu and Darbel [1969] 1991: 1) 

 

As Mark Hudson said in the Telegraph (25 September 2008: 21), ‘art is on a roll.’ Even in 

the current financial crisis, art, especially contemporary art, is growing in popularity. In 

autumn 2008, London saw more ‘blockbuster’ art exhibitions than ever before: Mark 

Rothko at the Tate Modern, Francis Bacon at the Tate Britain, Andy Warhol at the 

Hayward, Renaissance Portraits at the National Gallery, Byzantium at the Royal Academy. 

Not part of a ‘suddenly expanded Modernist cognoscenti’ (Ibid.) but rather reflecting the 

interests of ordinary people, these trends reveal shifting perceptions of art and culture that 

are not isolated within the West.  

 

The forward thinking, risk taking element of the contemporary art movement is attracting 

and inspiring new audiences worldwide. As sculptor and installation artist Anthony 

Gormley suggests (2004: 146), ‘signifiers have been loosened and…the emergence of new 

value comes by making subjects places of exchange, that don’t have fixed roles.’ This 

greater flexibility still enables artworks, like archaeological objects, to ask big questions 

about nature and existence but, viewed alongside globalizing tendencies, is producing a 

fluid modern art world with blurred boundaries (Rogoff 2000). Articulating cultural 

similarities as strongly as differences, arguments for the cross-cultural, instinctive nature of 

art are beginning to emerge. For example, Dennis Dutton, in his recent publication The Art 

Instinct (2009: 51), argues: 
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Many of the ways art is discussed and experienced can easily move across cultural 

boundaries, and manage global acceptance without help from academics or 

theorists. From Lascaux to Bollywood, artists, writers, and musicians often have 

little trouble in achieving cross-cultural aesthetic understanding. 145  

 

If simple appreciation of the arts ‘of’ other cultures ‘in’ other cultures is not enough to 

support inter-national communion, the People’s Choice Project carried out in the early 

1990s by artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid reveals the extent of worldwide 

aesthetic unity. In a study of artistic preferences across ten geographically and culturally 

diverse countries, the artists found strong correlation between both positive and negative 

desires within paintings. As revealed in my own research, participants shied away from the 

abstract and expressed strong visual preferences for familiar, representational art as a form 

of emotional and intellectual communication (see Dutton 2009: 13-28).146       

 

Taking the communicability of artistic dialogue further, it is clear that all cultures display 

some form of creative tradition that would be defined by the Western canon as ‘artistic’. 

Thus, while not all cultures display all forms of art, the course of human history charts 

similar artistic production across cultures (Dutton 2009: 29-31). Moving away from the 

suggestions of Ludwig Wittgenstein ([1953] 2001) of the irreducible uniqueness of art, a 

position also supported by many post-war art theorists and anthropologists,147 Dutton 

(2009: 5) suggests that the arts are not just an ‘evolutionary useless spin-off of the 

oversized human brain…[but] emerge spontaneously and universally in similar forms 

across cultures, employing imaginative and intellectual capacities that had clear survival 

value in prehistory.’ Therefore, the obvious surface differences between art forms cross-

culturally, ‘no more argues against their instinctual origins than the differences between 

Portuguese and Swahili show that language does not rely on a universal ensemble of 

instinctive capacities’ (Ibid.). Although, as with language, cultural difference leads to the 

production of a separate ‘grammar’ and ‘vocabulary’, common elements give access to the 

act of translation and enable contemporary art to communicate wider cultural resonance 

                                                   
145 For discussion of the various cross-cultural features of art see Dutton 2009: 51-59. 
146 Dutton (2009: 13-28) also suggests that the general pattern of dislike for abstract art may be the result of 
‘visual enculturation’ or an ‘innate feature of the human mind.’  
147 For discussion of post-war art theory see Dutton 2009: 64-84. 
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(Costall 1997: 54, Jantjes 1999: 30). Continuing the comparison with language, it could be 

argued that the communicative power of art is in fact more widespread due to the 

fundamental human categories [emotions and experiences] intelligible in many forms of art. 

Of course, as with both language and the arts, cultural as well as ‘innate’ structures shape 

production. This means that, while the act of translation is not always simple, and artistic 

exchange of meaning will never be absolute, there is an emerging dialogue of creative 

internationalism. The ability of contemporary art to communicate across all forms of 

boundaries – cultural, intellectual and temporal – yet retain a local essence is essential to 

the success of collaborative Egypt and West, art and artefact dialogues in the Egyptology 

exhibition context. Because art can cross boundaries and simultaneously address the 

specifics of an artist’s time, place and society, artists are giving worldwide support to the 

notion of the ‘glocal’ and ‘glocalisation’ – local traditions, global application.148 As 

articulated by Iraqi artist Hanna Mal-Allah, ‘if artists are working within the modern style 

and with modern techniques they can still communicate local ideas that everybody can 

receive. It is the responsibility of the artist to make their work accessible globally whilst 

still giving a personal message’ (2008, pers. comm. 11 December). Similarly, Emirati artist 

Ebstisam Abdul Aziz (quoted in Von Roques 2008: 18) supports the accessibility of art, 

saying, ‘[contemporary] art is a visual, non-verbal language. It is an international language 

transcending space and time, and expressing our existence and style…it is a link between 

cultures, and the vessel of international artistic fusion.’ Thus, due to the demands and 

innate nature of their practice, contemporary artists are accustomed to moving between 

different cultural worlds, representing their ‘multitudal self’ and communicating inter- and 

intra-culturally (Herle 2008: 60). This perspective is increasingly recognised by audiences; 

thus the incorporation of contemporary Egyptian art within the Western museum context 

offers an accessible means of cross-cultural artistic and intellectual exchange that finds 

meaning on a whole host of personal, cultural and historical levels beyond the realm of the 

expert interpreter.  

 

Moving away from cross-cultural dialogue within art to focus on levels of education, 

debates on art as ‘highbrow’ and thus only interpretable by schooled art critics, who dictate 
                                                   
148 ‘Glocalisation’ originated as a Japanese business term but was popularised in the West by British 
sociologist Roland Robertson (1995: 25-44). 
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appropriate viewing through books, gallery labels and guides, are outmoded. Even as early 

as the 1920s left-wing American literary critic Mike Gold was arguing that, ‘art is no longer 

snobbish or cowardly. It teaches peasants to use tractors, gives lyrics to young soldiers, 

designs textiles for factory women’s dresses, writes burlesque for factory theatres, and does 

a hundred other useful tasks. Art is as useful as bread’ (1929, quoted in Nafisi 2004: 107). 

By the 1960s Bourdieu and Darbel were beginning to promote similar perspectives in terms 

of the demise of the museum as an elite stronghold and the ‘legibility’ of art for all (1969: 

42). This does not mean, however, that artistic communication is standardised. The capacity 

of individual minds to grasp meaning depends on ‘age, maturity, memory abilities, 

familiarity with cultural referents, and general intelligence and reasoning ability’ as well as 

an individual’s ‘sensitivity’ to the particular art medium (Dutton 2009: 237). Nonetheless, 

as argued extensively by Jean Baudrillard (1983, 1996, 1998, 2005), art is part of the 

modern transaestheticized society and found everywhere, even within politics, and is, 

consciously or not, ‘consumed’ by all.  

 

In our increasingly ocularcentric lives, although there is an undeniable bond between text 

and image (Mitchell 1994), images exist beyond the bounds of associated text and, no 

matter how we may later determine ourselves ‘inadequate’ interpreters and defer to the 

literature, an image/artwork will instantly communicate a unique visual message to the 

viewer. Reflecting that neither the artist’s vision nor the critic’s pontificating has the final 

say, the beauty of art is in the personal multiplicity of interpretation (Barthes 1972, 1977).  

Thus, by disassociating art from the ‘white cube’ art gallery and placing it within an 

alternative museum framework we can begin to ideologically release art from traditional 

associations with schooled art historians and critics. Obviously the history of all forms of 

museum, associated with high culture and scholarship, mean that liberating art or artefact 

from these shackles completely is problematic. However, in the context of positioning 

contemporary Egyptian art alongside familiar items and tomb-chapel scenes from ancient 

Egyptian daily life, it is the use of juxtapositions between familiar and exotic themes, eras 

and societies that can begin producing a normalising effect on objects generally viewed as 

distant (modern Egypt, art, mortuary items) while simultaneously provoking 

reconsideration of the more familiar (daily life objects, ancient Egyptian icons). Enabling 

both artwork and artefact to draw on ‘new or subversive sensory qualities’ (Gosden 2001: 
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165), this dialogic museum format prevents artefact and artwork simply representing just 

one individual or moment in history, cordoned off from ‘real life’ (Shelton 1993).  Helping 

to establish links through culturally accessible associations with everyday artefacts, the art-

archaeology relationship can therefore relocate contemporary artworks from objects of 

individual attention to something that can also be appreciated in the ‘mundane stream of 

experience and activity’ (Dutton 2009: 56). This art-artefact combination also encourages 

questioning of an exhibitionary feature evident from my visual analysis: the accepted 

division between items museums present to be appreciated for their aesthetic qualities and 

those displayed to simply reflect functional use (see Chapter 5). Provoking reflection as to 

whether our perceptions of artefacts’ visual qualities are the same as those of their creators, 

these aesthetic aspects, combined with collaborative curatorial strategies that redesign and 

re-designate the purpose of the museum space, begin to create a balance between audience-

led interpretation and collaborative curatorial guidance. Reflecting the potential symbiosis 

of art and artefact to shift perceptions of the other – art removed from highbrow 

classification through association with the more mundane and familiar objects of daily life, 

and artefacts reconnected with aesthetics, life, and individuality149 through both ancient and 

contemporary art – a completely new interface for ascribing meaning in archaeology 

display is brought into play that can cross cultures, art education and centuries.  

 

Focusing on the role of art for the revivification of everyday objects from the past, the 

physically ‘peopled’ aspects of many works of art – ancient and contemporary – can also 

help to create a vital ideological link between items now confined to stasis in the museum 

vitrine with their original animate role in people’s lives. As illustrated by my Egyptian 

collaboration, visitor research at the British Museum and Klienman’s work with the 

Museum of London (2006), one of museum audiences’ main desires is to make personal 

connections with artefacts and the ‘ordinary’ people behind objects. An important reason 

why audiences struggle to relate to and engage emotionally with archaeological, historical 

and ethnographic exhibits is the lack of evidence for, or connection with, the people who 

made and used the artefacts on display. As a medium centred on life and experience, 

                                                   
149 Traditionally, scientific and archaeological practices tend to generalise and unify objects within collective 
social systems. The undeniable individualism of contemporary art could, therefore, help undo concepts of past 
people as ‘social automatons’ simply reproducing ‘set pieces’ and begin to restore individuality and agency to 
existing narratives (see Molyneaux 1997a, Gell 1998).  
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contemporary art often has a ‘peopled’ focus. Reflecting the fact that people relate best to 

other people (Beard 1992: 515), art can humanize the past, making it more comprehensible 

and less threatening. Thus, the combination of visually ‘populated art’ and direct 

communion with living artists presents a strikingly different approach to object dominated 

museum display and neutral academic text.  

 

An example of the communicative power of the human form, Black Drawings (1991-2) by 

South African born artist Marlene Dumas, brings us face-to-face with humanity and the 

community (see Figure 6.6). In this instance, the dialogical aspects of the human portraits 

demand attention. Provoking emotion, as we can recognise individuality alongside common 

humanity, this begins to encourage the viewer to overcome ‘the space between ourselves 

and others as the vital space in art and culture’ (Jantjes 1999: 34).    
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Figure 6.6. Dumas, Black Drawings, detail 1991/2. (Taken from Jantjes 1999: 34). 
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The portraiture of emerging Egyptian artist Shayma Kamel could be used for a similar 

purpose alongside tomb-chapel scenes in ancient Egyptian daily life display (see Figure 6.7 

& 6.8). In a recent communication with Shayma (2009, pers. comm., 1 June) she said that 

her work draws on the superficial and deeper meanings of everyday life, with which she 

hopes her audience will engage through a focus on perceptions of the self. Including 

representations of the human figure in display is important as it reaches out and demands 

our attention, inviting us to identify with it (Davidson 1997: 27). This is important in the 

case of modern Egypt as it overcomes the potential for Western stereotyping. Therefore, it 

is the ability of overtly ‘peopled’ art to take on this personal, lived and yet reflective role 

that offers new communicative power when art is positioned in dialogue with inanimate 

everyday artefacts. Complementing the presence of ancient Egyptian individuals 

represented in tomb-chapel scenes, bringing together these temporally diverse elements 

through shared humanity holds the key to transformation within the art-Egyptology, daily 

life museum context.   
 

  
Figure 6.7. Shayma Kamel, Untitled, 2004.   Figure 6.8. Nebamun and his family. (Courtesy of 
(Courtesy of the artist)        the British Museum) 
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Moving away from artworks focusing on clearly identifiable individuals to re-attach 

personal involvement with objects, the entrance of the Early People’s Gallery in the 

National Museum of Scotland (henceforth NMS) offers an example of how more abstract 

‘embodied’ art is also a powerful means of ‘physically’ repopulating the past. The NMS is 

quite unique in its overt unification of past material culture, modern art and architecture 

(Malone & Stoddart 1999: 485). In the Early People’s Gallery, four groups of three 

androgynous, bronze, human-like figures (see Figures 6.9), with short accompanying texts, 

are used to introduce the themes of the 4000 object strong, museum exhibit (Ibid.). 

Representing different aspects of prehistoric life in Scotland, small glass cases containing 

relevant artefacts are incorporated into the appropriate anatomical area of each sculpture 

pertaining to the particular themes. For example, a ring is found ‘in’ the finger of one 

sculpture in the group titled, In Them and Us.150 The following extract from the museum’s 

website explains the context of the artwork and justifies its inclusion: 
 

Who were the people of prehistory? In most cases we don't know. We don't know 

what they looked like, how they dressed or did their hair, what they thought or how 

they spoke. But we do know that every object displayed here has some connection 

with an individual or a group of people. Someone made it, someone wore it, 

someone used it. Many of the things you will see were found in someone's home or 

someone's grave. 
 

The exhibition's absentees are introduced through People, figures sculpted by Sir 

Eduardo Paolozzi. The figures stand for Scotland's early people. They are abstract 

because there is little evidence to help us identify and describe them realistically. 

Each group of figures also highlights a section of the exhibition (Available at 

http://www. nms.ac.uk/our_museums/national_museum/things_tosee /early_ 

people.aspx, [Accessed 21 March 2009]). 
 

 

 

                                                   
150 The other three themes include A Generous Land, Wider Horizons and In touch with the Gods (Malone & 
Stoddart 1999: 486). 
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Figure 6.9. Eduardo Paolozzi’s abstract human sculptures, Early People’s gallery, National Museum 
of Scotland. (Taken from http:// www.rampantscotland.com/famous/blfampaolozzi.htm [Accessed 
21 March 2009]) 
 
The aim of the art work seems clear: to place ‘people’ at the forefront of visitors’ minds 

before they enter the main body of the Early Life Galleries. Although additional text is 

available, the sculptures themselves offer an overview of the central messages of the 

exhibition and unite through one vehicle – the sculpture - ancient artefacts and 

contemporary art. Creating dialogue between past and present, art and artefact, the 

approach offers solutions to similar desires expressed though Egyptian and museum visitor 

collaboration. In this case, helping to repopulate ancient Scotland, the undeniably human 

yet abstract nature of Paolozzi’s figures also avoids the formation of concrete notions of 

past people that would be created through the parallel museological medium of the diorama 

(see Moser 1999). Resisting the potential to spoon-feed visitors ‘speculative truths’, the art 

work instead encourages audiences to consider the ancient Scots with an open mind and 

form their own conclusions.  

 

A similar approach, incorporating a human-like figure, is being considered in the 

development of the new Petrie Museum of Egyptology, London (Quirke 2008, pers. 

comm., 28 October). In this instance, the work of Ahmed Askalany, one of Egypt’s 

younger generation artists, which uses ‘palm leaves woven with an ancient craft technique 

that has always been used in the villages to make baskets and ‘poor’ objects’ (see 

http://www.designboom.com/ contemporary/askalany.html [Accessed 21 March 2009], 

Figure 6.10), is planned as the first object to greet visitors on entry to the museum.  
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Figure 6.10. Ahmed Askalany, Hanzeen, undated. (Taken from 
http://www.designboom.com/ contemporary/askalany.html  
[Accessed 21 March 2009]) 

 

Maintaining all important contextual links to the museum’s collection through the use of 

traditional techniques, Askalany’s work eschews the lofty prerogative of sculpture. This 

movement away from traditions of favouring monumental sculpture in exhibitions of 

ancient Egypt is of particular consequence. Thus, while helping to repopulate ancient Egypt 

and establish as ‘a priori’ images of a land inhabited by ‘ordinary’ folk, Askalany’s 

combination of contemporary interpretation and recognisable ‘craft’ techniques from what 

he feels are his roots (the ancient Egyptian past) creates a dialogue between Egypt - ancient 

and modern - and visitor. Adding an extra level of communication between ancient Egypt, 

daily life art/artefacts and ‘normal’ people, as opposed to focusing on monumental objects 

and the elite, this form of artistic inclusion offers another means of reanimating and making 

familiar seemingly dead, ancient Egyptian ‘everyday’ experience while maintaining 

communion with the living, modern Egypt of today. It is with these aspects in mind that I 

now begin the final chapter and discuss the specifics of contemporary Egyptian art. I begin 

by discussing the historical context of contemporary Egyptian arts practice in relation to the 

Western canon and build upon the contemporary Egyptian art examples put forward here. 

With this in place I close by outlining a methodology through which new collaborative art-

based strategies for Egyptology exhibitioning can be achieved and which also offers 

solutions for the wider incorporation of contemporary art into archaeological museum 

display. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

Creating a Collaborative Methodology: Contemporary Egyptian Art and Ancient 

Egyptian Daily Life 
 

The visual arts have played a vital role in the negotiation of modern Egyptian identity since 

the early twentieth century.151 However, issues of ethnoaesthetics (D’Acevedo 1973) 

inhibited their recognition in the West and it has only been since the 1990s that 

international interest in contemporary Egyptian art has begun to grow (Winegar 2006). 

During this time, through the seemingly unstoppable spread of satellite television, Egypt 

and the wider Middle East have experienced the explosion of global visual culture. For 

some this intrusion is believed to have confused identities, but for many contemporary 

artists it presents an opportunity to make use of hybrid East-West visual alphabets and 

address a plethora of issues surrounding ‘taken for granted’ dichotomies (Hafez 2008). 

Occurring in unison with the spread of the postmodernist philosophy of art, creating a 

‘better bridge for artistic exchanges among cultures’ (Karnouk 2005: 186), the last few 

decades have seen the development of numerous private galleries in Egypt alongside a 

greater presence in international biennials and exhibitions.152 However, while contemporary 

Egyptian art is emerging as an independent form of cultural capital beyond the Pharaonic, 

there are still numerous problems. Many Egyptians feel that, as with Pharaonic art, 

contemporary work is becoming commoditised by the West as current politics have made 

the Middle East ‘in vogue’ (Hafez 2007a). Like most nations once under colonial rule or 

with a highly esteemed ancient history, there is also a lack of up-to-date art research and 

knowledge beyond national borders.153 It is for these reasons that collaboration between 

Egyptian artists and Western Egyptology curators is essential beyond the repositioning of 

Egyptological perspectives to also address questions of who has the right to represent a 

nation and to maintain a balance between different eras and art worlds (Becker 1982). 
 

                                                   
151 For discussions of Egyptian art and identity see Karnouk 1988, 1995, 2005, Naguib 1992, Winegar 2006. 
152 For discussion of the growing market demand for Middle Eastern and North African art, and the increasing 
involvement of these regions in international exhibitions and cultural projects, see Downey 2007: 10-11. 
153 The only detailed contemporary research concerning Egyptian art is that mentioned in footnote 1. 
However, in terms of the arts practice of other nations once under colonial rule there are numerous examples 
(see Bhabha 1994, Bakewell 1995, Phillips & Steiner 1999, Kapur 2000, Abusabib 2004, Guha-Thakurta 
2004, Shanon 2005). For examples of the struggle of contemporary art from nations with strong ancient pasts, 
such as Greece, to find a place in the Western ‘art cannon’, see Herzfeld 1986, Hamilakis 2004. 
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The artist’s image is by no means unitary or depoliticised. It is a means of creating and 

contesting representations situated firmly within historical, social, cultural and political 

relations (Hall 1997). Thus, for collaboration to succeed, we need to understand the 

‘specificity of the Egyptian experience’ (Winegar 2006: 38). This involves a consideration 

of artistic ideology: the different ways in which Egyptian art and artist are perceived in 

comparison with the West. For example, contemporary Egyptian art is finding a place 

between the international fame of Pharaonic and Islamic art, Egyptian folk arts and the 

roots of modern Western art. Negotiating split loyalties and gaining recognition (Karnouk 

1988: 19-20, Winegar 2000: 9), Egyptian artists, unlike their European counterparts, have, 

since the birth of modernism, continued to engage deeply with the past (Winegar 2006: 3). 

Many Egyptian artists, working in all media continue to ‘draw inspiration from both their 

country’s rich past and its vibrant living present to communicate their individual creative 

vision’ (De Montebello 2000: 5). Artworks are not so much associated with individual 

genius and ‘the moment’ but with the ability to learn techniques and present an ‘authentic’, 

accumulated cultural knowledge (Winegar 2006). This approach aims to ‘enrich the present 

with the experience of the past’ (Hamed Said, quoted in Karnouk 2005: 121-125)154 not to 

‘enshrine art into the essence or appearance of heritage but to absorb its spiritual legacy 

well enough to present contemporary selves within a comfortable identity’ (see Naguib 

2007, Appendix 2, Interview 1.2). In this sense, artists are both local as they are influenced 

by their ‘cultural overload’ and international as they are immersed in the global debates of 

contemporary arts practice (Hafez 2008). Therefore, rather than positioning themselves as 

outsiders aiming to move beyond society (Zolberg 1990), Egyptian artists have a strong 

focus on roots, identity and community. Although the Egyptian artistic community is 

dominated by middle-class individuals from educated backgrounds, artists are particularly 

adept social commentators able to reflect social structures beyond first-hand experiences. 

Thus, while created by an individual, contemporary Egyptian art can be seen as part of a 

collective history and intelligence. Working in a wider historical context with the 

community in mind, contemporary Egyptian artists reveal individual reflection on 

temporally cumulative creativity but from within a ‘community aesthetic’ (Williams & 

Heath 2003: 116). This leads artists to posit themselves as functioning individuals within 

society, capable of expressing themselves freely whilst contributing work which comments 
                                                   
154 For a detailed study of the contemporary Egyptian art scene see Winegar 2006. 
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directly upon their particular culture, history and location. Maintaining this balance is 

central to many of today’s most successful Egyptian contemporary artists whose work is 

‘imbued with [culture] yet irreducible to culture’ (Winegar 2000: 12).  
 

Alongside the maintenance of strong connections with the past through the representation 

of the present, another factor that makes contemporary Egyptian art so suitable for 

collaborative Egyptology daily life display is the diasporic and international background 

from which many contemporary Egyptian artists originate. Combining Western training 

with Egyptian origins, this enhances the creation of art that can cross cultures. Influenced 

by Egyptian heritage, ‘the role of tradition in revivifying the concerns of the present’ 

(Downey 2007: 11), it is the combined immersion in the local, historically contingent, 

cultural aspects of daily life, alongside that of global contemporary arts practice, which 

would enable contemporary Egyptian art to communicate beyond the boundaries of the 

artist and the borders of the nation within the Western museum. This approach presents 

what may be a somewhat unfamiliar modern culture through a global visual language and 

through the underlying parallels between objects, activities and emotions that represent 

domestic life – past and present (see Winegar 2006, Hafez 2007b). By linking to this 

normal frame of reference a lasting impression can be created as ‘it is only by making 

connections with the familiar that we reinforce or challenge our existing knowledge, to 

make meaning of our experiences’ (Walsh 1992: 37).  
 

Outside the reductive, bi-polar view of Orientalism and the tourist gaze (Urry 1990), this 

method offers a more accessible means of exploration for diverse audiences. Collaboration 

between Western museum curators and contemporary Egyptian artists, providing cross and 

inter-cultural inferences, will allow visitors to reconceptualise both contemporary and 

ancient Egyptian life and death through comparison with their own experiences and the 

material culture presented from ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel scenes and domestic 

assemblages. The aim is to reflect the similarities and differences between life in the West 

today, modern Egypt and ancient Egypt. Through tangible and emotive connections 

between art and artefact greater cultural understanding is promoted whilst also reflecting 

where Egypt and the West, and past and present differ. Helping to undo misconceptions of 

a static unchanging Egypt, this approach initiates contemplation of the broader significance 

of daily life, upon which the seemingly more glamorous elite and mortuary elements of past 
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and present Egyptian culture are built. Set in context in the opening chapters of this thesis 

through discussion of the current status of Western Egyptology display, collaborative 

museology, visual analysis and community research, I now move to disclose how the 

specificities of this new display strategy will begin to revive Western exhibitions of ancient 

Egyptian daily life. 
 

Creating a dialogue between ancient and modern Egypt through contemporary art 
 

Since the birth of modern Egyptian art in the first decade of the twentieth century numerous 

Egyptian artists have drawn inspiration from ancient Egypt. The approach taken and the 

motivation for this reflection, however, vary greatly between artists and eras. As it would 

constitute a PhD thesis in itself to cover one hundred years of creative dialogue between 

modern Egyptian artists and ancient Egypt (see Winegar 2006), for the purpose of this 

thesis I shall focus solely on a selection of today’s contemporary, independent Egyptian 

artists. Through a consideration of their work I aim to address the role of the ancient 

Egyptian past in the current negotiation of artistic, national and international identities 

within the global arts arena. I focus primarily on Khaled Hafez’s paintings East Temple and 

West Temple of Gem (2008, see Figures 7.1 & 7.2), which were on display at the Palazzo 

Piozzo, Rivoli,155 as part of the Le Porte del Mediterraneo (The Gates of the 

Mediterranean) exhibition in 2008.156 As a modern evocation of an ancient Egyptian tomb-

chapel, the works add a contemporary context to the format of ancient art-artefact display 

as discussed during visual analysis and more specifically the case study of Nebamun (see 

Chapter 5). Acting as my ‘gateway’ into an exploration of the relevance of the ancient 

Egyptian past to the modern Egyptian artistic encounter, the cross-temporal, cross-thematic 

nature of the work reveals the potential of such dialogues to expand the level of 

communication both within and beyond Egypt’s borders through Egyptology exhibitions of 

daily life. 

                                                   
155 Rivoli is on the outskirts of Turin, north-east Italy. 
156 Le Porte del Mediterraneo was curated by Martina Corgnati and ran from the 23 April - 28 September 
2008. 
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7.1. Khaled Hafez, East Temple of Gem, 2008.  
(Courtesy of the artist) 

 

 
7.2.  Khaled Hafez, West Temple of Gem, 2008.  
(Coutersy of the artist) 
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The purpose of this work is by no means to essentialise. I am not suggesting an unbroken 

chain of creative continuity between ancient and modern Egyptian art. Nor am I suggesting 

a definitive break between the two arts worlds with the influx of Arab-Islamic culture. 

However, as witnessed within Egyptian museology, I hope to reveal how elements from 

many eras of the Egyptian past are being interpreted by a number of contemporary 

Egyptian artists to contribute to current debates on Egyptian identity, past and present, on a 

national and international scale. Beginning with my case study, the factors highlighted 

through Hafez’s work will be expounded upon through the following discussion of other 

contemporary Egyptian artists. These artists both overtly and more subtly engage with 

aspects of ancient culture through their work and thus offer a point of departure from which 

a truly collaborative exhibition methodology could be established to transpose the success 

of art-ethnographic couplings such as Pasifika Styles onto the art-archaeology realm. 

Obviously, the pieces to be discussed did not originate in a collaborative context with 

Egyptology display in mind. Many, however, do reflect aspects of contemporary daily life 

and the presence of ancient Egypt within modern society. I therefore offer these examples 

to demonstrate the additional narratives that contemporary Egyptian artists could offer 

Western Egyptology displays of daily life and which I am sure would be much more 

powerful if developed in context within fully collaborative museological practice.      
 

The ‘art-aeology’ of Khaled Hafez 
 

Addressing notions of time, salvation, metamorphosis, sacred verses consumable, kinetic 

verses static, gender and identity, numerous contemporary Egyptian artists are 

communicating modern messages through the diverse possibilities presented by the 

unification of modern, ancient and historic Egyptian art, culture and ideology (Hafez 

2007a, 2007b, 2008). This continuum of dialogue is particularly evident in the work of 

contemporary Egyptian painter, video and installation artist Khaled Hafez.157 Offering a 

route to negotiate issues of Western [mis]representation of Egypt, present alternative 

frameworks for academic and public understanding of the ancient culture, and meet 

demands for more contextualised forms of museum display, Hafez’s work encompasses 

many of the central points surrounding the transformative potential of contemporary 

Egyptian art.  
                                                   
157 For a more detailed discussion of Hafez’s work see Winegar 2008. 
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Hafez’s painting and collage work has, since 1995, increasingly focused on the assimilation 

of ancient Egyptian and contemporary icons. Representing what Hafez feels to be the 

universal human quest for salvation, the search for superheroes who transcend the laws of 

nature, his work reflects the culture of recycling, non-coincidental repetitions and how 

aspects of ancient Egyptian art have influenced today’s universal visual culture (2008, pers. 

comm., 9 October). This is evident, for example, in the comparisons made between Anubis 

and Batman, and Catwoman and Bastet, painted on the frames of magazine models and 

body builders, which are frequently referenced in Hafez’s work (see Figure 7.3). Revealing 

an innate human desire for the reshaping of cultures in crisis, Hafez’s art reflects the wider 

potential of contemporary artistic partnerships between Egypt, ancient and modern, to 

contribute to modern debate on an international scale. Through irony and humour Hafez 

uses the commodification of these icons to provoke audiences to consider dichotomies 

central to modern existence: East/West, ancient/modern, sacred/profane, good/evil. The use 

of collage within his work and the ‘dripping paint effect’ reinforce the message that these 

binaries, like his paintings, are constructed. Blurring the boundaries between the social and 

cultural divides that we tend to take for granted, Hafez’s work also provokes audiences to 

question the accepted demarcation between traditional and modern within the Egyptian art 

world (see Winegar 2008, Corgnati 2008).  
 

  
7.3.  Khaled Hafez compares Batman and Anubis in  
Gods and Bats of Gemmanism, 2007. (Courtesy of the artist) 
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Repetition is a significant feature of Hafez’s work. Other Pharaonic symbols such as 

stars158 and the sky goddess Nut are also incorporated into a number of pieces. These 

motifs, however, are all transformed through juxtaposition with images from contemporary 

visual culture. The sky goddess Nut, for example, is created through the division and 

elongation of a Western model (see Figure 7.4). Held together by an intelligent message, 

Hafez uses pop-language in this way to incorporate seemingly disparate elements of past 

and present society in the creation of a unified whole. The approach is as powerful as it is 

hybridist; by using existing icons to create new ones and establish a contemporary 

narrative, Hafez explores relationships between universal elements of human nature, the 

dichotomies of past/present, East/West and the specifics of various Egyptian identities and 

their symbolising iconographies (2008, pers. comm., 9 October). 

 

 

 
7.4.  Khaled Hafez unites the sky goddess Nut with a modern supermodel in Gods and Bats of 
Gemmanism, 2007.(Courtesy of the artist) 
  

 

 

                                                   
158 The ancient Egyptian star motif is most commonly found painted, or in relief, on tomb and temple ceilings. 
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In his a recent installation, East Temple and West Temple of Gem (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2) 

Hafez again unites ancient Egyptian and modern global icons. The pieces, purposefully 

installed in a small room of the Palazzo Piozzo, lit only by two spots, evoke the space and 

atmosphere of an ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel. Through this setting Hafez provokes his 

audience to consider how aspects of imagery and human nature have not changed for over 

3,500 years. The work also addresses what Hafez feels to be the common [mis]-statement 

in today’s art world; that art, to be contemporary, cannot be beautiful. The work is both 

contemporary and beautiful, and, whilst highlighting the universal quest for the superhero, 

is specific to Egypt in the sense that the pieces confront the irony of modern Egyptian 

identity battles. Containing motifs not only from ancient Egypt and the modern media but 

also from Arab-Islamic, Mediterranean, and Judeo-Christian sub-identities, Hafez sees the 

work as a ‘statement of identity’ (2008, pers. comm., 9 October). Unifying time and 

culture, the work reflects similar notions to current Egyptian museology. Emphasising how 

Egyptian identity is ‘cumulative and should not be divided into one thing or another’ 

(Ibid.), Hafez’s perspective is also reiterated by modern Egyptian art collector Khalid 

Wagdi, who believes that the fusion of Egyptian identities is too seldom acknowledged or 

successfully communicated (Winegar 2006: 261). 

 

The ancient Egyptian tomb is the ideal context through which to communicate Hafez’s 

messages on numerous levels.159 Ancient Egyptian tombs, like contemporary Egyptian art, 

reflect active choices that reveal perceptions of the world - idealised and factual, elite and 

mundane. It is this agency, and the power of painting within the tomb context to speak to 

audiences, ancient and modern, that Hafez so successfully captures and that could be drawn 

upon in comparative daily life exhibitions, such as with the tomb-chapel of Nebamun. 

Establishing notions of individuality and identity, which find resonance within Hafez’s 

modern message, the tomb-chapel is also significant as it was the main space in which two-

dimensional painting was experienced within ancient Egypt. Although the use of two 

dimensions was often the result of poor stone, unsuitable for relief carving,160 the flat 

‘canvas’ of the tomb wall also provides greater parallels with the traditions of 

                                                   
159 Hafez focuses specifically on the tombs of the nobles at Thebes.  
160 The quality of stone in the areas which were to become resting places for the dead, such as the necropolis 
at Thebes, was often poor in comparison with the high quality limestone that was specifically quarried for the 
construction of ancient Egyptian temples. 
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contemporary painting. As the tomb acted as a place of dialogue between living ancient 

Egyptians and the dead (Baines 1991, Baines & Lacovara 2002), Hafez adopts the same 

context to encourage communion between artist, audience and Egypt, across time and 

culture. The tomb space, an intimate place of contemplation and respect, is the ideal 

environment in which to encourage viewers to stop, reflect and find emotive connection 

with these themes. Creating a colourful, evocative museum experience, as desired by 

Egyptians and museum visitors (see Chapters 3 & 4), it is the power of this approach that 

can begin to cut through audience assumptions and create a visible modern Egypt and a 

comprehensible ancient Egypt of relevance to the lives of Western museum audiences.  

 

While Hafez’s focus on ancient Egyptian icons may seem to reinforce obsession with 

mysticism, by transforming these seemingly alien figures into something familiar and part 

of modern, everyday popular culture – models, bodybuilders, Batman – audiences and 

specialists are given an alternative yet accessible route into the ancient Egyptian mind. Put 

forward as ancient equivalents to the ‘aesthetically perfect’ model or modern fantasy hero 

to whom we may aspire today, ancient beliefs which were once beyond grasp are made 

comprehensible without taking on the explicit connotation of historical ‘fact’ as with 

textual archaeological interpretations. The power of art to make unfamiliar aspects of 

spatially and temporally distant cultures more accessible was one of many potential benefits 

stressed in art-artefact collaboration with Egyptians and Western museum visitors. 

Provoking new strains of thought, providing a route to humanise ancient Egyptian religion 

and move beyond awe, the incorporation of contemporary art such as this reduces historical 

distance and contributes to the daily life theme by reflecting greater integration across areas 

of Egyptology which are separated in traditional academia. The use of bright colours and 

references to more everyday aspects of modern Egyptian daily life – Arabic, animals, 

people – are also important. If collaboratively curated and placed in specific contextual 

dialogues with ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel scenes and daily life artefacts, these aspects 

have the potential to liberate further compartmentalised, static visions of Egypt, ancient and 

modern. Providing an unexpected, vibrant viewing context for an audience, which is more 

in-keeping with the integrated nature of human understanding, the work reveals the way in 

which fact and fantasy, sacred and profane, life and death, past and present, can be brought 

to bear upon each other. Thus, the work not only provokes re-evaluation of ancient tomb 
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scenes but breathes life into mundane ancient artefacts. Simultaneously, the work enhances 

knowledge about the Egyptian present through less familiar visual referents which in turn 

challenge stereotypes by preventing potential misperceptions of cultural stagnation. Hafez’s 

work, however, represents only one channel of creative vision through which the re-

contextualisation of Egypt could be achieved. The integration of a diverse selection of 

contemporary Egyptian artists within ancient daily life display would be necessary to 

ensure that the multitude of possibilities surrounding understandings were communicated to 

preclude the re-ossification of knowledge. Therefore, beginning with the work of Khaled 

Hafez, it is to other contemporary Egyptian artists that I now turn.    

 

From Hafez to Askalany 

 

From the revival of ancient materials to the evocation of mood, Egyptian artists are utilising 

multiple elements of ancient Egyptian visual language to contribute to the contemporary 

messages of their work. Attributed in part to the embedded nature of ancient Egypt within 

universal memory, the impact of the thousands of subliminal messages delivered by the 

detritus of cumulative imaging that is branded within Egypt, ancient and contemporary’ is 

particularly powerful within contemporary Egyptian art due to the saturation of ancient 

Egyptian imagery from childhood (Hafez 2008). The ‘embedded nature’ of ancient 

Egyptian visual language is particularly evident in the narrative aspect of the art form – the 

combination of word and image. Hafez (2008) suggests that this trend towards graphism, 

instigated by the ancient Egyptians, was never interrupted and is present today on a global 

scale in the guise of comic books, film strips and newspapers. Finding contextual relevance 

with the image-hieroglyph partnership of ancient tomb-chapel scenes, we see this specific 

reflection of ancient Egypt through the contemporary epigraphic and iconographic alliances 

evident in the work of artists such as Mohamed Abla, Adel el Siwi, Huda Lutfi, Ibrahim el 

Dessouki, and Sabah Naim.161 

 

Adel el Siwi and Mohamed Abla are two artists of the same generation who synthesise the 

textual and the figurative in their work. As neither claims the direct infusion of ancient 

Egyptian style or ideology in their painting, Hafez traces this practice to his concept of 
                                                   
161  See Hafez (2008) for discussion of Ibrahim el Dessouki and Sabah Naim. 
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‘innate’ ancient Egyptian visual culture, subconsciously inspired by ancient relief and wall 

painting (2008, pers. comm., 9 October). In the case of Abla, this connection manifests 

itself in the way that the text seems to float over the surface of the painting, reminiscent of 

ancient painted surfaces (see Figure 7.5). In the case of el Siwi, the vertical aspect of 

writing appears within his paintings in what Hafez calls the ‘cartouche solution’ (see Figure 

7.6) (2008, pers. comm., 9 October).162 Alongside this epigraphic referencing which would 

enhance communication between tomb-chapel scenes and contemporary art, both artists 

work with ‘peopled’ images. In el Siwi’s series Homo Occidentalis (2008), for example, the 

artist uses a series of seven vertical figurative paintings which play with stereotypes of 

Westerners (see Figures 7.7 and 7.8). Showing the power of the image to construct 

simplified identities as the West has done for the East; the diva, tourist, saint, archaeologist, 

soldier, detective and artist are all represented. Accompanied by pseudo-scientific, 

‘cartouche effect’, stencilled titles on the canvas, each pastiche image is presented as a 

specimen for study. An ideal means of bringing audiences and experts face-to-face with 

stereotypes of themselves, especially in relation to experiences of Egypt – the tourist and 

archaeologist – the inclusion of such artworks in Egyptology daily life display could 

encourage individuals to consider their active role as ‘viewer’ in interpreting Egypt. 

Through the recognition of two-dimensional stereotypes of themselves/Western culture, the 

humour and naivety of enculturative vision is revealed. Through overt, recognisable 

personal links, such as this, similar reconsideration of shallow perceptions of ancient 

Egyptian people and the modern Middle East would be encouraged. Creating a critical 

mindset while fitting within the specific visual needs of the exhibitionary context, this 

unexpected review of the viewer/expert could begin to reduce ethnocentric blindness and 

encourage a second look at daily life exhibition artefacts and peopled tomb-scenes, which 

have also been taken for granted.  

 

                                                   
162  Abstract modernist painter Farouk Hosney also acknowledges the possibility of subconscious ancient 
Egyptian influences on his work. He suggests that if anything reminiscent of ancient Egypt emerges in his 
work ‘it is because it is a natural part of himself’ (quoted in Winegar 2000: 18). 
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      7.5.  Mohammed Abla, Cairo Series, undated. (Courtesy of the artist) 
 
 

 
7.6. Adel el Siwi, example of the cartouche solution, Homo Occidentalis, Santus, 2006/7. (Courtesy 
of the artist)  
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Figure 7.7.  Adel el Siwi, Homo Occidentalis:           Figure  7.8.  Adel el Siwi, Homo Occidentalis: 
Archaeologist, 2006/7. (Courtesy of the artist)        Tourist, 2006/7. (Courtesy of the artist) 
 

Mohammed Abla’s work is also clearly ‘populated’. Using his experiences of life in Egypt, 

often combined with ancient symbols, Abla encourages viewers to draw new meaning from 

the familiar, a key aim within daily life display. Representing a bustling modern Egyptian 

reality, normal people, military men, flags, animals, ancient monuments, Arabic, religion, 

geography and technology unite as one (see Figure 7.5). The colour and action of Abla’s 

work once again find communion with ancient tomb-chapel scenes and help to repopulate 

Egypt’s past and present. Therefore, while Abla’s work could be displayed in dialogue with 

the tomb-chapel scenes, Khaled Hafez and I also discussed the concept of placing artworks 

such as this within vitrines to situate art and artefact on equal terms (2008. pers. comm., 9 
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October). 163 Through the visual power of displacement, viewing paintings or installations 

not as wall hangings or in open spaces but, like the artefacts, made distant and untouchable 

in glass cases, visitors would be forced to consider alternative truths. Making the vitrines 

visible, and in turn shifting perceptions of the objects within, it is the potential for artists to 

address such museological conventions that may help reconnect daily life items with 

notions of ‘use’ and the ‘everyday’ as opposed to presenting them as sacred items of 

wonder that cannot compete with mummies and elite paraphernalia.164  

 

In terms of positioning Abla’s work among ancient daily life artefacts in a vitrine, the 

central figure of one of his Cairo Series (see Figure 7.5) carrying his shopping, alongside 

the military presence and other tools of society, could all help to conceptually revivify 

ancient objects through parallel notions of the importance of ‘things’ to social systems. In 

this sense the work simultaneously provides contextual information about real life in Egypt 

today while provoking more personal understandings of the potentially complex role 

display items once played in past lives. Challenging Western misperceptions, ancient and 

modern daily life, Egypt and West, are placed in an evocative dialogue that presents 

solutions to calls for more atmospheric, contextualised forms of Egyptology display.       

 

Moving away from painting, Huda Lutfi is a contemporary Egyptian artist who willingly 

acknowledges the influence of many eras of Egyptian art on her practice.165 Drawing on her 

interests in culture, history and identity, Lutfi brings traditional Egyptian craft techniques, 

as well as visual elements from, Pharaonic, Coptic, Arab, Mediterranean, Indian and 

African cultures, into her work.166 While focusing on juxtapositions between ancient and 

modern, and looking at Egypt’s ability to reinvent identity, the icons, colours and format of 

Lutfi’s work makes it accessible to a wider audience (Staines 2008). Suitable to the 
                                                   
163 Born in Cairo in 1963, Khaled Hafez is an Egyptian painter, video and installation artist. His 1998 show 
titled Un-important items is an example of the way in which art can be used to provoke questioning of 
exhibition spaces and objects. For details of this show and other works see Hafez 2001.  
164 Damien Hirst’s, The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone living (shark in 
formaldehyde, 1991) and The Acquired Inability to Escape (cigarette butts, among other things, in a glass case 
, 1991) are examples of the way in which vitrines can provoke a different understanding of the objects within. 
165 Huda Lutfi trained as a cultural historian and she feels that this background led to the use of juxtapositions 
and the fusing of boundaries in her work. This is evident not only through the influence of ancient Egyptian 
elements but also African, Coptic, Arab, Indian and Sufi culture in her work (Deitrich 2000). 
166 Much like Huda Lutfi, Egyptian artist Chant Avedissian uses mixed-media imagery, politics, popular 
culture, Islamic geometry, Ottoman motifs, Egyptian hieroglyphics and Arabic text within his work.  
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Egyptological exhibitionary context in that her installations frequently evoke feelings of 

reminiscence, her work is not, however, ‘lost to the past’ but contains strong personal 

messages that both reflect upon the Egyptian present and the wider human condition. For 

example, the combination of ancient and popular icons in her work Um Kalsoum (see 

Figure 7.9) unites the ancient Egyptian tradition of mummification - designed to preserve 

members of society for eternity - with the loss of a modern national heroine who 

represented an age of secular modernity and national Egyptian pride. Provoking 

reconsideration of ancient practice through incorporation alongside popular modern 

referents, Lutfi also reveals the potential for artist intervention within Egyptology 

collections. For example, in a recent exhibition, Found in Cairo (2003), Lutfi focused on 

representing the life of the city. Comparing the project to an ‘archaeological venture’, Lutfi 

manipulated objects she had collected from markets, book stalls and antique shops to 

provoke reflection on the ordinary daily experiences of people in Cairo. Placing such 

‘current’ objects in vitrines among the ancient daily life collections could be a further way 

in which contemporary Egyptian art could revive ancient items by creating visual contrasts 

to challenge assumptions and enhance cross-cultural, cross-temporal exchange.   

 
Figure 7.9. Huda Lutfi, Um Kalsoum , 2004.  

(Courtesy of the artist) 
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Contemporary Egyptian sculptors also make reference to various aspects of ancient 

Egyptian artistic concepts and techniques in their work. Adam Henien, for example, aims to 

capture and recall ‘the spirit of ancient Egypt’ in his work (Winegar 2000:10). In search of 

the ‘perfect essence’,  Henien’s work moves beyond questions of identity to reflect 

personal, social, religious and international choices that are not confined by ancient Egypt 

but take part in a wider dialogue with the international art world (Ibid.: 10).167 Similarly, on 

the conceptual level, we can confidently describe sculptor Hazem el Mestikawy’s practice 

as temporally and culturally hybrid. Seamlessly assimilating ancient Egyptian art, Islamic 

art and architecture, as well as contemporary minimal art philosophies, el Mestikawy 

‘deconstructs, or rather dismantles century-old motifs that are embedded in Egyptian and 

Middle East cultures’ (Hafez 2008) (see Figure 7.10). Mentioned in the previous chapter, 

sculptor Ahmed Askalany incorporates the kinetic aspect of ancient Egyptian art and craft 

tradition into his work. Sculptural installation 13 Cats (2003, see Figure 7.11), for example, 

captures the fluidity of movement evident in ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel painting (see 

Figure 7.12), and draws the viewer into a ‘living’ narrative. Three-dimensional interjections 

such as these in the space of the daily life gallery would enhance communion with three-

dimensional mundane ancient objects provoking a consideration of aesthetics alongside 

functionality. While simultaneously complementing the movement within tomb-scenes, 

contemporary sculpture would also replace sculptural obsession with Pharaohs and gods 

with more mundane, human, technological and animal forms. The presence of such work 

may begin to challenge artistic stereotypes of Egypt, enliven the traditionally vitrine 

dominated format of daily life gallery spaces and update understanding of Egyptian 

engagement with three-dimensional art forms.    
 

                                                   
167 Henien also claims Sufi influences on his work (Winegar 2000: 22). 
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Figure 7.10. Hazem el Mestikawy, Cylindercase, 2004.(Courtesy of the artist) 

 

 
Figure 7.11. Ahmed Askalany, 13 Cats, 2003. (Courtesy of the artist)   

 

 
Figure 7.12. Herding cattle, tomb-chapel of Nebamun, British Museum. (Courtesy of the  
British Museum) 
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While the examples above represent but a few personal reflections on the countless ways in 

which contemporary Egyptian art could unlock new meaning with Egyptology display, I 

hope that the latent power of truly collaborative curatorial partnerships is becoming clear. 

The underlying relationship between past and present, evident in contemporary Egyptian 

art, ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel paintings and artefacts, represents the connectedness of 

experience through the social, historical, personal and physical realm and provides an 

accessible conduit for insight into the palimpsest of identities and traditions that make up 

modern Egyptian daily life. It is such insights that can be channelled to fuel more diverse 

perspectives on daily life and its interconnectivity with death in the ancient Egyptian past. 

Challenging stereotypes and making visible the invisible through bold exhibitionary 

strategy, it is with these targets in mind that I now turn to the final objective of this thesis – 

outlining a methodology.  
 

An art-artefact methodology: Collaborative curation in Egyptology daily life display 
 

Bringing together contemporary Egyptian artists, Egyptology curators, contemporary 

artworks and ancient artefacts, this methodology aims to propose an alternative mode of 

‘meaning making’ in the ancient Egyptian daily life exhibit. Creating a forum for mutual 

learning, multi-disciplinary, people-centred, cross-cultural and artistic approaches to 

display are essential to expand upon the somewhat stagnant ancient and modern Egyptian 

persona that we (the West) continue to replicate through ethnocentric curation.168 Providing 

real alternatives to traditional, institution-led perspectives, this unified approach promotes 

greater reflexivity and encourages fresh interpretations of daily life in Egypt for artist, 

audience and scholar.169 Unlike previous curator-led exhibits that have brought together 

modern artists from the global creative community to comment upon purely artistic or elite 

aspects of ancient Egyptian culture (e.g., Wilkinson 1993, Putnam 1994), this methodology 

is focused solely on Egyptian artists, everyday themes and genuine power sharing. Building 

on work with both Egyptians and Western museum visiting communities, and taking 

inspiration from the methodology of prospective participant collaboration outlined in 

Pasifika Styles, I set out the first truly collaborative, cross-cultural strategy for the art-

archaeology museum context. Through curatorial and artistic ‘openness’, Egyptian artists 

                                                   
168 See also Mitchell 1991, 2004, Coombes 1994, Reid 1997, 2002, Mirzoeff 1998, Ucko & Champion 2003. 
169 See similar examples in Hari & Akos 1988, Hooper-Greehill 1994a, Rogers & Frieberg 1994, Falk & 
Dierking 1995, 2000, Nanzhao 1996, Delors 1996, Roberts 1997, Christal et al. 2001, Gould 2002. 
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and Egyptological narratives can be combined to move the ‘art-human past’ museological 

approach beyond the predominantly tokenistic integration of artists, overcome issues of 

‘descent’ as the main ground for non-Western inclusion in display and offer new insight for 

all involved – artists, curators, audiences. The approach also aims to address the enhanced 

potential for culturally situated individuals, whose country’s history is on display, to 

challenge Western artistic dominance and representational bias, put histories into their 

modern context, create greater emotive displays and forge new levels of understanding.  
 

Following Pasifika Styles, artistic encounters would be focused on the site-specific creation 

or incorporation of works that are contextually relevant. Taking into consideration a 

collaboratively defined exhibition message - for example, to repopulate Egypt, ancient and 

modern, through dialogue between representations and objects from past and present daily 

life - contemporary artworks could find contextual communion with museum collections in 

numerous ways. Firstly, modern ‘translations’ of ancient objects or themes could be used to 

provide an alternative means of conceptualising aspects of the past that may be difficult to 

understand through traditional Egyptological interpretations. Khaled Hafez’s ‘tomb-

chapel’, for example, offers a means of rethinking the position of the ancient Egyptian gods 

within everyday life while also bringing to attention global visual culture alongside 

symbols specific to modern Egypt. The presence of Pharaonic icons and motifs evident in 

many contemporary works like this provides visitors with an accessible negotiating device 

across time and culture. However, not all pieces need include these factors or draw 

inspiration directly from collections. The second contextual strategy, therefore, involves 

aspects such as contemporary Egyptian social commentary connected to an exhibition’s 

message and created through artistic techniques that find visual parallels with ancient 

Egyptian art culture. In this case we can consider artworks such as Adel el Siwi’s Homo 

Occidentalis series. Making clear reference to the iconographic and epigraphic traditions of 

ancient Egyptian art, el Siwi’s work simultaneously positions the audience within the 

exhibition process to provoke reflection on the creation of stereotypes, ancient and modern, 

Egypt and West. Thirdly, artistic intervention within artefact arrangement or the positioning 

of contemporary objects from daily life alongside collections could also be used to create 

new connections. As ‘free agents artists can offer fresh insight beyond academic 

interpretations and take initiatives with juxtapositions that no museum curator would 
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normally be allowed to consider’ (Putnam: 2001: 136). Therefore, helping to break down 

formal classification systems and create new dialogues with established collections, while 

Huda Lutfi’s work Found in Cairo offers one such example, artistic interjections in vitrines 

or the ‘open’ display space could take numerous forms. 
 

To maintain the true nature of collaboration, the artists’ role would not end with the 

creation and inclusion of a specific artwork into the gallery. Essential for stimulating fresh 

narratives, artists would also work alongside curators in the selection and arrangement of 

artefacts, make decisions on exhibition layout and design, the creation of exhibition text, 

outreach programmes, souvenir production, marketing, publication and evaluation. In this 

sense, while the artist working as guest/co-curators is not new,170 the extent to which this 

methodology involves artists in every stage of the exhibition development process moves 

the approach further along the collaborative spectrum and fully redresses the power 

balance.  
 

While accepting that this form of highly integrated artist-curator exchange between Egypt 

and the West is logistically ambitious, evidence from Pasifika Styles (see also Herle 2000, 

2003) reveals that long-distance, collaborative projects are achievable if all participants are 

willing to negotiate elements of compromise, develop strong channels of communication 

and maintain an atmosphere of openness and flexibility as promoted in cross-cultural 

archaeological methodologies elsewhere (Tully 2007). As travel allowing both artists and 

curators to work within the other’s realm is so essential, if issues of time and funding prove 

insurmountable the scale and distance of collaboration could be easily downsized without 

impacting negatively on the transformative potential of art-archaeology, cross-cultural 

partnerships. Iraq’s Past Speaks to the Present, for example, worked with Iraqi artists and 

one Syrian artist, all of whom now live in the United Kingdom. Therefore, while alternative 

cultural perspectives were still able to emerge, artists were able to travel easily and 

personally transport work to the British Museum. With such high levels of accessibility it 

makes it all the more surprising that in this particular instance the artists did not play a 

more central role in the exhibition’s curation. However, considered alongside Pasifika 

Styles, the example illustrates the adaptability of the methodology to numerous scales of 

exhibitionary context. 
                                                   
170 For discussion of the trend for guest-curators see De Menil 1969, Bonk 1989, Putnam  2001: 17-19). 
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Incorporating a diversity of art forms – painting, sculpture, installation, photography – the 

variety of contextual partnerships outlined here is essential to reposition ‘life’ in Egypt, 

ancient and modern, as of equal interest to traditional obsessions with the Pharaohs, 

monuments and religious practices. Reflecting the permeability of boundaries, the method 

moves beyond reactions of pure awe to provide a means through which visitors can be 

brought out of their viewing blindness and develop new and more personalised 

understandings of Egyptian culture within context. Fulfilling the calls for change from both 

Egyptian communities and Western museum visitors, the collaborative creation of 

exhibitionary strategies that do not unnaturally segregate themes and eras – life and death, 

ancient and modern - but show the continuum of human experience, enables artists, 

curators and audiences to find greater interpretive flexibility. Through this format ancient 

Egyptian daily life can finally begin to exist alongside death through visually striking 

display and the promotion of modern resonance. Similarly, bringing modern Egypt out 

from beneath the shadow of its past, this approach allows all involved to better know 

themselves, and in turn consider more deeply the similarities and differences between their 

own lives and those of others. The artists’ frequent occupation with the self also works well 

in helping to deconstruct the impersonal nature of museum displays (Putnam 2001: 132). 

Helping generate better long term relationships by providing a means to undo static views 

of culture (Bruner 1986: 123, Kreps 2003: 15), artworks and objects also present the fact 

that cultures themselves are not homogenous (Karp et al. 1992: 28). Helping to ensure that 

one view of Egyptological exclusivity is not simply replaced by another, while discussion 

has outlined the central methodological aims, the table below (see Table 7.1) outlines more 

specifically a step-by-step art-archaeology methodology. Justifying decisions and situating 

suggestions within their wider cultural and museological contexts where necessary, while 

situated within the Egyptology daily life context, the method is adaptable to wider cross-

cultural, collaborative, contemporary art-archaeological/historical exhibitions. Providing an 

academically positioned argument for the mutually beneficial role of collaborative curation 

between archaeologists and contemporary artists from non-Western, non-ethnographically 

defined cultures whose history is on display, I hope that this body of work will help to 

release museum practice from the shackles of inappropriate art-science, West-other 

dichotomies, and fulfil in praxis the reflexive aims of the ‘new museology’.   
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Table 7.1. Outline of a cross-cultural, collaborative, art-archaeology methodology 

Methodological Phasing 
(Based upon Dean’s 
exhibition model 1996: 9). 

Explanation – The sub-factors contributing to each phase as viewed 
from the position of the Egyptology curator.  
 

1 – Conceptual Phase - Collect ideas on the cross-cultural, collaborative Egyptian daily life 
concept considering compatibility with museum resources, Western audience 
needs and the opinions of the Egyptian public. This involves looking at other 
successful collaborative museological partnership from different contexts to 
be aware of potential complications and solutions.   
- Build contacts and establish partnerships with Egyptian artists through 
private galleries and publicity to develop a team of interested practitioners 
(relative to the limitations of the individual exhibition) with whom to discuss 
both the concept and logistics of the proposed collaboration. 
- Allocate resources and schedule the exhibit. 

2  - Development Phase - Collaborate with Egyptian artists to: 1. Develop the specifics of the 
exhibition’s rationale, objectives and message. 2. Initiate visiting artist 
programmes and multimedia schemes of information sharing to overcome 
distance in the creation and selection of artworks which maintain clear 
contextual links with collections and/or the exhibition message (internet 
communication, meetings, web resources, access to collections data bases). 
3. Design the physical space of the exhibition (lighting, layout, colour 
scheme, heights of displays, relationship to museum architecture). 4. Plan, 
produce and install the text, artefacts and artworks and develop other 
interpretive aids such as guidebooks, audio guides, gallery tours. 5. Produce 
new souvenirs that are not simply facsimiles. 6. Create learning and outreach 
plans (e.g., workshops, performances, lectures, debates, conferences, internet 
resources, school activities, satellite projects/exhibitions, gallery events). 7. 
Develop promotional strategies and marketing.  
- Formative evaluation. Discuss the forthcoming exhibit with Western 
museum audiences to ascertain visitors’ current state of knowledge and 
expectations to ensure their needs will be met (see Dean 1996 93-102, Falk 
et al. 1998, Leinhardt & Gregg 2002). Where possible, research opinions and 
suggestions concerning the concept with Egyptian populations both within 
Egypt and in the West to tailor the exhibit accordingly.     
- Manage funds, promotion. 

3 – Functional Phase - Present the exhibition to the public. 
- Hold outreach and learning events to enhance the communicative power of 
the exhibition and its potential to alter perceptions.  
- Sell souvenirs, manage and maintain the exhibition. 
 

4 – Assessment Phase - Ongoing evaluation if the exhibition is permanent or summative evaluation 
if the exhibition is temporary to see if the exhibition 
communicates/communicated its goals/message effectively. This could 
involve pre and post-visit interviews to access information exchange and 
shifting perceptions alongside an assessment of visitor enjoyment to 
highlight problems to be avoided in the future. 
- Compile a collaborative evaluation report to detail the exhibition process 
from concept to close from the perspectives of the curators, Egyptian artists, 
designers, and visitors. 
- Develop publications to promote the exhibition and its findings. 
- Maintain contact with artists, providing follow-up activities if the 
exhibition is temporary, re-evaluating/refreshing the exhibition (objects and 
artworks) over time if the display is permanent to overcome potential 
stagnation or the loss of meaning within an ever-changing social and 
political climate.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

‘Answering the calls of the living’ and in order to bringing this body of work together, I 

return to the questions posed in the introduction. How could an exhibition on ancient 

Egyptian daily life simultaneously engage with the present while challenging the traditions 

of mortuary-led, elite representations of the ancient culture? How could people, 

atmosphere, emotion and alternative narratives be inserted into traditionally neutral, 

objective, object-led museum display? Would Western museum audiences be interested in 

new forms of information and a more historically inclusive perspective on Egypt? Were 

there any Egyptology exhibitions experimenting with unorthodox methods of 

communication? And, what representational device or devices could be used to encompass 

such a disciplinary shift within Egyptological museology?  

 

Through partnerships with the Egyptian community and Western museum visitors, visual 

analysis of Egyptology displays and detailed investigation of the literary sources, these 

questions have all been answered. Focusing on unified calls for contextualised exhibitions 

of ancient Egyptian daily life that bring together multiple people, cultures, media and eras, 

in a manner that finds resonance with the present and uses an evocative viewing 

environment, contemporary Egyptian art provides the solution. Emerging as a powerful 

form of cultural capital, both inter-national interest and the potential of the media to unite 

people across time and culture have been made apparent. Working in collaborative dialogue 

alongside Egyptology curators, ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel scenes and mundane 

artefacts, new strategies for the representation of ancient Egyptian daily life emerge that 

can challenge stereotypes of Egypt, ancient and modern, surprise audiences out of museum 

visiting tunnel vision, and bring together life and death, art and artefact, Egypt and West, in 

a manner that negotiates unnatural traditions of compartmentalisation within museology.  

 

The juxtaposition of art and artefact creates a unique setting in which current 

understandings can be challenged and enhanced through the confrontation of space - the 

museum exhibit - place of origin - Egypt - and theme - daily life. Thus, by making time past 

and present inseparable and bringing together different cultural and curatorial perceptions 

and techniques, art has the power to provoke greater emotional responses in conventionally 
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didactic spaces and accommodate multiple voices. Bringing traditionally staid museum 

exhibitions into contact with the present, through the ‘lived’ voice of the artist and the 

amalgamation of ancient and modern themes, the versatility of contemporary art provides a 

reanimated context for display and broadens the channel of communication between past 

lives and the concerns of today. Just because exhibitions need to remain intelligible to 

visitors does not mean that stereotypical, static, singular vision is inevitable nor that 

professionally-led, definitive statements about the past are what visitors want. Therefore, 

combined with the perception of art, in any form, as a medium in need of interpretation, the 

incorporation of creative media within non-art museum display has the potential to 

overcome the dictatorial nature of exhibitions and evoke the spirit of inquiry. 

 

At last humanising ancient Egypt and making it accessible beyond the experience of awe, 

the approach simultaneously makes contemporary Egyptian narratives available beyond the 

limitations of tourism and the media. Creating flexibility within a traditionally inflexible 

system, artists, curators and audiences are provided with the freedom to see collections and 

topics anew and interpret exhibitions in their own personal sphere of experience. Moving 

collaborative art-human past exhibitions beyond the issues of science-art dichotomy, 

curatorial control and Western artistic dominance that have plagued previous partnerships, 

the methodology outlined here offers the first truly collaborative means of facilitating 

multi-voiced, multi-cultural museum displays that fulfil, in practice, the theoretical aims of 

twenty-first century museology.  

 

Since they are critical to the collaborative nature of this research, I have tried to represent 

the multiple voices that constitute this shift in museum practice throughout. While I 

acknowledge that I, as author, have the final say, the research is also a testament to the 

potential of working within the collaborative framework to create something that no one 

person or cultural group could conceive alone. Crossing disciplines, cultures, learning 

styles and traditions of knowledge, it is only through such partnerships that the boundaries 

of possibility can be truly eroded.  
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Essential if the museum as an institution is to find a continuing place of value within 

society, partnerships recognise the role that heritage plays in current international debate 

and that if a nation is marginalised from its past it is also being denied a future (Rowlands 

2002: 113). Offering a means by which ‘newer, more active and inclusive expressions of 

heritage and museology can be pursued’ (Ibid.: 112), it is only by accepting these different 

claims to truth that the museum can begin to fulfil its transformative potential.  
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Appendix 1: Guidelines for a collaborative archaeology methodology 
 (Tully 2007: 176-178) 

 
 
1. Communication and collaboration between the archaeological/museological team 

and the local community at all stages of research 

A – Continuous two-way flow of dialogue to facilitate interpretation and presentation 

acknowledging the fact that opinions are fluid and changing both within communities and 

between different interest groups. 

B – Partnerships with local organizations (councils and heritage organizations) to integrate 

results into local plans for the future management and presentation of the archaeological 

resource. 

• These organizations are likely to know other interest groups and therefore introduce new 

community members to the project. 

C – Work updates and strategy documents. Regular reports for local organizations and 

other community groups informing them of developments, providing structure and an 

‘official’ context for the project. 

• These are bilingual, plain language and compiled in collaboration with community 

members. 

D – Openness. Keeping no secrets, making sure everyone is informed on all aspects of the 

project, including the project’s initial goals and limitations, to develop a greater 

understanding when/if proposed or requested elements of a project cannot be achieved, i.e. 

‘open communication’ (Moser et al, 2002: 231). 

• Doing all jobs together no matter how small, to build trust and ensure that local people 

feel included. Making it clear that the project is interested in the views of all members of 

the community. 

• Attempting to learn the local language and living within the community to enhance levels 

of equality and further develop trust. 

• Keeping in contact and informing community members of work in progress while the 

archaeological team is absent. 

E – Authority and ownership. Putting local people in the role of facilitator, allowing for a 

full say in terms of presentation and display. 
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F – Social interaction. Developing friendships to show long-term interest as opposed to 

pure ‘business’. 

• This involves addressing issues of cultural difference and visiting the community when no 

work is being undertaken, the acceptance by research teams of community beliefs at face 

value and willingness from all parties to compromise. 

G – Acknowledging difficulties and considering feasibility. Realizing that problems and 

disputes are inevitable and that all goals may not come to fruition making such problems 

easier to deal with when they do occur. 

H – Acknowledging successes and sharing them equally. 

I – Acknowledging bias by maintaining self reflexivity at all times. 

J – Academic publications involving both archaeologists/researchers and local community 

members to acknowledge and further promote the authority of local perspectives. 

 

2. Employment, training and volunteering of local people in all areas of the project 

A – Helps maintain the central role of the local community and develop their skills. 

B – Provides a continuity of decision-making by maintaining the same team even when the 

project archaeologists are absent. 

C – Volunteering to allow for the involvement of community members in diverse areas of 

the project which may not have the funds for employment. 

D – Benefits employees and volunteers in terms of future employment through the 

development of new skills. 

E – Employees and volunteers can pass on ideas and knowledge to others. 

F – Full-time employment rather than part-time to maintain the momentum of the project 

and show commitment. 

G – Training to pass on formal qualifications and informal skills. 

H – Community members as site and/or museum guides maintaining their control and 

authority over the heritage and encouraging different cultural groups to interact. 

I – Community employed or ‘invited’ archaeologists acting as cultural brokers to enhance 

the equality of the collaboration and to develop the authority and power of local groups in 

the wider national and global arena. 
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3. Public presentation, a vital element in the passing on of information to the wider 

community and other non-indigenous/ non-community members 

A – Communicating the results of work undertaken to show its significance to the region. 

B – Finding appropriate forms and methods of presentation and traditional care. 

• Incorporating bilingual display text where requested. 

C – Development of a heritage centre which ties together current traditions/recent history, 

rather than focusing purely on the past. 

D – Front end evaluation involving the community in the choice of themes and formats for 

presentation. 

E – Consideration of the recent museological approaches in working with different cultural 

groups as a starting point for exhibition development but an acceptance that it may not suit 

the requirements of the local community. 

• Training up museum designers and educators, as well as curators, to ensure full museum 

involvement in the collaborative display process. 

F – Preparing the site for public presentation. 

G – Exhibition strategies. Providing the community with regular reports and plans to 

encourage feedback and involvement. 

H – The construction of temporary exhibitions while the permanent space is being 

constructed, to encourage feedback and provide information for local people OR where 

permanent display is not possible (museum loans to communities etc.). 

I – International connections exchanging knowledge and experience to benefit all parties 

(e.g. Quseir and the Petrie Museum of Egyptology, London). 

J – Summative evaluation to discover how effectively the museum/heritage centre 

communicates its intended message to both the community involved and outside visitors. 

 

4. Interview and oral history to see how local people respond to the archaeological 

excavation (if applicable), and the objects discovered/being presented to see how this 

links into the communities traditional ideas about the past 

A – Providing ‘more diverse cultural interpretations of the evidence and facilitating the 

construction of a total life history of the site.’ 

B – Discovery of the community aims for the project and the development of involvement. 
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• Discussions concerning previous encounters with archaeologists/anthropologists in the 

area, allowing for connections to be made between the past and present, helping reduce any 

negative views towards researchers that may have been created by previous projects. 

C – Interview questions. Investigation of significant, appropriate themes and interview 

techniques before hand. 

• Investigation of the appropriate methods for treating human remains and objects before 

work begins. 

D – Analysis to discover local thoughts on the project and their past while maintaining 

communication to ensure that the information is being used in the way that the community 

desires. 

 

5. Educational resources to introduce people from all generations to the cultural 

heritage 

A – Site visits for school children to build upon knowledge of the local heritage. 

B – Children’s books to develop their imagination in terms of the past and to help fund 

projects/heritage centres. 

C – Culturally appropriate teaching materials for schools. 

D – Artefact database. The creation of digital resources to allow wider community access to 

the archaeological discoveries and knowledge. 

E – Learning for all promoted through site and museum visits, workshops, seminars and 

other activities for both the community and visitors. 

• This can be through more imaginative and culturally relevant means beyond the 

traditional didactic approach, to encourage the involvement of wider sections of the 

community. 

 

6. Photographic and video archive to create a record of the archaeological work and 

experiences of the project, to enhance the visual element of local authority and 

knowledge production in site interpretation and for the development of exhibition 

centres. 

A – Photographic record. Documentation of collaboration with the local people to 

compliment the scientific archaeological photographs and to act as something tangible to 
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return to the community to enhance local empowerment and pride in their role through 

photographic ownership. 

• To show the importance of local involvement and to communicate the integration of the 

community within the project. 

B – Video record to show the day-to-day activities of the excavation alongside video 

footage of community interviews. 

 

7. Community controlled merchandising considering the tourist market (where 

applicable) and offering quality alternatives to the typical, stereotyped souvenirs on 

offer. 

A – Local decision making in design, production and sale of souvenirs with the possibility 

of enhancing the local economy and sustaining the heritage centre. 

B – Creation of a project logo and T-shirts in a collaborative effort to promote and establish 

an identity for the project and to enhance local involvement. 
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Appendix 2: Interviews with members of the Egyptian community 
 
Interview 1.1. Dr Zahi Hawass, director of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, Cairo, 

20 May 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

I met Dr Hawass at his office in the Department of Antiquities, Zamalek, Cairo. I felt the 

formality of the setting and Dr Hawass’s experience with the media made it appropriate to 

use the voice recorder. I opened my interview by explaining the aims of my PhD research; 

the creation of new strategies for the representation of ancient Egyptian daily life in 

Western museums. I also showed Dr Hawass images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun 

and discussed the British Museum’s plans to use the tomb-chapel paintings as a channel 

into narratives on ancient Egyptian daily life.  

 

Dr Hawass: It’s perfect, I mean this is nice, not only to make exhibits within Egypt but to 

make exhibits in other museums. You need to show descriptions of the daily life along with 

the death. With the banquet scenes from Nebamun, for example, you can show how much 

people really loved life. In one banquet scene, for example, there are two ladies drinking. 

One of the ladies asks her friend for another beaker of wine and her friend says ‘you’ve 

already had 19 beakers of wine, so I think you should hand that beaker over to me!’ You 

can really bring the life of the people to the public to make them understand that Egyptians 

did not only care about death and the afterlife but that they really cared about their lives. It 

is important to put this all into context within exhibits. 

 

GT: What is your view on the importance of daily life as a way to help people understand 

ancient Egypt better?  

 

Dr Hawass: If you read my book, The Mountain of the Pharaohs, it tries to reconstruct the 

life of the people from the objects we discovered on the Giza plateaux - the temporary 

home of the pyramid builders.  We have all over the world the problem of awe surrounding 

ancient Egypt. With television if you talk about daily life you need animation, it is very 

difficult and very expensive, books and exhibits are the best for promoting this area. 
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GT: What do you think the British Museum should tell visitors about ancient Egyptian 

tomb-chapel paintings, such as those from the tomb of Nebmaun? 

 

Dr Hawass: I think that the most important thing that you can tell them is about the other 

daily life scenes in other tombs to put Nebamun in touch with the wider system in ancient 

Egypt. Put Nebamun in context; give descriptions about what we can understand about the 

life of the Egyptians from the tombs on the west bank in Luxor, why they decorated their 

tombs, what the purpose of it all was. You need to try and do more educational packages to 

give visitors a real feeling for the people who drew the scenes and the people in the scenes. 

You need to show how it was part of a bigger process, how it was about artistry but also 

how it does try to imitate real life.  

 

GT: What does ancient Egypt mean to you? 

 

Dr Hawass: Anyone you ask will say the same, they [the ancient Egyptians] are our 

ancestors and it is important that we understand them so that we can have a good future. If 

we don’t understand them, their life and their morals, we will never have a good future, so 

this is why we in Egypt want to understand them. Look, when I moved the statue of 

Ramesses II, how many people walked in the street? 5 million! And, when I sent the robot 

into the pyramid many Egyptians stayed up from 3-5 in the morning to watch. This shows 

how ancient Egypt is a part of everyone and we are beginning to make many educational 

programmes - a school within the Cairo museum, lectures and other activities, all kinds of 

active things - to help show Egyptians their heritage. 

 

GT: What do you think people in the West think about ancient Egypt? 

 

Dr Hawass: You know, with ancient Egypt, they are fascinated more because of the 

Discovery Channel, National Geographic and all of this adventure. But, ancient Egypt is 

everywhere, no matter where I go people from all countries, not just America and France, 

but from Croatia and everywhere, stop me want to talk to me about ancient Egypt.  

 

GT: What about modern Egypt and its perception in the West? 
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Dr Hawass: Modern Egypt, I think, is like everywhere because it is modern, but many 

people are fascinated by it. When they [tourists] come to see ancient Egypt they are really 

fascinated about modern Egypt. What is fascinating about modern Egypt is the people here. 

When you come to see ancient Egypt you are shocked by how modern Egypt is so 

interesting and so diverse, nothing like you imagined. 

 

GT: How would you feel about modern Egyptian art being displayed alongside ancient 

Egyptian art in the museum context? 

 

Dr Hawass: This is a good idea, sure. Ancient Egypt is part of the modern art scene; you 

can see it in the sculpture of famous Egyptian artists like Mahmoud Mokhtar and many of 

our best painters today. All elements of our history are entwined and other people should be 

able to see this also. 

 

Interview 1.2. Elhamy Naguib, artist,  5 May 2007. (Voice recorder)  

 

I met Elhamy Naguib in his gallery in Ma’adi, a suburb of Cairo (see http://elhamy 

naguib.com/ [Accessed 25 April 2007]). The setting was relaxed but professional. I asked 

whether I could use my voice recorder, Elhamy agreed. We sat, drank tea at his desk, talked 

and walked around the studio. Firstly, I explained my PhD work and showed him the 

images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun. However, with my introduction complete, the 

majority of the time passed with me listening as Elhamy spoke about his work and the 

significance of the Egyptian past within his life.  

 

Elhamy: People are discouraged in Luxor from visiting the tombs of the Nobles for 

economic reasons. I don’t know why because their beauty is in their originality, which is 

vital to me as an artist.  For me the Valley of the Kings is dead, it is grand and formal and 

there is too much repetition between tombs. For me as an artist this lacks spirituality, but if 

you go to the tombs of the nobles you will see so much more freedom of expression.   

 

What most impresses me about the tombs of the nobles is the deep spiritual belief in the 

afterlife; they are making the tombs for themselves, out of their own money.  For me it is 
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like folk religion, the nobles made their own version of tomb art as they couldn’t be the 

same as the King, and that is the beauty of it. The way that they work with the variation on 

the walls, as opposed to squaring everything off like in the Valley of the Kings, is very 

refreshing to me as a modern artist. You can see the problems they had to overcome in 

terms of surfaces as the nobles did not perhaps have the money or time to follow the 

Pharaohs’ standards.  These artists really knew their trade; you can see the skill and the 

heart that went into every design. They did not suffer the problems of modern artists who 

labour over the repetition of a theme in an exhibit, they had a huge repertoire which I feel is 

now somewhat lost by all artists. The way that the Egyptians could play with the same 

theme, and had so many ways of representing the same thing, making slight changes here 

and there so that two scenes and even two people within a scene were never exactly alike is 

amazing to me, as is their use of negative space.  People are very wrong when they suggest 

that ancient Egyptian art was a primitive art. You just have to look at it properly to see the 

complex ideas and techniques involved.   

 

Some people are fascinated by the colours of ancient Egyptian art, and I agree they are 

beautiful, but for me it is the fact that all of the standards of good art today, which were 

discovered over time, were known in ancient Egypt. In Islamic Art, which was my focus at 

university, we saw how a ruler would usually have all of his workshops located in, or close 

to, the palace and there would be a natural exchange of motifs as popular ideas for different 

workshops were incorporated into the whole – between the carpet makers, cabinet makers, 

lamp designers etc. to create a whole. It is this organic treatment in object production that is 

missing today. Most of our arts and crafts, like our culture, are fragmented. My drawings 

are just one aspect of my artistic work. I also make toys, tables, and other objects through 

which I explore numerous overlapping motifs. There shouldn’t be this division between 

fine art and crafts as all creativity draws on our identity.  Identity, not only for Egyptian 

history but for all people’s history, is seen in art. However, we see division within art, an 

aspect that is not unique to the treatment of art in Egypt. We cannot divorce art from craft; 

we need to produce something homogeneous that is related to man and not divided from 

him.  
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The reason that I try to draw on all elements of Egypt, ancient and modern, in my art is 

because I am interested in the spiritual and historical background; this is the methodology 

of my work and is something that today in the modern world is missing. We need to be 

interested in history but this does not mean that we must be enshrined in it. For me, the 

economic and artistic repercussions of the tourist market are very poor. It is a shame just to 

take ancient Egypt and copy it, often badly. Since the invention of photography there is no 

point in purely copying something, but we can use it and should create something new. 

This relationship can be good, but what we really need is to take some talented artisans and 

put some serious thought into the topic to create new art and offer something else, 

something that is Egypt today, not just a reflection on the past.  For example, I have done 

work with Egyptian tomb scenes, presenting them in a modern format through my greetings 

cards. I have a series of 6 prints with scenes that are not copied exactly but show one aspect 

of Egyptian art – how they understood cubism. I used 6 pieces to show this understanding. 

 

GT: What do you think about the idea of recreating the tomb-chapel of Nebamun in the 

British Museum? 

 

Elhamy: In terms of the tomb, I think that recreating the tomb space is a very good idea. 

The fact that you do not know the exact positioning and layout is not important as the 

ancient Egyptian artists sometimes positioned the same scenes in different positions within 

tombs. The feeling is the most important element to recapture, things like the vine leaves on 

the ceilings and the way that the artist worked with the space and surfaces that were 

available, not everything had to be smooth and perfect like the Pharaonic tombs. I also 

believe that there was more freedom in the design of the nobles tombs, take the 3 dancers in 

the tomb of Mena for example, I do not think that they would have been approved by the 

priests! 

 

I tell you what, you should go to the library in Alexandria and see the work of Shadi Abd 

el-Salam – he was an interior designer originally, but made movies about ancient Egypt. 

Anyway, in the museum in Alexandria there is his recreation of the garden scene, just like 

Nebamun’s but recreated in a modern way. Perhaps the British Museum could borrow it. 

This would be a great way to bring ancient and modern Egypt together, not just as a naïve 
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mimicking of a bygone civilization but to reveal other values and meanings that would 

further enrich modern Egyptian thought and widen understanding. 

 

When I was in the US I was impressed by many museums, mostly by the Whitney Museum 

in New York. It is a four or five story building and the theme of the museum is to bring 

American culture together from between 1945-1995. They used various things to do this 

and a great amount of time and energy had gone into finding a relationship between items.  

This concept of pulling together all elements from a certain material culture is a good 

approach for everyone as every visitor can find something that fascinates him. This will be 

the same in your daily life exhibit if you can find things and link them to people’s 

experiences today.  

 

I feel that everywhere we are seeing stereotypes so exhibits need to try and find a fresh way 

of doing things. We need to make people think differently about art and about ancient 

Egypt. Everyone has clichés about art and Egyptology, what they know and like and 

dislike, influences from the media that they may not even realise. Museums have a job to 

undo these clichés and stereotypes, especially about Egypt. It is a huge task but if they 

[museums] can present it in a way that will really get to people, perhaps through art, then it 

will be worthwhile. The new idea for my gallery was spiritual enlightenment, trying to get 

people to interact with the art and think about art for mood as opposed to the meaning of 

the art - the image itself. We need to put traditional meaning aside and get people to see in a 

different way. It is a slow process but it will work.  We are now working on a new 

exhibition about how artists come up with concepts, all the different techniques artists use: 

blind drawing, dream diaries, left-hand drawing etc. to show people the creative process.   

 

GT: How did you get into art? 

 

Elhamy: Well, I was born and grew up in Cairo, my dad was a salesman but he loved 

poetry. All of us seemed to grow up with a natural skill for art but I was the only one to 

pursue it. At primary school I remember I was just made to copy things, it was very bad, 

but, at high school, my art teacher was an architect and saw my potential. He taught me 

many art techniques, landscapes, models and so on. Originally, I thought art would just be 
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my hobby but it became my life and I wouldn’t change it. As I’ve aged I’ve realised that 

artists need to escape their ivory tower and find a way to let the general public in, and I 

think it is the same for museums in a way. Art is very powerful but alone it is not enough. 

We need to do this [let the public in] through all creative forms: art, toy making, furniture, 

books, bringing all things together. Therefore, I see my work as having two approaches. 

Firstly, as a recorder of my time, this is something the ancient Egyptians were also doing. 

Now we have photography, but this is not enough: you need art to bring personal input and 

emotion into the record. Secondly, as synthesiser, bringing the old and the new together, 

making meaning out of it to present solutions for the future that are useful. 

 

I really believe in the importance of bringing culture together, we must not think of eras of 

history or even other cultures as isolated, and I have been working for sometime now on a 

set of Egyptian culture books. They have been created in conjunction with the Cairo 

American College in Ma’adi and range from Kindergarten to Grade 8. Each year deals with 

a different theme on Egyptian culture and includes all religions and periods of history, tying 

it all together to create an inclusive history. One of the aims is to try and work on 

misconceptions here in Egypt, for example, the idea of the mud brick house as something 

simple, so we show the work of architects like Hassan Fathi and show that it isn’t simply 

peasant housing, it is a work of art in itself. Similarly, with irrigation techniques, not 

everyone outside of the city is using the shadouf – yes some fellahin still do – but there are 

lots of modern irrigation systems, so, we have continuity but we also have progress.   

 

Interview 1.3. Khaled Hafez, painter and video artist, 11 May 2007. 

 

My time with Khaled Hafez was constrained by the fact that we had to chat while he raced 

around the Swiss Hotel, downtown Cairo, putting the final touches to his work for a group 

show, Occidentalism, Contemporary Artists from Egypt (see www.occidentalism2007. 

com [Accessed 21 March 2009]). My notes are therefore brief jottings as I trailed him from 

room to room picking out his thoughts as he gave instructions on positioning and lighting. 

Fortunately, however, Khaled subsequently sent me numerous articles reflecting on his 

relationship with ancient Egypt and his belief in the connections between contemporary 
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Egyptian art and ancient Egyptian culture which became central to the art/archaeology 

dialogues of this thesis. 

 

The first thing that Khaled said when I told him about my PhD research was his belief in 

the importance of art supported by academia and the potential for cross-disciplinary 

research to expand perceptions. In terms of his art work and ancient Egypt, he spoke about 

the problem of the West using the East and recycling the same old themes in its exhibits. 

For example, an obsession with death and the Pharaohs for ancient Egypt, or identity, 

gender and sexuality for the modern Middle East. He felt that contemporary art from Egypt, 

could, however, be used in a highly original way to bring together elements of the past and 

the present, East and West, to create a more representative understanding of Egypt today 

and in the past. Hafez suggested that, ‘everything concerning the past is a question, 

therefore artistic visions can provide as meaningful interpretations on the role of the ancient 

past in the present as can museum displays.’ Following on from this, Khaled proposed 

bringing together contemporary Egyptian art and Egyptology as a means of addressing 

questions of identity, creating links with Egyptian history, but also challenging the way 

Egyptians are perceived by the West, modern Orientalism he called it. He hoped that such 

collaboration, in a Western institution like the British Museum, would reveal that though 

Egypt is influenced by its history, ‘we [Egyptians] are now living in very different times.’ 

Helping to undo stereotypes, Hafez felt that this partnership of the contemporary and the 

historic, art and artefact was a better way of creating understanding between people. He 

also stressed the importance of holding this kind of display outside of Egypt where the 

pieces included would not have to be Egyptian government approved and would, therefore, 

reflect a more accurate representation of contemporary Egypt, its relationship with the past, 

the artists’ thoughts and the country’s people.  

 

Hafez also quoted to me the first stanza of John Keats’s Ode to a Grecian Urn, 1819, as an 

example of how artefacts can be read in many ways and to reflect the relationship of art to 

understanding history.  
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Thou still unravish'd bride of quietness,  

    Thou foster-child of silence and slow time,  

Sylvan historian, who canst thou express  

    A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:  

What leaf-fring'd legend haunt about thy shape  

    Of deities or mortals, or of both,  

        In Tempe or the dales of Arcady?  

    What men or gods are these?  What maidens loth?  

What mad pursuit?  What struggle to escape?  

        What pipes and timbrels?  What wild ecstasy? 

 

Interview 1.4. Open discussion with Magwan Edwart Daaud, Mernat Kamal Amin, 

Kamilia Makram Gergis, Hoda Ahmed Hussein, Mona Haliem, Alice Hanna, Elham 

Salah Eldien, seven curators from the Coptic Museum in Mary Girgis, Cairo, 14 May 

2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

I met the curators at their communal office in the Coptic Museum, Cairo. We sat around a 

large table, drinking tea. All consented to my use of the voice recorder. We spoke in some 

Arabic and some English with Elham Salah Eldien translating where necessary. I opened 

the discussion by asking the curators if they felt that Egyptian history was important to 

modern Egyptian identity.  

 

Mernat: For me, Coptic is Egyptian. Of course we can’t be sure that the ancient Egyptians 

were our ancestors as we are all the product of mixing, but, no matter what we are, no 

matter what religion, we are all proud of our ancient heritage. 

 

Magwan: I disagree. If we are talking about Egyptians in general then I think that they are 

most proud to be Arab, because Mohammed was an Arab. Egyptian comes second for most. 

 

Kamilia: Yes, it is true that religion is the first part of our identity in Egypt. Everyone is 

proud of their religion, I am Muslim, I am Copt, but this is something personal between us 

and God. We all live together in the same tower blocks, we all work together and we have 
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the same traditions, these are not limited to Copt or Muslim, they came down from our 

history. For example, many of the Muslim and Coptic burial customs reflect elements 

outside of their religion, especially in relation to the dead. For example, with Muslim 

burials, the way that the mourners behave, the mastaba like tombs in which people are 

buried, and the care in presentation of the dead are not found outside of Egypt. Similarly, 

with the Copts, we have feasts and visit the tombs of the dead every year, as well as 

preparing the bodies to look their best, dressing them with fine things and preparing them 

with the necessities for the afterlife. Therefore, we are all Egyptian. It is this chain of 

continuity in tradition that makes many of us sure that our ancestors were the ancient 

Egyptians. We can feel it too in the atmosphere and in the earth.  

 

Hoda: Religion is the strongest element but we must distinguish between religion and 

culture. 

 

Elham: In Egypt, religion, history, culture and art are like a ring, a chain of evolution and 

continuation. Within this we need to consider all periods of history equally, even if some 

times seem weak in terms of our overall heritage, as each era played a part in shaping the 

next and was shaped by what went before 

 

Mernat: I agree, and art is part of this progress, chained from the Pharaonic time. We see 

differences due to the need to distinguish ourselves for different reasons and to focus on 

particular elements to fit the needs of a specific period. There is clear heritage mixing, 

before a time of big change there is always overlap, changes are gradual with numerous 

influences mixing to create new styles. You have to consider elements like the fact that 

when Islam first came to Egypt most people were Copts, so, most of the art work and 

building of the Mosques was done at the hands of the Copts, which explains here the 

overlap in both architecture and artistic elements between Coptic and Islamic art. 

 

Kamilia: In Egypt today there is a big gap between the past and the future. 
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Mernat: We can go forward gradually but we need to change the will of the people, 

something is keeping them in their places. But still Egypt has good people, great people 

like Naguib Mafouz and many others who, if they do not leave, can help take us forward. 

 

Magwan: It is a mess because people have left the rules of their religions (all nod in 

agreement) but this is the same the world over, not just here in Egypt. 

 

GT: What is your view on the opinions of those outside Egypt when they think about Egypt 

today, especially people in the West?   

 

General agreement with Mernat: Those in the West see ancient Egypt much like the 

Egyptians do, but there is a problem in terms of modern Egypt as they only ever see the 

tourist view: belly dancers, sand, camels and ancient Egyptian monuments, but this is not 

Egypt today, and these images need to be changed.   

 

GT: What do you feel is the message that the Coptic museum is communicating to its 

visitors? 

 

Mernat: It is about the heritage between Pagan and Christian times as people are not 

enough aware of this. 

 

Mona: It provides visitors with a journey into the Coptic past, the Egyptian past, to help 

them understand the importance of this time, their art and the people. 

 

Hoda: It is about daily life, the museum covers politics, art, history and shows it from many 

perspectives - it is all about Coptic heritage – it is like an open book. 

 

Elham: The museum is ok, but we are all disappointed because all of the recent restoration 

work was done by a consultant who did not consult with us on any aspect of the work, not 

even labelling, and we feel ashamed of the many bad choices made in terms of colour 

scheme, incorrect data, poor text and forms of display. We had all been working here for 
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some years at the time of the renovation and still none of our expertise was considered in 

the restoration by the consultant who wasn’t a specialist!  

 

Mernat: We liked the original elements of the museum, the fact that it is a museum inside a 

museum. The architecture itself is beautiful but the consultant took away many of the 

original ‘looks’ of the place which once worked so well together with the pieces, changed 

the colour of the walls and changed the entire exhibition. 

 

GT: In terms of the British Museum’s proposed Nebamun gallery, how do you feel about 

the concept of reconstructing the tomb? 

 

There was again general agreement, this time with Elham: The recreation of the tomb 

would be an effective means of communication with the visitors to help them imagine and 

feel the tomb. The explanation of the wall paintings would also act as a good link to 

displays and discussion on daily life. This is important as we need to make sure that 

audiences know the way of the people and not just the kings and nobles. 

 

GT: Do you have anything that you would especially like to see in an exhibition of this 

nature? 

 

Kamila: I would like to see brochures which tell how normal people lived in all periods of 

ancient Egyptian history, not just at the time of Nebamun, and see elements of overlap and 

survivals with life today. 

 

Mernat: How about music, it can be very powerful in creating mood. 

 

Hoda: I think you should explain about the art techniques and materials, that the colours 

came from nature and things like that. 

 

Mona: You need to have the real tools that go alongside things seen in the scenes and even 

those that are still similar today in modern Egypt. 
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Alice: I think you should talk about the flora and fauna: the food and furniture, things 

people understand and still see, eat or use. 

 

Megwan: You should hold real feasts in the tomb, this would be a great way to help 

children and adults understand the role of the tomb in life as well as death. 

 

GT: How do you feel about ancient Egyptian artefacts in foreign museum collections? 

 

Of the seven curators, two felt that all Egyptian artefacts should be returned to Egypt 

because that is where they belong and it is a question of loyalty. The remaining five, 

however, saw Egyptian history as a means of sending a message to the outside, to 

encourage people to come and visit. ‘Egypt will disappear in the West without the presence 

of these objects’ Elham said. She continued, ‘Egyptian history is the history of all the 

world: so many people have been involved in its discovery and publication that we cannot 

keep it for ourselves, and we have so much that  neither do we need, or could we afford, to 

keep it all. We need to continue collaborating with foreign teams and building up our 

knowledge, publications and so on, for the benefit of everyone.’  

 

Interview 1.5. Guard at the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 17 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

I asked the guard if he was able to talk, he said that he could only spare a minute as he had 

to work. It clearly was not appropriate to record the conversation so I noted down his 

thoughts as he spoke. I asked him how he felt about working at the museum, showed him 

the images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun and asked for his opinion on the concept of 

recreating the tomb in the British Museum. 

 

Guard: I feel very proud to work here, proud of my country’s great history. I had 

commercial training and knew nothing about these objects before I came here. But now, I 

have been here eight years, and I have learnt a lot. If you want to know how much I feel for 

this museum and my past just consider the fact that I travel 3 hours to get here and 3 hours 

to get home everyday. These are my ancestors, this is not a job for money. You talk to any 
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of the guards and most of them feel the same. We are proud of our country, we have the 

best and the most history in the whole world. 

 

 I like the sound of your recreated tomb. Here we do not need this as we have the real thing, 

but if I were to visit I would want to know all about the different kinds of fish, birds and 

animals in the scenes. 

 

Interviews 1.6. Guides from the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 17 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

Both Walid Saad and Mohammed Ali are Egyptology and Tourism graduates from the 

University of Cairo. The guides are not employed by the museum but organise themselves, 

taking 5 minute slots to attract tourists from the entrance queue and charging L.E 50 

(approximately £5) for a one hour tour. I spoke to the guides in the garden of the museum 

about their feelings towards ancient Egypt, guiding and museums.   

 

Walid: I feel that the ancient Egyptians are my grandparents. The whole of the western 

desert is still an undiscovered sea of history, we have so much here and no country in the 

world can match us for what is in our museum and what is under the ground. I use to be a 

curator here but there were too many problems with the administration - the money and the 

not objects were their priority.  

 

I believe that re-contextualisation is a good idea and that we must talk about daily life. The 

museum here just looks like a store room, it needs more seats, space and air conditioning! 

The museum and the pyramids are the two most famous sites to visit in Cairo, but when 

they open the new museum at the pyramids it will be chaos as there is already too much 

traffic and not enough parking – the location was a very bad decision.  

 

The Egyptian past is like America today - strong politics, social rites, literature, art and 

civilization. Now we are going downhill. In my opinion it all happened since we came 

under foreign rule. Nasser was the first Egyptian to rule since 332BC. Even Muhammed Ali 

who did many good things was not Egyptian. Today we don’t know who we are, there is 

too much corruption. People have the skills but not the places to use them so they leave or 
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people get jobs through their connections and not their skills. This means that the work they 

do is not good. 

 

Mohammed: Life is a great cycle, you are up and then you go down, things will change 

again. The museum here is good but it needs more care. I like your idea of recreating the 

tomb, it will help visitors imagine how it was and give better knowledge of ancient 

Egyptian civilisation if you focus on daily life. We need to make people understand in 

terms of funerary customs that there were many types of monument and styles of 

decoration, that ancient Egypt was not all the same, that pyramids are different to the tombs 

at the Valley of the Kings, Queens and Nobles, as well as different to the tombs of workers’ 

burial complexes.  

 

Ancient Egypt is important to encourage us to improve today as we cannot continue as we 

are. The pyramids, for example, are an example of both the huge power and the will of the 

people in this country long before anywhere else in the world. Their social relations were 

more advanced than us, women, for example, were partners for men, not a shadow, and 

children were respected. Today we are still a tolerant people, the sky is open, but we need 

to move on. People in the West have a bad image of modern Egyptians until they come 

here, especially the Americans, their stereotypes are the worst, they think that we all have 

four wives and ride camels in the desert in which we all live! I think you study ancient 

Egypt more in your schools than we do here and this is also a big problem.  

 

Walid: This might be true, but even for us a great knowledge of ancient Egypt is not really 

necessary as tourists only want to know a little about the most important artefacts. 

 

Interview 1.7. Open discussion with Fatma Kesfik, Amina el Baroudi, Doha Fathy, 

Lamaa Mohammed and Marwa Abd El-Razek, administrative staff at the Egyptian 

Musuem, Cairo, 17 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

These five women were all young female graduates in Egyptology or restoration from the 

University of Cairo and the University of Ain Shams. They had all been employed by the 
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museum within five months of my visit. We sat in the gardens of the museum and chatted. I 

asked questions when conversation seemed to flag and made notes.  

 

GT: What do you think we should tell British Museum visitors about the tomb-chapel 

paintings of Nebamun? 

 

Amina: You need to talk about what the art represents as it is not always clear. 

  

Doha: You must do your best to describe daily life as every tourist comes for the gold and 

the miracle of death so you should talk about daily life. 

 

Fatma: You should explain the symbols, what they meant for the ancient Egyptians, why 

there are birds and animals in so many of their paintings, and why are they represented. 

You must explain the beliefs behind the artistic concepts. 

. 

Amina: You must also explain about the registers, that they don’t mean that things are on 

top of each other but behind, people should know the rules to reading the scenes. You also 

need to break the pictures down a bit for people as they are too crowded, you must talk 

about each part. 

 

Lamiaa: It is good to recreate the tomb, but along with this you must tell people its whole 

history from ancient Egypt up to today. How did it get to the British Museum? 

 

Marwa: Reconstructing the tomb is a good idea as we do not even know where the tomb is 

in Egypt now. If it was still here, even in part, it would not be necessary as it is not the 

same as the real thing. 

 

GT: Do you feel that there is a relationship between modern and ancient Egypt? 

 

Fatma: This is a very difficult question as we cannot compare ourselves with the ancient 

Egyptians. We have different conditions. Their [the ancient Egyptian] civilisation created 

everything from nothing and yet we have everything and do nothing. But, they are still our 
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ancestors and we share not only the same place but some expressions unique to Egyptian 

Arabic are from ancient Egyptian, as are some of our traditions. 

 

Amina: I do not think that we are directly related, we are now a big mixture of people, 

especially in Coptic and Islamic times, but we are a part ancient Egypt, just not pure, but of 

course we are proud. 

 

Doha: I think that the ancient Egyptians were more creative and productive than us. They 

did everything to their benefit. I hope that we will be like them again. They really got the 

idea of the afterlife so perfectly, I think, and had a huge respect for it. 

 

Amina: Modern Egypt now depends on the ancient Egyptian stereotypes. For example, the 

ancient Egyptians were smart; therefore, so are we. People feel that they are just smart and 

therefore don’t try.  

 

Lamiaa: We have learnt everything from the ancient Egyptians. 

 

Marwa: Now we have modern technology but we still haven’t made anything as great, we 

are not like them. 

 

GT: What are your views on the Egyptian Museum? 

 

Fatma: The display is poor, there are almost no labels, no sense of direction, no panels, 

nothing. You need explanation, especially for the pre-dynastic period as many people do 

not even know what this means. 

 

Amina: There are a lot of objects but all that people can do is think ‘wow’, our display just 

says ‘look what we have’. The museum is a basement for storage not for display. 

 

Doha: They don’t care about the objects, they don’t restore them – parts of statues and 

inscriptions are falling off, wearing off and going missing - they just don’t care. 
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Fatma: They are happy with the tourist money but they don’t do anything with it.  

 

Marwa: We all hope that it will be better when it becomes the Art and Sculpture museum 

because there will be more space, more labels and more people to take care of fewer 

objects. 

 

Amina: The visitors want to know more but the museum is hard to understand. Even with 

the tour guides there is not the time or space for visitors to really understand anything. 

 

Fatma: I worked in the Louvre for a while and although I didn’t think it was perfect at least 

all of the objects were labelled, there was a sense of direction, you could see there was a 

logic - why they had displayed certain objects in a certain order. They used museology, it 

was thematic, going through daily life, ritual, death, hunting, agriculture, technology and so 

on so that visitors could learn and understand more, and every aspect was explained.  When 

they had objects from tombs they also had modern pictures of the tomb, as it is today in 

modern Egypt, and this was very interesting to show people who could not visit.  There was 

also a plan and a brochure so people could see the highlights etc. 

 

Doha: In the future, the museum here will be more organised, we need to employ more 

people who really care about the objects and not just the money. People like Zahi Hawass 

are working hard and doing a good job but even he is obsessed with the fame and says what 

people want to hear, but we need to think about every aspect of ancient Egypt and take care 

of it all equally. 

 

GT: What do you think Westerners think about modern Egypt before they visit? 

 

Amina: They think that modern Egypt is conservative, that we are still riding camels, live 

in tents and don’t have the latest, cars, technology or buildings.  This is why it would be 

good to include current photos within exhibitions to make people see the changes.   

 

GT: How do you feel about your country today? 
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Amina: We need education and food for everyone. The government doesn’t care about 

people. There are people in remote places who can’t even eat. We need to be more 

democratic and think about all our people.  

 

Fatma: The problem here is that people are afraid to change. There are many simple ways 

to make our lives better, for example, don’t throw your litter on the floor, but the mentality 

is that one person cannot make a difference and so I won’t do something unless everyone 

does it. So nothing changes. Also, religion causes a problems as people either think that 

they must wait for God to change things, or, be satisfied with what they have – but this is 

not what religion teaches us, we should all strive to better ourselves. 

 

Interview 1.8. Loutfy Abd Elhamid, Chief of section seven (ostraca and papyrus) and 

manager of the exhibitions abroad community at the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 17 

May 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

Loutfy and I met in his office at the Egypt Museum. The private setting and his senior 

status made the interview more formal and I was able to use the voice recorder. I showed 

him the scenes from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun and mentioned the forthcoming display 

at the British Museum. 

 

Loutfy: You have to make sure that you have the scenes in the right order and place, this is 

very important. They are traditional scenes therefore you can get a good idea from the 

tombs that are still in place. 

 

GT: How would you suggest displaying the painted scenes? 

 

Loutfy: You could use objects like some of the ostraca that I have here in the museum and 

have seen elsewhere with the same musicians on. You could also use sketch plans of the 

drawings for the tombs, such as those from the Deir el-Medina workers village, to put the 

scenes into their life context. There are similar hunting in the marshes scenes in tomb 

numbers 50 and 100 in Luxor, which you could also make comparisons with. You should 

also include tools – originals, oxides and things from the painters. This is important to 
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make people know about the people behind the tombs, normal people, and how some of the 

same crafts, technologies and mentalities still exist here today – we still move big statues in 

the same way, levers, rollers etc. But they need to realise that not everything is the same. 

People in the West don’t know that much about ancient Egypt but they really don’t know 

about much about modern Egypt. Tourists are often shocked when they come here and see 

that we’re not living in the desert like the Bedouin. You mustn’t forget that many people in 

the East also think like this about modern Egyptians; it’s not just a Western thing.  

 

GT: Why do you think this is?  

 

Loutfy: The problem is that we always focus on ancient Egypt for tourism and never on 

modern Egypt, so people only see the same images of sand, camels and monuments. It is 

the same with the documentaries: the government only wants to show ancient Egypt and 

bring in tourists, but they should make some about today to show that we’re not all living 

like Bedouin. 

 

GT: What elements of Egyptian culture do you think should be documented? 

 

 Loutfy: We have many great artists and writers today, we should show programmes about 

them and our culture. 

 

Interview 1.9. Dr Mamdouh Mohamed Eldamaty, Lecturer in Egyptology, American 

University in Cairo, 6 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

Dr Eldamaty is an ex-director of the Egyptian Museum. He was born in 1961 in Cairo, 

studied for his Masters and BA in Egyptology at Cairo University and obtained his PhD 

from Trier University, Germany. We met in the gardens of the American University and 

had an informal chat about my developing PhD plans and his perceptions of Egypt, ancient 

and modern, which I recorded in note form.  

 

Dr Eldamaty: I like the idea of bringing Egyptians into Western Egyptology exhibits. The 

field is so closed but we need to have opinions from all sides to generate new ideas. This is 
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the approach I take with my students. I explain things and link the modern and ancient 

world: comparisons are a useful way of provoking thought.  

 

GT: What was it like working at the Egyptian Museum? 

 

Dr Eldamaty: I was 19 when I first began working in the Cairo Museum as an assistant 

curator, that was 1981. I spent 1985-7 in the museum and then went off to do my PhD. I 

then lectured at Ain Shams and Cairo universities until I became director general of the 

Egyptian Museum. During my time there I wanted to make changes in staff, to have better 

trained people, as well as change the routine of the museum, but there were, of course, 

funding problems so we tried to use the centennial to get results. We managed to get a new 

lab, a publication, and more, but there is still much work to be done. Lots of objects have 

begun to go to local museums and now, with the proposed three museum sites under 

development for 2011 (the forthcoming museums include: the Museum of Egyptian 

Civilisation at the Pyramids at Giza, the Mummy Museum in Fustat, Old Cairo, and the 

transformation of the current Egyptian Museum into the Museum of Ancient Egypt Art and 

Sculpture), objects will be moved around even more. This will be a great thing for Egyptian 

museums as the new sites will have better space, explanations, showcases, libraries, labs, 

shops, conference rooms, guide books and dioramas etc.  

 

GT: How do you feel about the ancient Egyptian artefacts in other countries and museums 

around the world? 

 

Dr Eldamaty: I believe that the Egyptian collections in the rest of the world are ok if the 

objects came to be their legally, if the exhibitions are good, well published and reach wide 

audiences. If this is the case then the objects act as our ambassadors. However, if we find 

that our culture is being misused then it is very different. Generally, there are good relations 

between Egyptian experts and curators. 

 

GT:  Do you think ancient Egypt has an impact on modern identity here?  
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Dr Eldamaty: Egypt is Egypt, it has a long history from ancient Egypt through all periods. 

It is one time line. There were problems through all the ages and I hate it when people say 

that modern Egypt is not related to ancient Egypt, especially if they equate this difference 

with religion. Religion is not nationality. Religion is from the outside - Christian, Muslim - 

but we are all Egyptian. We need to realise everything that is good for our lives, everything 

that was created here is related to Egypt. Traditions like the 40 day funerary practice are 

related to ancient Egypt, not to Christianity or Islam. The Fellahin in the south or in the 

delta have even more closely related traditions but they do not think about it. For example, 

at Ramadan children say, ‘you have to stay with the moon’ which is an ancient Egyptian 

saying, possible developed through the Coptic as it is only said in Egypt even though 

Ramadan is connected to the moon. Our traditions overlap, we are derived today from so 

many people: Hyksos, Kushites, Persians, Greeks, Romans; it is a mixing jar but we are all 

Egyptian. People in the West think that the Copts are related but the Muslims are not, we 

need to be more free minded, Christianity was also from the outside, religion is individual, 

nationality is the state. 

 

Egypt is now a very weak land. I feel that it is not like modern countries in Europe. We 

have to find our roots. For example, the Islamic Empire once ruled the world of science and 

medicine and was a great empire, but as the world is currently against Islam we have to go 

further back to the Pharaohs who also ruled the world and are a safe identity to promote. 

Yet, we are denied true access to this identity, even though we feel it as strongly, because 

we are a Muslim-Coptic country. Today’s identity is a result of all of this, not only one part 

of our history but all, and we need to find our modern identities in relation to all of our 

history. We are not only the sons of the Pharaohs and they were not the only great success 

of our nation. We need to promote continuity and change - not just focus on ancient Egypt 

but show history through all ages; and perhaps one way that we could tell this story is 

through art. Art is one of my specialisms for ancient Egypt, but I see its potential to tell so 

many stories. 
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Interview 1.10. Nariman Adbel Fattah, deputy director of the Egyptian Museum, 17 

May 2007. (Notes) 

 

I met Nariman during my time at the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. Although I did not get the 

chance to talk to her properly, once she discovered my affiliation with the British Museum, 

every time she passed me she would tell me how Egyptian objects should be returned, 

especially those that are unique like the Rosetta Stone and the bust of Nefertiti.   

 

Interview 1.11. Reda Salah, Education Assistant, Egyptian Museum in Cairo, 17 May 

2007. (Notes) 

 

Reda was introduced to me during my time at the Egyptian Museum. As she was in the 

education department I was particularly interested to talk to her. We chatted in the 

basement classroom where most of the activities for visiting Egyptian school groups are 

based. I asked her about her work and took notes.  

 

Reda: The aim of the education department is to bring the lives of the ancient Egyptians 

into those of our children. From the ages of 5 – 20 we run workshops – art, clay, sculpture, 

beads, papyrus – covering all eras of Egyptian history but focusing on ancient Egypt. It is 

an initiative only brought into play since Dr Hawass took on his role at the Supreme 

Council of Antiquities. All of the activities are free. We take the children around the 

museum and then encourage them to create their own works of art from what they have 

seen. Everyday of the school year we have at least one school group and in the summer we 

run free workshops for families and try and get as many people as we can involved in the 

work of the museum. We also take groups on trips outside of the museum. It really is the 

most important place that you can see in the whole of the museum. 

 

Interview 1.12. Zeinab El Gizawy, Assistant Curator, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 17 

May 2007. (Notes) 

 

Zeinab and I met briefly while waiting outside of the director’s office in the museum. She 

saw the Nebamun images in my hand and asked why I had them. I explained about the 
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British Museum’s plans and asked her what she thought visitors should be told about 

Nebamun’s tomb-chapel. 

 

Zeinab: The kind of information that you should tell people concerning the Nebamun wall 

paintings are the stories behind the individuals – not just the tomb owner but those in the 

scenes. Who were the dancers and musicians? What is their story? What are their roles? 

What are the different plants and fish in the garden, why are the men and women different 

colours, and details like that? 

 

Interview 1.13. Dr Ossama Abdel Meguid, director of the Nubian Museum, Aswan, 

Thanaa Hassan Moussa, Head of the Education Department and Fatma El Nour, 

Conservator, 27 May 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

I had been in touch with Dr Meguid via email since my arrival in Egypt, but it was not until 

the end of my visit that I was able to travel to Aswan and meet him in person. We met at 

the museum and spent a long time in his office, accompanied by Thanna and Fatma, talking 

about various matters from the development of the Nubian Museum to ideas for my PhD. 

One of the first things Dr Meguid asked me was about my experiences of heritage in Egypt. 

I told him about the Community Archaeology Project in Quseir which opened the 

conversation. 

 

Dr Meguid: The role of the museum and the archaeological community need to reflect each 

other as you describe in Quseir. Only after thirty years of the German institute working on 

Elephantine Island have they begun to work with the community here. We need to be in 

touch with our communities to let them know what we are doing and to understand their 

feelings toward us. We need to establish community archaeology here soon and throughout 

the whole of Egypt.  

 

GT: Does the community approach tie in with the work of the Nubian Museum? 

 

Dr Meguid: Yes, the aim of the Nubian Museum is to create a local museum with an 

international message and appeal. It combines archaeology with modern art and 
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ethnography, the ethnography being most popular with the local Nubian population, and 

shows the whole chronological history of Nubia – all eras are represented. 

 

Fatma: Lots of the people who work here are Nubian, which is very important for our 

museum. The tourists think that the museum is beautiful and are interested in everything, 

but the Nubians want to see the dioramas, scenes of Nubian daily life, because the new 

generation, though they want everything modern, still all want to preserve this heritage. 

 

Dr Meguid: The museum holds many events for the Nubian community with special school 

programmes, promotions, special hours that fit around the local community’s working day, 

research into Nubian history, art, drama, cultural events, research into the impact of 

resettlement and so on. Education programmes specifically consist of work shops, 

specialised school programmes, summer schools with trips to various sites and museums, 

traditional crafts, and finish in the summer with a big exhibition for families.  

 

There are lots of collaborations between the museum and different cultural organisations, 

public lectures in cooperation with the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Education, 

programmes for teachers and museum training for the staff, the majority of who are local 

and Nubain. However, the really important museum work is with the children, they love 

life, history and the museum and want to learn about their culture. The museum also tells 

the story of life in Nubia today, the traditions and technology such as seluka cultivation, the 

Saqia - ox operated water wheel - and the hand operated shaduf. These things are dying out 

so their story is of added importance. Here a lot of the focus is on daily life, there is usually, 

with Egypt, so much focus on Kings and death, but we need to talk about the living and the 

general population as this is what people will relate better to and be interested in. 

 

Thanaa: Yes, I like the focus here, more about daily life. But the culture, old Egypt, must be 

brought together with stories of modern life. The role of the woman, for example, is an 

especially attractive subject to find people’s opinions on.  

 

Dr Meguid: For me and other Nubians the museum is a simulation of the village, of real 

life. The message is to teach us be proud, to revive and preserve traditions. For the tourists 
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they can learn and see the history of the Nubians and help undo the confusion between 

Nubian history and Pharaonic history. Western museums present a Westernised Egyptian 

and Nubian history shown as a fact of colonisation. The objects went to the countries as 

symbols of occupation, like the animals and the slaves. The message was that we [Western 

countries] were there and ‘look how grand we are now’ through the display of the most 

spectacular objects and the ignoring of the ordinary. Now European museums try to avoid 

this colonialism by using objects for education, but the use of the objects and the lack of 

focus on people and the Egyptian story haven’t really changed. If I had my say, when 

museums present other cultures it is mostly from a Western point of view, which simply is 

not fair. We need to keep ideas open. Museums should not be about imposing ideologies. 

Curators in the West are mostly academics, this means that they take most of their ideas 

from the academic view. They are academics first, not those in the field or from the country 

today. Therefore, the curators live on a different island than the visitors and this needs to 

change.  

 

In Egypt there is also a huge gap between the curators and visitors because there are no 

schools just for museum studies. There are classes but not full courses, such as degrees and 

Masters, meaning that there is a lack of trained museum staff and museum professionals. 

First we need to create a pioneering staff to pass on their skills and develop the right kind of 

exhibits for Egypt and then we need to take these ideas outside of Egypt to change our 

image elsewhere.  

 

GT: How do you think outsiders perceive Egypt before they visit? 

 

Dr Meguid: Westerners, before they visit Egypt, think that it is all desert, camels and 

pyramids, but after they visit their views are completely change but we need to change this 

mentality before they [tourists] visit, and this means changing the media and the way that it 

has shown Egypt for a long time, maybe since the nineteenth century. But now, tourism is 

different, people come to see the people, more middle-class people are interested in people, 

they don’t only come for the antiquities but to see people like themselves.  I don’t agree 

with the way that Zahi [Hawass] stereotypes Egypt, his way is the old Egyptologists way, 

but we need a new look for exhibits in Egypt. Both the ancient and the modern should be 
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shown in museums but also in the media. We have to forget the old ideas. We need to talk 

to real Egyptians living now and connect now to Egypt’s past, not only Kings and Queens 

but more daily life. People are getting boarded of Kings, daily life is new. We need a new 

way, new media. We need to reach young people all over the world and show them the 

world in a way that they will like. Change will come but we have to open windows to make 

it happen. 

 

This idea of reconstructing the tomb of Nebamun is one way that we could begin. Visitors 

can participate much more this way. It is a wonderful idea to use the scenes to introduce 

visitors to daily life, to people like themselves. You should use the scenes to talk about 

family relationships, the status of regal women, musicians, landscape and a combination of 

many things. 

 

Thanaa: With these wall-paintings, you need to organise the scenes in a logical way, to tell 

a story that the visitor will understand. I think that the Louvre and the Egyptian departments 

in many European museums already have very good displays but the problem here is that 

we have similar training and try to make similar exhibitions when really we know the only 

elements that do, and will ever, work here are the ones that work with the environment and 

with the people. So, museum specialists need to realise that if they want to create museums 

for their communities and not just the tourists that they are aiming for two different worlds.  

 

GT: How do think Egyptians perceive their history? 

 

Dr Meguid: I think that most Egyptians think about their history but suffer from a lack of 

information. There is no national curriculum based on cultural education in Egypt and 

museums are suffering because they can’t fit themselves into the national curriculum which 

doesn’t address their elements. We are in fact working with the authorities on the new 

highschool curriculum to make it relevant to Egyptian culture, but changes are slow. 

Museums can change and they are beginning to make changes in communities. Museums 

are becoming a focal point for change in society. After 10 years the Nubian Museum has 

become a focal point for the Nubian community, they know about us and the children 

inspire their parents to go. That is how we came up with the ‘kid-guide’ idea. The children 
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show their parents around the museum in the evenings, it a very powerful tool. Children are 

vital to create a generation who know about, value and want to protect this resource for 

future generations.   

 

GT: Do you think understanding this history is important in terms of Egyptian identity? 

  

Dr Meguid: For me, I feel that there are two terms when we talk about identity, national 

and local, and that the local grows from the national. Nubian identity, for example, makes 

people think differently about their national identity, and all local identities come under the 

umbrella of national identity. The Nubian Pharaohs and Nubian history are my ancestors 

and my history; I was born and have lived in Aswan, so that is part of my identity but I am 

also Egyptian. 

 

Thanaa: Yes, I do not see myself as an ancient Egyptian, I am Nubian, my ancestors were 

Nubians. I dream often about the old village that is now under the water of the high dam. 

This was the ancient life but now many things change and we have to incorporate all of 

these things into ourselves. I think these ideas and the life in Europe, the family, are very 

different, people keep more to themselves, here everything is different and I want the 

visitors to see things through our eyes, through the beauty of our town.  

 

Interview 1.14. Dr Sana Mohamed Ali, director of the Luxor Museum of Ancient 

Egyptian Art, 31 May 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

Dr Meguid put me in touch with Dr Ali. We met after my visit to Aswan in her office in the 

Luxor Museum. I had looked around the museum before our meeting so began by asking 

her what she felt the museum communicated to visitors.  

 

Dr Mohamed Ali: The museum has multiple messages and objects making it very different 

to an archaeological site. Curators have the power to fill in the gaps left by sites and answer 

questions. In the last 5 years there have been plans to equate our [Egyptian] museums with 

all other museums in the world. For example, the Luxor museum extension decision in 

1991 led to much questioning as to what and why we were trying to say or display certain 
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things. Originally, we planned to take a military angle in the re-display but this shifted to 

focus on ancient Thebes, to create a balance between war and peace within the museum. 

The museum opened in 1975 but with the extension opening in 2004 it was difficult to keep 

the harmony and spirit of the place while including the advances. 

 

GT: How do you think the museum works with the surrounding archaeology? 

 

Dr Mohamed Ali: There are some 600 tombs on the west bank here, so we are in huge 

competition with archaeological sites. The city of Luxor is an open air museum itself, so we 

had to think what the museum could add. So, objects were chosen that would relate to and 

better explain the sites – art, religion etc to help promote tourists’ awareness and promote 

the inclusion of Egyptians in ancient Egyptian understanding. The surroundings here 

[Luxor] make it [the museum] perfect to bridge the divide between visitors and objects. 

Museums like the MET, the Smithsonian, and the Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin are good 

but they lack the Egyptian spirit and harmony that you get here. 

 

GT: How do you feel about all of the ancient Egyptian items currently in museums and 

private collections outside of Egypt?  

 

Dr Mohamed Ali: I would like the objects illegally taken to be returned, but overall I feel 

that they are good ambassadors for ancient Egyptian life. Everyone needs something to 

guide them into a culture so objects outside are important. Egyptians today would be more 

involved in their past if there was someone to guide them in. Looking into your own history 

is very complex and we all need something that can lead us in and help us find ourselves 

inside our history, all history. For example, with the Nebamun gallery that you spoke of, 

you need to create the right atmosphere and add personal expression to the scenes by 

linking them up with the lives of your visitors and the lives of us in Egypt now.  
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Interview 1.15. Visit to the Nubian village of Ghrb Sohail, Aswan, to meet Mohamed 

Abdul Shakour and Mohamed Adbul Abas, 28 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

On the advice of Dr Meguid I hired a water-taxi to take me the hour journey north to the 

village of Ghrb Sohail where I met Mohamed Adbul Shakour and Mohamed Adbul Abas, 

respected members of the local Nubian community. Combining my Arabic skills and their 

English we talked and drank tea surrounded by their families in the colourful Nubian home 

of Mohamed Adbul Abas on the bank of the Nile.    

 

GT: Do you feel a connection to the ancient Nubians? 

 

Mohamed Abdel Shakour: All Nubians feel related to the ancient people of Egypt, we have 

the same houses. Look at their shape, the colours, the paintings, many things are the same. 

But the Egyptians and the Nubians are different, we are descended from the Kush, we are 

not the same people now as we were not then.  

 

Mohamed Adbul Abas: We are Nubian and Egyptian, we have many links with the ancient 

people and it is all part of us today. 

 

GT: How do you feel about ancient artefacts from Nubia and Egypt in museums in other 

countries such as in England?  

 

Mohamed Adbul Abas: All objects, Nubian and ancient Egyptian, should be returned to the 

country as people from foreign countries have the money to come and see the things where 

they belong.  

 

Mohamed Abdel Shakour: If people see the objects here they mean more, they can see the 

Nile, the people and think about the life, not just look at one thing alone in a box. 

 

GT: What do you think about the Nubian Museum here in Aswan? 
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Mohamed Abdel Shakour: You can trace history back a long way here. People here stay 

here and have been here for many generations. The language, people and traditions trace 

back to the ancient Nubians. There is not a lot taught in schools about ancient Nubia but the 

stories are here. The older generations do not need to go to the museum but it is important 

for the young as they are generally more interested in football than their history but we 

have to try to pass the knowledge on. 

 

Mohamed Adbul Abas: It is very important that the museum highlights the differences 

between Nubian and Egyptian culture, we need more about this history, not just ancient 

Egypt, we need to make sure that our children and the tourists know the difference. 

 

Interview 1.16. Mahmoud el Shaer and Omar Mounib, tourist guides, Luxor, 30 May 

2007. (Voice recorded) 

 

Mahmoud was born in Gurna (Qurna), Luxor, in a house built over an ancient Egyptian 

tomb. His family slept in the tomb during the hot summer nights before the government 

knocked the house down to clear the way for a controversial new tourist park. He studied 

Egyptology at the University of Cairo and has been a tourist guide for over thirty years. I 

was put in touch with Mahmoud by a friend who had recently been on a tourist visit to 

Luxor. She told me that Mahmoud knew everyone in Luxor and that if I wanted to speak to 

people in the area he would be a great ally. I met Mahmoud in his office in Luxor town to 

plan a visit to the tombs of the nobles and we were joined by an old colleague and friend of 

his, Omar Mounib. Mahmoud asked me about my PhD research and I mentioned 

incorporating Egyptian dialogues into the interpretation of the ancient Egyptian past.  With 

this comment he asked me… 

 

Mahmoud: Do you know about the festival of Opet? It was an ancient Egyptian festival that 

involved the procession of boats from the West bank and around Luxor temple. We still do 

that now, though for different reasons. So you see, some things are still the same, although 

much has changed, these continuations and changes should be part of this interpretation. 

 

GT: How do you feel about all of the ancient Egyptian artefacts that we have in the West? 
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Mahmoud: For me, it is not a problem. The objects remain part of a sacred history that is 

for the entire world, they attract people to come here and are good stores of information if 

looked after and presented properly. 

 

Omar: I do not agree with you my friend; you are a diplomat as ever. Egyptian objects 

should be returned. I love my country and although our objects are good ambassadors for 

tourism I still think it is wrong. We need our history back, it is ours. You don’t think that if 

we had William Shakespeare’s town in our museums that you would not want it back? You 

Westerners think that all of Africa has no culture and is primitive. Well, if that is so give 

everything back, it’s primitive and uncivilised so you don’t want it. 

 

GT: What about the evictions and destruction at Gurna, this included your family home 

Mahmoud and is all in aid of the people ancient Egypt attracts through tourism. How do 

you feel about that? 

 

Mahmoud: Gurna is a difficult one, and so personal. I think that the people should have 

been made to leave because the water was damaging the tombs, but that the government 

should have left some of the houses as they were part of the bigger history of Gurna. I have 

spent so many years with tourists and I know they would have been interested to see the 

continuation of life – people lived in the same place for thousands of years – lived – it was 

not only a site of death and I think removing the history is a big mistake. As an 

Egyptologists I both agree and understand that the people had to be relocated. It is true that 

the water was leaking from their houses into the tombs and destroying them, but just the 

people, not the houses, should have been moved. The original plan was to leave some of the 

houses, those of the archaeologists and Egyptologists from the history of the site, but now it 

seems that they will knock everything down. But you know tourists hurt the tombs with 

their feet and with their breath, so, although we need them and they want to see our 

archaeology and history, these things still will suffer. 
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Omar: Gurna is a catch 22. People, their rubbish and their water destroys the tombs, but if 

you remove the people the tombs will be defaced and looted. So, in my opinion it is better 

that the people could remain and 10% of the tombs are lost so than life can continue and 

looting is prevented at Gurna. 

 

Interview 1.17. Guards at the archaeological site of Deir el-Medina, the ancient 

Egyptian settlement site for the tomb workers on the West bank, Luxor, 1 June 2007 

(Notes committed from memory) 

 

With Mahmoud’s assistance in translation, I spoke to two of the tomb guards and the guard 

of the temple of Peshedu. I stored the information to memory as Mahmoud felt that any 

form of recording might make the individuals feel uneasy. The guards had been working at 

the site for 17, 15 and 9 years and all stressed how lucky they were to have the guarding 

jobs. All three individuals came from Gurna village and one of the guards told me that his 

family had always been there, that ‘the tombs and the life were entwined’ and that his 

great-grandfather had worked for Howard Carter. All three guards were still living in the 

southern part of Gurna and did not want to leave because they felt connected to their 

homes, to the area and to the Pharaohs. There was a general consensus among them that the 

houses in the new (relocation) village were much smaller, that the walls were thin and that 

they were too close together - ‘there is no privacy.’ There was also much concern as the 

new village is far away from the tourists. This means that official employees will have to 

travel great distances to work, and that those who make their living unofficially at the site, 

selling objects to tourists, may lose their business.  

 

The elder guard who had been working at the site for 17 years told me that the government 

had offered him 70,000 LE (approx. £7,000) to move but it was not enough. He said, 

‘families have always lived here, for hundreds of generations. They were at first poor 

because they had to live in the tombs, but over time they built their houses, they were the 

original Egyptians and anyone who says otherwise hurts us. The government facilities at 

new Gurna are not good enough so we won’t go.’  
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When I asked them if they believed that the Pharaohs were their ancestors and how they felt 

about ancient Egyptian objects outside of Egypt, there was again general consensus. They 

all felt sure that they were connected to the ancient Egyptians in some way. They also 

wanted all objects returned because ‘tourists could come to Egypt if they wanted to see 

things’ and because ‘artefacts belong in their place and not in exhibits.’  

 

The guard at the temple told me that he believed, ‘tourists are good in general, some are 

not, perhaps the less educated ones who don’t care so much, but generally people respect us 

and our history. I love my country and my town. I will have to move but it will be a very 

sad day, my heart and my life are in Gurna.’ 

 

Interview 1.18. Ahmed, Gurna, Valley of the Nobles, 1 June 2007. (Notes) 

 

I met Ahmed while looking around the Valley of the Nobles. I was sitting under some 

shade next to Sennofer’s tomb when Ahmed approached and told me that he had lived in 

the spot where I was sitting for his entire life until one month previously, when his house 

had been bulldozed by the government and he had been forced to move to New Gurna. He 

showed me the ashabtis, made by himself and his long deceased grandfather, which he sells 

to tourists to make a living.  

 

GT: How do you like your new home in New Gurna? 

 

Ahmed: I was happy to move to New Gurna as now I have running water and can build up 

or out which I couldn’t do before because of the archaeology. Now I have a shower and a 

proper bathroom and don’t have to gather water from the Nile in jars anymore. But now my 

old home is knocked down and I have to travel everyday because I make my living here at 

the tombs. I am worried that when all of the houses have gone and it becomes a tourist park 

that I will not be able to make a living as they might not let me in here. It is already a 

problem as sometimes I don’t make enough money to cover the cost of my bus from New 

Gurna. I have a big family and although I am happy in my new house there are many 

problems. I was supposed to get L.E. 30,000 (approx. £3,000) from some non-
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governmental organisation to help with such problems but I think that someone else – the 

government maybe - took it.  

 

Ahmed noticed the images from the tomb-chapel of Nebamun on my lap and asked about 

them. As I explained about the forthcoming exhibition he said, ‘I am sad to see your scenes 

from the tomb in the British Museum, I feel they should be here, reinstated in the tomb if 

we could find it, or in the Luxor Museum, in the area that they belong. The Egyptian 

government should give your museum money for the work done, or anything originally 

paid for them, but we should have them back. If people want to see tombs they must come 

here. I don’t like this idea of recreating things as there is no meaning in this and no 

meaning for the objects in the wrong country.’ 

 

Interview 1.19. Mohamed, owner of the Sennofer Café and Guesthouse in Gurna, 1 

June 2007. (Notes from memory) 

 

Mahmoud took me for a cool drink and some lunch in Mohamed’s guest house. It was one 

of very few homes left in the central area of the Valley of the Nobles. As I ate, Mohamed 

talked to me about the situation, at times aided by Mahmoud, and the following text reflects 

the notes I scribbled down from memory in Mahmoud’s car at the end of the day. 

 

Mohamed’s family have always lived in Gurna, he believes maybe even as far back as the 

Pharaohs, and they built-up the house over the generations. The government now wants to 

knock down his house and guest house to make way for the tourist park but he does not 

want to leave as he knows the move will destroy him. He has no fields and no trade, 

tourism is his work. He provides visitors to the tombs with food, drink and a place to rest, 

stay and admire the beauty of the area. If he is moved he and his family will have no future. 

He owes money for the building of his guesthouse that he will not be able to repay. He 

cannot afford to send his children to university and he has already had to sell his wife’s 

gold. He feels that there are many problems with the move. Firstly, the people will lose 

their living, and secondly, the houses should stay, at least some, to show the continuity of 

history and to provide a service for the tourists. ‘The tourists want to interact with the 

people,’ he said, and his many guestbooks and letters filled with thank you messages and 
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pleas to protect the area from the government’s scheme prove this. Many of the tourist 

messages were similar in tone to one I noted down which said, ‘the area of the nobles is our 

favourite place because of the interaction and the people and we will not return if things 

change.’ Mohamed is trying to protest and won’t move until he is forced. All he wants is to 

be left alone, in peace, to protect his family and his history. In his words, ‘the people and 

the tombs are all tied together; they have always been and should stay that way.’ 

 

Interview 1.20. Mahmoud and Omar, two young men working in the Gurna alabaster 

factory, 1 June 2007. (Notes from memory) 

 

Due to Mahmoud el Shaer’s local contacts, we stopped in at the alabaster factory. This gave 

me the chance to talk to some younger men about their experiences in the area. 

 

Both Mahmoud and Omar told me that their families had lived in Old Gurna but that they 

are much happier in New Gurna. Now, instead of having one house for the entire family, 

they have 5 apartments for each family group within the extended family. No longer do 

they have to bring water up from the river, there is good plumbing, a bathroom and kitchen. 

They admit that the houses are very close together but the facilities are good and the houses 

are of a good standard. Omar felt that the government had put quite a lot of thought into the 

resettlement as they had used traditional style architecture, coloured the houses, grouped 

them into similar neighbourhoods with similar groups of people living together as before, 

and that everyone had a little land to grow things. But, all of this aside, both men said that 

they were sad because of the loss of history and the relationship between the people and the 

tombs at Old Gurna where they felt that their families went back many generations. 

 

Interview 1.21. Kareem, Law Masters student at the American University in Cairo, 19 

April 2007. (Notes) 

 

Kareem described himself as half Egyptian and half Syrian, but explained that he was born 

and raised as an Egyptian Muslim in Cairo. Kareem got in touch with me when one of the 

lecturers from one of the undergraduate course which I had surveyed told him about my 
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work. We met in the AUC courtyard between classes and had a short, informal chat, during 

which I made detailed notes.  

 

GT: Do you think ancient Egypt is important to Egyptians today? 

 

Kareem: Of course! The reason Egyptians don’t go to the pyramids and sites is not because 

they are not interested but because: one, they live here and see these things around them all 

the time so it is not a big deal; and two, because the chaos, hassle and tourism puts 

Egyptians off. 

  

GT: So, ancient Egypt plays a part in modern identity? 

 

Kareem: Egyptians have no identity, we don’t know if we are Arabs, Muslims, Pharaohs or 

Mediterranean, therefore, unless our nation is being attacked we don’t really need or use 

ancient Egypt in modern life – we are confused. We are still trying to find ourselves and 

often just use ancient Egypt as a defence mechanism when necessary because we know the 

power it holds for much of the rest of the word.   

 

Interview 1.22. Sayeed and Tamer, young shop keepers in Luxor, 2 June 2007. (Notes) 

 

I met Sayeed and Tamer while walking past their leather shop on the Nile front in Luxor. 

They were young, charismatic and great salesmen. After struggling to resist their wares, 

they invited me to join them for tea. I began to ask them how they felt about the ancient 

Egyptians and asked if they’d mind if I noted down their thoughts. 

 

Sayeed: I believe that we are descended from the ancient Egyptians. I played in the temples 

around Luxor as a child, but I didn’t know the history. We found all kinds of things and 

threw them in the Nile. Now I think that it would be better if all things Egyptian were back 

in Egypt, in a museum, to bring money for Egypt. Why should you go to Germany to see 

Nefertiti. Either she should be here or Germany should give Egypt money. I feel that the 

ancient Egyptians are my family but that things are better now due to the religion. People in 

the West think that Egypt is good, both old and new, but there is not such a divide between 
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the two, the temples and the Nile are still a huge living part of our culture, we are not all 

about archaeology. 

 

Tamer:  Sayeed is right, things should come back. Having other people’s past is like 

wearing someone else’s jacket that doesn’t quite fit. It may still look good and people may 

still admire it but people will know that it is not yours and that makes a difference. Think 

about it. Have you ever asked yourself why people come to Egypt? Egypt is like the world. 

People come here from England, America, Africa and Europe for the history and the sun. 

The tourists are good but I feel sad because as an Egyptian I want to exist everywhere in the 

world, this is ironic as I am there from 5000 years ago but there is nothing of me today. 

 

Interview 1.23. Rashid, artist and owner of a papyrus shop on the Nile front, Luxor, 2 

June 2007. (Notes) 

 

Rashid owned the shop next to Sayeed and Tamer. He was introduced to me through them 

as they felt that he would be a good person for me to talk to. Rashid was a Coptic Egyptian 

who had worked as an artist and taught art in Luxor. We sat in the comfort of his air-

conditioned shop and I made notes as we talked.  

 

GT: Do you think ancient Egypt is important to Egyptians today? 

 

Rashid: People’s relationships with ancient Egypt depend on their position in society. If 

they are from a wealthy family and well educated they will know that their ancestors were 

the Pharaohs, whether they are Copts or Muslims. If they are middle-class then they will 

not care unless it is connected to business - belief in history helps business. If they are 

lower-class then they care the least. Most Muslims are sure that the Copts are the 

descendants of the Pharaohs and think that the Muslims are part related but have other 

outside influences too. However, thousands of Egyptians every year study Egyptian history 

or culture – Egyptology, Greek and Roman, Islamic and Coptic. A lot of these choices 

depend on work, if you are from Upper Egypt it is likely that you will choose Egyptology, 

if Alexandria then Greek and Roman history, whatever is near to their homes and families. 
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GT: How do you think tourists perceive ancient Egypt? 

 

Rashid: The interests of the tourists depend on their nationality. The French can spend eight 

hours in one temple, the English and the Belgians are also very interested in history, then 

the Dutch. The Germans, Russians and Americans come more for the wonder and the 

weather, and the Japanese come to collect presents! 

 

GT: How do you feel about Egyptian objects in museums outside of Egypt? 

 

Rashid: Stolen objects should be returned but otherwise loans are good to give an idea 

about our culture outside of Egypt, and, for some objects, we have identical ones here so 

they are ok in museums in the West. But we need to show the real Egypt of now in 

museums also, to show change and that we don’t all ride camels around the desert. 

Television and the internet are also good ways for spreading this kind of knowledge and 

interest, so we need more programmes tying in with Egypt today and talking about people 

and normal life from all generations, taking into account differences and similarities. 

Because, you know there are over 400 ancient Egyptian words in use in Egyptian Arabic 

today and there are many similarities between the way the Copts and ancient Egyptians deal 

with death. For example, all of the grieved must stay in the house for 40 days and on the 

forthieth day must pray in church. Coptic churches are also similar to ancient temples; they 

have a court, a hall, priest’s room, and so on, with a similar hierarchy to ancient Egypt. And 

there is Coptic music, this is also passed down from ancient Egypt. In Luxor until about 10 

years ago we held the festival of Apu-El-H’gag, celebrated by all – Copts and Muslims - by 

a 40 day procession from Karnack to Luxor temple. Everyone was involved, all people, all 

trades. It involved carrying a boat, just like in ancient Egypt. So we do have links and these 

should be shown, but we are not the same.  

 

Interview 1.24. Mohammed Attia and Dr Islam, Kitkat, Cairo, 20 May 2007. (Notes) 

 

Mohammed is a Cairo based businessman and the uncle of Eman, my friend and colleague 

from the CAPQ. Dr Islam is a friend of the Attia family and the local pharmacist. I met 

Mohammed and Dr Islam at Eman’s family home in Cairo. Both had heard about my work 
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and launched into a conversation in which it quickly became clear that I was to listen and 

take note, but was not expected to respond. The following reflect the advice which I jotted 

down.  

 

Mohammed: You go back and you tell your people the truth about my people. You tell 

them about Cairo people, Egyptian people, friendly, peaceful people. People like you with a 

long history. We are misrepresented in the West, which is why you must use our words and 

your experiences to tell the truth about us and get people to come to Egypt.  

 

Dr Islam: Mohammed is right, the priority should be the modern situation, and religion, and 

of course the history of the country plays a part in this. The Pharaonic architecture and 

culture is interesting, but not as interesting or beautiful as the Islamic architecture and 

culture. You must of course see the pyramids and the museum but don’t forget the 

mosques. You [the West] mustn’t lose sight of Egypt today.  

 

Interview 1.25. Haytham, Masters student in business administration at the American 

University in Cairo, 18 March 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

Haytham and I met through a lecturer at the AUC and I was able to record our meeting in 

the AUC courtyard. I started things off by asking how he felt about ancient Egypt. 

 

Haytham: I think that our ancestors were more civilised than us. I went to the Valley of the 

Kings and Queens and I saw how people cared about tiny details. Today Egypt is a mess 

because people don’t care. There once was a time for everything; now there is no 

organisation, less respect for civilisation, rulers and God. We are all from the same land so 

I believe that the Pharaohs were our ancestors and I am proud of them but ashamed for the 

country now. Look at the USA, they only have 400 years of history and look what they 

have achieved. Egypt has always had this relationship between King/ruler and citizen, there 

never has been more than a few years of democracy, and we are use to being treated like 

this.  

 

GT: How did you learn about ancient Egypt? 
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Haytham: We all read and learn about ancient Egypt from a Western point of view. There 

are Egyptian books that address these issues but we are not encouraged to read them, so the 

Western view has a huge influence. Modern Egypt, on the other hand, has many sources 

from the Egyptian point of view that I know are also read in the West, but ancient Egypt 

also needs to find this modern Egyptian perspective in the West to create a balance. Think 

about powerful people here, even Dr Hawass, he is a TV personality and is more into 

politics than the real work of archaeology. For example, I have read a lot about Gurna, this 

is all politics. One of the reasons that they are moving people is to maximise isolation 

between East and West, tourists and Egyptians. The problems of waste and water are 

minimal, and the only running water is from the archaeologist’s houses - it is all politics. 

The high dam raised the water table, which is one cause of the problems, but you know 

wherever you dig here you find something. People only care about the monuments when it 

suits them. For example, when the government was building the Cairo financial centre, near 

the citadel, they ignored the history! It does not always make sense.  

 

GT: How do you think most Egyptians feel about issues like this and the ancient Egyptian 

past? 

 

Haytham: I went to Luxor once, I thought that it was a great city with such history but 

many Egyptians just want to engrave their names on the walls. It is their history so they 

think, ‘why shouldn’t I do this?’, when really they should be the ones looking after the sites 

not foreigners. Not all Egyptians do this, but those of lower education who want to be a part 

of this history but do not know enough to understand it treat ancient Egypt in this way. All 

of the people of Egypt have heard stories and know a little about ancient Egypt and want to 

leave their mark and be a part of it, but they don’t know how. For me it was enough to be 

amazed by the colours and to be walking where they had been walking.  

 

GT: What is your opinion on ancient Egyptian objects in the West? 

 

Haytham: Our history is fine overseas as long as it is legitimate. We have so much here and 

it is good marketing to encourage people to come to Egypt and see things for real. I do not 

think that it is a problem for ancient Egyptian objects to stay in the West. They are the 
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reason why people are so fascinated. But, as an Egyptian, I want to be part of the modern 

world also. Our ancient history is the only thing that is promoted. Even the ministry of 

tourism here only focuses on ancient Egypt.  

 

GT: Do you think this leads to perceptions of complete division between ancient and 

modern Egypt by outsiders? 

 

Haytham: It is difficult to discuss the connection between modern Egyptians and ancient 

Egyptians because of so much change: from ancient Egypt, to the Copts, to the Islamic 

period and modern Egypt. Current society is a culmination of all of these civilisations and 

this is what is great about Egypt, you can see history everywhere - Islamic history in the 

Cairo Citadel, Coptic history in Coptic Cairo, ancient Egypt in Luxor. We should not 

separate it all out in the museum as we will lose our sense of history; it needs to be 

understood as a whole.  

 

GT: Here are some images of ancient Egyptian tomb-chapel paintings. I was wondering 

what kind of things you would want to know about them if you were to see them in a 

museum, or the kind of thing you think we should tell Western museum audiences about 

them.  

 

Haytham: If I were to visit a museum displaying ancient Egyptian tomb paintings I would 

want to live the time. I would want to know why, when, who, and hear the story behind 

them as this is the problem in Luxor as at the sites there is no information and you even 

have to search for a guide. We need steps, like in a restaurant; I want to know what to do to 

get the most out of my visit so that when I leave I feel satisfied. Just from the paintings at 

Luxor I noticed a great respect for women. You can see how beautifully they were painted, 

lots of women sitting together. How they did it, the engineering, the digging, this is all very 

interesting.  

 

Sometimes I wish I had learnt hieroglyphics so that I could understand. It is almost like 

visiting a foreign country, you want to learn so that you can live like the people. When I 

travel I don’t want to be chaperoned, I go to interact and this is what I want to do with 
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ancient Egypt. I have the same curiosity as with my grandparents, I want to know the same 

things about all eras of history - just watching the colours and beauty is not enough.    

 

Interview 1.26. Benjamin, AUC student, 18 March 2007. (Notes) 

 

I was helping Benjamin with his English at the American University and took the chance to 

engage him in conversation about ancient Egypt. 

 

GT: What do you think about ancient Egypt? 

 

Benjamin: The ancient Egyptians were great people, and had a huge influence on today. For 

example, we have events like Sham el Naseem where we paint eggs and eat salty fish - it is 

a tradition carried on from the ancient Egyptian times that happens around Easter. There are 

also some words of continuity. Ancient Egypt is a part of our culture.  

 

GT: What is you opinion on ancient Egyptian objects in Western museums?  

 

Benjamin: We are very proud of our ancestors but I feel that all objects should be here for 

everyone to enjoy in Egypt. Today we are rich in tradition but this is not enough to attract 

people. We need the objects back to bring more tourists. 

 

Interview 1.27. Sherif, civil engineer, Cairo, 20 March 2007. (Notes)  

 

Sherif and I met in a Shisha café in down town Cairo. He asked me why I was in Egypt and 

we got talking about my research.  

 

GT: Do you think the legacy of ancient Egypt has a significant impact on Egypt today? 

 

Sherif: With the Islamic invasions different styles of living and ways of thinking came into 

Egypt. Yes, many believe that the Pharaohs were their ancestors and educated people here 

often think in a very Western way. Many of Egypt’s problems are created by the outside, to 

make it easier for those in the West to get what they want etc. We need to make our future 
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and stop focusing on the past, we need to modernise and overcome stereotypes. Many 

people here only see the negative side of the West and the war in Iraq, and it is the same 

with many in the West thinking of Muslims as uneducated religious fanatics. Poverty is our 

main problem and television is a problem for the world as it is only one view and creates 

hatred, but when you really deal with people it is totally different. Some in the West just 

see the negative also democracy is a problem here, people are scared to talk and elections 

won’t change things. Many agree with Western ideas of democracy; people just want a 

peaceful life with their thoughts.  

 

GT: How do you feel about the possession and display of ancient Egyptian objects in the 

West? 

 

Sherif: Egyptian objects in the West are an advertisement for Egypt. They make people 

want to come here and see the truth. Unfortunately, I think that for a lot of foreigners the 

image that sticks with them is the hassle, which may confuse or make them dislike modern 

Egypt, so we need to improve on this to alter people’s perceptions. 

 

Interview 1.28. Nadia Sharine, AUC Masters student, 23 March 2007. (Notes) 

 

The images from the tomb-chapel paintings of Nebamun caught Nadia’s eye as we were 

queuing for coffee. She asked me what they were and I described my research focusing on 

my interest in contemporary Egyptian perspectives on ancient Egypt. The following 

represents a reconstruction of our conversation from the notes I took as we spoke. 

 

GT: What does ancient Egypt mean to you? 

 

Nadia: Ancient Egypt is of course our history, we have the objects, the tombs like this, we 

have the proof. We are in the same place so we are an extension of them - our cultures are 

linked. But objects should be here, they should be allowed to travel but they should be 

based in their original country. I am proud of this place and our history and maybe I would 

have liked to have lived in that time. We need more information on how things were, on 

life, what people did, art, temples, and tombs, how these things have lasted. We need more 
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details about real life, ideas that are just being proved, things we are still using that can be 

seen in tomb paintings such as dance and wrestling, which are still similar. We need to tie 

this all in with culture now and progress for future. 

 

GT: Do you think that these factors have an impact on your sense of identity? 

 

Nadia: There are many problems with the question of identity. I think that there is a distinct 

character that belongs to the country and not just to me. There are lots of thing we do and 

think because we are Egyptians as opposed to just individuals, but my identity is hard to 

define, it is made up of everything around me, so I think you need to ask lots of different 

people about this. 

 

Interview 1.29. Inas, Arabic teacher at the American University in Cairo, 19 May 

2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

Inas was one of my Arabic teachers for the 6 month period that I was in Egypt. We got to 

know each other quite well over that time and she showed a great deal of interest in my 

research. We met in her office at the American University and I recorded the conversation. 

 

GT: What are your feelings about ancient Egypt? 

 

Inas: When I went to Luxor and Aswan I felt proud. I felt that I looked similar to the people 

on the tomb walls and in the temple pictures, but part of me says I am not pure Egyptian 

because of the Arab/Muslim civilisation of which I am also proud. Copts would feel more 

of a pure connection I think. Egypt is very special as we are quite permissive and don’t 

fight over identity, it doesn’t matter where your first loyalty lies, Arab, Egyptian, we accept 

different ideas but this means that there is much confusion over the Egyptian character. The 

ancient Egyptians were very advanced for their time - their clothes, architecture, jewellery 

and so on - and now we have embraced much of this but it is mixed in with so many other 

influences which might explain our confusion as we cannot think of ourselves as having 

only one history.  
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GT: What do you think people outside of Egypt think about Egypt, both ancient and 

modern? 

 

Inas: Outside of Egypt and in the West there may be strong opinions and stereotypes, both 

for the ancient and the modern. For the modern I think people are especially misguided 

about veiled women.  

 

GT: How do you feel about ancient Egyptian objects in museums outside of Egypt? 

 

Inas: I think ancient Egyptian objects should return, but corruption here is a problem. 

 

GT: Looking at the tomb-chapel scenes from Nebamun’s tomb that I have here, what would 

you want to know about them and what sort of thing do you think we should tell Western 

museum visitors about them? 

 

Inas: I remember that when we talked about your research before, we spoke about daily life 

and you can see this in these paintings - the family, the people eating, the animals and 

things. The incorporation of daily life in your museums is a good idea, it may also help 

people to begin to think more about the difference between the ancient and modern when 

they see the tomb paintings. You need lots of details about the scenes, why are people 

sitting in a certain way, what does the dance reflect, hunting methods, tools, technology, 

time of year, the tomb owner’s job, and the diary of his day to make it come back to life. 

 

Interview 1.30. Myrium, Egyptology undergraduate student at the American 

University of Cairo, 25 May 2007. (Voice recorder) 

 

I sat in on a few of the Egyptology classes at the American University and was surprised to 

see that of the 15 students there was only one Egyptian and one half-Egyptian, halfmerican. 

I was unable to arrange a meeting with Ahmed, the Egyptian student, but I did get the 

chance to talk to Myrium who provided a unique cross-cultural perspective as a Coptic, 

Egyptian-American.  

GT: Do you feel that ancient Egypt is important to a sense of Egyptian identity today? 
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Myrium: Ancient Egypt is undeniably part of Egyptian nationalism. For example, Sadat 

tried to revive this and his mausoleum shows ancient Egyptian traditions. People are 

seeking connections, Greece similarly has these strong connections, perhaps stronger. But 

although many people really feel it, it is also a political tool. Copts use ancient Egypt to 

justify their legitimacy here and defend their minority position and so on – but I guess you 

can never divide life from politics!  

 

GT: Does any of this impact on your sense of identity? 
 

Myrium: Certain nations belong to me but I am of no one nation. There is a large Coptic 

population in California as there was a mass exodus from Egypt in the 1980s after 

Islamization. Now, there is a lot of tension in and between the two communities. My father 

describes himself as a Coptic nationalist, he promotes our family association with ancient 

Egypt to disassociate with the Arab conquest. I’m not denying the mystical ‘wow’ factor of 

ancient Egypt, it is likely that I’m descended from peasants but I’m still happy to feel a 

connection.  
 

In general the Copts don’t care too much about ancient Egypt unless it is connected with 

politics. Whatever part of ancient Egypt is most useful to them they keep. There are two 

very different ways of understanding ancient Egypt. In the West it is logical and scientific 

but focused on just one era. Here history all melds into one. Egyptians care about different 

elements for different reasons. The past exists and all Egyptians take pride in their history 

and this is something that is not seen by the outside world. 
 

GT: What is your opinion on the display of ancient Egyptian objects in museums both here 

and beyond Egypt’s borders?  
 

Myrium: Thinking about things like the Cairo Museum, it is a work in progress. Things are 

often neglected here as there is the question of who has the right to what, and this is 

affected by politics and culture. For example, the Coptic museum renovation was 

dominated by an interior designer, with no museum experience, who cared about the space 

looking pleasing rather than the importance of the objects’ meaning. But I have been 

inspired by the people who work here, give their time for little pay, really care about their 
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history and the objects in their charge, and are trying to change things. The Coptic museum 

is trying to attract more attention. Coptology is growing and there are great hopes to make 

the Coptic part of history more available to the public. The aim of the Coptic museum was 

always more for the local community than the tourists but it is also working on making 

itself accessible to all. 
 

What is important with all these museums is putting artefacts back into their context. 

Things are also shifting to look at things as art, to make people think of art as functionary, 

not just mystery, as all art has a purpose – Egyptian funerary art for example. 
 

GT: If you were to see the tomb-chapel paintings from Nebamun’s tomb in a museum what 

would you want to know about them? 

 

Myrium: I’d want to know where they were from, who they were made for, why were they 

so important, why they chose particular scenes. There should be discussion of the fact that 

these were the tomb owner’s choices because he wanted to be seen in a specific way. Also, 

how many people were involved in his daily life and the importance of the individual. If the 

artist is paying enough attention to make everyone slightly different then clearly the 

individual did matter. They had wives and lives and it is just unfortunate that we don’t 

know more about them. We can of course talk about Nebamun and the large questions but 

we should think about the little differences. For all these things we need to turn the question 

of history on ourselves, how do I/we perceive our own identities/history. It’s a tough 

question as we all use history, different parts of it, depending on our needs.6 

 

Interview 1.31. Ahmed el Shaer, digital and video artist, Cairo, 12 May 2007. (Notes) 
 

I was introduced to Ahmed through Khald Hafez. We arranged to meet for coffee in 

downtown Cairo. Ahmed was eager to talk me through his work with the aid of his laptop.  

 

Ahmed: This video is called Constancy, it is made up of 8 stills of an Egyptian man and a 

saint turning, put into a loop. A giant spider from a computer game then comes in and 

moves over the people – this technique is called machinema. It is a comment on Egyptian 

society, how it is not going anywhere, forward or backward, but stays still as the world is 
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turning. The spider can represent whatever the viewer thinks, any of the threats or problems 

of Egypt, the government, Israel – whatever the viewer feels. The idea is to focus on one 

simple thing and make it speak to people. It tells the small details of my life, how I think 

about Egypt today, my youth, my world. 
 

GT: Does all your work have a message like this? 
 

Ahmed: Yes, in different ways. For example, in this piece, Nostalgia, it has a character 

from the computer game Quake moving along a path in an Austrian forest. I made the piece 

during my scholarship in Austria. It was the first time I had left the country and it reflects 

how lost I felt away from home. So, the character speaks my thoughts about home and 

about being in the West. 

 

My dreams, your dreams is a video I made in Cairo and is aimed at all the youth to tell 

them to ‘keep on searching’. It contains me, talking to a character from the computer game 

Quake, encouraging him to follow his dreams no matter how hard it may be.  
 

GT: Did your time in Austria make you think differently about yourself and your art? 
 

Ahmed: Austria made me feel that differences between people are not a problem in relation 

to art; we take from and learn from each other. Naturally, societies are different but we 

must respect this and learn to understand our differences, traditions and ideas. From my 

experience, art can help find this balance. Before I went to the West I had a lot of bad ideas 

about it, especially about Western girls, but being there I got to see that these were 

stereotypes and that they have stereotypes of us too. I did feel there was more freedom in 

the West, more honesty, here there are things we cannot say but still it is important for me 

to be here, I need my country. I am Egyptian and part of the truth of the art is in being here. 

The message/art can move, I can move for a short time, but ultimately I need to be here. 

Contemporary art is about understanding yourself and your life; Egypt is a meeting point 

between East and West with many sources of identity to open our minds and I think that 

this makes our art more understandable to both Egyptians and people outside.     
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for Egyptian students at the  

American University in Cairo. 

 
 
Definition of Identity: The qualities of a person or group that make them different from others. A sense 
of self. 
 
Nationality……………………..     Home town/place you lived most of your life.…………………… 
  
Age….  Sex: M….  F…. Religion (optional)………………………………………………… 
 
Major/Profession……………………     Graduate….  Undergrad….   Employed…. Unemployed….  
  
1.  Does the history of Egypt affect your sense of identity? 
 
Yes….  No….  
 
2.  If YES, what eras of history do you think affect your identity (Tick ALL that you feel are 
appropriate) 
 
Pharaonic….    Christian….    Arab….   Other (please state)…………………………………........ 
 
If NO, how would you describe your identity? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3. Do you believe that your ancestors were the ancient Egyptians? 
 
Yes….  No….     Undecided…. 
 
If NO/UNDECIDED, who do you believe were your ancestors? 
 
Christians….  Arabs….  Other (please state)……………………………… 
 
4.  Please tick ALL of the places that you have visited in Egypt from the list below: 
 
Luxor….    Aswan….    The Pyramids….     The Coptic Museum in Cairo…. 
 
The Egyptian Museum in Cairo….    The Islamic Museum in Cairo…. 
 
5.  Do you think ancient Egyptian objects currently in museums in the West, for example in America 
and Europe, should be returned to Egypt? 
 
Yes, ancient Egyptian objects should be returned because…………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………...……………
………………………………………………………………………...…..…………………………………….. 
 
No, ancient Egyptian objects should not be returned because……………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………...……………. 
…………..…………………..…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6.  What do you think people in the West think about ancient Egypt and its people? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…...
…………..…………………………………………………………………………………………...……...……
……………………………………………………………………………………………….................... 
 
7.  What is your opinion about ancient Egypt and its people? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8.  What do you think people in the West think about modern Egypt and its people? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9.  What do you think about modern Egypt and its people? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
10.  Have you ever visited an ancient Egyptian tomb or tombs? 
 
Yes….    No….. 
 
11.  If YES, where was/were the tomb(s) and why did you visit? If NO, please proceed to the next 
question. 
 
Location……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Reason for visit ............................................................................................................................................... 
 
12.  Around the room are pictures of wall paintings from an ancient Egyptian tomb.  If you were to see 
these wall paintings in a museum what would you want to know about them? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13.  If you were to visit these same wall paintings in a museum would you want to see them a) hung on a 
wall like in an art gallery OR b) in a space that re-creates the environment and position of the wall 
paintings in the original tomb OR c) do YOU have an alternative suggestion? 
 
Hung on wall because………………………………………………………………………………………... 
…….………………………………………………………………………............................................……... 
In a re-created tomb because………………………………………………………………………………... 
…….………………...………………………………………………………………………............................ 
Alternative suggestion ………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Thank you for your time and valuable opinions. 
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire for non-Egyptian students at the American University in 
Cairo. 

 
 
Definition of Identity: The qualities of a person or group that make them different from others. A sense 
of self. 
 
Nationality……………… ………..        Home town (place you lived most of your life)……………….… 
  
Age….  Sex: M….  F….          Religion (optional)……………………………………………..… 
 
Major/Profession………………………      Graduate….  Undergrad….   Employed…. Unemployed…. 
   
1.  Does the history of your country affect your sense of identity? 
 
Yes….  No….  
 
2.  If YES, what eras of your country’s history do you think affect your identity (List ALL that you feel 
are appropriate) 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………...………………………. 
 
If NO, how would you describe your identity? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3.  Please tick ALL of the places that you have visited in Egypt from the list below: 
 
Luxor….    Aswan….    The Pyramids….     The Coptic Museum in Cairo…. 
 
The Egyptian Museum in Cairo….      The Islamic Museum in Cairo…. 
 
4.  What is the first thing (place/object/ person) that comes to mind when you think of ancient Egypt? 
 
………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………. 
 
5.  Do you think ancient Egyptian objects currently in museums in the West, for example in America 
and Europe, should be returned to Egypt? 
 
Yes, ancient Egyptian objects should be returned to Egypt because………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………….………………………………………………………… 
 
No, ancient Egyptian objects should not be returned to Egypt because……………………………….. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 
6.  Living in Egypt, what do you think about ancient Egypt and its people? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…...
…………..…………………………………………………………………………………………...………. 
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7.   Has your opinion changed since living here? If YES, how is your perspective different from before? 
 
Yes, my opinion has changed since living in Egypt because……………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………… 
 
No, my opinion has not changed since living in Egypt (tick if appropriate).... 
 
8.  Living in Egypt, what do you think about the country and its people today? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9.  How are your thoughts and experiences different from what you believed modern Egypt would be 
like before visiting? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
My thoughts and experiences are not different to my expectations (tick if appropriate) …. 
 
10.  Have you ever visited an ancient Egyptian tomb or tombs? 
 
Yes….    No….. 
 
11.  If YES, where was/were the tomb(s) and why did you visit? If NO, please proceed to the next 
question. 
 
Location(s)…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Reason(s) for visit(s)………………………………………………………………………………………… 
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
12.  Around the room are pictures of wall paintings from an ancient Egyptian tomb.  If you were to see 
these wall paintings in a museum what would you want to know about them and their detail? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13.  If you were to visit the same scenes in a museum would you want to see them a) hung on a wall like 
in an art gallery OR b) in a space that re-created the environment and position of the scenes in the 
original tomb OR c) do YOU have an alternative suggestion? 
 
Hung on wall because………………………………………………………………………………………... 
…………….………………………………………………………………………............................................
……..………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
In a re-created tomb because………………………………………………………………………………. 
…….………………...……………………………………………………………………………………....... 
…………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 
 
Alternative suggestion………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Thank you for your time and valuable opinions. 
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Appendix 5: Data tables from questionnaires with Egyptian students at the American 
University in Cairo 

 
Demographic information – Egyptian Nationals 
 

Gender 
Female – 64 Male - 32 

 
 

Age 
17-19  50 
20-23 55 
24-26 0 
27-28 1 
 
 

Religion 
Muslim 80 
Coptic Christian 10 
Other Christian 1 
Atheist 1 
No answer 14 
 
 

Country in which you have lived most of your life 
Egypt 90 
U.S.A 8 
Other Middle Eastern 5 (2 U.A.E, 1 Oman, 1 Saudi Arabia, 1 

Kuwait) 
Other European 2 (1 UK, 1 Geneva)  
Other 1 (Canada) 
 
 

Subject of study 
Middle Eastern History 46 (4 classes) 
Journalism 20 (2 classes) 
Media  20 (2 classes) 
Anthropology 11 (1 class) 
Photography 10 (1 class) 
Psychology 6   (1 class) 
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Egyptian identity, ancestry and history 
 
 
1. Does the history of Egypt affect your sense of identity? 
Yes – 93 No – 11 Don’t Know – 2 
 
 
2. If YES, what eras of history do you think affect your sense of identity?  
(Tick all that you feel are appropriate) 
Pharaonic 69 
Christian 18 
Arab/Islamic 80 
Other 10 (2 20th century, 1 colonial, 1 post-revolution, 

1 Greek, 1 Turkish, 1 Hellenistic, 1 Ottoman, 1 
African, 1 Globalisation)  

If NO, how would you describe your identity?  
 My identity is what I have made myself. Everything I love, hate, know or am 

attached to - 1 
 I don’t have an identity. ‘Identity’ was constructed by the West to place it in 

the position of the major power - 1 
 My identity comes from my surroundings and my culture. I am interested in 

my country’s history but it doesn’t make me who I am - 1 
 My identity is based on how I was brought up/my family - 2 
 My identity is created by my experiences and these are both Arab and 

Western -1 
 No Reason given – 5 

 
 
3. Do you believe that your ancestors were the ancient Egyptians? 
Yes -  68 No – 32 Undecided - 6 
If NO or UNDECIDED who do you believe your ancestors were? 
Arabs 16 
Christians 1 
Other 15 (12 Don’t know, 2 Humans, 1 Turks) 
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Ancient Egypt and the control of heritage 
 
 
4. Please tick all of the places that you have visited from the list below 
Pyramids 100 
Egyptian Museum in Cairo 80 
Luxor 61 
Aswan 58 
Islamic Museum in Cairo 41 
Coptic Museum in Cairo 33 
 
 
5. Do you think ancient Egyptian objects currently held in museums in the West, for 
example America and Europe, should be returned to Egypt?  
Yes – 68 
individuals 
(88 reasons 
provided) 

Because: (More than one reason is often given) 
* It is our history/culture/belongs to us and should be here – 57 
* The objects were [often] stolen so should be returned – 10 
* They were created in Egypt so should remain here/it is their 
natural context – 9 
* It would benefit tourism – 6 
* Egyptians want the chance to visit/learn from the objects too – 2 
* The objects shape Egyptian identity - 1 
* They represent Egypt – 1 
* Egypt is stripped of its history without them – 1 
* Egypt’s people are more worthy of them - 1  
N.B. 8 individuals acknowledged, however, that artefacts may be 
safer/better cared for in the West and that they could benefit 
knowledge/encourage visits to the country by foreigners. 1 suggested 
returning all but allowing frequent international loans.  

No – 38 
individuals 
(49 reasons 
provided) 
 

Because: 
* It helps people around the world  know/learn about ancient Egypt 
– 21 (however the ‘stolen’ and most significant should be returned – 
4) 
* It encourages people to visit Egypt – 10 
* They are safer/taken better care of in the West – 9 
* They [the West] are positive promoters of the country and its 
civilisation – 4 
* They need to be elsewhere for those who cannot visit – 2 
* Ancient and modern Egypt will vanish without a presence in the 
West – 2 
* History belongs to everyone – 1 
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6. What do you think people in the West think about ancient Egypt and its people? 
(More than one answer was often given – 140 responses)  
* Great/fantastic/magnificent culture – 43 
* Stereotype it/limited view – 19 
* Admire ancient Egypt – 11 
* Great civilisation – 11 
* Respect - 10 
* Inspired people to learn more/study the 
culture – 10 
* No Answer – 7 
* Mystery/mysterious – 6 
* Advance civilisation – 5 
* Most advanced civilisation of the time – 4 

* Many don’t care - 3 
* Represents a step forward for all 
humankind – 3 
* Oldest world civilisation – 2 
* Beautiful – 2 
* Make links with the Greeks and 
Romans - 1 
* Exotic – 1 
* Wondrous – 1 
* Inventive people – 1 
* Creative – 1 

 
 
7. What is your opinion on ancient Egypt and its people? (129 reasons) 
* Proud of their accomplishments/to be 
an Egyptian - 19 
* Great civilisation – 15 
* Educated/smart race/people – 13 
* Fascinating – 13 
* Advanced science and technology – 12 
* Developed people/civilisation – 10 
* Amazing civilisation - 7 
* Advanced – 6 
* Admiration – 5 
* No answer - 5 
* Contributed a great deal to the modern 
world - 4 
* Beautiful – 3 
* Geniuses – 3 
* More advanced/better than today – 3 

* Organised – 2  
* A treasure for today – 2 
* Impressive culture – 2 
* First civilisation – 2 
* Creative - 2 
* Need to know more about it – 2 
* Respect – 2 
* Exploited the common people – 2 
* Raised opinions on modern Egypt – 1 
* Ancient – 1 
* We can learn from them – 1 
* Bloody – 1 
* Polytheistic – 1 
* Islam was a gift to them - 1 
* Museum representation does not do 
them justice – 1  
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Perceptions of modern Egypt 
 
 
8. What do you think people in the West think about Egypt and its people today? 
(159 points given) 
* Third world/undeveloped  - 26 
* Stereotyped (camels/pyramids/desert 
etc) – 25 
* Terrorists/extremists – 22 
* Life the same as ancient Egypt – 17 
* No answer – 12 
* More interested in ancient Egypt – 7 
* Tourist location – 6 
* Ignorant about it – 6 
* Interested to know more – 5 
* Friendly people – 4 
* Only those who visit know the truth – 4 
* Lack information on us and our recent 
history – 3 

* Arabs – 3 
* Corrupt Middle Eastern country – 3 
* Only see the media’s view – 3 
* Visit for the past – 2 
* Waste the ancient culture – 2 
* Crowded – 2 
* Unequal to them – 2 
* Not encouraged to learn about the 
modern – 2 
* Polluted/dirty – 2 
* Lazy – 1 
* Poor – 1 
* Uncivilised – 1 
* Confused by it all – 1 

 
 
9. What do you think about Egypt and its people today? ( 133 points given) 
* The country is improving but there is 
still a lot to be done - 27 
* Friendly/kind/good people – 15 
* No answer – 11 
* Westernised/Westernising – 11 
* Developing – 11 
* Corrupt government – 8 
* Degenerating – 5 
* Lost good qualities and order of 
ancient Egypt – 5 
* Making the most of things – 5 
* Poor/un-educated - 5 
* High unemployment – 4 
* Not very modern – 3 
* Imprisoned by our own politics and 
culture – 3 
* Huge social division – 3 
*Tolerant - 3 
* Confused sense of identity - 3 

* Huge future potential – 2 
* Proud - 2 
* Dependent on the past – 2 
* Many don’t value their history – 2 
* Lack of freedom – 1 
* Need a revolution – 1 
* Civilised – 1 
* Great country – 1 
* Aware of the rest of the world – 1 
* More Arab than ancient Egyptian – 1 
* Relaxed people – 1 
* Generous people – 1 
* Exhilarating place to live – 1 
* Unique identity due to history – 1 
* Passive – 1 
* Experiencing the worst times of its 
history – 1 
* Economically unstable – 1 
* Weak in world politics – 1 
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Ancient Egyptian tombs and the question of display 
 
 
10. Have you ever visited an ancient Egyptian tomb or tombs? 
Yes - 70 No - 32 No answer – 4 
11. If YES where was/were the tomb(s) and why did you visit? 
LOCATION: 
Luxor – 29 
Giza – 24 
Valley of the Kings – 14 
Aswan – 10 
Egyptian Museum – 7 
Saqqara – 2 
Siwa – 2 
Alexandria – 2 

REASON: 
School trip – 20 
Tourism – 20 
Personal desire/to learn more about 
ancient Egypt – 14 
Family trip – 6 

 
12. Around the room are pictures of wall paintings from an ancient Egyptian tomb.  
If you were to see these wall paintings in a museum what would you want to know 
about them? (State as many points as you can think of) (219 points raised) 
* The stories they tell - 39 
* The meaning behind them/symbolism – 
27 
* Who are the characters/people – 25 
* Who made/painted them – 23 
* When do they date from - 23 
* Why were they made/painted/what was 
their function – 19 
* How do they relate to wider 
society/culture at the time – 15 
* Where were they found/origins – 11 
* No answer – 8 
* How did they end up in the British 
Museum - 6   

* What is the history behind them  - 5 
* What are the people doing - 4 
* What are the objects – 3 
* Translation of the hieroglyphs – 2 
* How are they preserved – 2 
* Are there any links between the 
activities/object and Egypt today – 1 
* What materials were involved – 1 
* What do they tell us about artistry – 1 
* What do they tell us about religion - 1 
* What do they tell us about science – 1 
* What do they tell us about tradition 
* What were the paints made from – 1 
* How were the artists trained – 1 

13. If you were to visit these same tomb-chapel paintings in a museum how would 
you want to see them displayed? (More than one reason was sometimes provided) 
a) Hung on a wall, like in an art gallery, 
because (12 individuals): 
* The scenes should be allowed to 
present themselves – 5 
* As the scenes are no longer in a tomb it 
should not be recreated/it is wrong to 
recreate context – 3 
* It would aid clarity of viewing 
*  Simplest way to view them – 2 
* Reconstruction would distract from 
the images – 1 

b) In a re-created tomb because (93 
points provided by 82 individuals): 
* It would create the right 
atmosphere/feeling – 31 
* More authentic/put into context  – 28 
* Helps you to imagine how the ancient 
Egyptians thought/what life was like – 17 
* More visually interesting – 10 
* Clearer meaning/communication – 3 
* True to ancient Egyptian display for 
this form of art/ritual – 2 
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* Better for preservation – 1 * Reflects the tomb’s importance – 2 
13. Continued 
c) Alternative suggestion (6 individuals):  
* Use 3D reconstruction or modern 
technology to represent the tomb – 2 
* Follow traditional museum display, 
cases and text – 2 
* Combine the art gallery and 
reconstruction styles to appeal to more 
visitors – 1 
* Position the tomb paintings alongside 
other objects in the scenes and from the 
era to give a broader context of life at 
the time - 1  

13. Continued 
No answer – 6 individuals 

 
Example quotes 

 

30 April 2007, female, 18, Middle Eastern History, question 7: I think that the people of 

ancient Egypt were fascinatingly clever in terms of their inventions and engineering but I 

generally find the stories, photographs and information in museums and the objects boring. 

 

2 May 2007, female, 21, Journalism, question 8: They think that Egyptians live in the 

desert, ride camels to school and wear galabeyas. 

 

6 May 2007, female, 19, Psychology, question 5: If we bring the objects back this may 

disable other people from thinking about Egypt, its ancient and modern reality. 

 

7 May 2007, male, 19, anthropology class, question 6: Most people love ancient Egypt but 

they stereotype it to today’s people by asking ‘Do you live in a Pyramid?’ ‘Do you go to 

school on a camel?’ 

 

7 May 2007, female, 19, anthropology class, question 6: The West thinks highly of the 

ancient Egyptians and see their civilisation as a step forward for all of mankind, not just 

Egyptians. 
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7 May 2007, female, 19, anthropology class, question 7: I don’t believe my opinion of 

ancient Egypt is any different to the West. Question 8: I’ve had so many people from the 

West ask me if I go to school on a camel and live in a pyramid. 

7 May 2007, female, 21, anthropology, question 8: People in the West are limited in what 

they know of modern Egypt and the whole of the Middle East by the media. They don’t 

know us and are not encouraged too, even in terms of ancient Egypt they are not moving 

beyond the limits of pyramids, camels and pharaohs. 

 

7 May 2007, male, 20, Middle Eastern History, question 7: It was a great civilisation but I 

fail to see how those other than royalty really benefitted from these achievements. 

 

7 May 2007, female, 20, Middle Eastern History, question 6: I think that they find it 

interesting, maybe something out of this world – literally – but I don’t think that they really 

understand  what Egypt’s people were like; to really understand I think you have to be part 

of Egypt’s culture and live in it’s land for a while. 
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Appendix 6: Data tables from questionnaires with non-Egyptian students at the 
American University in Cairo 

 
Demographic data – non-Egyptians 
 
 

Gender 
Female – 26 Male – 18 

 
 

Age 
17-19  5 
20-23 32 
24-26 2 
27+ 5 
 
 

Religion 
Muslim 10 
Christian 17 (6 specified 

Catholic) 
Atheist 4 
No answer 12 
Jewish 1 
 
 

Country in which you have lived most of your life 
U.S.A 30 
Other Middle Eastern 4 (3 Jordan, 1 Yemen) 
Other European 6 (2 France, 2 Norway, 1 Germany, 1 

Austria)  
Other 4 (3 Canada, 1 South Africa, 1 India, 1 

Chile) 
 
 

Subject of study 
Middle Eastern History 28 (4 classes) 
Journalism 0 (2 classes) 
Media  6 (2 classes) 
Anthropology 2 (1 class) 
Photography 0 (1 class) 
Psychology 8   (1 class) 
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Ancient Egypt, history and identity 
 
 
1. Does the history of your country affect your sense of identity?  
2. If YES, what eras? If NO, how would you describe your identity? 
Yes – 35 
Eras/events affected: 
Americans: (26) 
Recent history – 11 
War of independence - 8 
Civil war – 7 
Cold War – 4 
World War II – 4 
War on terror – 3 
Founding fathers – 2 
Vietnam – 2 
19th century – 1 
Industrial revolution – 1 
Inter War years – 1 
German: (1) 
Classical, Weimar republic, 
World War II, reunification of 
Germany 
Norwegians: (2)  
Viking, Coastal history, World 
War II, 1700s onwards. 
Yemeni: (1) 
Jewish and Muslim history 
Canadian: (2) 
Since European colonisation – 2 
Jordanian: (1)  
Recent political history  
India: (1) 
India pre split with Pakistan 
  

No – 8 
Because: 
* I have travelled most of my life and 
don’t feel that I have a specific 
identity/history – (2 Americans, 1 
Canadian). 
* Religion and my personal life shaped 
my identity (American). 
* Religion shapes my identity 
(American). 
* As a West Indian American, my 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds have 
had the most impact on me. 
* Jordan is a young country so I don’t 
think of my identity in terms of history 
but in terms of being a Muslim, Arab and 
Jordanian. 
* I have Egyptian parents but grew up in 
Austria so I’ve always felt unsure where 
my identity lies (Austrian). 

Yes and No – 1 
Because: I grew up in 
a number of different 
cities, I don’t have 
one history or 
country 
(Chilean) 
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Experiences and understandings of Egypt, ancient and modern 
 
3. Which of these places have you visited in Egypt (Please tick all appropriate) 
The Pyramids at Giza - 41 The Egyptian Museum in 

Cairo – 39 
Luxor – 23 

The Coptic Museum in 
Cairo - 19 

Aswan – 16 The Islamic Museum in 
Cairo – 11 

 
4. What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think of ancient Egypt? 
Pyramids - 30 Pharaohs – 8 Scarabs – 1 Nubians – 1 
Moses - 1 Hieroglyphs – 1 The Nile – 1 Tutankhamen - 1 
 
5. Do you think ancient Egyptian objects currently in museums in the West, for 
example in America and Europe, should be returned to Egypt?  
Yes – 14 
Because: 
* They are part of Egyptian 
history/belong here and should 
remain here – 11 
* If they were stolen – 2 
* They are part of Egyptian 
identity – 1 

Yes and No – 3 
* The objects are important 
to Egyptian culture but they 
are also of interest/ 
significance to the rest of the 
world - 3 

No – 27 
*They are not looked after 
properly here - 12 (6 of these 
made specific reference to the 
Egyptian Museum) 
* Others in the world have the 
right to see/be educated by them – 
8 
* Not everyone can travel to 
Egypt – 2 
* Promotes tourism – 2 
* Belong to the world – 1 
* Egypt has lots of objects already 
– 1 
* The Egyptian government does 
not look after its own people, so 
the objects would only come here 
for the benefit of tourists – 1 

 
6. Living in Egypt, what do you think of ancient Egypt and its people? (Multiple 
answers sometimes given) 
* Interesting/fascinating - 11 
* Very different to today – 7 
* Indifferent – more interested in the 
modern aspects – 7 
* Very developed/advanced – 5 
* Great civilisation - 4 
* It is something that only concerns 
contemporary Egyptians when they feel 
the need to justify their pride in the 
country and/or to make money – 4 
* So old – 2 
* No answer - 2 
* Rich culture and history – 1 
* Great tourist sites – 1 
* Amazing level of knowledge – 1 

* Take it for granted living here – 1 
* Modern Egyptians have little regard 
for ancient Egypt – 1 
* Amazing architecture 
* Rich culture – 1 
* Complex – 1 
* Great builders – 1 
* Intelligent people – 1 
* Their history is only partly understood 
and acknowledged - 1 
* It has had a significant impact on 
modern Egypt - 1 
* Modern Egyptians should take greater 
pride in it - 1  
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7. Has your opinion changed since living here? If YES, how is it different from before? 

No – 24 Yes – 16 
* Assumptions/stereotypes challenged - 7 
* Developed more specific knowledge – 2 
* Still an ancient Egyptian ‘essence’ – 1 
* It is more commercially omnipotent – 1 
* Ancient Egypt is ‘used’ to make money – 1  
* It is part of the Egyptian ‘package’ – 1 
* It is taken for granted here – 1 
* Learnt how modern Egyptians think about the past – 1 
* Living here makes modern Egypt more important – 1 

No answer - 4 

 
8. Living in Egypt, what do you think of modern Egypt and its people? 
* Good country/friendly people but 
bad/corrupt government - 12 
* Good people - 8 
* Undeveloped – 3 
* No answer - 3 
* Passive people – 1 
* Dynamic country - 1 
* Division between ancient and modern - 1 
* Many social issues to be tackled - 1 
* Learnt how modern Egyptians think about 
the past – 1 
* Living here makes modern Egypt more 
important – 1 

* Chaotic – 1 
* Interesting – 1 
* Muslim, Arab country – 1 
* Beautiful – 1 
* Proud people – 1 
* Tourism – 1 
* Many social issues to be addressed –1 
* Country of extremes – 1 
* Various identities – 1 
* Important in the Middle East – 1 
* Need to promote education – 1 
* Complex - 1 
 

 
9. How are your thoughts and experiences different from what you believed modern 
Egypt would be like before visiting? (Multiple answers sometimes given) 
* They are not different – 8 
* Friendly/fantastic people - 4 
* Less Islamic/religious – 3 
* More developed/modern/civilised – 3 
* More open/more freedom/less 
authoritarian – 3 
* Unique to other Middle Eastern countries 
- 2 
* Before I knew nothing/very little about 
Islam and the Middle East - 2 
* More inequality i.e. gender divides - 2 
* More crowded in Cairo – 2 
* Islam has an impact on everything - 1 
* Conflicting identities - 1 
* People are more dynamic and full of life 
than I imagined – 1 
* More social problems – 1 
* Less spiritual – 1 
* Culture shock – 1 

* Hotter – 1 
* Very different to ancient Egypt - 1 
* More problems – 1 
* Less developed - 1 
* Before I only knew about the ancient 
aspects - 1 
* Tough country –1 
* Less respect for the past - 1 
* More traditional – 1 
* More important in the Middle East 
that I had realised – 1 
* Struggle for balance between religion 
and modernism – 1 
* More Westernised – 1 
* More polluted – 1 
* I am now more aware of religious and 
economic issues – 1 
* More Arab/Muslim than expected - 1 
* More harassment – 1 
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Ancient Egyptian tombs and the question of display 
 
10. Have you ever visited an ancient Egyptian tomb/tombs? 
Yes – 34 No – 10 
11. If YES, where was/were the tomb(s) and what was the purpose of your visit? 
Location: (Includes multiple visits) 
Giza – 12 
Luxor – 12 
Valley of the Kings/Queens/Nobles – 11 
Saqqara – 8 
Aswan – 4 
Dahshur – 2 
Siwa – 1 
Alexandria – 1 

Purpose: 
Tourism – 25 
Curiosity/interest – 9 

 
12. From the images that you have seen, what would you want to know about the tomb-
chapel paintings? (State as many points as you can think of) 
* The meanings/stories/symbolism behind 
the images - 27 
* Dates – 14 
* Who the people were – 8 
* Who made them - 8 
* The social context of the activities – 7 
* Why they were made – 7 
* How the scenes relate to real/everyday 
/ordinary life at the time – 6 
* How they made the colours – 4 
* Where they are from – 4 
* How they got to the museum - 3 

* How they were made – 3 
* Why they are significant – 3 
* What are the people doing – 3 
* Who had them made – 2 
* What gods are shown – 1 
* What the hieroglyphs mean –  
* The role of women – 1 
* Techniques used – 1 
* Significance of the objects – 1 
* How long they took to make – 1 
* What was life like for the artists – 1 
* Religious and cultural significance – 1 
* Meaning of gestures – 1 

13. If you were to visit these same tomb-chapel paintings in a museum how would you 
want to see them displayed? (More than one reason was sometimes provided) 
a) Hung on a wall, like in an art 
gallery because (4 individuals): 
* Easier to see/think about in this 
format – clearer – 2 
* The focus is on the paintings, not 
the environment – 1 
* You should not reconstruct 
something if it is possible to go and 
see real ones – 1 

b) In a re-created tomb because (46 points 
provided by 37 individuals): 
* It creates the right feeling/atmosphere – 28 
* It is more interesting visually – 9 
* It brings it to life better – 5 
* Provides a better sense of significance – 1 
* Create the original setting in the museum – 1 
* Makes a more lasting impression – 1 
* It gives a better understanding of the story – 1 

c) Alternative suggestion (2 individuals): 
* A partially reconstructed 
environment that acknowledges how 
objects were ‘taken’ and the wider 
history of the objects – 1 
* Include elements that reflect the 
wider context of the scenes within 
ancient Egyptian culture – 1 

No answer – 1 
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Appendix 7: Interviews with visitors to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. 
 
 

While waiting to interview various members of the Egyptian Museum staff I spent some 

time in museum garden and took the opportunity to talk to a number of visitors about their 

experiences of the museum. The following comments reflect the notes made during a 

number of short conversations that took place on the 17th of May 2007. 

 

Interview 1.32. Retired Scottish couple on holiday in Egypt. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

  

Scottish couple: The building is old and old fashioned, but as it is full of old things it seems 

to work. These two aspects compliment each other. But, the problem with it is that you can 

only browse if you don’t have a guide. There are too many things and not enough 

information to see it all and make sense of it on your own. We were particularly impressed 

by the power of the Ramesses II statues but we wouldn’t have been able to appreciate them 

properly without the information from the guide. 

 

Interview 1.33. American man on business in Egypt. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

American man: It was interesting and mysterious. I felt that there was an emphasis on the 

afterlife rather than the living. It would be difficult to understand what was going on 

without a guide but you could still see how the ancient Egyptians put their heart and soul 
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into life. I feel that ancient Egypt is a mystifying era of history. It is really good to come 

here and uncover the history that I’d read about as a child. Seeing with my own eyes the 

objects here, after seeing the pyramids and the mummies, was really powerful. 

 

Interview 1.34. Malaysian tour group.  

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

Various tour group members:  * There is a lot to see.  

 * It was hard to cover it all in short time.  

 * We needed a guide to understand anything.  

 * Having travelled to pyramids and sites, it makes the      

 mummies and things much easier to understand. 

 

Interview 1.35. Mature English couple on holiday in Egypt. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

English couple: We didn’t have a guide, we came specifically to see Tutankhamen and the 

mummies which we felt were well documented in comparison with the rest of the 

exhibitions. We haven’t been to many museums in England, not even to the British 

Museum, but now we are inspired to go. 
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Interview 1.36. French artist in Egypt for tourism. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

French artist: They need a new museum and new displays to live up to the objects it 

contains as only the Tutankhamen and German sections (a temporary display about German 

excavations in Egypt) were of any value. There is no point displaying thousands of things if 

they are not displayed properly. All of the entrance money should go towards 

improvements, such as spotlights, reinvestment would bring in more people.  

 

GT: Were you disappointed by what you saw? 

 

French artists: I was not disappointed by the museum as it has been my life-long dream to 

come here. However, the museum doesn’t compare to the British Museum, Louvre or the 

Getty. They need to better reinvest the 50LE entrance fee. It is a beautiful museum but all 

of the objects just seem thrown in, fewer objects better displayed would be better. You 

could really bring the sensitivity of the sculpture out by playing with the lighting and with 

positive and negative space as without this the work of the artist is lost.  

 

GT: What aspects of the museum did you think were the most successful? 

 

French artist: The Tutankhamen stuff is the best for tourism as people are already sensitive 

to the story and the craftsmanship and artwork of the artefacts seems so modern. For 

example, the colour harmony of the beads, the combination of masculine and feminine 

features and the fact that he died so young all speak out to people.  
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GT: And what in your opinion were the museum’s failings? 

 

French artist: A lot of the sculptures seem meaningless as they are just flat against the wall, 

they are not displayed as a collection and the best pieces are not always chosen. Also, I 

don’t think they make as much of the amazing colour harmonies as they do in places like 

the British Museum. I think more parallels need to be established between different times, 

cultures and art forms. They could make connections with modern art. I see parallels there 

and influences, they should make connections, like with the boomerang. 

 

Interview 1.37. Egyptian-Canadian man in Egypt to visit family. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

Egyptian-Canadian: The whole world comes to see my heritage, you can’t put a price on it, 

but we need better technology to protect it. We have the most interesting history in the 

world but we need to challenge the rest of the world with it and not let it just sit there. We 

need to find a way to optimise its potential. 

 

Interview 1.38. French tourist. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

There are so many things here. I feel like I need a week to see it all. I couldn’t have learnt 

anything without a guide, and although it was all a little overwhelming I really enjoyed it. 
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Interview 1.39. Egyptian student. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

Student: The museum needs to be larger; there are too many objects in a small space. It is 

not like Europe when you have one thing in big space! I’ve talked to people here. Tourists 

want to come and see what they’ve learnt at home.  

 

GT: As an Egyptian, do you feel a connection with the artefacts here? 

 

Student: I find it hard to believe that my grandfathers did all this and that now we live in 

nothing. Egyptians come to see the tourists and their fashion, not the history. Tutankhamen 

is my favourite, he died young, I also like Ramesses II, things I learnt about at school.  

 

GT: How do you feel about ancient Egyptian artefacts in foreign countries? 

 

Student: I want foreign objects back. Yes, I want all of the world to see our culture but 

much of the ownership is theft and should be returned. 

 

Interview 1.40. Two retired American ladies on holiday in Egypt.  

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

Lady 1: We had an amazing guide. He really brought it all together for us, but the museum 

is a relic and needs to be revamped.  
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Lady 2: Everything about the museum is old-fashioned, dusty and musty, but a modern 

building might mean that it loses its flavour as you can feel the antiquity and walk back into 

history. Saying this, we wouldn’t have got much out of it without a guide. He took us 

around and explained the chronology and put things into context, it helped us to understand 

the length of history which is overwhelming.  

 

Interview 1.41. Canadian student of Egyptology. 

 

GT: What did you think of the museum? 

 

Student: The main problem with the museum, other than lighting, lack of labelling and dirt, 

is that there is just too much! If there was only one coffin people would focus on it and 

think about it in detail, but instead there is so much that people feel overwhelmed  and do 

not get the chance to think at all. There is a similar problem with the Coptic museum. 

There, even though the museum is renovated, it is the story of the designer and not the 

curators that is being told.  
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Appendix 8: Example of blank EGYPT personal mind map from British Museum 
visitor research 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

EGYPT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Which age group do you fit into? (Please circle) 
 
Less than 8    8-11   12-14   15-16   17-19   20-24   25-34   35-44   45-54   55-59   60-64  65+ 
 
First Language…………………..   Country of residence…………………….. Sex: M… F… 

 
DATE  TIME OF INTERVIEW  LOCATION OF INTERVIEW 
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Appendix 9: Example of completed EGYPT personal mind map from British Museum 
visitor research 
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Appendix 10: Egypt questionnaire carried out with British Museum visitors 
 
 
Thank you for taking time to help with our visitor research. All questions are optional and all data 
collected will remain confidential. 
 
1. How many times have you visited the British Museum? (Please tick) 
 
This is my first visit….  1-5 times….  6-10 times….  More than 10 times…. 
 
2. What was the reason for your visit today? (Please tick) 
 
Tourism….      Family/group outing….     A specific exhibit….      Research….     
 
Other (Please state)……………................................................................................ 
 
3. Have you ever been to Egypt? (Please tick) 
 
Yes….. (Move to question 4) No….. (Move to question 7) 
 
4. If yes, what the purpose of your visit? 
 
Tourism…..     Business…..     Other (Please state)………………………. 
 
5. If yes, where did you visit? (Tick all locations that are relevant) 
 
Cairo…..     Luxor…..     Aswan…..     Hurghada…..     Sharm El Sheikh…..     Alexandria…..      
 
Giza…..       Memphis…..     Saqqara…..     Abu Simbel…..     Other (Please state)…………………    
 
6. During your time in Egypt did you visit an ancient Egyptian tomb or tombs? 
 
Yes…..     No….. 
If yes where was/were the tomb/s………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7. Where do you think your understanding of ancient Egypt has mostly developed from? 
 
Historical fiction novels…..     Non-fiction books…..     Films…..     Museums…..       
 
Television programmes…..        School…..     Other (Please state)……………………………………… 
 
8. Did you learn about the ancient Egyptians in school? (Please tick) 
 
Yes…..     No….. 
 
9.  What is the first thing that you think of when you consider ANCIENT EGYPT? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
What is the first thing that you think of when you consider MODERN EGYPT? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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10. What most interests you in terms of ancient Egyptian museum display (Please choose one) 
 
Daily life…. Death and the after life…. The life of the Pharaohs…. Religion….        
 
Mummies…..      Art….     Technology….      War and invasion….         Language….   
 
Other (Please state)…………………………………………… 
 
11. Are there any areas of ancient Egyptian history that you would like to know more about in museum 
displays? 
 
No….  Yes, I would like to know more about……………………………………………………………….. 
 
12. Do you have any further ideas/comments on the Egyptology exhibits here at the British Museum in 
terms of how they could be improved and what would like to see in the future? 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13.  I have with me some pictures of wall paintings from an ancient Egyptian tomb.  If you were to see 
these wall paintings in a museum what would you want to know about them? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
14.  If you were to visit these same wall paintings in a museum would you want to see them hung on a 
wall like in an art gallery OR in a space that re-created the environment and position of the wall 
paintings in the original tomb OR do YOU have an alternative suggestion? 
 
Hung on wall because…….………………………………………………………………………................. 
..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........
..........….…..…………………………………………………………………………………………. …..... 
 
In a re-created tomb because…….………………...……………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………...………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Alternative suggestion 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Which age group do you fit into? (Please circle) 
 
Less than 8   8-11  12-14  15-16 17-19 20-24 25-34 35-44  45-54 55-59 60-64 65+ 

 
First language…………………..  Country of residence………………………. ……  Sex: M…. F…..  

 
 

Thank you for your time and valuable opinions 
 
DATE:   TIME:   LOCATION: 
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Appendix 11: Art questionnaire carried out with British Museum visitors 
 
 
Thank you for taking time to help with our visitor research. All questions are optional and all data 
collected will remain confidential. 
 
1. Have you visited any London based museums and galleries, other than the British Museum, within 
the last year? (Please tick all that are relevant) 
 
Natural History Museum…    Science Museum… V&A… Imperial War Museum…   Tate Modern… 
 
Tate Britain…   National Gallery…  National Portrait Gallery…  Royal Academy of Arts…    
 
Other…………………………………    
 
2. Have you visited any museums and galleries outside of London within the last year? (Please list) 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3. If you had to choose, what kind of museum would you say that you were most interested in? (Please 
tick one) 
 
Art…  Archaeology…  History…  Folk….   Science and technology…  Anthropology/ethnography… 
 
Natural history…    Other (Please state)……………………………….. 
 
4. How many times have you visited the British Museum? (Please tick) 
 
This is my first visit….  1-5 times….  6-10 times….  More than 10 times…. 
 
5. What was the reason for your visit today? (Please tick) 
 
Tourism….      Family/group outing….     A specific exhibit….      Research….      
 
Other (Please state)……………....................... 
 
6. Have you noticed any modern art within the museum during your visit today? (Please tick) 
 
Yes….. (Move to question 7) No….. (Move to question 11) 
 
7. If yes, what artwork(s) was it/were they? 
 
Statuephilia piece(s) (name)……………………………………………………………………………...    
 
Other (Please state)………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
8. Do you think that the piece(s) that you noticed work within the archaeological/historical context of 
the British Museum?   
 
Yes, because …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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9. Did the museum setting cause you to think differently about the modern/contemporary artworks? 
 
Yes, because …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
10.  Did the inclusion of contemporary/modern artwork make you think differently about the 
archaeological/historical/anthropological objects and displays? 
 
Yes, because …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11. Can you think of any/any other circumstances where you have seen contemporary/modern art in an 
unusual context outside of the art gallery?  
 
No…..     Yes (Please provide example/comment)…………………………………………………………. 
 
12.  Have you visited the Babylon exhibition here today? If yes, how did you learn about it? (Please 
state) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
13. If you haven’t visited, have you seen/heard anything about the Babylon exhibition? If yes, where? 
(Please tick or state location) 
 
No…. Yes, I learnt about the exhibition through…………………………………………………………... 
 
14. The Babylon exhibition incorporates a number of relevant artworks – contemporary and historic – 
and elements reflecting the current situation in modern day Iraq as well as the situation at the 
archaeological site alongside the archaeological objects and information. Do you think that the artistic 
interpretations and contemporary elements are relevant within this kind of archaeological display? i - 
Please answer in relation to the information pertaining to modern debate and the situation at the 
archaeological site today, ii – Please answer in relation to the incorporation of art/modern/creative 
interpretations which may reflect elements of the archaeology being represented 
 
i) Yes, information relating to modern debate/the situation at archaeological sites today is relevant to 
archaeological displays because…………………………………………………………………………….. 
……………………………………………………...…………………………………………………………. 
 
No, information relating to modern debate/the situation at archaeological sites today is not relevant to 
archaeological displays because…………………………………………………………………………….. 
……………………………………………………...…………………………………………………………. 
 
ii) Yes, the incorporation of art/modern/creative interpretations which may reflect aspects of the 
archaeology being represented is relevant because ……………………………………………………... 
…………………………………………………………………........................................................................ 
 
No, the incorporation of art/modern/creative interpretations which may reflect aspects of the 
archaeology being represented is not relevant because ……………………………………………………... 
…………………………………………………………………........................................................................ 
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15. Often the contemporary opinions and artworks represented in exhibitions like Babylon are 
predominantly from a Western perspective. Would you also like to see the views and creative 
contributions of those living within the countries or near the site represented – for example, modern 
Iraqi’s in the Babylon exhibition or modern Egyptians in Egyptology exhibitions?  
 
Yes, because …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
No, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………….….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Which age group do you fit into? (Please circle) 
 
8-11 12-14 15 16 17-19 20-24 25-34 35-44      45-54        55-59        60-64      65+ 

 
First language…………………..  Country of residence………………………  Sex: M…. . F…..  

 
 

Thank you for your time and valuable opinions. 
 
DATE:          TIME OF INTERVIEW:               LOCATION OF INTERVIEW: 
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Appendix 12: Unavailable pages 412-418
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Appendix 13: Museum floor plans 
 

1a. The British Museum, ground floor, (see Gallery 4, Egyptian Sculpture Hall) 
 
UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Taken from http://www.britishmuseum.org/visiting/floor_plans_and_galleries/ground_floor.aspx 
[Accessed 16 June 2009]).                           
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1b. The British Museum, Upper floor (see galleries 61-66) 
 
UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Taken from http://www.britishmuseum.org/visiting/floor_plans_and_galleries/ground_floor.aspx 
[Accessed 16 June 2009]).                           
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2a. The Louvre, ground floor (see galleries 2-19)  
 
 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT

 
(Taken from http://www.louvre.fr/media/repository/ressources/sources/pdf/src_document_ 
52741_v2_m56577569831215619.pdf [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
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2b. The Louvre, first floor (see galleries 20-30)
 
UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT 
 
 

 

 
(Taken from http://www.louvre.fr/media/repository/ressources/sources/pdf/src_document_ 
52741_v2_m56577569831215619.pdf [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
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3. Museo Egizio 
 
1. History and its sources 
2. Provincial centres 
3. The capital of Ellesiya 
4. The statues 
5. Funerary formulae for the 
deceased 
6. Funerary equipment 
7. Tomb of Kha and others 
8. Deir el Medina 
9. Textiles 
10. Texts 
11. Daily life galleries 
12. Late period Ptolemaic 
13. Gods and Magic 
14. Roman and Coptic 
 
 
 
 IMAGE UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT
(Taken from http://www.museoegizio.org/pages/routes.jsp [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
 
 
 
 
4. The Ägyptsches Museum 
 
 
1. Sculpture    
2. The times of Nefertiti 
3. Nefertiti 
4. Daily life 
5. Antique Sudan 
6. Papyrus collection 
7. Netherworld 
8. World of the Gods 
 
 
 
 
 
 IMAGE UNAVAILABLE DUE TO COPYRIGHT
(Taken from http://www.egyptian-museum-berlin.com/f01.php [Accessed 16 June 2009]) 
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